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Introduction
The Philadelphia Region Input-Output Stud_ r represents an attempt to
provide a more rigorous and scientific basis for regional economic im-
pact analysis. At the time the study was initiated there existed con-
siderable concern among government agencies and the business community
regarding the possible undesirable effects of major changes in federal
programs and expenditure patterns. For example, there was much concern
regarding the impacts of major government facilities upon the communi-
ties, both large and small, within which they were located. Similar
concern was expressed with reference to possible adverse effects of
major changes in the level and/or composition of military expenditures
consequent to disarmament. As one of the several possible channels of
investigation, the project director and his associates decided to con-
duct a highly detailed input-output study of the _iladelphia region ...
thereby to make available basic disagcregated data with which to in-
vestigate the reprecussions of diverse changes in federal programs and
expenditure patterns.
Time passes and so change the pressing problems of the day. The
problems which led to the initiation of this three year study are no
longer as pressing as they once were. In their stead, however, there
are new problems; and in the search for solutions to these new problems,
the input-output study is equally useful. Solutions to these new
problems include the design of new communities (new towns), the re-
habilitation (renewal) of existing older urban complexes, the provision
of adequate employment opportunities for combating the problems of
poverty and its associated ills, the control of forces detrimental to
the physical environment.
ii.
Certain, too, is that tomorrow will pose still another set of
critical problems. In all probability, to these problems the study
frameworh can also be usefully applied.
Beyond assistance in the search for soD_tions to basic problems,
this study should provide, it is hoped, a major contribution to the
standardization of procedures for developing reaional accounts and
input-output coefficients. By so doing it should make possible major
economies in the construction of regional accounts and input-output
tables for both metrcpolltan and non-metropolitan regions. (1)
The research for this study was undertaken by the Department of
Regional Science, l_arton School of Finance and Commerce, University of
Pennsylvania under a grant from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. (2) The _- ._
_udj was initiated in September 1962 under the
direction of Walter Isard, in close association with Thomas W. Langford,
Jr. and Eliahu Romanoff. At the early stages, Gerald J. Karaska con-
tributed a major way. Willis J. Winn, Dean of the %Wharton School
generously made available the full facilities of the School. Sylvia
Persky graciously handled the innumerable administrative problems.
There were of course many others who assisted in the stud_, and whose
help will be ac_mowledGed in the final report.
We wish to emphasize the major reason for the presentation of the
table and related procedures at this time when all of the errors and
discrepancies have not been eliminated and at a later time when only
(1)Work along these lines is already being conducted by the Regional
Input-Output Colrmittee (Professor W. Leontief, Chairman; W. Isard,
Secretary) of the Regional Science Research Institute.
(2)NASA - Research Grant Number NsG-497-39-O10-OO4.
iii.
someof these will be eliminated. _e hope that others can profit greatly
from our mistakes. It is widely recognized Chat large scale empirical
research, such as that involved in census taking and tabulation, input-
output analysis, and construction of regional accounts cannot avoid
errors, and at times serious errors. It is also widely recognized that
government agencies, by and large have been the major producers of these
large scale empirical studies, because usually they alone have had the
necessary resources. Unfortunately these government agencies have not
been free to reveal the multitude of questionable procedures which must
be employed in these studies. Nor have they been free to be frank on the
related data inadequacies. Becausethis particular study has had the
good fortune to be conducted at a major University, we are in a position
to reveal in full, as recorded in the chapters to follow, the inadequacies
of our procedures and data without the need for apology or concern for
research legitimacy. However, we also wish to underline two major con-
tributions of the study at this stage. One, we have derived the major
input coefficients and control totals, whoseaccuracy we feel is of a
rather high order. (_e most serious errors relate to the coefficients
of smaller magnitude.) Two, we have set forth in a systematic manner all
the procedures employed in the study so that others can gain a full
understanding and comprehensiveview of what is involve_ in such a
study.
.... U.I.
J_nusry l yo'( T. _T. L.
E R.
Re_ional Input-0utput Studi,r
Department of Regional ;$_.cienc.z
University o!' Pennsylvania
_liladelphia, Pennsylvania
1 - i
Preliminary Draft
S_ptember, 1966
Chapter i
COLLECTION OF DATA: _I_NI,_G_ CO_..o£_'_JC_lO._,
and _._dKffA,_TURIN J
The procedures for securing information for the mining, construc-
tion and manufacturing industries of the :_hi!adelphia re[_ion input-
output studs; are described in thi_ Chapter. Howe'._er, prior to a pre-
sentation of the survey methods e_,_.ployed, a short description of the
Philadelphia metropolitan _"egion is in order to outline the nature of
the region, its position relative to other ?.arge metropolitan areas,
and its internal composition.
The Philadelphia Metrono!itan Re_ion
The _hiladelphia ]ietropolitan ]legion was one of the first urban
regions to develop in this country. It contains one of the oldest
cities in the United States, _li!adelphio, and includes other early
settlements which have contributed to the advanced urbanization of
the area. 1[ith the growth of the country and its own develo!,ment ove_ _
the years, the rcsion has b_,_come a highly diversified area where almost
all hinds of enterprise kno_.._nto exist in advanced metropoii_an re_ions
are rep_'esented. This c_aracteristic _;:ahes it an ideel _abo_atory in
which ne_.:and ir_,prcved m,_thods of reg._ona! analyses can be applied and
evaluated. 'i]_e!ar@ic size of the region is par ticu!a:.'i_ important for
a detailed inter-industr._/ ;]i;udy. Its _ize mal_es it pc_ssib!e to disag-
gregate econcmic activity into znany sectors frcm most of which a
I I _ C _-
i - 2
_ucled is the Phila-satisfacto_ sample can be obtained. The region _"
_-LI 0"delphia, Pennsylvania-New Jersey Standard L_ " Dol_tan Statistical Area,
(1)
as defined by the U.S. Bureau of the Budjet. It consists of Phila-
delphia and seven other surrounding counties. _e rezion includes five
counties in the Conmlonwealth of Pennsylvania and three in the State of
_ew Jersey_ it straddles the Deie_.mre River, which fon_s the boundal_y
between the two States. Bureau of the Budget's definition of the me-
tropolitan region is satisfactory for the construction of an input-
(2)
output table. The area thus defined contains a nodal region, where
activities tend to cluster in and around the central city, and provides
a large enough base with sufficient interdependence in its structure to
peimit meaningful exm_ination of t1_e impacts of diverse exogenous for-
ces. _._o2eover, because fairly extensive data are reported for the
_hilade!phia SIJSA, the data requirements for the construction of this
regional study can be effectively met at an SiISA level.
Unlike the definition chosen by the Penn Jersey Transportation
Study, our definition excludes the Trenton, New Jersey SMSA to the
north, and the [<i!m_ington, Dela_.,_are-New Jersey SMSA to the south.
The relative importance of the _iladelphia region in the national
econo1:_ can be seen from Table i-i, which rent,s the population of the
ten largest Standard lietropolitan Statistical Areas as of 1960.
(1)U.S. Bureau uf the Budget, Standard _letropo!itam Statistical Areas,
1960 ('_lashington, D.C • U.S. Goverrnnent P_-.inting O_ic_, i_61).
(2)Walter Isard, et el. ilethods of Re_xional Science (New York: %]qe
Tcchno_].ogy Press and John '_iley :_.ndSons, Inc., !960) pp. 322-324
"' _" .>cl_.:c the Conce.nt of _...."
_'Y_iter i_ard, }_eglonal _ "_ e, • _,cgion and Regional
Structure," Paoers and Proceedings of the _ Pe:_ional Science Associa-
(,._
tion, Vo!. II (19_'o), pp. 13-26 : and, Liichael B. Teitz, "Rec3ional
Theo_ r and Regional [ode!sL. ' Papers :_nd Proceedings o.J'_he Reg_ional
Science Association, Vol. L-X (1962), pp. 35--5_.
Table i - i
POPULATIONOFT}_ TEULA[{GESTILET!,:OPOLITANI{GIONS, 1960
z-3
SHSA Population Percent of
(000) U.S. Popu-
lation
i_',759 8.1
6,794 3.7
6,743 3.6
4,343 2.4
3,762 2. O
2,753 1.6
2,589 1.4
2,405 i. 3
2,060 i. I
2,001 i. 0
(1)
New _o:_ _" - N._ T. Krew Jerse?I
o (1)
Chicago - N.U. Indi_na
Los Angeles - Long Beach, California
PHIL%DELPH!A, PA. - i[. J.
Detroit, iiichigan
San Francisco - Oakland, California
Boston, iiassachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
St. Louis, [lissouri - Illinois
_,','ashington,D.C. - _iaryland - Va.
The changes in the distributiou of population within the _hiladel-
phia SHSA during the 1950-1960 period can be seen in Table i - 2. This
table shows that the region has experienced, s_s most metropolitan areas,
a declining popu!stion in the ccnt:'-_l city and a growing suburban popu-
lation. A mo-,'e dctai!ed dc:_cription of the growth of the region, par-
ticu!arly as inf!uence_] by the c.eve!opment of the transportation net-
iO_..1 ill a ::'eccnt ]_ ' : .... _; (' "WOE'i{, can be -_ "'"_'_ pu ................. cf i;kc Penn Jerse.y Trans-
porta bion Study.
"(1)S_andard Conso!id,_t"d A':c."-_,• Source: Bu_ceau oF _2:¢ Bud,jet, S_andard
o_ U b. Govern-i;etz'oDoliL]an. ,.._'._4-_,-._"._ ._.......r, al A:':ss, ,?'O0 '..,'<shin 7tou, _,...,T'C . "
ment Pzi:_g:]n_. c_.'i'_ce._ , 19_i.
(2)Penn Jersey Trmusportation Study, fhn State of the Re_ion, P.J. Re-
]fr_] 1
Table ]. - 2
C,.^:,Tr,,,_o IN POPUZ_TION D!STI,-_.,U_.IO_!__7 COT._[TY
, t!" T ]TT lT_(_]_ 'r ....P_S!2_DELr.._A, PA.-i_W _,_ S_,uA, 1950-1960
l-4
County Population in Thousands Percent Change
195o 1.96o 19_o - 196o
I r"Due l:s Ia,_ 309 113.4
Chester 159 211 32.3
Delaware 414 553 33.5
!ontgome ry 353 517 46.3
Fhiladelphia 2,072 2,003 -3.3
Pa. Part 3,143 3,592 14.3
Burlington 136 ...._'-_ _ 65.2
Ca'den 30]. 392 30.4
Gloucester 92 135 47.0
N.J. Part 528 751 42.2
R_iladelphia Si[SA 3,671 4,343 25.1
Detail may not add to total due to rounding.(1)
The sh_)re of the five Pennsylvania countie_ in the region's popu-
lation has continued to decline over the years. ;_ile in 19OO these
counties accounted for 85'.6 percent of the region's population, by
1920 their share had declined to 8,_.,_..percent and by ]_9!1.Oto 67.5
percent. During the 1950-1960 pe_,'iod the five counties' share (of the
region's total) declined gt'om [i'..6 'co _.3 percent. ]._nispoint is ira-
portent to keep i_n mind since, cue to th_ iJmitcd info,'mation on a dis-
aggregated level for tb, ,..few je:-'s,-,'¢ L':_rt .-.,f the region, data for the
five Pennsylvania coun_.'._._w,.re u;.:._ im estimating ch-_,nges over time
(1)
Source: U.S. l>ure:m _,Z'Cenru.s, iI.q. Cc_:c_s of Pooulakion: 2.950 amd
1960, '._.shinckon , D.C. [I.._:.Gov: ,_ment Primtiu_ Office, 19o2
1-5
(1)
for the region as a whole.
This portrayal of the region would not be complete without a brief
preliminary description of its emplo3_lent. Such is presented in Table
i - 3 which summarizes the distribution of employment by place of resi-
dence in the eight counties of the SHSA, and in Table I - % which stun-
marizes the total employment of the area's residents by major industry
groups.
Finally, the breakdown of the estimated 1959 output of the private
sectors of the rhiladelphia SMSA by economic division is presented in
Table i - 5. The composition of output o p the region is also compared
with that of the nation, for 1958 (see Table i - 6). Although there
are minor discrepancies in the definitions of the sectors at this level
of aggregation, and although the U.S. Data are for an earlier year,
nonetheless the comparison is meaningful. It shows the differences one
would expect to find between the nation and a metropolitan area,
General Survey Procedures
In order to conduct a regional input-output study it is necessary
to collect extensive data from primary sources to supplement available
published data. lh._oalternatives in data collection are possible:
(i) a complete census of establishments can be undertaken, following the
Xalamazoo example (2) or (2) a sa_-:'.pleof establishments by industry can
be used. In the latter case, several surves _ designs a_'e possiblc de-
pending on the size of the region, the nature of the indu_.'tries, and
(1)See CLapper 4 for discussion of methcdologj for estimating detailed
control %otals fo._ the manufacturing _tn._!ot....r p_._oC.ucing industries.
(2_)_.'erner i[ochwald, [!erbe_,.'tE. Ztriner and Sidne_f Sonenb!.um, Local Im-
D_ct o_t Foreign Trade., i,ie?_.odolo,_vfor Devei_]-n_; Local Accounts
Tables, _-_lechn....cal:Sui_')lemen__ D, (['ashJ.r>gton: .....'_+_onal Planning Asso-
ciation, !9(<.0).
1-6
T:%_LE i-3
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION A]_ EMPLCY_NT BY COb]_%f;
PIIILADELPHIA, PA.-N.J. SMSA, 1960
Persons Percent of Fm_ployees Percent of
(000) Region (000) Region
Bucks
Chester
Delaware
}4ontgomery
Fhiladelphia
Pa. Part
Burlington
Camden
C-louchester
N.J. Part
Philadelphia SMSA
309 7. ! ii0 6.7
211 4.8 78 4.7
553 12.7 207 12.6
517 !l. 9 20l 12.2
2,003 46.1 789 47.9
3, _92 82.7 I, 384 84 .i
224 5.a 66 4. o
392 9. o 146 8.9
135 3. i 49 3. o
751 17.3 261 15.9
4,343 IOO. o i,645 ioo. o
Details may not add to total due to rounding.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U..S.. Census of Population: i_60,
General Social ahd Economic Characteristics; Pennsylvania
and New Jersey. U.S Goverrn_ent Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1962. " _ "
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TA_L_ 1-4
EI,IPLO_;T DISTRIBUTION BY ECONOMIC DIVISIOITS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.-N.J. S}_SA, 1960
Economic Division Kmplo_lent
(000)
Percent of
Total
Agriculture, Forest_.r and Fisheries
71ining
Construction
i_anufacturing
Transportation, Cor._Imnications and
Utilities
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Services
Govern_ent
Not Classified
20.2 1.2
1.8 0.1
82.8 5.o
588.5 35.8
io9.9 6.6
291.3 17.7
76.8 4.7
319. o 19.4
80.0 4.9
74.8 4.6
Total i,61!5.1 IOO. O
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Population-
1960, General Social and Economic Characteristics,
Pennsylvania and iTaw Jersey_ (Uashington, D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1962).
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TABLE 1-5
ESTI/_t_TEDOUTPUt1_ OF THE PRIVATE SECTORS BY
ECONCMIC DIVISION, PHILADELPHIA, PA.-_.J. SMSA, 1959
Economic Division Output Percent of
($000) Total
Agric., Forestry ?:Fisheries
Mining
Contract
SIC 656)
Construction (incl.
Manufacturing
Ordnance (SIC 19)
Manufacturing (SIC 20-39)
Transp. Communication & Util.
Transportation
Communication
Elec. Gas, & Sanit. Serv.
Wholesale & Retail Trade
[Jholesale
Retail
Finance, Ins., & Real Estate
Finance
Insurance
Real Estate
Services
Services
_[edical
Educational
Other
134,7o9 .59
30,922 .14
i,771, 985 7.80
ll, 475,776 50.50
16,411 .07
ii, 459, 365 50.43
i,641, 392 7.22
775,765 3.41
370, 937 1.63
494,690 2.18
3,457,665 15.21
1,655,219 7.28
i,802,446 7-93
i, 571,264 6.91
623,887 2.75
833 n_c_ 3.67
113,388 .50
2,640, 367 ii.62
1,293,811 5.69
411,756 i.81
611, 573 2.69
323,225 1.42
Total Private Sector 22,724,080 iOO.OO
Detail may not add to total due to rounding.
i-5
T_$LE !-6
T _,_ _ _? _PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUT!O_: OF PR_._.I._ SECTOR OUTP[_ _,Z
ECONCHIC DIVISION, THE _]ITED gTATES, 1958, AND
PHILADELPHIA, PA.-N.J. SI,_A, 1959
Economic Division
U.S. Phila. SMSA
1958 1959
(Percen_of Total)
Agriculture, Forestl_, and Fisheries
Mining
Construction
Nanufacturing
Transportation, Communication, and Utilities
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Services
6.21 .59
2.42 .14
8.41 7.80
42.29 50.50
7.92 7.22
11.55 15.21
10.72 6.91
9.48 11.62
Total Private Sector, Percent
Output 0.!illion $)
i00.00 1OO.OO
824.330 22.724
Sources : U.S.--Wational Economic Division Staff, "The Transactions
Table of the 1955 Input-Output Study, Revised Direct and
Total Requirements Data", Survey of Current Business,
Vol, 45:9 (September, 1965) Table 1. The output of the
three dummy industries Sector 81, Business, travel,
entertainment and gifts, Sector 82, Office Supplies
and Sector 83, Scrap, used and second-hand goods, was
excluded from the tabulation. _is combined output was
calculated as 1.1[' pe;_cent of the •total private sectors
output.
qhe private secSo_s consist u_-_ _,_ _'_"_'_{_.-_ .... ] +n 77,,
(see Ibid for their definitions) _ich do not correspond
exactly to the Philadelphia table industries at this
level of aggregation.
! - i0
the available resources for the study. In particular, t_re broad cate-
gories can be distinguished: (i) the ._ar:u?lingof specii'ic industries
(i)
particularly impo_t_n_ +,oan area as in tile Utah Studj and (2) the
systematic sampling of each industry in the region, as in the St. Louis
S_udy(2) The locally collected data are required for the estimation
(3)
of the structural coefficients. They also may be used along _:ith
published information to estimate industry oubputs and other controld.
In the Philadelphia table the survey approach was used. The strs-
teg%r adopted was to ssmp!e the region's industries on a disazgregated
level and to develop coefficients on the basis of local data whenever
practicable. L_henever possible, the data of the Penn Jersey Transporta-
tion Study was employed.
The questionnaires were generally of two kinds: (I), a long detailed
questionnaire, generally with a satisfactory coverage for the size and
distribution of the industry taking into account budgetary and time li-
mitations and (2), a limite@ survey intended either to augment the data
obtained from the long questionnaires or to include some of the in-
dustries which were not sampled by the more extensive method. All of
these sources were augmented by the Penn Jersey Transportation Study's
,, "r _ • " A.u(!)Frederick T. Hoore and James ,. Pcterscn, _._e_j_ona- Analysis:
:_e_me_r of Econo_,ics and _ +'_ " "Interindustry 7_odel of Utah" .....
- .) _,
Vol. X_2_VII.I, (i'Iov 195q), PP- 360- _
(2)Werner Z. l;irsch, "Interindustry 2elations of A _ieLropolitan Area,"
_-_cs, Vol. XLI-4 (Wov. ]959), pp.360-369.Review of Econo._ics and _ .....
(3)An alternative approach now being inw_.stigated is the estimation of
some key coefflcient_ (e.{z. total material inputs and psyroll) for
each ,nduo_1_ based on local _ata which can then serve to derive ad-
justmen5 fac%ors. These factors are applied to the detailed coeffi-
cients obtained from auothcr, technologica!!_v similar area in order
• _ coe_!clen_ • See Walterto estimate tl-e g].ve.u area's str_ctaral -_-_" " _s
Isard, Eliahu T_omanof_r, with the assistance of Luc_ Alspach, Th__.ee
• - ._elBoston-.--_,--.-T_:_<n_Inter!n_!u_ _-_r.,-_"""_d,,_i(>_, !,'.eyCoe[___c_en_.', "_'" " -'s _ _ the
_ecnn_._± Paper i?_'.ber (Cambridge. [iegiona]. Science
Research Institute i'oston Office, 1966).
l-ll
Regional Economic Eurvey returns by local seconda__ sources, mostly
available in published form, and by interviews with knowledgeable persons
in the indust1_#, l ieasures of output, sources oi' information, and the
level of disaggregation employedin collecting and processing the data
are stm_aarizedin Table 1-7.
Conduct of Survey
The following paragraphs outline the basic survey procedure de-
veloped as a result of the experience gained in the early stages of the
study. This procedure was applied first to the manufacturing industries
and then with minor nodifications in the survey of the other economic
divisions.
First, for each indust_y, a list of selected establishments was
prepared in acco;_-!ancewith the appropriate sample design described
further in the text.
Second, an initial contact with each of the selected establishments
was madein the fozll of an introductory letter by _.Tillis J. _inn, Dean
of the Wharton School of Finance and Conz_erce. This letter introduced
Professor L'alte_" Isard, the Director of this Project, outlined the pur-
pose of the Study and its possible usefulness for economic policy for-
mulation for the Philadelphia rezion, and assured confidentiality of
response. It was accompaniedby a second letter from John K. T_,bor,
Secretar__ of Com_nerce, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to _,ialter Isard
in which he expressed his interest in the study and his hope that busi-
ness firms would cooperate by providing the requested data.
.........."-_,,__-_ _y_- _+_- +.h_ m,-_ilin_ of the let-_ne third step, o_ _=_ ................
ters, _as to arrange by telephone an interview with the potential re-
spondent. The actual interview, which generally tooh fro_u 30 minutes
(1)See Appendix B - 1 for copies of these letters.
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TABLE1-7
IIEASURESOFSECTORS,LEVELOFDISAGGP/]GATIOil,SOURCESOFDATAA>!D
IIEASURESOF01_PPUT,P!T!I$_DELPV,IAj PA.-Ii.J. SIISAINPUT-OUTPUTTABLE1959
EconomicDivision
i4o. of Level of Sources Measures
Sectors Disagsrega- of of
tion Informa- Output
Nun_er of tion
SIC Digits SSPI
A. Agric., Forestry &
Fisheries 6
D. [lining 4
C. Contract Construction
(incl. operative builders,
SIC 656) 8
D. Manufacturing 361
Ordnance i
Hanufacturing 360
E. Trans., Comza.?_Util. 16
Transportation _}
Communication 4
Elec., Gas, Sanit. Serv.4
F. l'_]olesale ?:Retail Trade 74
%_olesale 34
Retail 40
G. Finance, Ins. _ Real Est. 9
Finance 6
Insurance 2
Real Estate i
li. Services 12
Services 4
Medical 2
Educational 3
Other 3
I. Government 9
Local 3
State 6
3 &4
XX Value of Prod.
XX Value of Ship.
Adjusted ValuQ
of Const. Put
X XX in Place
3
4
2, 3, L!'4
3 _.'_4
3 ° 4
XX Value of Sales
XXX Value of Sales
XX Value of Prod.
X X Value of Sales
XX Value of Prod.
4 xx
3 XXX
3:;_ (asg) xx
3 agg. XX
2 _ 3 agg. X
2 XXX
3 4 agg. X X
3 XX
2 XX
fornt of gov't
Administratives
and functions
J. Dummy i XX
Value of Sales
Hargins
Value of Earn.
Value of *
Value of
Receipts
Value of
Receipts
Value of Input
Value of Input
Value of Input
X Value of Input
Value of Input
Total Inten_ediate 500
* Life Ins., cost of underwriting .A investment; non-life, Value of premiums
earned.
Sources of Infor_._ation:
S - Survey with detailed questionnaires and personal interviews
s - Limited survey generally with a small sample and short
questionnaires, mostly by mail.
P - Published or other secondary sources.
I - Interviews with know!eOgeable persons in Industr_j.
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to over an hour, was intended to acquaint the respondent with the ques-
tionnaire and complete the questionnaire as far as possfble. In cases
where not all the requested information could be furnished during the
interview, the questiom%aire, together with a set of printed instructions
and a return nail envelope was left with the respondent to mail upon com-
pletion.
If the questionnaire was not returned within four to six weeks after
the interview, the respondent was contacted again by mail. If the ques-
tionnaire was not received during a period of 30 days following the re-
minder letter, a telephone call was made to urge the respondent to com-
plete the questionnaire and to inquire if further assistance in answer-
ing the questions was desired.
The receipt of the questionnaire was followed by the fourth, and
final step, namely, the mailing of a letter thanking the respondent.
The questionnaire was then recorded and filed in the respective industry
(1)
folder for subsequent _rocessing.
Information Requested
The long questionnaires were designed to obtain the following
data:
1. Input Structure of the Establishment. The information re-
quested was grouped by major input components, where for some a
detailed breakdown was also sought. For instance, total dollar value
of materials consumed by the establishment was requested as a
See Appendix B-i.
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separate item from the dollar values of detailed material inputs.
The difference between the sum of the value of the detailed items
and the total value of materials which was separately specified
should, ideally, have yielded the values on the unspecified material(1)
inputs and have guarded against errors in underestimation.
Although it is possible to build an input-output table by
specifying either the input s_ructure (columns), or the distribution
(2)
of sales (rows) for each industry in the system, preferably by
both approaches to permit crosschecking, the former approach was
considered more reliable. It is based on production cost information,
which is generally kept by each establishment. Data on sales dis-
tribution among firms, at the detail required for this study, would
(3)
have been more difficult to have processed.
2. The Ge0$raphic0 Origin and Destination of Purchases and Sales.
The respondent was requested to identify the geographic origin of
items purchased, that is, whether they originated in the SMSA or
were "imported" from outside. For the latter category a breakdown
(1)
(2)
(3)
For a more detailed description of the input information obtained
in the manufacturing questionnaires, see Chapter 2, Table 2 - l,
and the section on classification and measures of input and out-
put. See also Chapter 3 for the input information obtained for
the mining and construction industries.
For examples of input-output tables built from output data see
Robert E. Coughlin and Walter Isard, Planning Efficient Hospital
S_,stems Discussion Paper Series No. 1 (Philadelphia, Regional
Science Research Institute, 1963), and Lee Hansen and Charles M.
Tiebout, "An Intersectoral Flows Analysis of the California
Economy", Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 45:4
(Nov. 1963) •
Walter Isard et al. Methods of Regional Analysis. (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1960) pp. 322-326, and Leon Moses
"The Stability of Interregional Trading Patterns and Input
Output Analysis", American Economic Review, Vol. 45:4, (Dec. 1955)
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by states or other geographic areas was also requested. Similarly,
information on the geographic destination of sales was requested by
type of product. Here the respondent was requested to list the
percentage of the output item sold to other manufacturers in the SMSA
and to those outside the region as well as the percentage of sales
to wholesalers, retailers and, in the case of the manufacturing
questionnaires, directly to households. Onthe whole, the response
to these questions, particularly those pertaining to the destination
of output amongthe manufacturing industries, was l_er than the
response to the questions concerning the origins of Inputs. It is
interesting to note that the RIS survey experience was at variance
with that of Hansenand Tiebout in their survey for the California
intersectoral flow tables, where they state that "in terms of input-
output flo_zs, information for 'rows' is easier to obtain than for
(l)
wcolumns '".
3. Proportion of Sales to Defense-Related Agencies. This group
of questions sought to obtain data on the percentage of sales of the
area's firms to defense-related agencies. Here firms were classified
as prime contractors and subcontractors. For the latter group the
information on the geographic distribution of sales to defense
(2)
prime contractors was also requested.
w (l)
Ibi____d., Hansen, and Tiebout, loc. cit°
(2)
See Walter Isard and Eugene !4. Scholler "An Economic Analysis of
Local and Regional Impacts of Reduction of I_litary Expenditures",
Papers, Peace Research Societ_ (International) Vol. l, (1963),
pp. 15-44, the forerunner study to this project. For some pre-
' _ _ J-_" ..... _'_ _ ...... _"i_-i-_ _I _ _'_, C-_.._,mlel .'r
Karaska, "Interregional Flo_s of Defense-Space Awards", Papers
Peace Research Society (International), Vol. 5, (1967)
The Department of Regional Science, the %_arton School, Universlty
of Pennsylvania, Philadel;hia, Pennsylvania.
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Selection of the Base Year
As already indicated, the choice of 1959 as the base year was
influenced by the Penn Jersey Transportation Study, which made
available copies of its Regional Economic Survey for that year.
Although the Penn Jersey Transportation Study lightened "the data
collection load, this choice created two problems: (1) it was nec-
essary to reconcile the Penn Jersey Transportation Study data with
ours and (2) it made additional demands on control estimates for
an off-Census year.
Sectoring Plan
As previously indicated, the sectoring plan required the dis-
aggregation of activity into a finer breakdown that the OBE sectors. The
sectors were identified on a 3 and 4-digit SIC level, as noted in Table
1-7. They _rere constructed to assure the independence of each economic
division and, in some cases, their major components. Residual input
data were aggregated into special sectors, such as RIS 39999. Statistical
discrepancies in control estimates were also assigned to residual sectors
in each group. In this way the sectors were defined such that in almost
all cases they can be aggregated into the OBE sectors of the national
input-output table for 1958. In addition, the use of the residual in-
dustry made it possible to revise parts of the table without affecting
others.
The Survey of Manufacturin_ Industries
The survey of manufacturing industries was the first to be
undertaken. The experience gained from this survey helped to improve
the survey procedures for the other sectors.
The survey of the manufacturing industries was designed to
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provide estimates of structural coefficients (dollar inputs per
dollar output) for the area's industries. In addition, information
on the value of output per employeewas obtained to provide estimates
of total industry output to augmentthe secondary data available for
the five-county Pennsylvania part of the S_A.
T_e level of industry classification from which samples were
selected was the 4-digit SIC detail• This classification was con-
(1)
sidered reasonable given the objective of the study. All 4-digit
SIC industries were sampled with the exception of a few small in-
dustries, primarily those consisting of a very few establishments
and those _rith a total employment of less than 200. Although it
was intended to survey these small industries, the difficulties in
obtaining the data when compared with their potential utility led to
(2)
the abandonment of this course of action.
The following lists some of the more important characteristics
of the manufacturing industries of the Philadelphia region _hich
affected the survey design, and some associated problems.
1. The n_oer of establis_hments by industry tended to range
from one or two to over 400. The sampling of industries having less
than ten establishments, and particularly those of six or less,
proved to be most difficult; and the collected _ata }_ere generally
subject to non-disclosure requirements.
2. The distribution of establishments by employment size in
(i)
(2)
Originally it was intended to separate the large 4-digit SIC
industries in each 0BE sector, and aggregate the remaining
_.._,,_+_ _ _ q-digit level Ho_ever, after the evaluation
of initial sampling work, it was decided to smr.ple each 4-digit
SIC manufacturing industry.
The problems encountered in the survey of small industries are
further elaborated in the text. See also Chapter 2.
most industries was highly skewed.
(i)
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This led to the choice of
_he larger establishments in smnpling procedures.
3. Since the survey was undertaken in 1963-1964, the turnover
in establishments by industry affected the true 1959 population
available for sampling. Replacements of selected establishments
were necessary to compensate for changes in the composition of
(2)
establishments by indust_j since 1959. Firms changing SIC
codes required careful classification checks. Most firms tended
to change a 4-digit SIC classificationwithin a 3-digit SIC code.
The majority of the other firms changing classification did so within
a 2-digit industry group.
4. The competitive position of some industries and their
business practices tended to reduce the response rate because of
possibility of information leakage. Similarly, some non-corporate
establishments were hesitant to divulge the breakdown of admini-
strative costs since, in doing so 3 they might reveal their profit
position.
5. The quality of response, and the response rate, varied by
size of establishment. Detailed data based on company records were
(1)
(2)
U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of _nufacturers: 1958
Location of Manufacturing Plants by County_ Industry and Employ-
ment Size. Part 2. Middle Atlantic States, Special Report
MC 58(s)-3.2 (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
1961).
Data on the number of establishments beginning operations,
terminating operations# changing names, location, and line of
product (SIC classification), were avail_ole for the
Pennsylvania part of the region from the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs, Supplement to the
19>9 Industrial Directory. (Harrisburg: Bureau of Statistics,
Nov. 1960).
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obtained mostly from the larger establishments which had full
accounting departments and could rely on electronic data processing
methods. On the other hand, estimates in lieu of recorded data were
best supplied by respondents representing small establishments since
here respondents are closer to the production process and could
recall most information requested and easily estimate the rest. The
poorest data camefrom the medimn-sized establishments.
Selection of Sample
The selection of manufacturing establishments to be sampled
started with a preliminary estimate of the number and emplosnnent of
establishments in each 4-digit SIC industry. This preliminary
estimate served as the frame from which the sample was selected and
as a base for the industry control estimates discussed in Chapter 4.
The Industrial Directory of the Cormmom_ealth of Pennsylvania_ for
provided the total number of establishments and employment
(1)
by each Pennsylvania county. For the New Jersey counties, reference
was made to the N. J. Industrial Directory and to the industrial
directories of Burlington and Camden counties, in order to arrive
at a crude estimate for the remaining three counties in the region.
(2)
(1)
(2)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs,
1962 Industrial Director' of the Con_onwealth of Pennsylvania,
(16th Edition), (Harrisburg, Bureau of Statistics, 1962).
1960-1961 New Jersey Industrial Directory (flewYork, New Jersey
Industrial Directory, 1956). Camden County Ch_mber of Commerce,
C_mden Count_ Industrial DirectorY, (Pennsa_:en, flewJersey,
The Chamber, 1961). Burlington County Planning Board,
Industrial Directory (Mount Holly, New Jersey, The Board, 1956).
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These, together with additional sources, served to build up the(1)
list from which establishments could be selected.
In the development of the sample design no attempt was made to
obtain a representative sample of the manufacturing industries by
size class of employment. Difficulties in obtaining quality data,
in terms of detailed input specification, from the smaller estab-
lishments, precluded such refinelaent. Moreover, the large number
of industries having lO or less (or even 20 or less) establishments
in the region constituted another major obstacle.
As noted in the Introduction, the following criteria, which
evolved as a result of initial sampling, were established:
(a) Each 4-digit SIC represented in the region should be
sampled.
(b) Within each 4-digit SIC, a sample of at least 25 percent
of th total employment should be obtained.
(c) Within the 25 percent employment coverage, the number of
surveyed establishments should be minimized, but in no case be less
than three.
(d) Initially, all establisl_nents with 200 employees or more
were to be interviewed. This criterion, following Penn Jersey
Transportation Study procedures, was later changed in favor of
obtaining at least three of the largest establishments in each
(z)
Chamber of Co_nerce of Greater _liladelphia, Business Firms
List of Greater _hiladelnhia_ 1963; Bucks County Industrial
Development Corporation, Directory of Manufacturing Plants in
Bucks County, Pa. (Doylestown, Pa., The Corporation, 1963).
The Corporation, 1963). Delavare County Chamber of Commerce,
Delaware Count 7 Directory of Manufacturing and Processing Firms3
(Chester, Pa. The Chamber, n.d.)ilontgomery County Industrial
Development Committee, 196_ Industrial Directory of Montgomery
County, Pa. (n.p. The Comr_dttee, 1963).
f
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4-digit SIC category. Selection of ne_ establishments, to replace
refusals and other non-responding units_ at times left only estab-
lis_nents with less than 50 employees to be surveyed.
(e) ]_ere preliminary analysis of the returns indicated consid-
erable heterogeneity _mong the sampled establishments (because of
differences in scale of operations, process, productivity, etc.)
additional interview5 were to be conducted.
Locational bias crept into the sample as a result of three
factors. First, firm listings were more readily available, and on
a more accurate basis, for the Pennsylvania part of the region.
Second, ease of access and the need to minimize interview costs led
to overrepresentation of center city Philadelphia establishments,
particularly in the selection of replacements. Similarly, in other
Pennsylvania counties, those establishments located closer to
Fniladelphia were chosen in preference to those located at the rim
of the region, Third, Bucks County establishments were sampled more
carefully, and with a larger coverage than those in other outlying
counties, since one of the long-run objectives of the research within
the Department of Regional Science is eventually to construct for a
county an input-output table which could be linked to the larger
regional table.
Penn Jersey Transportation on Study's Regional Economic Survey
The actual task of data collection was somewhat lightened since,
at the early phases of the study, copies of the Penn Jersey Trans-
portation Stuay:s Regional ......_u_w;_w_ __ ......._ ......._,_for 1959 were made
available. Although the Rcglonal Economic Survey, conducted in 1960
and 1961, obtained about 2500 questionnaires for the various
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economic divisions in the region, the forms were for the most part
incomplete and could provide only a small part of the required data
for the Philade1_hia Input-Output Study. In all over 600 manufacturing
(1)
long and short questionnaires were made available from this source.
Two types of sampling procedures were used in the Penn Jersey
Transportation Study's Regional Economic Survey:
a. Personal interviews with the use of long forms were conducted
among the larger establishments in each industry. In manufacturing,
all plants with more than 200 employees were contacted while in some
service industries, like advertising, establishments with as few as
ten employees were sampled. Retail establishments located in twelve
selected shopping centers were sampled as well as some of the important
retail chains.
b. An augmentative mail survey using short forms, with a sample
selected on the basis of the Bureau of Emplo_nent Security data
stratified by size of employment, was directed at the smaller
establishments. For each stratum a systematic sample was drawn at
predetermined rates, where in the largest class, of 100-200 emplmyees,
the rate was 50 percent and in smaller employment classes it was
lower.
One of the main differences between the long and the short forms
was that the short forms were designed to obtain only the total cost
of materials, and not detailed material costs information.
(1)
See George Perazich, Recent Economic Changes
in the Five-County Philadelphia Re_ion, PJ Faper Eo. 3
(Philadelphia: Penn Jersey Transportation Study, 1961). The
description of the Regional Economic Survey is mainly from
this source.
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For the manufacturing industries, the Penn Jersey Transportation
Study made available copies of 221 long or interview-type question-
naires and 397 short forms of its augmentative mail survey. (1)" These
were classified according to their usefulness and quality of response
as shown in Table 1 - 8
TABLE - 8
DISTRIBUTION OF PENN JERSEY TRANSYORTATION STUDY
MAICOFACTURING QUESTIONNAIRES, BY TYPE AND QUALITY
Type of Questionnaire Percent
Quality Long Short of
Code Quality of Return (Interview) (_il) Total Total
A Complete Form 99 - 99 16.0
B Partial Form, without 28 315 343 55-5
detailed material in-
puts
C Incomplete Form 94 82 176 28.5
Total 221 397 618 lO0.O
Similarly in the other industries, the Penn Jersey Transportation
Study questionnaires which were made available contributed to the
survey to varying degrees.
D-_jpe Questionnaires
Since the bulk of the Penn Jersey Transportation Study data for
the manufacturing industries consisted of partial returns, it became
apparent that these had to be augmented.
Some of the 618 Penn Jersey Transportation St_dy returns were for
Mercer County, Ne_z Jersey, and these were exclude.] from the
..... _-_-,-_.... _+_ T_-,o_,_ercer Count:" ret_rns were use_ at times
as _=_isui_al estab!isl_en'cs to augment or conceal non-disclosabie
SMSA data. See Chapter 2.
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To this end, a special short form was prepared, designated by
code Dj and sent to those establishments which were covered by the
Penn Jersey Transportation Study mail survey, and had returned
B-type questionnaires (defined in Table 1 - 8). The D-type question-
naires were aimed at obtaining data primarily on detailed material
inputs. In this way, the sets of both data were combined to yield
a completed, A-type questionnaire. This procedure yielded 180
(1)
complete returns.
As expected, experience with the above procedure indicated that
respondents _ere more amenable to the short, D-type, questionnaire
than to the more lengthy RIS A-type, since the D-type was easier
to complete. As a result, the D-type forms were used not only to
augment the Penn Jersey Transportation Study short forms, but also to
obtain data from other establishments in the region. Specifically,
they were used in the following situations:
(a) When additional establishments were needed to replace re-
fusals in industries whose establishments were mo_reluctant to par-
ticipate in the survey than normal experience indicated.
(b) In 4-digit SIC industries, having a small number of estab-
lishments (six or less), and a small total employment size (less than
200 employees).
(c) In industries where the survey data indicated that inputs
seemed to be too heterogeneous and additional information _as needed.
(d) To overcome disclosure problems.
See _ppendix B-! for a copy of _he D-type questionnaire and
Chapter 2 for the metho:_ employed in deriving estimates from
these returns.
W
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On the whole, however, the short D-type forms were msed only
to supplement the bulk of the survey which was based on RIS long
forms.
In designing any questionnaire, the desire to increase the
number of questions and probe more deeply into input-output
characteristics, thereby increasing the level of information, had
to be constantly weighed against the risk of reducing the response
rate associated with lengthy forms. This consideration is par-
ticularly important in a study of the type conducted where respondents
volunteered information and incurred the cost of assembling the data
in the form requested.
Industr_ Covers_e
_umber of Industries Covered. Of the total 424 4-digit SIC
manufacturing industries (SIC 20 to 39) classified by the SIC _2nual_
there were 378, or about 89 percent identified in the region. These
industries, which were estimated to have 7,999 establishments in
1959, were sampled by the procedures outlined above with an estimated
(1)
response rate of 54.4 percent. In all, questionnaires from RIS
and PJTS sources were obtained for 332 4-digit SIC industries, or
for almost 88 percent of the region's manufacturing industries. A
review of the industries covered in the survey showed that 3 or more
complete questionnaires (in addition to some partial and incomplete
returns) were obtained for 149, or 39.4 percent, of the manufacturing
(f)
The estimate of this response rate is based on a sample of
72 4-digit SIC surveyed industries.
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industries. Onthe other hand, for 69 industries only one complete
return (in addition to partial and incomplete ones) were obtained
per industry. For nine industries only partial and incomplete
questionnaires were obtained.
Theseabove data are summarizedin Table 1 - 9. However, this
summarypertains to the survey response only. It lists the number
of returns obtained and not the numberof returns used in estimating
the interlndustry coefficients. The difference between the survey
response as listed in these pages andthe industry data described
in Chapter 2 is the exclusion of both inconsistent returns and late
arrivals and the reclassification of certain returns upon further
study. The methods used in evaluating the returns and arriving at
the estimates are described in Chapter 2.
Coverage of Large Establis_nents. As previously noted, the
sample was intended to cover the largest establishments because of
difficulties in effectively sampling the smaller ones.
As a result, the returns represent production mostly associated with
large-scale operations.
Since both the PJTS and RIS surveys aimed at sampling the largest
establishments in each industry, the following evaluation of the
coverage obtained from both sources was made. Of the estimated 68
largest establishments in the region, with lO00 employees and over
(and accounting for 37.9 percent of the total manufacturing employ-
ment) 45.6 percent were successfully sampled by complete, A-type
questionnaires. This figure accounted for 17.6 percent of the manu-
facturing employment in the area. These large establishments were
sampled at a rate of lOO percent. The total response rate among
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TABLE 1-9
_,_N[_FACTURIq_G INDUSTRIES COVERED A_D UU_ER OF COMPLETE
QUESTIONNAIRES OBTAINED BY INDUSTRY
t,
Ntmlber of 4-Digit SIC Industries
SIC
In
SIC
Manual
Covered
In No. of Complete Returns
Phila. Over Not
Covered
_SA Total _ne 1 2 3 3
2O 45
21 4
22 29
23 33
24 13
25 12
26 16
27 16
28 31
29 5
30 5
31 io
32 27
33 24
34 27
35 40
36 33
37 16
38 ii
39 27
37 30 3 ii 9 3 4 7
3 ].... 1 - - - 2
28 26 1 4 8 6 7 2
33 31 --- 4 i0 9 8 2
I0 7 .... 3 1 2 3
12 L1 --- L 4 2 4 L
14 13 1 6 5 - 1 1
16 16 --- i 5 4 6 -
25 22 --- i0 6 3 3 3
4 4 --- i - 2 i -
5 5 --- 3 - - 2 -
9 9 --- 1 4 3 1 -
24 22 --- 5 9 6 2 2
21 17 --- 5 5 5 2 4
26 23 --- 2 5 3 13 3
37 31 --- 2 9 9 ll 6
28 23 2 5 8 4 4 5
12 ii 1 2 6 i 1 1
9 9 1 - 3 1 4 -
25 21 --- 2 8 7 4 4
Total 424 378 332 9 66 107 69 80 46
Percent 100.0 87.8 2.4 18,2 27.8 18.2 21,2 12.2
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the large establishments 2 regardless of quality, accounted for 70.6
percent of their employment, or 26.8 percent of the total employment
in manufacturing. These data are summarized in Table i - i0.
Coverage Of Small Industries. Although an objective was to
obtain at least three returns for each industry, unfortunately, this
was not always achieved. Some small industries with three or less
establishments were not sampled at all, since the preliminary employ-
ment estimates did not identify them in the region. In a few cases,
the output of a single return for a small industry indicated that the
establishment should be reclassified. In other cases, the one or two
establishments of a small industry, as listed in the directories,
could not be located, either due to directory classification errors
or changes in name, location, or llne of production during the five
year interval between the survey base year and the time it was under-
taken. In still other cases, one or two refusals reduced the
number of returns for a small industry to less than the desired number
or to none at all.
The above problem pertained to small industries which did not
grow in number of establishments since 1959. Those small industries
which did grow were much easier to survey. In fact, for some small
industries a coverage of lO0 percent of the establishments and of over
lO0 percent of the employment was realized, due to the expanded popu-
lation at the time of the survey.
(i)
The problems raised by time lag were also present _here larger
establishments left the area since 195_, yet were part of the
control for that industry. (E.g. the Ford Motor Co. plant of
Chester, Pa. with over 1,500 employees in 1959 ceased operations
in 1961. )
v
TABLE i-iO
SURVEY COVERAGE OF IdANUFACTURING ESTABLIS_[EI iS OF i, 000 EMPLOYEES
A_D OVER BY EMPLOYI_NT SIZE AND QUALITY OF RETUP_T
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No. of Number of
Estab. Responding Estab. Estab. not
Employment in by Quality of Return Responding
Class Region
A a B C D
5,000 and Over 9 6 I
4,000 - 4,999 4 2 -
3,ooo - 3,999 8 5 -
2,ooo - 2,999 17 7 5
i,ooo - i,999 30 ll 4
b c
1 - 1
b
I - 2
b
2 i 3
- 1 14
Total Establishments
Employment in large
establishments
(percent)
Percent of total
manufacturing
employment
68 31 io 6 2 20
i00.0 45.6 14.7 8.8 1.5 29.4
37.9 17.6 5.5 3.1 0.6 ii.i
asince more than one questionnaire may have been obtained for an
establishment (i.e. B-type plus D-type combinations), due to differences
insources of data and type of form, total number of questionnaires
exceeded the number of establishments in this group. See text.
bEstablishments for which only material inputs originating in the
region are available.
CAlthough requests were made to this establishment, the return of
the questionnaire was not pursued since satisfactory substitute data
were available to meet the requirements of the 4-digit SIC industry
coverage.
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Although the response rate for small industries was about
_0 percent and although a few PJTS returns were available to augment
the RIS survey, the sample for industries of less than ten establish-
ments generally required additional interviews to increase coverage
The coverageto the desired levels, and to avoid disclosure problems.
of small industries is summarized in Table 1 - ll.
TABLE 1 - ii
SMALL 4-DIGIT SIC Ih_USTRIES COVERED AND NOT COVERED,
BY NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS IN INDUSTRY
Responding industries with:
No. of Total 3 or more Less than Partially Not Covered
Estab. No_ of Complete 3 Complete (Not Surveyed
in Industries Returns Complete and or
Industry in Returns Incomplete no response)
Region Returns
(RIS Est.)
i 27 - 9 i 17
2 26 - 12 1 13
3 27 - 18 i 8
4-6 59 5 47 1 6
7-9 35 lO 22 2 i
Total 174 15 108 6 45
Coverage of Industries. Complete questionnaires were obtained
for 921 establishments, or for 7_.8 percent of the 1231 reporting.
These 921 establishments accounted for 79.8 percent of the reported
employment in all returns. In toto, 15.4 percent of the establishments
in Philadelphia SMSA were covered, with 52.6 percent of the regional
employment. Summary data on a 2-dlgit level on the number of estab-
lishments and employment covered by complete and by partially
4(l)
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complete and incomplete questionnaires, and percentages coverage are
(1)
presented in Table i - 12. Employment coverage in 9 out of the 20
2-digit SIC major groups was 55 percent or more. The groups are
SIC 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37 and 38. The high coverage reflects
the large establishments typical of these industries. Most of the
68 large establishments tabulated in Table 1 - 12 fall into these
categories. _m_loyment coverage in six major industry groups was
between 35 to 5_ percent, while that for 4 industry groups was between
25 to 3_ percent. Only SIC 21, tobacco manufacturers, was poorly
covered.
As was noted previously, the number of reported establishments
exceeded the number of edited establishments used in estimating the
industry coefficients. The methods whereby the returns were evaluated
(2)
and estimates obtained are described in Chapter 2.
Date of Survey Information
As previously noted, to utilize the PJTS Regional Economic
Survey the Philadelphia study was designed for the base year 1959,
although the survey actually took place in 1963 and 196_. However,
not all respondents could furnish information for 1959; some returns
were for later years. Generally, the short RIS forms which were used
more extensively toward the end of the survey period, reported
See Appendix B-2 for a detailed tabulation (after editing) of
number of establishments and employment by quality of return,
and industry coverage at a 4-digit SIC level.
(2) Compare the data in Table 1 - 12 with that of Table 2 - 7.
Also see Appendix B-2 which lists in detail the employment in
edited establishments.
TABLE 1-12
ila_JFACTUR_G I_.rDUSTRIES,
_IPLO_%_ENT OF REPORTIi_G ESTABLIS}_!_TS
A_) COVERAGE, SU_I,LARY, BY 2-DIGIT SIC
i - 32
Complete
SIC Questionnaire
Est. Empl.
20 60 20, 714
21 1 7
22 73 8,267
23 94 14,127
24 16 813
25 34 2,552
26 32 8,711
27 57 17,448
28 43 7,342
29 12 11,474
3o 17 4,415
31 22 2,238
32 51 5,717
33 39 13,596
34 93 15,337
35 119 28,356
36 50 31,532
37 21 35,521
38 29 5,657
39 58 2,475
Reporting Establishments
Partial and
Incomplete
Questionnaire
Total
Reporting
Est. Empl. Est.
33 3,911 93
29 1,923 IC2
50 4,640 144
7 273 23
Regional Survey
Estimates Coverage
Percent
_npl. Est. Empl. Est. Empl.
24,625 771 52,664 12.1 46.8
7 20 4,408 5.0 0.2
iO, 19o 490 37,125 2o.8 27.5
18,767 1,008 58,310 14.3 32.2
1,o86 199 3,178 11.6 34.2
7 374 41 2,926 267 7,159 15.4 40.9
16 2,188 48 lO,899 233 21,892 20.6 49.8
23 973 80 18,421 999 41,104 8.0 44.8
28 14_515 71 21,857 422 33,955 16.8 64.4
.... 12 11,477 51 15,802 23.5 72.6
5 3,348 22 7,763 151 12,773 14.6 60.8
2 52 24 2,29o lO8 6,352 22.2 36.1
i0 2,506 61 8,223 326 14,507 18.7 56.7
Ii 8,885 50 22,481 203 37,032 24.6 60.7
26 1,713 119 16,050 932 43,807 12.8 36.6
21 I,i16 140 29,472 790 47,927 17.7 61.5
17 7, 378 67 38,910 329 56,434 20.4 68.9
7 2,310 28 37,831 108 42,113 25.9 89.3
12 2,804 41 8,461 156 13,692 26.3 61.8
6 585 64 3,060 436 i0, 369 14.7 29.5
Total 921 235,299 310 59,514 1,231 294,796 7,999 560,603 15.4 52.6
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information for the years, 1962-1964. This was true also for some
of _he long forms. It is estimated that data for establishments
accounting for 82 percent of the emplo_nent covered in the manu-
facturing sectors are for 1959, and 12 percent for 1963 (the year of
the most recent Censusof Manufactures). (1) These estimates are
presented in Table 1 - 13.
TKBLEi - 13
PERCEI_fAGEDISTRIBUTIONOFREPORTEDEH_LOY_NT,BYYEAR:SELECTED
2-DIGIT SIC MANUFACTURINGIDUSTRYGROUPS,ANDALL MANUFACTURING
Year
for which Instru- All
data Food Textiles Machinery ments _nufacturlng
reported SIC 20 SIC 22 SIC 35 SIC 38 (estimated)
1959 81.0 80.8 85.5 75.1 82.0
1960 0.9 0.6 0.8 - 0.7
1961 1.O - - - 0.3
1962 5.5 5.0 0.2 16.4 4.6
1963 ll.6 12.8 13.4 8.5 12.2
1964 - 0.8 O.1 - 0.2
ToTal i00.0
(1)
i00.O I00.0 lO0.O 100.O
These estimates are based on the assumption that the PJTS data
collected in 1960-1961 are for 1959. Actually, some of these
returns may have been for 1960 and a few for 1961.
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Survey of Mining Industries
The survey of mining industries _as confined to major group
SIC 14, Mining and quarrying of nonmetallic minerals, except fuels.
Review of the mining employment data in the U.S. Census of Mineral
Industries for 1958 and in County Business Patterns_ 1959p indicated
that the total mining employment slightly exceeded the employment in
(1)
major group SIC 14. However, the data did not indicate how to
assign, with certainty, the excess employment to any of the other
mining categories. Further, the 1962 Industrial Directory of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which includes mining establishments,
listed only establishments within SIC 14 for the Pennsylvania
(2)
counties. The review of the directories for the New Jersey part of
the region did not identify non-SIC 14 mining establishments. Hence t
lists could be compiled for SIC 14 establishments only.
Ob4ective of Surve[_ and Survey-Related Industry Characteristics.
The survey of mining industries was designed to provide estimates
of the input-output structure of the Philadelphia SMSA mining and
quarrying industries as well as estimates of the ratio of output per
employee by which total industry output could be estimated. Since
the review of employment in these industries revealed that most of
C1)
(2)
U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Mineral Industries_
Vol. 2, Area Statistics (New Jersey and Pennsylvania)
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1961), and
U.S. Bureau of the Census and U.S. Bureau of Old Age and
Survivor Insurance Cooperative Report, County Business Patterns,
First Quarter 1959, Parts 3A and 3B. Middle Atlantic States,
(U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1961).
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs,
Op. Cit. and Robert D. Thomson, _ry E. Otte, Robert E. Ela,
The Mineral Industries of Pennsylvania in 1960, Information
Circular 49. Pennsylvania Geological Survey. (Harrisburg:
Department of Internal Affairs, 1962).
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the employment was concentrated in SIC 1411 Dimension stone, SIC 1421
Crushed and broken stone, including riprap, and SIC 1441 Sand and
gravel. These were sampled separately. The remainder of major group
SIC I_ (i.e. SIC i_5-149) was aggregated into one sector, designated
SIC 1490. This sector, however, was later redefined, as noted below.
The mining industries are closely related to the building
material industries in major group SIC 32, Stone, clay, and glass
products. Therefore special care was taken to exclude from the lists
those establishments which were included in the manufecturing survey.
The available manufacturing industry data were used to delete estab-
lishments listed in the mining category. Locationally, the mining
industries are found near the concentration of deposits they mine.
They also tend to be located at the periphery of the region, generally
beyond the more densely settled areas. Because of these locational
characteristics, survey cost would have been increased substantially
if the establishments were surveyed by personal interviews. Accord-
ingly, since the total employment in this industry division was
relatively small, namely, 1,593 persons, with an estimated combined
output of 30.9 million dollars, a mail survey was considered to be
adequate.
The above considerations were reinforced by the PJTS survey
experience. The limited coverage obtained in the PJTS survey of
mining industries made it advisable that the respondents not identify
themselves. In this way information on anonymous questionnaires were
not subject to nondisclosure requirements.
Material inputs generally constitute a small fraction of total
output in the mining industries; payments to factors of production
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(l)
are the major items. Accordingly, questions on nonmaterial inputs
were expanded in the questionnaire designed for mining establishments.
Questionnaire Desi6n
Since a short mail questionnaire was considered sufficient for
this indus_v, a one-page questionnaire was designed with a minimum
of information requested. Since materials constitute a small fraction
of total inputs, questions concerning other inputs for which in-
formation is generally available from the firms' accounts were in-
cluded.
Information requested. Seven categories of information were re-
(2)
quested from the mining establishments. These were:
Production--major product in 1959, extent of firm's operation in
that year, and value of materials sold.
Employment--average annual employment, and wages and sslarles
paid.
Materials Consumed--this category included some pre-llsted
materials.
Other Operating Expenses--including real estate and equipment
rented or leased, insurance and telephone.
Major capital equipment purchases during the year.
Proportion of sales within the SMSA.
(i)
Jack G. Faucett "Mining, Fuel and Power", Chapter 7 in Input-
Output Analysis, technical supplement to studies in income and
wealth Vol. 18. (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research,
Inc. 1954), pp. 7-1 to 7-24, and U. S. Bureau of the Census, U.S.
Census of Mineral Industries, 1958, Vol. l, Industry Statistics,
(U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1961).
(2)
See Appendix B-lfor copy of questionnaire.
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Transport cost associated with firm's own trucks.
As the experience with the manufacturing survey indicated, the
pre-llsting of the most commonlyused materials tended to reduce
response error from omission, and eased the respondent's task, both in
understanding the nature of the questions asked and providing the
information. The last question, on transport cost, was intended to
comparethe magnitude of the firm's own transport cost with those
(1)
estimated on the basis of OBE data.
Selection of Sample and Response
A preliminary list of establishments was compiled from the 196____2
Pennsylvania Industrial Directory to include the establishments in the
five-county area and from the New Jersey Industrial Directory for
(2)
the three New Jersey counties. This llst was augmented by estab-
lishments taken from county industrial directories, particularly
(3)
that of Camden County. This list served as a frame from which the
sample was selected and as a base for estimating industry controls.
The selection of the sample was guided by the following:
a. Only the largest establlskments should be considered, to be
surveyed in order of employment size.
b. One third of the establishments should be surveyed.
c. Both Pennsylvania and New Jersey establishments should be
represented in each industry.
(2)
(3)
(1)
See Chapter 2 on transport cost estimates and Chapter 3 on the
estimated mining coefficients.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs,
Op. Cit. and 1960-1961 Ne_ Jersey Industrial Directory, Op. Cit.
Camden County Chamber of Commerce, 0__. Cit.
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d. A total of at least three responding units should be avail-
able for each of the three 4-digit SIC industries, separately
identified.
In all, 28 establishments were surveyed with 12 responding.
See Table 1 - l_. In addition, two PJTS questionnaires (short mall
survey) were available. These were added to the industry data.
TABLE 1 - 14
SURVEYED AND RESPONDING ESTABLISHmeNTS, BY MINING SECTOR
RIS Establishments Responding
Sector in the Region Establishments Establishments
1411 16 5 2
1421 32 13 6
1441 26 8 3
1490 3 2a 1
77 28 ]2
a. The survey list contained only two establishments.
Industry Coverage
The response to the mail survey exceeded expectations, both in
terms of quality of returns and industry coverage. The respondents
generally added to the list of materials consumed, such that the
number of material input items was increased by about 50 percent.
Most questions were properly answered. Some respondents_ere willing
to identify themselves, and in their accompanying letters they
indicated their interest in the study. Perhaps the success with this
survey can be attributed to the facts that the questionnaire was
short and that the mining industries are not inundated by various
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survey-making organizations, as the manufacturing industries are.
The coverage of the mining industries and the sources of data are
presented in Table i - 15. Since most of the survey data were for
1963 and 1964, the employment of the responding establishment in RIS
1490 exceeded the sector total estimated for the base year.
TABLE 1 - 15
SOURCES OF DATA AND SECTOR COVERAGE,
SURVEY OF MINING INDUSTRIES
L,
Reporting Establishments
PJTS
RIS survey survey
Estab. Empl. Estab. Emp1.
Estimated
Total in Percent
Total Region Coverage
Estab. EER!. Estmb. _mpl. Estgo. Empl.
2 18 16 87 12.5 2o.6
7 210 32 951 21.9 22.1
4 83 26 533 15.4 15.6
1 26 3 22 33.3 118.2
1411 2 18 - -
1421 6 185 1 25
1441 3 73 1 i0
1490 i 26 - -
Total 12 302 2 35 14 337 77 1,593 18.2 21.2
Mining Industries not in Area
A review of the input structure of the manufacturing industries
revealed that mining products other than those from SIC 14 were con-
sumed in the region. Thus in order to make the interindustry matrix
exhaustive, five dummy mining industries were added to the table to
represent products imported into the SMSA. In order to preserve
compatability with the OBE 1958 sector classification, one of these
five dummy industries, namely, RIS 1470, chemical and fertilizer
mining, was taken out ........... _- _v_ _v. .......,
Sector 1490, Mining, not elsewhere classified was redefined to
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include only the following: SIC 145, Clay, ceramic and refractory
minerals, SIC 148, Non-metalllc minerals (except fuel) services and
SIC 149, Miscellaneous non-metallic minerals, except fuels.
The five dummymining industries are as follows:
RIS Sector Related SIC Codes
lO10 Iron and ferrous alloy ore mining
1090 Non-ferrous metal ore mining
lOll, 106
102, 103, 104,
105, 108, 109
ll, 12
1311, 1321
147
llO0 Coal mining
1300 Crude Petroleum and natural gas
1470 Chemical and Fertilizer mining
Survey of the Construction Industries
Approaches to Classification of Construction Activity
Within the traditional dichotomy of investment in plant and in
equipment, past Input-output studies specified one construction
industry whose output met the requirements for investment in plant
over all the sectors of the model, while the requirements for invest-
ment in equipment were met by as many equipment-producing industries
as the analysts could separately identify. In addition to the
aggregated construction industry whose output represented new con-
struction, with deliveries to final demand sectors only, a "semi-
fictitious" industry, Construction, maintenance and repair, met the
maintenance and repair requirements of all intermediate sectors.
In the more aggregate models, the new construction industry and the
maintenance and repair construction industry were combined into
one sector.
The disaggregation of new construction by broad categories of
output (i.e. residential construction and non-residential construc-
tion, with the latter sometimes further disaggregated into two or
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more components)was until very recently put into effect only outside
the United States--partly because in the United States no national
census of construction activity comparable to that of manufacturing
or the trades has been available.
The intricate operations of the construction industries and
their heterogeneous output have led to the following three approaches
in the classification of construction activity:
1. Sectoral approach. This approach classifies the output
of the construction industry by the markets it serves, the output
being specified by t_pe of construction--residences, commercial
buildings, public utility facilities, highways, etc. This more
traditional approach to the disaggregation of construction activity
according to use of product was expanded recently in Frumkin's
(1)
study.
2. Generic Approach This approach classifies the output of
construction activity by kind of structure built. It distinguishes
among the various technical attributes of the structure regardless
of how the structure is used and by whom it is owned. In this
approach the homogeneity of input requirements can better be main-
tained, since the physical characteristics of the structure determine
the classlfication.In this respect the approach most closely resembles
the classification of manufacturing industries according to primary
product, although the construction industries thus defined rarely
resemble actual, identifiable industries. The large variety of
Norman Frumkin, "Construction Activity in the 1958 Input-Output
c_.,_,r., c,1_r_v _f c_Ir_ent Business, Vol 45:5 (_Y, 1965),
pp. 13-24.
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basic characteristics of physical structures can be cross-classified
(1)
to yield many unique subcategories of the construction industry.
Data difficulties in estimating final demand requirements by this
method have precluded its development until now. Nonetheless, this
method, when developed, holds promise in bridging the gap between the
economic evaluation of development plans and the counterpart physical
evaluation of regional planning programs, particularly when cast in
terms of dynamic input-output models. A similar method, although
(2)
somewhat simplified, is now being developed by Marshall Wood, etal.
3. Process A_proach. This approach classifies the construction
process by type of activity. A distinction is made between General
contractors who are responsible for the overall construction of the
project but who may build a part of it themselves, and the sub-
contractors whose participation consists of construction of a part
only. The construction industries thus identified are linked by the
technological requirements of the construction process, by the or-
ganizational capabilities of enterprises, and by other factors.
However, the output of the general contractors, who include in their
inputs the respective outputs of the subcontractors, is short of the
(f)
(2)
For example, the frame of the building can be classified accord-
ing to the material used, such as wood, masonry, etc., where
each material can be further classified according to some typical
material and construction characteristics (e.g. lightweight wood
frame, mill construction wood frame). This last characteristic
and its subdivisions can be cross-classlfied by another, e.g.
number of stories built, where the loading requirements of
additional stories affect the shape of beams and columns.
John Dewitt Norton, Philip M. Ritz, Robert M. Waddell and
l._rshall K. Wood Capacity Planning Expansion Factors, (Washington,
D.C., National Planning Associates, forthcoming).
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total cost associated with plant construction. Architectural and
engineering fees (SIC 8911), paid separately by the owner, are
excluded as well as are various real estate commissions and brokerage
fees. Other expenses associated with the undertaking of the acquisi-
tion of land and construction of a new plant are also excluded.
Ideally, in order to describe properly the operation of the con-
struction industry in an input-output model at a detail comparable
with that ascribed to the manufacturing industries, all the three
above-mentloned "partial" approaches should be employed.
The method used in this study combined two of the above
approaches, the sectoral and the process. Sectors were defined to
distinguish between _eneral contractors and sub-contractors; and the
output of the general contractors was adjusted upward to represent
(i)
the total investment cost associated with plant construction.
Moreover, general contractors' sectors were identified by broad
categories of type of construction. For the purpose of this study,
the general contractors were identified on a 4-digit basis. In the
SIC Manual the sub-contractors are listed in major group SIC 17,
S_ecial Trade contractors. For our purpose only SIC 1711, Plumbing,
heating and air conditioning and SIC 1731 Electrical work were
separately identified; all other subcontractors were aggregated into
one sector.
The construction activities of the real estate categories of
SIC 6551 Subdividers and developers and SIC 6561 Operative builders,
See Chapter _ for estimates of output for the construction
Industries.
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were aggregated into one industry and were placed with the construction
industries whose operations and output they resen¢ole.
The General Contractors
General contractors who work directly for the owner (investor)
and who are responsible for the general construction contract were
surveyed to obtain data on their input structure. Questions on both
the total value of construction work and the value of the work sub-
contracted to the special trades were asked in order to obtain esti-
mates on the inputs of the subcontractors to the general contractors
and thus avoid double counting. In this way the composition of output
of the sub-contractors (to the general contractors) could be identi-
fied and their input structure separately estimated by the survey
of the special trades contractors. The operative builders who build
on their own account, mostly for sale, and for whom a different
questionnaire was designed, were similarly queried about the inputs
from the special trades contractors.
The general contractors sectors identified were:
SIC 1511 General Building contractors
SIC 1611 Highway and street construction, except elevated
highway.
SIC 1621 Heavy construction, except elevated highway and street
constructlon.
SIC 6560 Operative builders.
Information Requested. An inteview type questionnaire was
designed for SIC 1511, 1611, 1621 and the special trade contractors
in major group SIC 17. For SIC 6560 a separate form _as needed.
See Appendix b-1 for copies of the_e questionnaires.
In surveying the contract construction industries information
requested on the following:
A.
B.
C.
(1)
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Average annual employment.
Wages and salaries paid during the year.
Value of construction work done during the year, with
estimates of the percentage of output in Bucks County, out-
side the Philadelphia S_A, and percent of maintenance and
replacement work.
D. Value of materials purchased by type of distributive source
(e.g. manufacturers, wholesalers) and by location (inside
(1)
and outside SMSA)
E. Value of subcontracts by trade, and the percent of local
subcontractors' inputs.
F. Equipment expenditures on current and capital accounts.
G. Other operating expense items generally available from firm's
accounting books. This info_nation was requested since the
survey of manufacturing industries indicated that some of the
non-material inputs are important to a description of inter-
industry linkages and that these inputs can often be easily
obtained from a firm's records.
H. Distribution of firm's construction work by contracting
client (i.e. government, commercial) with the percentage of
work performed for each type of client within the region.
The purpose of this question was to obtain a measure of the
Material inputs were prelisted on supplementa_j sheets. These
sheets represented aggregate special trade inputs extracted from
8rch_tectural and engineering construction specifications, with
inputs precoded on 4-digit SIC basis.
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homogeneity of sectoral output by type of construction and
to investigate the possibility of disaggregating the 4-diglt
SIC industries by sectoral output.
I. Receipts from non-construction activities.
The questionnaire for SIC 6560 requested information on items
A to G above and the following:
H. Number of lots created during the year through the sub-
division process and number of dwelling unts built. The
_urpose of this question was to link the respondents data
to those data available in the region on the number of
building permits authorized and subdivision lots created.
I. Percent of total value of construction work not sold but
deeded to government (roads, utilities, public buildings
and facilities).
S_ecial Trade Contractors
The separate identification of special trade contractors
represents a departure from the regular treatment of construction
sectors in the implementation of input-output studies. Had the
general contractors and their respective special trade contractors
been combined into one industry, as is the usual practice, the inputs
required by the sub-contractors would have to be estimated by the
general contractor interviewed. This procedure is likely to generate
errors in the estimated input requirements by subcontractors, par-
ticularly in the listing of materials and overhead costs. The
reason for such error may be seen in the highly specialized nature
of the different trades contractors work. Although the SIC Manual
lists only eighteen 4-digit categories of special trade contractors,
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in actual practice the number of trades (as commonly accepted in the
industry) is much larger. Also, general contractors, when inter-
viewed are likely to exclude subcontractors margins and also provide
insufficient detail on specialized subcontracting operations.
In the Philadelphia input-output study, the construction process
is divided into trades (also characterized as sections in the trade
literature). Trades are characterized either by the use of common
materials (carpentry, masonry), or by the installation of parts of
buildings (roofing, floorings) where specialized knowledge is re-
quired. Generally, each trade is responsible for the purchase and
fabrication of the components it is to install, their erection on
site and the completion of its work in such a way that other trades
can take over and continue the construction process. Trades must
follow some chronological order to reduce the number of workers
on the site at any given point in time and their work must be com-
pleted without the need to return to the site at a later date.
Foundation and roofing work, for example, unless done by the general
contractor, is likely to be let to _o different subcontractors.
Construction specifications generally list over 38 most common trade
(1)
sections.
Hence, each type of construction (e.g., residential, industrial,
commercial) and each kind of structure (wood fra__e building, fire-
proof masonry structure, underground reinforced concrete sewer
installation) may require a different mix of trade construction work
which, in turn, will place a different demand on the set of materials
(1)
Gold, in Goldsmith, Architects Specifications, (Washington, D.C.,
American Institute of Architects, 1953_ P. 19-2.
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and services required by the trades. The number of different possible
requirements placed on each trade for each kind of structure and
each type of construction may indeed be large. In order to simplify
the hereogeneous input requirements emanating from the trade con-
tractors, two possible courses of action may be taken:
l) Construction industries may be disaggregated in detail by
ty]_e of construction and kind of structure.
2) Trade contractors may be identified on a highly dlsaggregated
level, the interindustry relation among the construction industries
being specified and general contractors being disaggregated by major
types of construction categories.
The second approach, which has generally proved to be difficult
to effect, was attempted in this study.
Among the trades, emphasis was placed particularly on the
different "pipe trades", the plumbers, and the electricians, SIC 1711
and 1731, respectively. These trades have witnessed significant
changes in construction technology in the last two decades. They can
be better identified than the other trades since they are subject to
state licensing requirements and hence are more independent of the
general contractor. Moreover, control estimates for their total
(1)
output can be better derived than for other construction trades.
The activities of other trades, such as structural steel
erection SIC 1791, are generally performed by the industry producing
these products and thus cannot be satisfactorily samplcd. This
shortcoming was accounted for in estimates of the parameters of the
(1)
For a further discussion on this point see Chapter 3.
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construction industry. Other minor trades associated with the
industry, but excluded from SIC Division C, Contract Construction,
such as landscaping, SIC 0731, were excluded from this group.
Selection of Sample and Conduct of Survey
The nature of the requested information required a long, inter-
view type questionnaire. It was designed on the basis of some initial
interview work, and was aimed at the larger firms which could supply
most of the data from their Estimating and Accounting Departments.
The survey was timed to correspond with the slowdown in the pace
of the construction industry during the winter months. On the basis
of crude data from County Business Patterns: 1959 by industry, the
number and approximate distribution of desired interviews by 4-dlgit
SIC were dete1_nined. Then, through the assistance of 19 construction-
related trade associations in the region, some rough estimates on
operating costs were obtained together with association membership
lists. These lists served as a primary source in the selection of
firms to be interviewed. Once the interviewing process started,
reference to other firms in the industry was obtained from those inter--
viewed.
In all cases an effort was made to interview the larger firms
in the industry and obtain a s_uple of at least five complete ques-
tionnaires for each of the construction industries identified for this
study.
Survey Response and Industry Coverage
A total of 75 firms were sampled with 39 (or 52.7 percent) of
the establisbnuents res}onding, ol those responding 34 ' o.
percent) returned complete questionnaires. Table 1 - 16 summarizes
the response of the firms surveyed.
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TABLE ! - 16
SURVEY OF CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES:
NUMBER OF REPORTED FII_4S AND TOTAL REPORTED EI_[PLOYMENT
RIS
Sector
Firms Reporting
Quality of Questionnaire Total
Firms Partially Reported
Sampled Total Complete Complete Employment
1511 13 7 7 -
1611 5 4 4 -
1621 4 1 1 -
1711 13 9 7 2
1731 9 6 5 I
a
1701 15 5 4 1
b
17e 1 - - -
174 6 2 1 1
175 1 1 i -
176 ....
177 ....
178 ....
179 7 2 2 -
6560 16 7 6 i
I, 106
443
302
i,145
618
170
255
75 39 34 5 4,039
a
RIS 1701 represents an aggregate of all special trade
contractors exclusive of SIC 1711 and 1731.
Sectors 172-179 are SIC sectors.
\
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The quality of the return _as generally within expectations,
except for a few questions for _hieh no consistent response or no
response at all was obtained. The poorly answered questions dealt
with (i) percent of work in maintenance and repair (listed under
group C items in questionnaire); (2) the percent of subcontracts let
to local trades (in group E); and, to a lesser extent, (3) the percent
ef construction work done in the region for the listed contracting
agencies (in group H).
Among the home builders the poorly answered questions were
(i) and (2) above, and the questions pertaining to m_nber of lots
and dwelling units built (in group H of that questionnaire). Also,
the question concerning the amount of construction work by kind of
improvement deeded to government (question J) was not always answered
as expected.
The 39 returns, with total reported employment of 4,039, were
augmented by 91 PJTS short questionnaires and by five returns obtained
from other sources, mainly frem reclassified manufacturing establish-
ments. The additional returns pertained, for the most part, to firms
smaller than those sampled by the RIS survey. In this way the number
of questionnaires was increased fourfold, while reported employment
was almost doubled. The sources of data are summarized in Table 1 - 17.
Composition of Output of Construction Industries
Table 1 - 19 summarizes the response to one question in the RIS
survey, namely, the percentage of ccnstruction done for the different
kinds of contracting agencies or clients. As already indicated, one
of the reasons for this question was to inquire into the possibility
of disaggregating some of the 4-digit SIC general contractors
TABLE1-17
ST_"_n_r OFSOURCESOFDATAFOR
T"" "r_r_THE CONSTRUCTIOI': __.,D,..,bTRIES
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DIS RIS Survey Other Sources Total
Sector Firms Empl. _irms Empl. Firms Empl.
1511 7 i,106 19 580 26 1,6_6
1611 4 443 4 263 8 7C6
1621 I 3O2 ,4 2O4 5 506
6560 7 255 3 9 i0 264
1711 9 i,145 17 485 26 i,630
1731 6 618 2 59 8, 677
1701 5 170 47 I,802 52 i,972
Total 39 4,039 96 3,402 135 7,441
The total industry coverage obtained from both the RIS
survey and from the other sources is shown in Table 1-18.
TABLE 1-18
SURVEY CO_RAGE OF CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIES FI_PLOYI_NT
Total Survey Estimated Percentage
Data Industl_ Coverage
Total
1511 i,6_6 i0,627 15.8
1611 7C6 5,020 14.0
1621 506 7,338 7. I
6560 264 7,269 3.6
1711 i,630 8,767 18.7
1731 677 3,700 18.3
1701 i, 972 27,132 7.3
Total 7, ;_l, i 69, _53 iO.6
asee Chaplcr 4 for r,mplo3c_cnt estimates.
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industries by type of construction. Of the seven reporting firms in
SIC 1511, only two ey_hibited a sufficient specialization along the
categories outlined to be considered for exclusion from the rest of
the sample and specifically to constitute a sub-classiflcatlon,
manufacturing-construction work. However, since the total sample
was not large enough and since the data for the two firms were subject
to non-disclosure requirements, it was decided not to dlsaggregate
the 4-digit industry SIC 1511.
The review of the trades SIC 171i and SIC 1731 led to similar
conclusions. In SIC 1711, out of the 9 respondlzg units, at most
only 2 could be classified as specializing in the construction of
manufacturing plants, In SIC 1731, out of 6 responding units, only
2 could be classified as electrical sub-contractors specializing in
manufacturing construction, and only 2 could be classified as serving
government.
Had the response rate been higher, it might have been possible
to have separately identified at least the sectors specialized in
manufacturing construction.
As the data indicate, the general building contractors (SIC 1511)
and plumoing and heating trade contractors (SIC 1711) derived their
(1)
income only from non-residential construction. There is reason
to assume, ho_ever, that the smaller firms surveyed by the _JTS study
and which were inc!uded in our sample, did work on residential con-
struction, thus perhaps balancing the output distribution by kind of
Th_ fact [ermitted the redefinition of SIC 1511 to exclude
residential construction, which was placed, in _urn, with
SIC 6_60. See Chapter 4 for further discussion of this point.
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TAELE i- i9
!_'T'i-C_ CO WOYX EY _ " _ _'_DISTR uii) OF [STRUCTIOI_ YI_ OF CO_:TRAC_!_G
AC-E_]Cf OY _=_''_ _n_r ^ _ TRADE ._O_TPJ_CIOm
Kind of Ciie:Yt
Trade
General a
Contractor's Contractors
1701
Government 3.7 83.3 29.9 39.7 iO. 5
Federal __ 4.O I0.4 1.4 n.a.
State 3.7 35.3 6._ 21.1 n.a.
Local __ 41.0 12.7 17-2 n.a.
Manufacturing 4 i. 0 lb. h 30.9 2_. O 29.2
Commerce 27. O O. 7 28.8 18.8 5i. 4
Institutions 28.3 1.6 I0.4 5. i)
) d
) 8.9
. b __
Other --
Total lO0. O i00. O i00,0 i00. O iOO. O
Fii_s Reporting 7 4 9 6 5
Construction
Work Done "'_ $3. O
• ,_o._ _o_.6 $18.o(Millions) $[]3 '_ _7 ..
Note: _o residential constructio_ was reported by SIC 1511 and
1711 firms.
_SIC 1621 was withheld :_iuce onl.V one firm reported.
bless than one-t,euC'. ,_f ou._ p, u_.er',.i..
cOl the $.4 pe_'c'e:A. D.I oerc,zt,'_ _...',_:_ residential, 2.8 percent
utilities and 5.5 pcrceui tr.m:_port, a_._"u.
dof the 8.9 percent; 7.1 perce:-_ was in residential construction
and 1.8 percent Otbe _,'-i_:c!t.'din,:7in_ti.tutioe.s.
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construction of the industry sampled. It is interesting to note that
in all industries, except RIS 1701, the output of the large firms
was mainly distributed to government and manufacturing.
Survey of Ordnance Industries
The survey of ordnance industries was limited in scope. Some
establishments in these categories were difficult to identify. Other
establishments experienced such large changes in the composition of
output as to preclude the conduct of a survey similar to that used
for the manufacturing industries. Moreover, only a few of the
ordnance establishments which were listed by the manufacturing
directories as operating in the SMSA in 1959 were found in the area
at the time the survey was taken. Finally, some establishments that
would have been classified according to census definitions in SIC 1925,
Guided _ssiles and Space Vehicles, Completely Assembled, were more
appropriately classified with the manufacturing industries. This
reclassification, based on survey returns of some of the largest
establishments in the area, affected particularly SIC 3662 snd
SIC 3729. One of the largest establishments, with over 1000 employees,
fell into the latter category.
The above considerations_ together with a few non-responses,
resulted in only four complete questionnaires for the SIC major group
19. Non-disclosure requirements and the difficulty in esti=ating
industry output made it advisable to reclassify the ordnance estab-
lishments on a 3-digit SIC basis. Accordingly, two returns were
classified in SIC 192, and the other two returns were classified in
SIC 194. No response was obtained from the surveyed est_olishmamts
in SIC 199, the third 3-digit SIC category estimated to represent
the ordnance industries in _hiladelphia SMSA as of 1959. The
coverage of the survey of ordnance industries is summarized in
Table 1-20.
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SIC
Code
TABLE 1 - 20
ORDNANCE INDUSTRIES, EHPLOYMENT OF REPORTING
ESTABLIS}EZI_S AND COVERAGE
Reporting Establishments
Establishments Employment
Industry Coverage (percent)
Establishments Employment
192 2 155 lOO.O
194 2 29 66.7
199 - - -
Total 4 184 66.7 18.9
R_gional Input-Output Study
Department of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Chapter 2
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September, 1966
ESTIMATES OF INPUT COEFFICIENTS
This chapter describes the procedures used in the estimation
of the input coefficients in the Philadelphia region input-output
study. First, a formulation of the general problem is presented.
Then problems of classification of establishments by industry,
and their inputs by industry of origin are described. Estimation
procedures are then discussed together with related problems of
obtaining consistency checks and making adjustments in data. Also
described are the procedures used in estimating the input structure
of selected industries for which no primary data were available.
The aggregation of selected industries and associated problems are
also noted. (I)
The methods and procedures of this chapter refer primarily to
the manufacturing industries for _hich input coefficients were
estimated first. The experience gained from this work served as a
guide in estimating the coefficients of other industries. The
(1)Extensive discussion of _t__ese various problems are available in
the input-output literature. For e_ample Wassily W. Leontief, The Struc-
ture of the American Economy, 19!9-1939, 2n@ Edition, (New York, Oxford
University Press, 1951); _[assiiy W. Leontief, eta!, Studies in the
Str_cture of the American Economy, (New York, _xf_d University Press,
1953); Hollis B. Chenery and Paul G. Clark, Interindustrj Economics, (New
York, John ""_llej and Sons Inc., 1959); Walter isard, Netho.gs of Regional
Analysis (New York, The Technology Press and John UileL' and Sons Inc.,
19_b); Richard Stone, Input-Output and National Accounts, (Paris, France,
The Organization of European Economic Cool,eration, 1961) ; National
Bureau of Economic Research Innut-O_tput Analysis; An Appraisal. Studies
.......... _ _; (__n_ N..T. Princeton Universityin income and v4ea±_, wJ±. , ............. _ _
Press, 1955), and Technical Supplement.
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methodology described is applicable, with minor modifications, to
other non-service industries, in particular extractive industries
and construction.
General Estimation Procedures
The procedures employed in estimating the structural coefficients
of the region's industries required the extensive and detailed
collection of data and their careful evaluation in order to obtain
the necessary statistics. }[ere problems of identification and
classification of data required the review of the information
obtained for each establishment in order to ascertain whether the
returns actually fell within the designated SIC categories. This
entailed the review of the output of each reporting establishment
and its input structure relative to that of its assigned industry.
Change in classification of establis_nents affected in turn the size
of the industry sample.
_'_en the size of the sample obtained, its quality, or industry
coverage were considered unsatisfactory, several methods were used to
extend the base of the industry data. Early experience with the data,
including that of the Penn Jersey Transportation Study survey, led
to the conclusion that it would be extremely difficult to base the
study on complete questionnaires only. Kence two major independent
decisions had to be made. The first dealt with the way the base of
the indust_oy data could be expanded, either b_r additional sampling
or by substituting data from ether source_. The second dealt with
the choice of the speci:2ic estimation procedure to be used.
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The alternatives considered in the first major choice were
whether to sample additonal establis!_ents when the response rate
and the industry coverage were low, or to upgrade the sample by
estimating missing entries on poor returns. The treatment of poor
returns, where the data were either incomplete or where the
replies were inconsistent with each other on the same form required
another choice. Incomplete and poor returns could be discarded
or their information augmented and verified, either by a supple-
mentary survey or by the use of secondary sources. Another alter-
native was of course the sole use of secondary sources. In each
case the course of action was _etermined by cost considerations,
respondents' reactions, and the sampled representation of the
larger establishments of the industry together with non-disclosure
requirements.
In the second major choice, concerned with data editing
proce_ires by which the survey data were adjusted and the coefficients
estimated was affected by the above consideration, together with
the availability and suitability of the various sources of data.
The amount of data editing depended in part on the adequacy and
accuracy of the sample, which in turn determined the extent to
which estimates from other sources were added to the observations
in order to adjust for refusals and response errors.
All of thcse courses of action were also taken within sequence
and time constraints. The sequence of these procedures as applied
to the prototype industry, manufacturing, is presented in a procedural
flow chart, Fig. 2-1. The procedures are described in the following
sections.
Figure 2-1
Procedural Flow Chart for Estimating Coefficients
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_Survey Data I
i Code by Sect0r_
Inputs & Outputs]
Review'for
Classification
Consistency
Sample Size
Estimate
Statistical
Establishment
J
Additio<_ No
"Estimation & Calculation:
missing inputs
transportation costs
net flows
., , . |
Tabulation of Establis½nents ]by Industry
!Computation of Coefficients_
1
I-Review forConsistencyYes Non-disclosure
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Classification and Measures of Input and Output_
Manufacturing Industries
Once the questionnaires were completed in a manner described
in Chapter l, and tentatively classified in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Industrial Directory and other directories for the State
of New Jersey, the data on the returns were coded by _-digit SIC
and checked to veri_ r the initial classification of establishments.
Classification of Industries
Ideally, the input-output model requires a set of homogeneous
industries where each commcdit_r is supplied by a unique industry. In
practice one seeks to describe the kaleidoscopic variety of production
activities in terms of a reasonably detailed classification where
establishments engaged in the same or similar lines of production
fall in one category. For our purposes, establishments were classified
into 4-digit SIC industries. (1) In doing this, considerable emphasis
was placed on similarity of input structure.
(i)Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, Standard
Industrial Classification _nual, 1957. (Washington, D.C., Government
Printing Office, 1957).
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Classification and Measures of Output
The classification of output was based on the predominant output
characteristics of each establishment. The products listed on the
returns were classified and grouped by the t-digit SIC. _he group which
accounted for the largest portion of sales determined the industry
classification. Other, secondary products to the establishment,
were _left as part of total output. Miscellaneous receipts were
similarly treated. Thus an establishment and the corresponding
industry account can include the following items in its value
of shipments:
Primary products
Secondary products
Miscellaneous receipts
Contract and commission work
Repair work
Scrap and saleable refuse
Nonmanufacturing activities
Value of resale
Installation receipts
Research and development work
Other receipts ......
Total Output = Value of Shipments
In cases where a heterogeneous output was specified, but
without a breakdown, the est_blishment's list of naterials consumed,
its labor coefficient and other related measures were used to
provide additional information for classification purposes. The
use of such infonuation is described later in the text.
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Secondary Products. In the Philadelphia table, all output in terms of
total value of shipments of manufacturing establishments was attributed
to the industry producing the primary output. No secondary output was
transferred to any other industry, as has been done in previous U.S.
input-output studies. (I) Exception to this rule was made for five
establishments where each was split into two to account for heterogeneous
input structures and output mixes. The sub-establishments thus created
were then classified according to their input structures and output.
This procedure was used where (i) there was no evidence of dominance of
any primary output; (2) secondar_ products belonged to a different 2-
digit SIC group (e.g, when chemicals were secondary products of a food
producer); and (3) there was no evidence of production at fixed propor-
tions of primary and secondary products.
Miscellaneous Receipts. Miscellaneous receipt items were not always
specified in detail, and it is not known whether they were completely
itemized by the respondents. Since the questionnaire dealt particularly
with sales, it was assumed that some of these items may not have been
associated in the mind of the respondent with the terms "sales" or
"shipments". One may also suspect that some respondent specifically
excluded these sources of revenue in order to assure that a low profit
margin be represented on their returns. This tendency, whenever evident,
was associated with medium and small establishments.
[i)Alterman, Jack and Goldman, Morris R. "ManufacJurlng_" " Input-Output
Analysis: Technical Supplement. Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 18
(N.Y. National Bureau of Economic Research, 1954) Chapter 6, and Gold-
man, Morris R., M_rimont, Martin L, and Vacaara, Beatrice N. "The
Interindustry Structure of the United States, A Report on the 1958
Input-Output Study" Surve_r of Current Business, Vol. 44, No. ll,
November 1964, pp. 10-29.
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Contract and c_u_ission work nmde in one plant on materials
owned by another plant was generally reported by the plant providing
the materials and by the plant providing the contractural work. Here
adjustments were necessary. This item of output was particularly
important among the apparel industries (SIC 23) where it was
necessary to make a distinction bet_;een manufacturing and contracting
establishments in order to represent the propel" mix of establisb/,_ents
in the region. See Appendix B-4 for the estimated mix of
contractors and manufacturers for the area's apparel industry.
Repair work whenever listed was considered as part of the
indust_r output. Scrap and saleable refuse was also included in the
value of output. It should be noted here that data on the sale
of scrap and refuse was not listed on the fon_s as frequently
as expected. Also, eight scrap producing dummy industries were
separately identified. These are described later in the text.
Value of resale, whenever listed by the respondents, was
assumed to be a primary output in the absence of more detailed
information to indicate that it might constitute a secondary
product.
Installation receipts were included in value of shipments
regardless of location of installations. When a Philadelphia
firm installed its product outside the region, the installation
receipts were taken to be part of its value of shipments, even
though the inputs for these particular installations were obtained
from fi_is near the site, and some labor inputs obtained near the
installation site. i[owever due to the specific nature of certain
industries which install their products (e.g., elevators, generators,
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fabricated structural steel), these sources of income could not be separate-
ly Identified. (1)
Research and development work, whenever listed, was assumed for pur-
poses of classification to be associated with the establishment's primary
product, in the absence of data to indicate that it might be associated with
secondary products. Such work was considered a miscellaneous receipt item.
Output was measured in terms of value of shipments at producers'
prices. Whenever the respondent indicated that freight out was included in
his price, his reported value of shipments was reduced by the estimated
transport cost.
Measures of Input
Data by establishments were generally requested for both total and
detailed material inputs. The following data were collected and tabulated:
Cost of materials consumed
Transport cost
Heat, light and power
Payroll
Miscellaneous expenditures
Residual, including net
revenue
obtained from questionnaires
derived by application of OBE
ratios to survey data
obtained from questionnaires
obtained from questionnaires
obtained from questionnaires
derived from survey data
V_lue of Shipments obtained from questionnaires
Cost of Materials. Materials were valued at purchasers' prices less
transport cost. Adjustments for transport costs, discussed later, were made
whenever the respondent reported that they were included in the cost of
_JSee also Alterman and Go].dman_ Op. cir. pp. 6-14, 6-15.
B
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mater_al l_sted in the quest_!onnaire. However, no adjustments were made for
trade margins. Cost of mater_a]s included inputs from agriculture, forestry
and fisheries, mining and manufacturing industries. Water inputs, SIC hghl,
when available, were also included. In a few instances other inputs from
the service industries were also recorded.
Cost of Goods for Resale. Costs of goods for resale, which were
separately identified in the Census of Manufactures: 1958, were _treated as
costs of materials, and in the absence of detailed information were as-
sumed to originate in the same industry, and treated as an intra-industry
transaction.
Transport Cost. Transport costs were estimated on the basis of nation-
al coefficient margins, supplied by the Office of Business Economics, De-
partment of Commerce, applicable to the sectors of the 1958 Input-Output
Study. The transport costs thus obtained were not assigned to specific
transportation industries, but rather were assigned to dummy sector RIS
9822. Actual data on transportation cost, whenever available on the
questionnaire, were replaced by those derived with the use of national
coefficient margins in order to preserve consistency.
Heat, Light and Power. These inputs were valued at purchasers' prices
and were not disaggregated by 4-digit SIC. In a later report the data will
be disaggregated in terms of the inputs of coal, gas, fuel oil and electri-
city consumed. Since the energy inputs were not disaggregated, transport
m_rglns on coal, gas and fuel oil could not be applied. When coal and other
common fuels as such were incorporated into the product, they were listed
among the material inputs. Excluded from the fuel and power input data
was that produced by the establishment for its own consumption.
2-II
_., ,_<,j_ _ PAt_i_ BLAtsltt, l_lOr, FII.i_AED.
Payroll.
Census defJnitlon.
Miscellaneous Expenditures or Other Current Operating Expenses.
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Labor inputs were defined essentially to correspond with the
These
were intended to include the remainder of value added as defined by the
Census of Manufactures: 1958, exclusive of depreciation allowances and net
revenue. These expenses correspond to overhead costs exclusive of depre-
ciation and depletion allowances, and can be considered as a residual cost.
They were generally reported on an aggregate basis although some respondents
itemized the larger expenses within the framework of their accounting
systems. However, the information on this item w_s found to be incomplete,
because: (i) respondents were reluctant to reveal their profit margins; and
(2) many of the items falling in this category are generally reported by
multl-establlshment firms on a firm rather than on an establishment basis.
For these reasons this residual cost was combined with the net revenue item
derived for each industry and was presented as a lump sum RIS sector 9899.
As was noted in Chapter I, some of the items of this category could
have been separately identified. The review of the returns and normal ac-
counting practice indicate that some important inputs could have been ob-
tained without unduly taxing the respondents' willingness to complete the
questionnaire. These include inputs originating in the following indus-
tries: communication (telephone and telegraph), insurance, real estate
(rent payments), and various business service@ (listed in SIC 73, miscellan-
eous business services; SIC 81, legal services; and SIC 89, miscellaneous
services). Similarly, tax payments by _evel of government could have been
obtained. The items are important since most of them represent inter-
Kedlate inputs within the framework of the Philadelphia table, and their
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value of transactions are important to the accurate description of the
local economy. This point will be elaborated later in the text.
Classificat_on of InDut
Generally speaking, classification procedures followed the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual and the Alphabetical List of Manufactured
(1)
Products. These two publications served as a guide by which all outputs
and their inputs were classified.
Particular emphasis was placed on the proper identification of the large
inputs. Other input-output tables and the data available in the _ndustry
statistics of the U. S. Census on the list of materials consumed served as
a guide to assure that the main material inputs were properly identified.
However, it was not always possible to classify material inputs at the de-
sired 4-digit SIC detail. This difficulty was mainly due to the imprecise
description of the materials listed on the questionnaires. Hence most
classification errors resulted from the disaggregation of materials into
4-digit SIC categories when the original data were specified at higher levels
of aggregation. Should the table be aggregated on a 3-digit level, it is
estimated that most of the errors would be eliminated, except perhaps those
pertaining to packaging materials.
Certain changes in classification, however, were made. Material inputs
which could not be classified or whose value was too small, generally less
than .0002 of the establishment's value of shipments, were classified in a
dummy industry, Unallocated Materials (_ector 39999). This sector served
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual
(Washington? D.C. U.S. Government Printing Office, "1957)., and U.S.
Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Manufacturels: 1963 MC63-1,
Alphabetical List of Manufactured Products, (Wasb_ngton_ D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office_ i964).
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also as a residual category for all una!loeated materials. Improvements in
classification skills and the development of procedures to allocate aggregate
inputs into their corresponding 4-digit SIC industries were evident with the
progress of the study. See the example of SIC 35h4, table 2-11 and related
text.
Agricultural raw materials were treated similarly as other inputs and
were assumedto comedirectly from the producing agricultural sectors
classified by 4-digit SIC. In this respect the above procedure differed
from the practice of OBEwhere agricultural products are classified on a
(1)
commodity basis corresponding to the Census of Agriculture classification.
Packaging materials posed some difficult problems in classification.
In the early stages of the survey no breakdown was sought, and in absence of
this breakdown the respondents could not always specify their inputs in
detail. Thus packaging materials which were not specified by kind were
usually assumed to be made of Paperboard Containers and Boxes (SIC 265), and
in the absence of further information were allocated among the 4-digit
industries in that group, according to the best judgment of the staff. An
effort was made to distinguish among wood, paper, plastics, glass and metal
packaging materials. Nonetheless, it is judged that paper packaging
materials were over-estimated in the table, while plastics, metal and wood
materials were underestimated. Some adjustments for paper, paperboard, and
bags and other paper products were made in order to reduce the over-estimates
of demand placed upon the Paperboard Containers and Boxes industries.
Similarly, the requirements from the printing industries for labels and
(1)Goldman, Marimont and Vaccara, oD c_t.. p. 17.
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related items were understated. These requirements were often placed in the
Unallocated Materials, RIS 39999.
Certain inconsistencies have crept into the study mainly because of the
imprecise description of the materials used or their generic listing. For
instance, on several returns, amongthe non-chemical industries, respondents
listed "chemicals" as their input without further identification. These
were generally classified as SIC 2818 or 2819, or both, depending on the
nature of the industry and the output of the establishment.
Waste and scrap material inputswere assumed to come from scrap pro-
ducing dummy industries designated as follows:
RIS
Sector
9522 Scrap; rags and textiles
9524 Used barrels
9525 Waste lumber and scrap
9526 Waste paper and scrap
9530 Waste rubber and scrap
9533
9532
9538
Scrap; iron and steel
Scrap_ non-ferrous metals
Used steel drums
No. of consuming
Industries
7
1
1
2
1
i3
6
1
Meat packers' waste was generally classified both as SIC 2011 and
2094. Small quantities of scrap inputs, generally of less than 5 percent of
total material used were, at times, reclassified as Unallocated Materials,
RIS 39999 particularly among the food producing industries. In general, the
tendency was to underestimate the use of scrap in production, which in turn
reduced the demand for scrap originating in those industries which are
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knownto produce large quantities of scrap and saleable refuse, i.e., paper,
metals. _ile scrap inputs were assigned to the scrap industries as listed
above, no adjustment was madein the output of the actual industries pro-
ducing scrap and saleable refuse. At times, however, _ product and its
related waste product were listed together (e.g., paper and scrap paper).
In these cases both products were classified according to the designation
of the primary product.
Note that two of the scrap producing dummyindustries were used for
packaging materials, namely, barrels and steel drums. Used barrel inputs
were identified for SIC 2445, Cooperage, where the input coefficient was
estimated at .193689. The inputs of used steel drums were identified for
SIC 3491, metal shipping barrels, drums, kegs and pails, with the estimated
coefficient of .208308. This input represents 59.6 percent of total cost of
materials, containers and supplies consumed. In both bases these inputs
represent the reuse of the product after it has been renovated.
Review of Primary Data
Sources of Data
The large amount of data necessary to estimate input coefficients for
the Philadelphia SMSA table required the use of various secondary sources of
information to augment the data obtained in the survey. Both regional and
national secondary sources were used. The following list indicates the
major sources of data:
I. Local Data
A. Primary Sources
1. Regional Input-Output Study Zurvey
2. Penn Jersey Transportation Study Economic Survey
Secondary Local Sources
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Department of Internal Affairs, (DIA), Commonwealthof Pennsyl-
vania, Special Tabulations for the 5 Pennsylvania C_cnties in
the SMSA,1959.
2. Misce]laneous Sources including annual corporate reports, pro-
motion and installation brochures, as well as other publications
supplied by local firms, and interviews with knowledgeable
persons in the industry.
3. County Business Patterns, 1959.
II. Non Local Data
A. Primary Data
1. PennJersey Transportation Study EconomicSurvey, Returns for
Mercer County, NewJersey.
B. Secondary National Sources
1. U.S. Censusof Manufactures: 1958
2. Office of Business Economics, U.S. Department of Commerce,
82 Sector Classification of Transport Margins
3. 192 Sector National Input-Output Table for 1947
4. Internal Revenue Service Tabulations for 1959
5. Miscellaneous trade publications and other published sources
Secondary sources were used to check the estimates derived from the
survey and to help fill the missing links in the chain of coefficients
which were needed for each industry. In addition, they were used to com-
pute the necessary coefficients for those industries for which no survey
data were available. Of the above secondary sources, reference was con-
stantly ........ _T^ _D_=] _h,_l_tions and to the U.S. Census of
Manufacturez: 1958. The other sources were used to supplement these two,
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and were referred to less frequently. Transport costs, as previously noted,
were obtained from the OBE Special Tabulation.
Data from primary sources were reviewed to ascertain their completeness
and consistency. Completeness required that missing items on the returns be
identified (e.g., missing payroll inputs) and the returns classified, as to
quality and potential use in estimating the coefficients. Consistency
required the derivation of various ratios from the data, and their com-
parison with similar ratios from other sources. This comparison helped to
determine whether the establishment was properly classified and inputs con-
sistently specified.
Completeness of Returns
Since not all questionnaires were completed with full detail, it became
evident that both complete and partially complete forms should be used. As
was indicated in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Table 1-8, the questionnaires
were classified into four grades of quality and completeness. These grades
and their codes are summarized as follows: (1)
A-type. These were complete questionnaires with all requested items
filled in a satisfactory manner and where at least the principal material
inputs were identified.
B-type. These were partially complete questionnaires, which listed
the total cost of materials used, with no breakdown, and provided data on
power, payroll and some items of the miscellaneous expenditure category.
Shipments and employment were alsc usually given.
D-type. These were questionnaires which were designed to obtain data
on the detailed material requirements of the establishment, as well as, the
value of shipments and employment. At times the payroll data was also
given on these forms.
Vl)See also Chapter i Table 1-7.
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C-type. These were incomplete _lest_onnaires in which only a few items
were given (e.g. employment and payroll). Data on materials, if listed at
all, were poorly specified, generally by department or division within the
establishment. These C-type returns could not be entered into the industry
data without substantial adjustments and the addition of estimated entries,
which in turn produced "a fictitious", or "est_mated"_ questionnaire.
Consistency Check
Because of the varied quality of returns and possible errors in the
response and the classification of establishments by 4-digit SIC codes, it
w_s necessary to review the data and to determine whether the information
was consistent. The review consisted of comparing five ratios for each
establishment with corresponding ratios obtained for (I) the sample as a
whole; (2) the nation's industry; and (3) the industry data for the ag-
gregate of the five Pennsylvania counties. The five ratios were:
i. Value of shipment per employee.
2. Value of specified inputs per dollar value of shipment.
3. Cost of materials per dollar value of shipment.
4. Heat, light and power per dollar value of shipment.
5. Payroll per dollar value of shipment.
V_alue of shipments per employee ratio was computed for each establish-
ment and the results compared with corresponding ratios in the sample and
with the regional ratio obtained from the Department of Internal Affairs
Tabulations. Consideration was given to the size of the establishment in
this comparison.
Value of SDecified inputs per dollar value of shipment, the dollar sum
establishment. All listed inputs included the cost of materials at
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purchasers' value, power, payroll, and miscellaneous expenditures. It was
generally expected that this ratio should fall within the 0.7 - 1.0 range,
thus allowing for profits and some omissions of inputs. In cases where the
ratio fell below the expected range, the data were checked to identify
missing items. Where the ratio was above the range, that is, where total
dollar value of inputs exceeded value of shipments the data on the ques-
tionnaire were verified with the respondent whenever possible. In general,
inventory accumulations and charges allocated to headquarters of firms
accounted for excessive ratios. The ratios of the various establishments
were compared with that of the sample mean to identify these establishments
whose ratios deviated mcst from this measure.
Cost of materials per dollar value of shipments was computed for each
establishment and compared with that of other establishments in the sample
and with the corresponding ratio derived from the 1958 Census data. This
check was performed in order to verify whether the materials listed on any
given form represented a complete set with no major items missing.
Whenever the total materials ratio was found to be unexpectedly low
the detailed data of material inputs were compared with those of the Census_
whenever available, in order to determine whether all materials were listed
on the form_ and to identify missing items. In many cases, however,
missing items could not be identified since the llst of materials on the
questionnaire was more extensive than that reported by the Census. Refer-
ence to other questionnaires in the sample and other sources was then made
in lieu of Census data.
Similarlyj the returns were reviewed to determine whether principal
material inputs were included. For some industries, where there was a
doubt as to the proper classification of establishments due to their
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relative heterogeneous output distribution, or to the similarity among
primary outputs of two or more h-diglt industries, a further check was under-
taken. The principal material inputs for each establishment were identified
and their ratios to sales calculated and compared.
The comparison of the principal material input coefficients for es-
tablishments of SIC 2752 illustrate this procedure. See Table 2-2• Princi-
pal inputs which account for the largest share of the cost of materials of
the establishments and which best describe the production of the industry,
were identified as paper, ink and photographic supplies. Other large
material inputs to this industry were identified as:SIC 2789_ bookbinding;
SIC 279_ typesetting; and SIC 2793, photoengraving. However, each of these
inputs appeared only three times among the nine returns containing data on
material inputs.
The comparison of the principal material input coefficients shows that
among the paper inputs, for example, two establishments (Nos. 3 and 7)
exhibited values which deviated from most industry observations. Data for
these two establishments were obtained by D-type questionnaires. However,
when viewing the three lowest paper input coefficients, of less than .1700,
two observations were also obtained by the use of the D-type forms. Accord-
ingly, there was no reason to assume that the D-type returns biased the data,
and both returns were kept within the industry. (1)
Heat, light and power per dollar value of shipments was computed
for each establishment and compared with that of other establishments in
,,, ,, , • • ,
(1)If the two establishments with the seemingly excessive paper inputs were
excluded, then the industry paper coefficient would have been .1774 in-
stead of the estimated .2196, a difference of .0422 or 19.2 percent. This
difference would account for 63,805,250 x .0422= $2,692,580 of direct
paper requirements, as compared with the estimated input of 63,805,250 x
•2196 = $14,011,633.
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TABLE 2 -2
COMPARISON OF ESTAbLISHMEntS' PRINCIPAL MATERIAL COEFFICIENTS,
SIC 2752, CO_@4ERCIAL PRINTING, LITHOGRAPHIC
No.
n,
Estab. Photo Total
Size Paper Ink Supplies Principal Total
Indexa SIC 2621 SIC 2893 SIC 3861 Materials Materials
(1) (2) (3) (1)+(2)+(3)
Quality
of
Return
1 1.00 .1659 .0161 -- .1820 .2059 D
2 1.65 .1520 .0162 .0629 .2311 .2848 D
3 1.71 .2873 .0477 -- .3350 .3350 B+D
4 1.71 ......... 4136 B
5 1.83 .2011 .0041 .0213 .2265 .4213 B+D
6 2.14 .1808 .0088 .0077 .1973 .3367 A
7 4.57 .3228 .0174 .o335 .3737 .455o D
8 4.71 .1540 .0109 .0029 .1678 .1739 A
9 4.88 .1704 .0158 -- .1862 .2229 A
I0 6.71 .2259 .0302 -- .2561 .4415 A
Industry
Estimate .2196 .0192 .0112 .2500
•1353 .0389 .0600 .2059Range
.3454
.2811
,,, , , i , m
National
Ratios .1923b n.a. n.a. n.a. m 3_6 7
ain order to avoid disclosure, size is presented in index form, where
1.O0 represents the smallest establishment with employment within the range
of i0-50 employees.
bNewsprlnt and all other paper and board.
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the sample and with the national ratio _otained from the Census
(Fuels and Electricity cons_ed). Generally, for most industries
little difference was found to exist between the Philadelphia and the
national ratios.
Payroll per dollar value of shipment was computedfor each
establishment and comparedwith that of other establishments in the
sample, and with the corresponding ratios obtained from the Census
and from the DIATabulations. It was presumed that the ratio for the
local establishments _ouldbetter correspond to the regional, (DIA)
ratio than to the national since the regional ratio and the industry
sample pertained to almost the samepopulation, and since the regional
ratio was for 1959 and the national was for 1958.
Table 2 - 3 is presented to illustrate the five consistency
(ratio) checks for a selected industry, SIC 2011. See also Table 2-10
for the complete input structure of this industry.
This procedure served not only to identlfymissing items, but
also to check upon the classification of establishments in an industry,
since a large deviation from the industry meanof the five ratios
checked, may also indicate a different production function charac-
teristic of another industry.
The checks Just described have also resulted in the review of
classification of someestablishments, the transfer of someof these
to other industries, and the reevaluation of the quality of sample.
In several cases it was found that the questionnaires contained
incomplete lists of material and in others, certain inputs were found
to be missing. In still other cases, the information was considered
%obe too poor for use and the returns were excluded.
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TABLE2 - 3
CONSISTENCYHECKOFPRI_&t_RYDATA, (COMPARISONFTHEFIVE
RATIOS), SIC 2011, MEATPACKINGPLANTS
Heat
Specified Cost of L_ght and
Shipments Inputs Materials Power Payroll
per per $ per $ per $ per $
Employee Shipment Shipment Shipment Shipment
Industry
Estimatea $ 61,818 .9544 .8067 .0038 ,0820
Eatab. - 1 121,581 .9400 .8700 .OOhO .Oh50
Estab. - 2 111,972 .9726 .9022 .0024 .0448
Estab. - 3 51,429 .8704 .6667 .0020 .0722
Estab. - 4 48,889 .9258 .8216 .0036 .0992
Estab. , 5 38,535 .9751 .7796 .0056 .1440
Estab. - 6 33,333 .9140 .7000 .0040 .1400
Estab. - 7 31,481 .9679 .8006 .0071 .1282
Estab. - 8 28,571 .9893 .8000 .0048 .1750
SampleWeighted
mean_primary
data) ° 62,312 •9489 .8059 .0039 .1030
National Ratio 59,578 =.a. .8517 .00_0 .0642
Regional Ratio 53,906 n.a. n.a. n.a. .0933
aThese data represent the final estimates for the industry, based on
edited data.
b
These statistics were obtained from the sample prior to adjustments
for transport cost and other items.
Note: The sumof the ratios of the last 3 columns for primary sample mean,
National and the Final industry estimates are as follows:
SampleMean .9130
National Ratio .9199
Industry Estimate .8925
where the industry estimate excludes transport costs.
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Review of Sample Size
Once the questionnaires were reviewed for completeness and con-
sistency of response and their quality described, it was possible to
evaluate the size and quality of the sample. The sample was evaluated
in order to determine whether additional questionnaires should be
obtained. This decision was made in light of the estimated number
of establishments in the industry, the level of cooperation in the
industry and expected response rate, and budgetary considerations.
In some cases, where establishments were reclassified it was nec-
essary to repeat the survey procedures in order to obtain a minimum
number of returns. Some of the returns were reclassified due to the
late date 1964-1965, for which the survey data were applicable.
During the period, 1959-1964, as was noted in Chapter l, some estab-
lishments changed their line of production and consequently their
4-dlglt SIC classification. In other cases, due to refusals to par-
ticipate in the survey or to response error, the sample obtained was
too small and replacements were needed. In still other cases, due
to the highly skewed size distribution of establishments in the in-
dustry, the small sample which was obtained, although it covered
more than half of the employment, could not be used without dis-
closing the production structure of the dominant establishment.
Hence additional interviewing was necessary to assure that the
data for the deminant establishment would be concealed, by accounting
(1)
for less than 75 percent of the sampled industry data.
(1)
Whenever additional establishments could not be obtained a small
estimated "statistical establishment" was added in order to
conceal the primary data.
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Small Industries The survey of small industries, those with
less than ten establishments, required repetitive sampling in order
to obtain the expected coverage and overcomenon-disclosure require-
(1)
ments. Here, two extreme cases were distinguished: I) small
industries with a small employment size, generally of less than 200
employees, which accounted for a small part of their 2-digit SIC
aggregate employment and 2) small industries with a high percentage
of employment in their 2-digit SIC group. In the first case, where
a decision was made to obtain more information, D-type questionnaires
were used either to augment B-ty_e returns already obtained, or to
reduce survey cost for the small industry. In the second case where
the number of establishments in the industry was small, less than
ten, but the total employment in the industry was relatively large,
percentagewise, repeated requests for information on A-type returns
were necessary in order to obtain a satisfactory sample.
Adjustments in Data in Establishments
U_rading of Returns
Since it was not always possible to enlarge the sample by
repetitive sampling, it was necessary to augment the survey data by
upgrading the quality of the returns through estimates of missing
items and by the construction of estimated establishments, termed
"statistical establishments." This policy, which began with the use
of the D-type questionnaire designed to augment the B-type return,
thereby to create a complete A-type questionnaire, was extended to
cover all returns. SimilazSy, for questionnaires obtained on long
(1)
See Chapter 1.
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forms in which the list of materials was incomplete (e.g. _Thereonly
one or two major items were lisled), estimates of missing materials
were sometimes added. In this way, the returns from the survey were
upgraded to provide an expandedset of industry data for estimating
the technical coefficients.
Three levels of estimation were used to upgrade the question-
naires:
L_yel i - Estimation of one or two missing items in the set of
entries for an establishment. These included such items as payroll
and power. Also, total material inputs on B-and D-type returns for
the same establishment had to be reconciled.
Level 2 - Estimation of a missing subset of entries of an es-
tablishment. Involved was the disaggregation of materials listed at
a 3-digit SIC level into 4-digit SIC industries, or the grafting of
a list of materials onto an A-type return in which large aggregates
of material inputs were specified (e.g. metal products).
Level 3 - Estimation of a complete (or almost ccmplete) set of
entries for an establishment. Here the creation of a fictitious
"statistical establisl_ent" was involved.
Generally, these procedures were applied at the establishment
level, and estimates were confuted on the establishment worh sheets.
They were part of the procedures used in processing the questionnaires
and editing the data. See Table 2 - 4 for the schedule of upgrading
procedures.
In estimating the variables on the establishment level, the
corresponding industrj data were sometimes used to build up the miss-
ing items. The observations thus obtained for the expanded sample
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TABLE 2 - 4
UPGRADING SCHEDULE.; ITEMS ESTIMATED AND ORIGIN OF QUALITY
OF RETURNS USED
Quality of
Return
Obtained
in Survey
Level of
Estimate Estimated Items
Quality of
Return Used
A
B+D
D
D
Secondary
Data
B
C
Secondary
Data
(1)
(z)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(i)
(2)
(3)
Minor adjustments
Minor adjustments
Reconciliation of total
material inputs on both
returns
Completion ef required
entries: power, payroll,
other expenditures
Various items to complete
entries
All items
Minor adjustments, mostly
for transport cost
Completion of required
B-type entries
All items
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
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were not necessarily independent of each other. However, in estimating
the parameters for each ind____str__,particular care was taken to assure
the independence of observations among the industries for which co-
efficients were estimated from survey data. The exception to this
procedure was in the estimates of statistical industries for which
no survey data were available and where even secondary data were in-
complete or unavailable.
D-type returns These returns were used in two ways. First,
as was noted in Chapter l, they were used to supplement data on the
material input structure of establishments for which B-type returns
were previousiv obtained. In this case, the total cost of materials
on both forms were reconciled to conform to that specified for the
nearest date to the benchmark year of the table. In this way both
B- and D-type forms were combined to produce a complete A-type
questionnaire. Second, D-type returns, obtained for establishments
for which there were no B-type returns, were also converted into
A-type returns by estimating missing items. In this case, estimates
for power, payroll (when not listed) and miscellaneous expenditures
were made. Transport costs, as previously noted, were estimated on
all questionnaires. As was noted in Chapter l, the use of D-type
returns was mostly for small establishments. Table 2 - 5 illustrates
the procedure for an establishment in one ef the metal fabricating
industries.
Estimates of Missing Variables
The following estimation pr0ce_ures _ere used both to estimate
variables missing on the returns and to replace inconsistent items.
C'ode
3312
2813
2992
3545
9842
9849
9888
TABLE 2 - 5
II_UT COEFFICIENTS OF A SIC 3499 ESTABLISH_.NT
OBTAII_D FROM A D-TYPE RETURN
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Inputs
Item
Steel
Gases
Oils
Drill bits, etc.
Total Materials
Transport Cost (OBE based
estimate)
Power (estimated)
Payroll (estimated)
Other Expenditures (estimated)
Information Transport
Listed on Cost
Questionnaire a Margin
•3538 .01144
.o044 .ooo3o
.o0o9 .o0001
•ooo9 .00005
.36oo
.01180
Derived
Data
.34236
,00410
.00089
.ooo85
.34820
.01180
.Ol5O9
.23819
.12771
Total Input
Residual, including profit
.74099
.2590l
Total Output
Value of Shipments
Employment
1.0000
$_;0,000-60,000 b
3
I.CCCCO
acalculated at purchaser's prices.
bActual value of shipments withheld to avoid disclosure.
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Valu e of Shipme/nt__s This value which determined the size of the
establlslnnent, and hence its weight in the indust_/ data from which
coefficients were estimated, was generally specified on most returns.
In some cases it was given only in a general form (e.g. as exceeding
a given value, or falling wlthfn a given range). In these cases
shipments were estimated on the basis of estimation routines de-
veloped for this purpose.
First preference was given to local sources of data in obtaining
the estimators, particularly to the 1959 DIA tabulations. The next
in order of preference were statistics obtained from the sampled
establishments in the same 4-digit SIC where sufficient coverage _as
available. Lowest in order of preference were national data, par-
ticularly the industry statistics of the U.S. Census of _%nufacture s -
The following describes the estimation procedures according to
order of preference. When payroll data were given on the return,
estimates of shipments were based on the reciprocal of the ratio of
payroll to shipments. Nhere possible, the ratios were obtained from
DIA tabulations. Hence, establishment's payroll x DIA shipments per
payroll yielded the estimated value of shil_ments for the establishment.
_Jhenever DIA data were not available (due to _he aggregation of
4-digit SIC data to avoid disclosure), a r_._iu obtained __om sampled
establishments of similar size was used.
When payroll data were not given, or were considered inconsistent
with other data for the establish_ent, est_a_:cs were bs.._edon em-
ployment. Preference was given to the ratio of shipments per
employee obtained from DIA tabulations; but whenever this was not
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available_ a ratio was obtained from the sample when its coverage
was satisfactory,
Whenneither payroll nor employmentdata were given, or when
these data were not considered reliable for purposes of estimation
of other variables, the value of total materials consumedwas used
as the independent variable. In this case, since no DIA data were
tabulated, the reciprocal of the ratio of materials to shipments
obtained from the sample was used,
WhereDIA data were not available and sampled data were con-
sidered to be insufficiently representative of the industry, refer-
ence was madeto the national ratios computedfrom the U.S. Census,
These ratios were used in obtaining estimates based on payrollj
employmentand cost of materials.
While all of the above methods were applied, the first three
were used most frequently, approximately two-thirds of the time.
The fourth method, (employment)x (shipments per employee) based
upon sample data, was used approximately one-quarter of the time,
In addition, reference was madeto the other published sources, In
a few instances where it was suspected that the information on the
return either under- or over-stated the tr'le v_lue c,f shipr_ents and
where value of shipments was available f;o_c i.bLi_]_;'. :.ec.,-:d_.• (e,g.
Mocdy's Industrlals, annual corporate relaOf;_u),a reaLm!On "_as r_.c,de
to correct the respondent's error. In a few cases this approach was
also used to ad.uat the output of the resrond.__nt to the base year,
particul_rly whe:'_ _.he subsequent gro_,_thf_ L_,c size ,_f th_ estab-
lishment would have required c,cmpliance =;._hhnon-disclosu._'e rules.
Roughly speaking, value of shi;nents _._ereestimated for slightly
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under 300 establishments, including statistical establishments for
which complete estimates from secondary sources were made.
Total Materials Total materials were estimated whenever this
value was missing or found to be inconsistent with the input struc-
ture of the establishment and whenever the llst of given materials
was considered incomplete (e.g. when only paper was specified for
the production of books).
Generally, estimates of total materials were based on value of
shipments, multiplied by the ratio of materials to value of shipments
obtained either from the sample when coverage was sufficient, or
from the U.S. Census. However, due to the intricate relationships
of cost of materials and contract work on the one hand, and cost of
materials and payroll on the other, no consistent preference for the
choice of ratios was developed. Each return was independently
evaluated.
A certain tendency toward underestimation resulted in the total
material estimates through the use of the Census ratios of materials
to shlpments. The numerator used in the ratio was that of Materials,
parts• containers and supplies consumed, M the numerator excluded
the cost of resales, Mr• and contract work, M c. Hence, instead of
using the ratio• M+Mr+_, where S stands for value of shipments,
s (l)
the ratio• M
--• was used.
S
(l)
According to the Census, total cost of materials consists of
Materials, parts, containers and supplies consumed M, plus cost
of Resales, Mr, plus Contract work, Mc, plus fuels con_3umed
and Electricity consumed P. The latter _o items, P, were
taken to correspond to the heat, light and power input in the
Fhiladelphla study.
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National ratios are presented for a few selected industries in
Table 2 - 6 in order to illustrate the magnitude of the error
generated by the use of national data. The industries where the
effect of underestimating material inputs was most pronounced were
those which are typified by subcontract letting and which derived a
substantial portion of their value of shipments from resale of pro-
ducts. SIC 22, 23, 27, 35, 36, 37 and 38 were the most affected.
It is estimated that, on the whole, total materials were underestimated
by .0248 per dollar worth of output among the industries for which
materials were estimated by the use of the Census. See Table 2 - 6.
When data on shipments werenot given, total materials were esti-
mated by the use of Census data--on the assumption that the local
M
and national ratios of total materials to payroll plus power --_
were the same. This assumption was employed only in those cases
where data total materials data were missing, or where the list of
materials was considered incomplete; that is, in estimation pro-
cedures identified above as Level 1 and Level 2.
_en a return listed various materials without specifying their
values and when these were separately estimated, the value of total
material inputs was obtained as a sum of components.
Detailed Material Inputs The disaggregation of material inputs
into 4-dlgit SIC detail required first the identification of the
components of the aggregate as discussed above and, second, an
allocation procedure.
Allocations followed closely the industry statistics of the
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TABLE 2 - 6
ERRORS IN Ui_DERESTI_IATING TOTAL IIATERIALS
CONSL_E_D THROUGH THE USE OF CENSUS DATA 3
16 4-DIGIT SIC INDUSTRIES
SIC
M M_M
(i)
r Mr -
Actual
S S Error
(2) (1)-(2)-'(3) (4)
2031 .6311 .6853 -.0307 -.0307
2062 .7980 .@036 -.0056 -.0022
2292 .405_ .4583 .O524 -.OiiO
2385 -3949 .5013 _.i065 T.0533
2522 .3322 .3740 -.0418 -.0038
2815 -4595 -5035 -.0440 -.0040
3021 •3007 •3439 -.0432 -'0108
3255 .2417 .2734 -.0317 -.0022
3351 •578'f .6227 -.0_0 -.02_2
3431 .3414 .4154 -.0740 -.0740
3496 .3397 .4143 -.0746 -.0142
3548 .3290 .3942 -.0652 -'0652
3623 .4926 .5378 -.0452 -.0244
3662 .3978 .4510 -.0532 -.0266
3671 .1920 .2325 -.0405 -.0405
3951 .3801 .4006 -.0205 -.0062
Mean
-.0483 -.0248
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U. S. Census of Manu-
facture_: 1958, Part 2, Indust_r Statistics (Cols. l, 23 and
3); and Regional Input-Ouput Study (Col. 4).
l!=Materials, parts, co_tainers and supplies consumed
Mr= cost of resales
Mc= Comtract work
S= Total value of shipments.
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(1)
U. S. Census and its supplement on materials consumed. In the
absence of Census data, reference was made to other returns in the
sample. _en these sources were not available, trade publications
and engineering reference books were used in order to determine the
quantities of materials required in production, sometimes only to
the extent that they could be ranked. The quantities thus obtained
_Tere multiplied by unit prices obtained from the Census industry
statistics in order to derive crude estimates of dollar value of
inputs. Allocations of equal amounts were used in the absence of any
information, and in cases where the value of the aggregated item was
relatively small.
Cost of Resales Cost of resales was calculated as the value
of resales when it was reported in the questionnaire times the ratio
of cost of resales to value of resales obtained from the G_nsus. When
the value of resales was not separately identified on the question-
naire yet resale items were noted without their costs, costs of
resales were estimated on the assumption that the establishment's
ratio of cost of resales to total cost of materials (including the
cost of resale) equalled the ratio of value of resales to total value
of shipments obtained from the Census.
Power Heat, light and power inputs were estimated on the basis
of the establishment's value of shipments and the use of the ratio
of heat, light and power costs to shipments obtained from other
sources. _en the available smnple was large enough to be considered
(1)
U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of _nufactures: 19582
Selected _terials Consumed (_C_8(I)-7, Supplement)
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representative of the industry, the sample ratio _ras used; otherwise,
the national ratio derived from the Census was taken.
Payroll Payroll estimates were based on two ratios: (1) pay-
roll per dollar value of shipments and (2) payroll per employee. In
most cases first preference was given to the ratio obtained from the
DIA Tabulation for the 5-county area. However, in some instances,
DIA ratios for the City of Philadelphia were used, when they were
available for Philadelphia establishments. The 5-county tabulations
_;ere then used for establishments located outside the city. This
practice was particularly applicable to the estimates in SIC 23, 25,
25, 30, 31, 35, 36_ 37 and 38. Thus, when the value of shipments
was given on the return, the DIA derived ratios of payroll per dollar
value of shipments were used. In their absence payroll was estimated
through multiplying employment by the ratio of payroll per employee.
When the sample was considered sufficiently large or the DIA data
were not available for a particular industry, the sample ratio was
us ed.
Whenever the DIA data were not available and the sample was not
large enough, national _ayroll coefficients were employed. This pro-
cedure, however, was rarely used. It was applied only to those in-
dustries which had only a few establishments in the region (where the
DIA data were withheld to avoid disclosure), and for which the sample
was either too small or not available.
Other Expenditures Initially it was intended to identify mis-
cellaneous expenditures as a residual cost item on the questionnaire.
However, not all respondents were able, or were willing, to specify
this item. Most listed a few of its components or left the question
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blank. Onthe short Penn Jersey Transportation Study form (of
B-type quality) miscellanecus expenditure consisted mostly of two
items3 rent and telephone costs.
Becauseof the poor response it was decided not to attempt a
detailed allocation of the miscellaneous expenditures. In fact, one
aggregate sector was employed including both the miscellaneous ex-
penditure and net revenue. The problem of disaggregation was deferred
for future research. It is worthwhile to mention, however, that an
attempt was madeto use IRS data for estimating the net revenue
componentof this residual.
However, since the IRS tabulation_l_re compiled on a national
level and classified by a code which corresponds to aggregates of one
or more 3-diglt SIC industries this source could not be consistently
used without difficulty. Further, as the work progressed it became
evident that the data on both miscellaneous expenditures and net
revenue _ere less accurate than the other data.
Transport and Trade Margins
Whenever possible, transactions recorded in input-output tables
should be valued at producers' prices (manufacturers sales prices,
f.o.b, plant), rather than in purchasers', or delivered, prices. In
this way, the use of constant coefficients may be more valid, since
the transactions data would not be affected by changes in the dis-
tribution pattern of the system (destinations of output).
In input-output work, much data may be given in terms of deliver_
'(i)
U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Source
Book of Statistics of Income_ 1959-1960 (Statistics Division,
Microfilm, Washington, D?C. 1961).
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prices or in terms of an intermediate price between producers' and
delivered prices. In order to net out the distribution charges of
transport and trade, and to arrive at producers' prices, estimates of
the component charges must be _otained. Generally, we have, for
manufacturing:
plus
less
plus
plus
Transaction at producers' price
Excise Tax
(1)
Subsidy
Transport Cost
Trade Margins (Wholesale)
Equals Transaction at purchasers' price
Transport costs were estilm_ted on the basis of transport margin
ratios supplied by OBE. They were in lieu of locally derived esti-
mates since local data could not be obtained at a satisfactory level
of accuracy within the resources of this study. Actual data whenever
available on the questionnaire were replaced by national estimates
in order to preserve consistency. _olesale trade margin ratios have
been obtained locally, but the input data have not yet been adjusted
onlytransport marginsfor these margins where appropriate. Hence,
were netted out at this time.
(1)
Subsidies are important in the valuation of the output of some
of the extractive industries and scme services, and in the
valuation of products entering international trade. In this
study subsidies were excluded, since most subsidies which _ffect
the transactions of the Philadelphia Table are indirect and
should be reflected in the tax inputs of the various industries
(e.g, shipbuilding). Excise Tax on transportation was included
in the transport margin.
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Adjustments for Transport Cost The procedures employed in
netting-out transport cost distinguish between transport cost associ-
ated with inputs and that associated with outputs. For inputs, the
OBE transport margin ratios were applied throughout. For outputs,
wherever transport costs were given, together with the value of
associated products sold, such were deducted from sales; otherwise,
national margins were used.
In the calculation of transport costs on inputs the procedures
were as follows:
i. _en it was indicated on the questionnaire that transport
costs were included in the cost of any material listed, the national
transport margin for that material was applied. The derived transport
cost was deducted from the delivered cost of the material to yield
the cost of the material at prcducers' prices, the transport cost of
the material was then added to the transport cost of all other
materials to yield the estimated transport cost of the establishment.
See Table 2 - 5 for an example of this procedure.
2. Whenever the respondent reported that his transport costs
were not included in the cost of materials, it was assumed that the
establishment paid for transport separately, from miscellaneous
expenditures. Thus, the cost of materials were entered on the work-
sheet without adjustment, but the transport margin ratio was applied
to each material in order to obtain transport cost on each material,
which were summed to yield total estimated transport cost which was
then recorded on the worksheet. This total estimated transport cost
was then deducted from the miscellaneous expenditures to yield the
corrected value for such expenditures.
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3- Whenever the respondent fa$1ed to answer the question con-
cerning the inclusion of transport costs, it was assumed that these
costs were included in the cost of materials, and the first procedure
was used.
In the calculation of transports costs on outputs the procedures were:
i. When it was indicated that transport costs were included
in value of shipments but were not given, national margins were used.
Shipments at producers' prices were then calculated and recorded and
the difference between the reported and recorded values for ship-
ments was taken as transport costs. Such costs, on both primary and
secondary products, were deducted from the value of miscellaneous
expenditures (and thus total expendltures).
2. _en it was indicated that transport costs were not included
in the reported value of shipments, no adjustment was made.
3. When there was no response to the question concerning the
inclusion of transport costs, it was assumed that they were not in-
cluded in the reported value of shipments. No adjustment was made.
In this way, transport costs were estimated for all industries
where output was measured in terms of value of shipments. Minor
adjustments in the procedures were necessa_j where output was
measured in terms of gross receipts and cost of services.
Adjustments for wholesale =drains As previously noted, whole-
sale margins were not deducted, the only exception being scrap inputs.
These were adjusted to producers' prices by the use of national
wholesale margin ratios supplied by 0BE. The wholesale margins thus
obtained were added to the value of miscellaneous expenditures.
Sunm_ry--Edited Establishments.
The review of the primary data, resulted in the exclusion of
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somereturns and a smaller total of observations amongthe industries.
However, the upgrading of returns and the estimation of missing items
produced a set of edited returns, a larger proportion of which _ere
complete. The edited establishments together with the statistical
establishments discussed below, made up the industry data used in
estimating the technical coefficients.
A summary of edited establishments by 2-digit SIC is presented
in Table 2 - 7. A comparison of the data in Table 2- 7 with that
in Table 1 -12 , which summarizes the survey coverage, shows that
the coverage of all manufacturing establishments _as reduced from
15.4 to 14.5 percent and, that the coverage of employment was cor-
respondingly reduced from 52.6 to 51.3 percent. The total number of
returns decreased from 1231 to ll61. Most of the decrease occurred
among the partially complete returns, some of which were transformed
into complete ones.
Additions .to Sample from Secondary Sources
Statistical Establishments
Statistical establishments est_nated from secondary sources were
added to the survey data of some industries: (1) to augment the
primary data which were considered to be unsatisfactory, either due
to the quality of returns, or the size and number of the reporting
establishments; (2) to comply with non-disclosure requirements; and
(3) to provide estimates for those industries for which no response
was obtained.
Additions to Door returns Statistical establishments con-
structed to augment the reporting establishments in an industry were
added at different proportions in accordance with the considerations
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listed in this section. The estimated establishments accounted for
5 to 80 percent of the employment among the 4-digit SIC industries
involved. Estimated establishments were generally of two kinds :
(1) those constructed from incomplete C-type returns to yield a
complete but estimated establishment, and (2) establishments for which
all entries were estimated from secondary sources. See Table 2 - 4
above.
In many cases where the reported employment was at 50 percent
or over of the preliminary estimated employment in an industry,
the procedure was to add a statistical establishment equal to the
size of the remaining employment in the industry. The share of the
estimated units thus obtained was 50 percent or less. This practice
was particularly applied to the following industries where response
rates were lower than expected: SIC 35, 36, 37, and 38 and to a lesser
extent SIC 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34.
Where reported employment was small relative to the industry,
i.e., less than 50 percent, a small statistical establishment was
added. The following criteria for determining the size of the esti-
mated unit were used:
1. The employment of estimated unit should equal that of
reporting units.
2. The employment of estimated unit should equal the mean
employment of two A-types reporting units.
3. The employment of an estimated unit should equal that re-
ported in a C-type return.
At times, in order to improve upon the s_mpled data, particularly
where the list of materials was considered incomplete, a small
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statistical establishr._ent based on U.S. Census data was added at
about lO percent of total employment in industry data.
Additions due to non-disclosure requirements Non-disclosure
rules require that it should be impossible to identify the production
structure of any reporting establishment when given the structural
coefficients estimated for the industry. In order to comply with
these requirements, one can either aggregate the 4-dlgit industries
to conceal the primary data for any one, or add a fictitious or
statistical establishment of a size sufficient to conceal such data.
Since a major objective of this study was to obtain industry sta-
tistics on a 4-digit SIC basis, the second alternative was chosen
whenever possible. The non-disclosure rules used were drawn to
follow the practice of the U.S. Census, taking into account the fact
that (1) transport costs were independently estimated and (2) other
adjustments were made on the raw data to upgrade the information
obtained from the questionnaires. The publication of ss_mpled data
was restricted:
1. when a classification contained less than three reporting
establishments, or
2. when one reporting establishment represented 75 percent or
more of the aggregate quantity, or
3. when two reporting establishments represented 90 percent or
more of the aggregate quantity.
The size of the statistical establishment was set in light of the size
distribution of the establishments in the region's industry, the
nature of the reporting sample, and the resulting disclosure problem.
Generally, the added statistical establishment accounted for between
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l0 to 30 percent of the total employment of the aggregated estab-
lishments. The procedures in constructing the statistical estab-
lishment generally followed the procedures for estimating missing
items. In addition, Penn Jersey Transportation Study returns for
Mercer County, New Jersey, were used. Moreover, three statistical
establishments, one representing a statistical industry (in major
group SIC 32), were based on primary data obtained from firms outside
the region.
Statistical Industries.
Statistical establishments constructed in lieu of survey data
were for those industries where l) establishments could not be
located, 2) respondents refused to fill in questionnaires, or 3) only
incomplete returns were obtained. Generally, repetitive efforts at
sampling were not made because of the small size of the industry.
In most of these cases the industries were estimated to have one or
two establishments and usually no more than six. Generally, the estl-
mated industry employment was small, less than 200 employees, except
for seven industries with employment in excess of 200 employees.
These were:
SIC No. of Establishments Estimated Employment
2086 47 1,838
2298 3 367
2519 3 249
3425 2 4O8
3431 3 331
3635 7 287
3671 3 2,837
The number of small industries, by number of establishments
Includcd, is presented in Table 2 - 7A. Only 2 industries with more
than i0 establishments were estimated on the basis of statistical
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indust_j data. These were: SIC 2086, Bottled and canned soft drinks
and carbonated waters_ and SIC 2097, Manufactured ice.
TABLE 2 - 7A
DISTRIBUTION OF STATISTICAL INDUSTRIES
BY N_BER OF ESTABLIS_SENTS
Number of
Establishments
in Industry
Number of
Industries
1 12
2 i0
3 5
4-6 4
7-9 2
I0 and over 2
Total 35
The following su_amarizes the use of statistical establishments
among the manufacturing industries. Statistical establishments
were added to industry data of seventy-seven 4-digit industries.
The weight of the statistical establishments in industry data, in
terms of employment, is specified within ranges in order to maintain
non-dlsclosure, and indicate the reliability of local estimates.
In addition, thirty-five 4-digit "statistical industries" were
(1)
estimated on the basis of statistical establishments only.
(1) .....
Statistical establishments were also applied to 4-digit SIC
industries which were later aggregated with others. These
industries were excluded from this count and are discussed
separately at a later point in the text.
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• _,,a.....s_ cal t --.7"_ en's applied to 112 out of theAltogether, "- "_ _ es .,aL,.._lohm "_. were .
,4_,4-digit SIC manufacturing _mag!:regatcd industries appearing in
the interindustry matri:.:. See Tables 2 - 8 and 2 - 14 .(i)
The Estimated Coefficients
Computation Procedures
Coefficients were estimated from all e_ited esta_:lishments,
whether obtained from surve$ r or estimated from secondary sources.
First, transactions _¢ere totalled by kind, over all observations, in
order to obtain the aggregate of inputs by type for the industry.
Second, the totalled value of each input was divided by total output
to derive the corresponding input coefficient for each industry. (2)
Adjustments were made in the ratios of material inputs when
A-type and B-ts_pe returns were combined to insure that the coeffi-
cients summed to unity (B-type reported only total materials without
breahdown). In the adjustment the material input coefficients ob-
tained from A-type returns were exnanded by a factor of the re-
ciprocal of the ratio of total material input coefficient for both
A- and B-type returns to a corresponding coefficient for A-type
returns. This procedure assumed that the hypothetical material input
structure of the B-type returns was similar to that of the total
reported for all A-type returns and, further, that t,_FpeB establish-
ments affected only the overall magnitude of the total materials
input coefficient but not its breakdown. Except in SIC 23 where
first contracting and manufacturing establishments were expanded by
the proportion of such establishments estimate,J for the rezion in
order to preserve the industry mix. See Append]ix B-4.
"(i) For the detailed identification of industries with statistical
establishments, see Appendix B-2.
(2) See Appendix B-3 for an example of this proce,3ure.
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TABLE 2 - 8
DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIES WITH STATISTICAL ESTABLISHMENTS
BY _IGHT IN INDUSTRY DATA, MANUFACTURING
SIC
Total Weight of Statistical Establishment and Codea
Number (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
of .01 .I0 .25 .40 .60 1.00
Industries to to to to to Statistical
Involved .09 .24 .39 .59 .80 Industry
20
21
22
23
2_
25
26
27
28
29
17 - 2 5 3 - 7
3 - 1 - - - 2
9 - 3 - 3 1 2
6 - 2 - 2 - 2
3 - 1 1 1 - -
3 - I - I - i
2 - I - - - I
2 i - - i - -
12 3 6 1 - - 2
1 - - 1 - - -
30 3 I I 1
31 I - I -
32 I0 2 4 2
33 7 - I 3
34 6 - 2 1
35 6 1 - 1 -
36 IO - 1 2 2
37 6 2 1 - -
38 .....
39 5 - - I 2
- 2
I 2
- 3
- 4
2 I
- 2
Total 112 i0 28 19 15 5 35
Percent I00.0 8.9 25.0 17.0 13.3 4.5 31.3
acode designation for range of weight of statistical establishment in
industry data.
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Comoarison of Coefficbents
The estimated coefficients were frequently compared to those
derived from the industry statistics of the U.S. Census and the DIA
tabulation in order to detect errors of omission or of improper
estimation. Table 2 - iO presents such a comparison for industry
2Oll. Since it was possible to increase the number of reporting
units in industry 2011, following our general practice to do so
whenever possible. The coefficients for RIS 2Oli are presented both
before and after the increase in the number of reporting establish-
ments. Note from Table 2 - 9 that at first, RIS 2011 data were
tabulated on the basis of 2 A-type and 2 B-type returns. Subsequently
3 more A-types and i B-type returns were added, thus doubling the
number of reporting units and employment, and enlarging the coverage
from 37.0 percent to 55.2 percent of the estimated industry employment.
Consideration of Residual Coefficients
The evaluation of the magnitude of the residual coefficient pro-
vided another way to review industry input structure. Since the
coefficient represents miscellaneous expenditures, net revenue and a
statistical discrepancy in in_It specifications, it was expected to
fall roughly within the .ICO0 to .4000 range. The industries were
classified into those having a residual coefficient above and below
this range
exceeding the expected range.
(1)
by size of coefficient:
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A total of 32 sectors were found to have a coefficient
The following is their distribution
No. of Sectors
.5000 and over 8
.4500 - .4999 5
.4000 - .4499 19
32
TABLE 2 - 9
EXTENT OF COVERAGE IN ESTIMATING INPUT COEFFICIENTS
IN FIRST AND SECOND TABULATIONS, SIC 2011
Establishments'
Employment Rank
1st 2nd
Tabulation Tabulation
A-Type Returns 2 5
B-Type Returns 2 3
Establishments, Reporting
Percent of Region
Employment, Reporting
Percent of Region
4
6.1
1,423
37.0
Value of Shipments, Repol_cing @66,41_000
Percent of Region 32.1
8
12.3
2,121
55.2
$131, ll_ OCO
63.3
The eight sectors in the first group above consist of seven in-
dustries with statistical establishments. In addition, the group
includes an aggregated sector, 2830. In the second group, (of five
sectors), the coefficient of one industry, SIC 2342, was based on
(i]
The eight sectors of the first group were: 2073, 2097, 2818,
2830, 3296, 3421, 3564 and 3623. The five sectors of the second
TABLE2 - lO
COMPARISONFSTRUCTUraLCOEFFICIEntS,SIC 2Oli
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Philadelphia SMSA
RIS Data
Pennsylvania
U.S. 5-County
CensusData (DIA) Data
1959
RIS Code Ist 2nd
and Item Tabulation Tabulation 1958a 1959b
0143 .691890 .707403 .694914
2011 .129875d .089727d .062705
2651 .010854 .007690
2819 .003665 .001841
39999Misc.
IWaterlals .063962
Cost of Resales .030156
Total
Materials ._6"_ _06661 .851739 .843336
Trans. Cost .024770 .024409
P_er .004416 .003837 .004024
Payroll .109707 .081984 .064210 .093311
1959c
.095740
Residual .024823 .083109 .080027
Value of ship-
ments 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.O00000
a
U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Manufactures: 1958,
Vol. 2, Industry Statistics.
b
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures: 1959-60.
c
Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs, Special Tabulations.
d Cost of resales were included in SIC 2011, as an intra-industry
transaction.
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statistical industry data, and statistical establishments were
added to two other industries. However, 2 industries represent
purely derived local coefficients with one industry 3 SIC 3544, based
on one of the largest number of returns obtained (i0 A-t_e and
(1)
5 B-type). The review of the available data for these industries
suggested that perhaps not all producing inputs were specified and
that some were included in the residual.
Industries with a residual coefficient of less than .lO00 were
also evaluated. A total of 14 suchsectors were identified and
(2)
classified by size of coefficient as follows:
No. of Sectors
Less than .0600 6
.0600 - .0999 8
Total 14
The review of data revealed that the number of returns for these
industries was small. In 2 industries, one in each of the two groups,
statistical establishments were added to conceal the data due to
non-disclosure requirements. In some of the other industries the
data obtained in the study and the Penn Jersey surveys were poor
and required the estimation of missing inputs. An exception is
industry 3499 with one of the largest number of returns obtained:
ll A-type and 3 B-type. These returns represent several small
establishments operating on a contractual basis. A further review
(1)
(2)
See Table 2 - 2 for the input structure of SIC 3544.
The six industries of the first group above were 2013, 2015,
2254, 2297, 3142, and 3621.
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of the data suggests that for some of the industries the data seem
f_Irly reasonable in light of their cyclical position in 1959, when,
for example, the textile industries falling in this category (SIC
2254, 2256_ 2297) were known to suffer from competition from other
industries and from abroad. Similarly, industry 24313 Millwork
plants, was known to be affected by the slowing down of the con-
struction pace.
Input Structure
Table 2-11 gives a typical input structure for an industry
for which there was a large number of reporting establishments. The
industry is SIC 3544, Special dies, tools, die sets, jigs and fixtures.
The estimatesd were based on the following data:
Establishments
A-type returns
B-type returns
Total industry data
Industry's population
Coverage (percent)
Employment
lO 214
5 151
15 365
183 1942
8.7 18.8
Although the employment coverage was below the desired limit of 25
percent, the fifteen:reporting establishments constituted a suf-
ficiently large base fr_1 which to derive the estimates, particularly
since the industry is characterized by small establishments. The
estimated regional mean employment size of the industry was 10.6
persons, with 85.5 of the establlskments falling in the 1-19 size
range. It is an industry primarily engaged in contract work in its
tool and die shops whose output constitutes a variety of tools,
components and molds, sold mostly for intermediate use in production.
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In fact, the output of SIC 3544 was identified as input into 30
industries in the Philadelphia intermediate matrix. Accordingly,
its input structure is typical of contracting industries, charac-
terized by small total materials input coefficient (.103196), and
large payroll coefficient (.415607). The industry data revealed the
material inputs from 22 separate industries supplying various metals
and metal products, glass, plastics and other products. See Table
2 - ll.
As was previously noted, it was not possible to identify all
inputs. Accordingly Sector 39999, Unallocated material inputs,
account in this industry for 3.6 percent of total materials and
represents the 7th largest material input.
The crudest procedures were used in SIC 20, the first major
group estimated. Although some of the industries were later cor-
rected on the basis of experience, some were left unadjusted, due
to data limitations and cost considerations. Hence, for example, the
material input structure of SIC 2062, Cane sugar refining, consisted
of only 3 inputs:
Input Industries 2062 Coefficients
0119 .661169
2046 .001553
39999 .022488
Total materials .665210
Similarly, for industry SIC 2086, Bottled and canned soft drinks
which, as previously noted, was estimated on the basis of statistical
industry data from Census data, the material input structure was
composed of 3 inputs:
T._d3L_ 2 - ii
I?_UT STRUCTURE OF SIC 3545, SPECIAL DIES
Ai_ TOOLS, DIE SETS, JIGS AND FLXTURES
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Input Percent of
Industries' Estimated Total Material
Code Coefficients Inputs
I 3316 .043650
2 3621 .013894
3 3352 .010129
4 3566 .009219
5 3312 .008461
6 3452 .003708
7 39999 .002948
8 3229 .002630
9 3321 .001814
i0 2821 .001727
ii 2819 .001306
12 3079 .000951
13 3541 .000636
14 3291 .000613
15 3351 .000407
16 3479 .000273
17 3352 .000217
18 3362 .ooo217
19 2911 .ooo189
20 3544 .000099
21 2652 .oooo81
22 3361 .000027
Total l_terial Inputs .i03196
9842 Transport Cost
9849 Heat, light
and power
9888 Payroll
9899 Residual
Total Value of Shipments
.003735
.oo8883
.415607
.468579
1.0o0000
42.30
13.46
9.82
8.93
8.2o
3.60
2.86
2.55
1.76
1.67
1.26
.92
.62
.59
.39
.26
.21
.21
.18
.i0
.08
.03
i00.00
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Input Industries 2086 Coefficients
2062 .063645
2095 .135005
39999 .181295
Total Materials .379945
On the other hand, more and more detailed specifications of
inputs were achieved as the work progressed and particularly among
industries characterized by the assembly of components and parts
produced by other industries. For example, it was possible to esti-
mate 48 separately identified material input coefficients for SIC
3662, Radio and television transmitting, signalling, and detection
equipment and apparatus. Similarly, 70 material input coefficients
were estimated for SIC 3721, Aircraft.
A_gregation of Industries
As was noted in Chapter l, industries were identified on the
basis of the SIC Manual, _ith economic divisions, or subdivisions,
identified at different levels of classification. However, since it
was not always possible to obtain satisfactory estimates for each
category at the desired level of classification, some industries were
combined with others. The aggregate sectors thus obtained were
weighted by employment in each category in order to preserve the
(1)
industry mix. _rhenever possible, industries were aggregated
(1)
In a few sectors where a small industry was combined with a
large one and the latter's data required concealment for non-
disclosure, the employment of the small industry was expanded
by a factor sufficient to conceal the large industry's data.
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within the same higher order classification, i.e. 4-dlgit SIC
industries were aggregated within their 3-digit classification code.
Similarly, the sectors were defined so that they can be generally
aggregated into the OBE sectors of the national input-output table
(1)
for 1958.
In manufacturing, where industries were identified on a 4-digit
SIC basis, aggregation generally took place by combining an industry
for which no satisfactory estimates could be Obtained, with a neigh-
boring 4-digit SIC category when their sources of input were gen-
erally similar and their _utput served similar markets. Frequently,
however, the industry requiring aggregation was combined with the
miscellaneous industry within the same 3-digit class. Manufacturing
industries were aggregated when:
1. Local data could not be obtained for a small industry without
excessive cost;and industry statistics ef the U.S. Census were either
unavailable or were not specified with sufficient detail to permit
the satisfactory construction of statistical industry coefficients;
or
2. Disclosure rules required the concealment of data in the
case of a small industry, or
3. Industry control estimates could not be made on a 4-dlgit
level, or when there were difficulties in classification of estab-
lishments in the region because of integrated production (e.g. SIC
2873 and 2879 were aggregated for this reason).
See Chapter 1 on levels of disaggregation and general approach
to sectoring.
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In all, thirty 4-digit SIC manufacturing industries were ag-
gregated into 12 sectors. The 12 sectors represent 2,342 employees,
or 4.52 percent of the estimated manufacturing employment in the
(1)
region.
Number of _nufacturing Sectors
The foll_wing summarizes the extent of estimation of industry
coefficients and indicates the number of industries estimated from
local data only. As was noted previously, out of the 424 4-digit
SIC manufacturing industries listed in the SIC Manual, 378 industries,
or 89.15 percent, were identified as existing in the Philadelphia
SMSA in 1959. Of those identified, coefficients were estimated for
348 industries on a 4-digit SIC basis, or for 92.06 percent of the
region's industries. The remaining 30 industries were aggregated
into 12 sectors. Hence, coefficients were estimated for 348 • 12 =
360 manufacturing sectors. See Table 2 - 13. These sectors accounted
for 72.3 percent of the total number of sectors in the input-output
matrix. See Table 1 - 7.
Of the 348 industries estimated at the level of 4-digit SIC,
236 industries, or 67.8 percent, were estimated from local survey
data only. The other ll2 industries consisted of two groups; those
with statistical establishments added to survey data; and those which
(2)
were estimated solely on the basis of statistical industry data.
See Table 2 - 14 for a s_mmary statement.
(2) See Appendix B-5 for the composition of the aggregated sectors.
See Table 2 - 8 and corresponding discussion and text.
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TABLE 2-13
MANUFACTURING: _[o_4BEROF INDUSTRIES IDENTIFIED, INDUSTRIES
ESTIMATED ON A h-DIGIT SIC LEVEL, INDUSTRIES AGGREGATED,
AND TOTAL I,[u34BEROF SECTORS PHILADELPHIA REGION INPUT-OUTPUT
MATRIX, 1959
2-Digit
SlC
Code
Number of Number of 4-dlgit SIC Indus- Total
4-Digit tries Identified in Region Number
Industries ' Estlm_ted Number of of Sectors
Listed in Total on h-Digit Aggregated Aggregate in _trix
SIC Mmnua..___!l SIC Level Sectors (3)+(5)
(i) (2) (3) (5) (6)
iii ii
20 45 37 31 6 2 33
21 4 3 3 - - 3
22 29 28 28 - - 28
23 33 33 33 - - 33
24 13 I0 6 4 i 7
25 12 12 12 - - 12
26 16 14 12 2 1 13
27 16 16 16 - - 16
28 31 25 21 4 2 23
29 5 4 4 - -
30 5 5 5 - - 5
31 10 9 9 - - 9
32 27 24 24 - - 24
33 2_. 21 17 4 2 19
34 27 26 26 - - 26
35 4o 37 33 4 2 35
36 33 28 26 2 1 27
37 16 12 12 - - 12
38 Ii 9 8 ia - 8
39 27 25 22 3 i 23
Total 424 378 348 30 12 360
aSIC 3851 was aggregated with the 3 industries in SIC 39.
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TABLE 2-14
MANUFACTURING: _ER OF INDUSTRIES EST_JATED ON A 4-DIGIT SIC BASIS :
FROM LOCAL SURVEY DATA Oi_LY, WITH STATISTICAL ESTABLISP_ENTS ADDED
TO SURVEY DATA_ AND FROI_ STATISTICAL INDUSTRY DATA.
Local
2-digit Survey With
SIC Data Statistical
Code Total Only Estab.
(i) (2) (3)
Statistical
Industries
(4)
20 31 14 i0 7
21 3 - i 2
22 28 19 7 2
23 33 27 4 2
24 6 2 3 i
25 12 9 2 i
26 12 iO I i
27 16 14 2 -
28 21 9 lO 2
29 4 3 1 -
30 5 2 3 -
31 9 8 1 -
32 24 14 8 2
33 17 iO 5 2
34 26 20 3 3
35 33 27 2 4
36 26 16 6 4
37 12 6 5 i
38 8 8 - -
39 22 17 3 2
Total 348 235 77 36
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The preceding material can be summarizedfor the manufacturing
industries as follows:
4-digit SIC industries
Estimated from local survey data only
With statistical establishments added to
survey data accounting for the following
percentages of industry employment
(a) 1-9
(b) 10-24
(c) 25°39
(d) 40-59
(e) 6o-8o
Statistical Indus- (f) I00
tries
Aggregated with others
Number of
Industries
Percent of
Total Identified
236 62.43
77 20.37
lO 2.64
28 7.41
19 5.o3
15 3.97
5 1.32
35 9.26
30 7.94
Total identified in Philadelphia SMSA
Not in region
Total listed in SIC Manual
378 i0o.oo
46
424
Asthe above tabulation illustrates, it was possible to estimate
coefficients from local survey data for 62.33 percent of the 4-digit
SIC manufacturing industries. Response errors, coverage and non-
disclosure requirements, and the number of the small industries (less
than lO establishments) limited this percentage. There is reason to
believe that for smaller areas the percentage of industries for which
data can be obtained from local and particularly primary sources will
be smaller.
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Chapter 3
ESTI)'_TESOF INPUTCOEFFIC!KTTS:_,_I_I_T_,
CONSTRUCTIOn[_D ORD_'JCEIUDUSTRIES
GENERAL
_he estimates of the structural coefficients of the mining,
construction and ordnance industries described in this chapter
were made after the manufacturing coefficients were derived. The
experience with the manufacturing industries served as a guide in
developing the procedure for mining and construction. However,
the particular nature of the mining and construction industries and
the limited secondary data available for comparison required some
further modification in the estimation approach.
In the approach to the estimation problem and in the
computational procedures, the major differences between the manu-
facturing industries and mining and construction were as follows:
1 While the manufacturing industries (major groups 20 to 39)
were treated as a homogeneous group where each industry was distin-
guished from others only in terms of its unique output and input
structure, the mining and construction divisions were further
subdivided into groups of industries in order to point up unique
characteristics of each group 'ence, among the construction
industries the _roup, general contractors , was treated separately
from the group, special trade con tracSors; and among the mining
activities the group servinK the const!n/ction industries was
separately identified from the other mining activities.
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2. Whereasin the manufacturing industries the disaggregation on a
4-digit SIC basis was rigidly maintained, sometimes at a sacrifice of
more complete survey information for industries of larger size, for
mining and construction this disaggregation requirement was relaxed. 1
Instead, only the more important local 4-digit SIC industries were
separately identified. The other industries were aggregated into a
residual category for each industry group. In mining, Sector 1490,
Mining, n.e.c., and in construction, Sector 1701, Special Trade Con-
tractors, n.e.c._ were so defined. Industries which were aggregated in-
to the residual group comprised: a) those considered as small industries
(with a few establishments and employment of generally less than 200);
b) those for which no satisfactory secondary data were available for
checking our survey-based estimates; and c) those for which industry
controls could not be satisfactorily estimated. Such aggregation, in
turn, made it possible to obtain a better industry coverage for the
identified industries (within the resources available for the study of
these economic divisions), and reduced the need for computational pro-
cedures to overcome non-disclosure requirements.
3. Data on purchased services, which were not collected for
the ms_nufacturing industries, were obtained for the mining and
construction industries (as well as for all other sectors analyzed
subsequently). As a result, mining and construction contain an
additional set of purchased particularly from the economic divisions
of finance, insurance and real estate and services. This increase
in coverage of purchases, in turn, reduced the value of residual
Isee Chapter 2 for the coverage of small manufacturing industries
particularly Table 1-12, and also for the use of statistical
establishments to estimate input structure for the small industries.
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input category (sector 9899), and allow a somewhat more homogeneous
valuation of primary inputs than in the case of manufacturing.
4. Since for survey purposes the classification of construction
activity followed the SIC code, it was necessary to adjust the output
of the general contractors (Sectors 1511, 1611, 1621 and 6560) which
deliver directly to final demand. Theredefinition of the sectors of
general contractors required the revision of the survey-based
estimated coefficients. This step was closely tied with the estimates
of total output of the sectors listed above, as is described in
Chapter 4.
The _ning Industries
Measures of Input and Output
Output. The output of the mining industries was specified in
terms of total va],'e of shipments valued at f.o.b, establishments'
prices (whenever possible). In this respect the measure of output
corresponds to that defined by the U.S. Census of Mineral Industries
1
as Value of Shipments and Receipts.
Consequently, the output of the mining industries was defined to
include the following:
Value of primary products
Value of secondary products
Miscellaneous receipts
Contract work done for others
Value of products resold without processing
Although output was defined to include the value of resale, respondents
IU.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of L[inera! Industries: 1958,
Vol. i, Industry Statistics _Tashing_on:U.S. Government Printing Office,
196_ Introduction.
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did not list items purchased for resale; hence it was assumed that the
SMSA firms did not sell products which they did not mine or process.
The mining industries were defined to include only mineral
industries and excluded mining operations of manufacturing firms.
In the large metropolitan areas one generally finds a few large
integrated firms which combine the extraction of stone, sand and
gravel with the production of associated building materials; and
they may also, as construction subcontractors, produce a secondary
output which is primary to contract construction and particularly to the
special trades. Due to the unique locational requirements of
such firms, their establishments may contain a mining and a manufac-
turing operation at one and the same site. This juxtaposition precluded
the splitting up of accounts of the individual establishments in a
1
manner suitable for this study. Such plants were classified in
the manufacturing industries. As a result, the output of the
mining industries identified in this study was more homogeneous than
if the establishments of the integrated firms were included, and as
a consequence, the total mineral output is smaller.
Although the output of the identified mineral industries was
considered fairly homogeneous, no detailed breakdown of its composition
was available. This point is to be noted, particularly since the output
of SIC 1441, Sand and gravel, was known to contain some secondary
products including ready mix concrete, which is generally valued at
purchasers' prices. However, no adjustment in the industry's output
was made.
i
Similar problems were encountered in the compilation of the
Census of Mineral Industries: 195_, oD. cit. See Introduction and
related footnotes for area statistics, _ar_icularly for counties.
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Input. As already noted, input data were requested for the
I
following:
Cost of materials
Other operating expenses
Wages and salaries
Materials were valued at purchasers' prices less transport
cost. The adjustment for transport cost on the basis of 0BE
transport margin ratios followed the procedures used for the
manufacturing industries. See Chapter 2.
Heat, light and power inputs were also valued at purchasers'
prices less transport cost since it was possible to obtain input
data on gasoline3 oil and electricity purchased. In this respect
the identification of the heat, light and power inputs for the
mining industries presented a departure from the method applied to
the manufacturing industries.
Labor inputs were defined to correspond with the Census of Mineral
Industries' definition of total wages and salaries.
Data for the other operating expanses pertained to purchased
services. Rental or lease of real estate and rental or lease of
equipment were separately identified. Rental or lease of equipment
was assigned to the special trade contractors aggregated in sector
1701, since at least two large establishments in Sector 1701 were
known to surply excavating and related equipment to the construction
and related mining industries in the area.
i
As indicated in Chapter l, truck operating expenses were
collected for purposes of comparison only. They were excluded
from the industry data used in estimaLing the coefficients.
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Review of Primary Data
By input Groups. The information obtained frcm each return
was tabulated on work sheets by input groups, where all like items
were grouped under one heading. This procedure was used to ease
the coding of inputs by the SIC code; it also provided workable
controls in the evaluation of data, and facilitated the
estimation of 4-digit SIC inputs when survey data were incomplete
and contradictory, particularly with respect to inventory.
The following input groups were used:
1. Cost of materials.
2. Transport costs (obtained by applying OBE transport
margins to material inputs)
3. Power and energy purchases (inclusive of heat and light)
4. Other operating expenses
5- Equipment operating expenses
6. Wages and salaries
7. Residual (output less listed inputs, items 1 through 6)
Output = Value of shipments and receipts
The variations among the input groups within an industry, when
due consideration was given to establishment size, were generally within
expected ranges. Returns which exhibited a pronounced deviation from
the industry mean were reviewed for possible improper recording of
inputs, or their absence.
Equipment operating expenses were found to constitute an important
input group. They were estimated at 7.3 percent for SIC 1411, 5.4
percent for SIC 1421, and 1.6 percent for SIC 1441. The detailed
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expenses were later combinedwith like expenses in other groups io
yield the required h-digit SIC input coefficients. The input group
coefficients of sector 1421, for which the largest number of returns
was available, are presented in Table 3-1.
_BLE3-1
INPUT GROUPS OF SECTOR 1421, CRUSHED AND BROKEN STONE
Input Group Input Group Coefficient
Cost of Materials
Transportation Costs
Power and Energy Purchases
Equipment Operating Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Wages and Salaries
Residual
•o761
.oo47
.0542
.o544
•0686
.21c6
•5314
l.OOOO
B3;._Detailed Inputs. Due to the pre-[isting of inputs on the
questionnaire data were obtained for most of the input items• The
major exception was in Sector ]441, Sand and gravel, where no
explosive inputs (Sector 2892) were given by the respondents. These
generally were minor, constituting iO percent or less of total
material inputs. Purchased services, on the other hand, when added
to those pre-listed on the questionnaire, generally constituted s
higher percentage of output than other material inputs added
by resoondents. However, since data on purchased services were not
requested at the same level of detail as _ata on cost of materials,
respondents tended to under-report purchased services•
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Adjustments in Industry Data
Adjustments in industry data were avoided as much as possible.
With two exceptions, _.o imputed inputs were estimated. The one
exception occurred when missing input values for the two PJTS returns
(one in SIC 1421 and one in SIC 1441) had to be imputed. These
imputed values _ere estimated on the basis of RIS survey returns
for the respective industries. The other e_:ception was in estimating
transport cost as already noted.
Statistical Establishment. Since only one return was available
for sector 1490, Mining n.e.c., which was for SIC 149, a statistical
establishment was added. The addition was considered advisable in
order to reduce the unique input characteristics of the sole return
which may not represent the sector 1490 (which comprises more than
SIC 149) and also to conceal the information which may be unique
to that SIC category. The data for the statistical establishment
were based upon a combined input structure for sectors 1411, 1421
and 1441. It was assumed that a statistical establishment based on
these 4-digit SIC industries could also represent other industries in
the SIC 14 major group.
The Estimated Coefficients
Computation procedures to obtain the estimated industry input
coefficients followed the procedures used for the manufacturing
industries. Total industry input data, including the adjusted
entries, were divided by total reported industry output. Inputs
associated with equipment operation expenses were allocated to the
respective producing industries. Yhis allocation affected
particularly the power and energy inputs.
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Principal Intermediate Inputs. _ The comparison of the principal
intermediate input coefficients (coefficient equal to or greater than
.001) among the four mining industries is presented in Table 3-2.
TABLE 3-2
PRINCIPAL INTERMEDIATE INPUTS (OF O.OO1 AND O}_R)
OF THE MINING INDUSTRIES
PRODUCING SECTOR
CONSL_IING SECTOR
1411 1421 1441 1490
1509 Construction maintenance .0730
and repair
2892 Explosives .0074
2911 Petroleum refining .0669
2992 Oils and greases *
3317 Steel pipes and tubes
3429 Hardware, n.e.c. .0C30
3532 Mining machines and equip. *
3566 Transmission equip.
4811 Telephone .0059
4911 Electric companies .0011
6301 Non-life insurance .0158
6590 Real estate, insurance .0372
and agents
7300 Business services
.0544 .0161 .0426
.0272 - .0169
•0499 .0204 .O445
.0176 .0051 .0097
- .0039 *
.0021 .0069 .0074
.oo6o .oo48 .oo92
.0018 - *
.0044 .0038 .0040
•0252 .0297 .O125
•0065 .0184 .0201
.OO75 - .0o84
•0502 - .0056
* Indicates an input of less than .001 of output
The data indicate that purchases of principal intermediate inputs were
generally similar for the mining industries in the S_SA. Purchases
from sectors 1509, 2892, 2911 and 4911, tended to account for a few
cents per dollar output. Purchases frcm sectors 2992, 3429, 3532
and 4811 tended to account for 1 mill to one cent per dollar of output.
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On the other hand, Insurance (sector 6301), Real estate (sector 6590),
and Business services (sector 7300) exhibited larger variations among
the industries, probably due to the incomplete specification of
these inputs. This incomplete specification can be attributed to
either the production structure of the industry as reflected in
the sample, or to the fact that these purchases are generally assigned
to the central head offices of branch establishments.
The comparison of the power and energy input coefficient of the
three mining sectors in the region with corresponding national data
on fuel and electricity purchase from the Censusof Mineral Industries,
1958, reveals small differences. See Table 3-3.
TABLE3-3
COMPARISONFPOWERANDENERGY,A_n)PAYROLLINPUTCOEFFICIENTSBY SOURCE
OFESTI_LiTE,SELECTED_IININGINDUSTRIESIN SIC Fu%JORGROUP14
Source SIC SIC SIC
1411 1421 1441
Power and Energy
Philadelphia S_ISA, RIS estimate, 1959 .C680
National estimate, U.S. Census, 1958 a .0521
National estimate, 1-O Table, 1947 b .0969
Payroll
Philadelphia S!_SA, RIS estimate ]959
Selected SHSA Counties, U.S. Census,
1958 e
•0751 .0501
•0589 .0703
.0592c .0894
.07!0 d
•5o69 .21o6 .39o5
.2481 f
.3170g
.2734 h .2487 i
National estimate, U.S. Census, 1958a .4489
National estimate, I-0 Table, 1947b .4127
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•3058 .3073
.4067c .3246
•3992d
a) U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Mineral Industries: 1958,
Vol. II Area Statistics (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing
Office t 1961), Summary Statistics, Table 2, p.22.
b) Jack G. Faucett, "Mining, Fuel and Power", Chapter 7 in
Input Output Anal_rsis, Technical Supplement (New York: National Bureau
of Economic Research, Inc. 1954") Table 3. Note that the input
coefficients were based on data for earlier years than 1947.
c) 1947 Sector i-O 1420, Crushed and broken stone
d) 1947 Sector i-O 1422, Crushed and broken limestone
e) U.S. Bureay of the Census. op cit. County statistics for
Pennsylvania and New Jersey counties in Philadelphia SMSA.
f) Estimate based on 8 establishments including one classified
in SIC 149° Data for Chester County, Pa., and Burlington Co., N.J.
g) Estimate based on 3 Chester Co., Pa. establishments.
h) Estimate based on 19 establishments in Chester and Montgomery
Counties, Pa.
i) Estimate based on 9 Bucks Co., Pa. establis!m_ents.
Comparing the locally estimated power input and the 1958 national
power and energy inputs with those developed for the 1947 Inter-
indust_j Relations Study l, one observes the decline in the cost
of power over the years for the nation as a whole.
i
Jack G. Faucett, "Mining, Fuel and Power", Chapter 7 in Input-
Output Analysis: Technical Supplement, Conference on Research in
Income and Wealth (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.
1954), Table 3. Note that in the 1947 study there are two sectors
which correspond to SIC 1421 (crushed and broken stone). One sector
is 1-O 1421 Crushed and brohen stone; the other is i-0 1422 Crushed
and broken limestone.
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Payroll Coefficients. Some incomplete data on payroll for the
SMSA establishments were available from the Census of Mineral
Industries, 1958. These were compared with the payroll input
coefficients estimated from the survey returns. Since the Census
reported statistics by county are generally highly aggregated, it
was not always possible to identify the industries' expenditure
data on a 4-digit SIC basis. Hence, data for selected counties, where
detailed specifications were available, were used for comparison. The
comparison was also made with the national Census s_atistics for 1958
and the 1947 interindustry study. See Table 3-3-
Comparison of the data indicates that the payroll coefficients
for RIS sector 1411 was possibly overestimated, particularly in view
of the data for the selected counties in the SMSA. Similarly, the
sector 1441 payroll coefficient appears overestimated. On the other"
hand, for SIC 1421 where the number of survey returns was largest,
the payroll coefficient was considered reasonable, particularly since
the coefficient obtained for the five Chester county establishments
was .1995.
Summary of InDut Structure
The estimated input structure of the SMSA mining industries
summarized by aggregates of economic divisions is presented in
Table 3-4.
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TABLE3-4
AGGREGATEDINPUTSTRUCTUP_BY ECONOMICDIVISIONGROUPS,
HINING INDUSTRIES,PHIIADELPHIASI[SA, 1959
2-Digit SIC Producing
Indust_j Groups 1411 1421 1541 1490
15-17
20-39
40_89 a
Total Intermediate Inputs
Payroll (Sector 98gS)
Residual (Sector 9899)
Total 1.0000
.o73o .o544 .o161
•0796 .1051 .0453
.0608 .0986 .0531
.2134 .2580 .1145
•5069 .2106 .3905
•2776 .5314 .4945
1.0000 1.0000
.0426
.0891
.0527
.1844
•5137
•3020
i. 0000
a) Transport costs and purchased electricity were included in
this group. Purchases of gasoline and oil were included with the
manufactured inputs (SIC 20-39).
Note: Detail may not add to total due to rounding.
The review of these estimates and their comparison with available
data indicate that intermediate inputs were generally underestimated,
whereas payroll was possibly overestimated for some sectors.
Specifically, the estimates indicate that purchases of materials
and supplies comprised from 4.5 to 10.5 percent of the industries'
1
output•
iCorresponding estimates for materials and supplies, exclusive
of fuel and purchased electricity, for the 1947 interindustry study
were: 12.2 percent for dimension stone (SIC 1411); 20.5 percent
for crushed and broken _tone; 17.0 percent for crushed and brokcn
limestone; and 13.O percent for sand and gravel (SIC 1441). See
Jack G. Faucett, op. cit. Table 3.
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The corresponding 1958, OBEStudy estimate _tas 21.6 percent of
output for OBEsector 9, Stone and clay mininc and quarring, which
corresponds to the aggregate of our four sectors !. Our estimates of
total intelmediate inputs ranged from 11.5 to 2_.$ percent of
output. They were below the corresponding 1958 input-output study
estimate of 42.4 percent of output for OBEsector 9.
Twopossible explanations for the underestimation of the
intennedlate inputs maybe advanced. The first deals with the
survey procedures, and the second with the estimation procedure.
The use of a short mail questionnaire did not provide for a
complete listing of inputs, nor was it possible to contact the
respondent later in order to verify his entries, since the respondent
was not requested to identify himself. It seemsthat not all
purchases of materials and supplies, and purchases of services were
included. More reliable data could have been obtained by the use of
long interview-type questionnaires, the experience of the Penn Jersey
Transportation Study survey response notwithstanding. Moreover , the
higher than expected response obtained by the RIS Survey, and the
demonstrated willingness of the respondents to cooperate, as noted
in Chapter i, indicate that production data for the mining industries
could be obtained by a long form.
_ational Economic Division Staff, "The Transactions Table of the
1958 Input-Output Study and Revised Direct and Indirect Total Re_luire-
ments Data." Survey of Current_Businc_:_z,Vol. 45 (September 1965) Table
2. Purchases o!' materials and supplies from OBE sectors 14 to 64 and
sector 82.
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Since it was decided to comply with non-disclosure requirements
by the use of anonymous returns, it was not possible to contact the
respondent to verify his infonnation, nor was it possible to inquire
about inputs ascribed to central hesd_uarters by branch establishments.
Accordingly, no changes in the input structure were made to adjust
for the accounting practices of the respondents. The errors generated
by the different accounting practices can seriously affect the
sampled input structure t particularly when only a few returns are
used to estimate the coefficients. Moreover, the lack of regional
secondary data on the structure of mining industries, comparable to
that available for manufacturing, precluded the establishment of
controls for the evaluation of estimates.
The Construction Industries
General Remarks
As noted in Chapter l, the construction industry can be viewed
as a process whereby the special trade contractors provide basic
construction output. Part of this output which is used for new
construction is delivered to the general contractors sectors which,
in turn, add their own construction inputs in order to ccmplete the
product. The product of the general contractors is then delivered
to final demand. The other part of the output of the special trade
contractors, which is used for maintenance and repair, is transferred
into a du_y sector, Maintenance and Repair, who_c output, in turn, is
delivered to the intermediate sectors.
This process is illustrated in Fi_ure l, where the requirements
for materials, supplies and services flew as inputs to the special
trade contractors who in turn supply their output to the general
contractors for new construction and to the Maintenance and Repair
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sector. [lateria!_, supplies, and services also flow as inputs to
general contractors directly. However, materials, supplies and
services are not furnished directly to Maintenance and Repair
sector; the latter obtain inputs only from special trade contractors.
No output of the special trades was taken to be delivered
directly either to intermediate or final demand. 'l]_ereason for
this convention was the difficulty in obtaining consistent and
reliable estimates of special trades _ork required by their
intermediate sectors, and the difficulty in identifying maintenance
and repair inputs at the detailed trade breakdovn for the va_-ious
industries. Although some trade inputs for maintenance and repair
reported on a detailed basis on some of the questionnaires of the
various sectors, generally no complete detailed input specification
!
of this sort could be obtained.
The above framework is consistent with the eventual disaggrega-
tion of the presently defined sectors into a finer breakdown. Special
trade contractors would be identified by more hemogeneous trades.
The general contractors would be identified by a more detailed
definition of output by type of construction, and the maintenance and
repair construction disaggregated into finer and more realistic
combinations of the special trade requirements specified by the
f
ccns_uuing industries.
ipcrhaps it would have been desirable to specify three or more
kinds of maintenance and repair construction sectors where in each
the mix of the special trade contracbors differ. In this way, it
would have been possible to ask the resDondent which maintenance and
repair construction "mix" approximated best his inputs.
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Figure 1.
FLOW CHART OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
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This fra_ne_ork is in keeping with the actual construction
process where construction specifications prepared by architects and
engineers are organized by trade sections describing the nature of
the work to be performed by each trade, and where the general (prime)
contractors undertake to perfo_n some of the trades work themselves
in addition to overall coordination of the construction process.
Yhe general contractors, in turn, let subcontracts for work they do
not perfo_n. Hence, construction accounting practices are
specifically geai-ed to this method of defining sectors.
However, the value of output of 5he gene_-al contractors is
short of the total investment costs associated with plant
construction or residential construction. The value of construction
work done during the year (the reported output of the general
1
contractors) was taken to represent the value of contract awards.
As indicated in Chapter l, to this measure of output, architectural
and engineering fees (inputs from SIC 8911) as well as other minor
expenses including real estate commissions and various brokerage
fees which are paid separately by the investing o_n_er, must be added
in order to obtain the value of the final product, the value of
const_nAction put in place. 2 Accordingly, the input coefficients of
the general contractor_ were first calculated at the output value of
iDifferences between these two _:ea_ures were assumed neg!igable.
For a detailed description of these measures and the conversion of
contract awards data, viewed as value of _:ork started, into value put
in place by "progress patterns" as developed by the Bureau of the
Census, a.e U.S. Bureau of the Census, Con_truction l<eoorts-Series C30,
Value of New Con.<{truction Put in Place: 1946-1963, Revised. (U.S.
Governmel_t Printing Office, _ashin_zton, D.C. I_]-6!_),Apl0enclix B.
2See Chapter 4 for a further discussion on the valua[_ion of
construction outpug, and the method used in this study.
O
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P
construction work done, and were later adjusted on the basis of
industry output estimates to the adjusted value put in place.
Hence, because of these different valuations of output for the
construction sectors, the me_hod for estimating the input coefficients
had to be linked to output control estimates, as explained below.
This approach presented a departure from that used in iqanufacturing,
Nining, and other divisions where input coefficients were independently
estimated frora their respective industry output estimates.
Measures of Output
Two measures of output were used: a) value of construction work
I
done, and b) adjusted value put in place.
First, the input coefficients for the special trade contractors
and general contractors were estimated on the basis of value of
construction work done. Next, the revaluation of the output of the
general contractors, sectors 1511, 1611, 1621 and 6560, to that of
adjusted value put in place, was followed by the adjustment of the
input coefficients of these sectors to the new measure of output.
The input coefficients of the dum_ny sector of Maintenance and
Repair Construction (sector 1509)were estimated si_ultaneously with
the estimation of construction industry output.
iThe major difference between our adjusted value put in place and
the Census valuation of value put in place _as in our exclusion of force
account work and non-paid labor (do-it-yourself) work in estimating
sector output. See Chapter 4.
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Accordingly, the following nleasures of output were used i'or the
construction industries defined in this study:
General Contractors--at adjusted value put in place
Sector 1511, General building Contractors--non-residential
construction.
Sector 1611, Hic-_hway and Street Construction
Sector 1621, Heavy Consti_ction
Sector 6560, Residential Contractors, developers and operative
builders.
Special Trade Contractors--value of construction work done.
Sector 1711, Plumbing, Heating and Air-Conditioning Contractors
Sector 1731, Electrical Contractors
Sector 1701, Special Trade Contractors, n.e.c. (SIC 172_ 174, 175,
176, 177, 178, and 179).
I_[aintenance and Repair Construction--value of construction worh done.
Sector 1507, llaintenance and Repair Construction.
Originally, it was intended to adjust u_;ard the output of
Sector 1509 to the value of adjusted value put in place 5o be
consistent with that of the general contractors. However, because of
the different measures of final output _rhich distinguishcd between new,
and _iaintenanee and repair construction, _]d the difficulty in
estimating the appropriate adjustment to the value of output for this
1
sector, the refinement was considered un_larranted.
_illg to the unique nature of thc construction industry, _ose
output is a_sen_led at the purchaser's site, output was valued at
purchaser's prices.
1See Chapter" 4 on the valuation of maintenance and repair
construction and estimated industry: output.
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Definition of Sectors
As already noted, sectors were initially defined in accordance
with the SIC iianual which distinguishes be_reen general and special
trade contractors. H_tever, since operative builders (SIC 6561)
were considered a part of the constlmction industry, two industries
producing residential buildings were obtained, SIC 1511 and SIC 6561.
On the other hand, the survey returns of SIC 1511 revealed that no
i
residential construction was reported by its respondents.
Accordingly, industry SIC 1511 was redefined to exclude residential
construction, and Sector 6560 was redefined to encompass all
residential (non-fal-m) construction, regardless of how produced--
through contract construction or own account.
Among the special trades, only the "pipe trades" were separately
identified-- SIC 1711 and 1731. Their unique technological specializa-
tion, as noted in Chapter i, and the possibility of comparing their
estimated inputs to the general contractors with published regional
data, detezvnined this choice. 2
Although only SIC 1711 and 1731 were separately identified, it
would have been possible to identify other trades if satisfactory
controls had been available. Of the trades which were aggregated into
Sector 1701, the foll_ing should be considered for possible identi-
fication in future studies:
i
See Table 1-21 and text.
O
_For the ccmparison of our estimaze_ widl those obtained f,om
• _ i11 .F.U Dodge Corp. data, see Table j- •
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SIC 1721 Pai_ti_g, paperhangi_g ._d decorati_g
SIC 1761 Roofing a_idsheet metal work
Both are specialized trades whose output, which ca_ easily bc
identified, co:stitute an important componeatof the lqaintena_ice
and Repair Sector.lln addition, SIC 147, Masonry, sto_ework, tile
setting and plastering should, if possible, be separately identified,
since this sector is an important consume',"of mined i_puts (SIC 14)
and can provide an initial guide for the ide_tificatio_ of kind of
structure mix being built.
Measuresof Input
The followi_g input groups were obtained from the survey or
derived as described below.
Cost of materials
Transport cost
Value of subcontracts
Heat, light and power
E0uipment operating expe_ses
Other operating expezses
Payroll
Residual
Obtained from question_aire
Estimated from listed materials
costs using OBE transport margin
ratios
Obtained from questionnaire
Obtained from questionnaire
Obtained from questio,lnaire
Obtai_ed from question_mire
Obtained from questionnaire
Derirved from listed inputs
Value of construction work done Obtained from questionnaire
i
Norman Frumkin, "Construction Activity iL_ the 1958 Input-Output
Study", Survey of Current Busimess,Vol. 45 (Flay 1965), pp. 13-23
and particularly Chart i0o
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Cost of materials. Materials were valued at purchasers' price
less transport cost. The adjustme_ts for transport cost, to be
discussed below, were applied by the same procedures developed for
the manufacturing sectprs.
Transport costs. Transport costs were estimated on the basis of
national transport margin rations supplied by the Office of Business
Economics U.S. Department of Commerce and were applied to the material
inputs listed on the questionnaires in the same manner as described
in Chapter 2.
Value of Subcontracts. Value of subcontracts was in terms of
purchasers' price since the product of the special trade contractors
i
is assembled on the construction site. Both total value of sub-
contracts and itemized values by trades were obtained in order to
assure the inclusion of all items. Inputs from Sector 1711 and
Sector 1731, which were separately identified in our study, were among
the most frequently cited inputs together with the value of the
subcontract given. In addition, painting, various masonry trades,
and concrete work were generally specified at a detail and consistency
permitting their separate identification for some of the general
contracting sectors. However, due to the specialization of the
general contractors, as noted in Chapter i, and the differences in size
of the responding firms, data on other subcontracts were incomplete.
The response to this question reinforced our notion than any
further disaggregation of subcontractors' categories must be
accompanied by Comparable disaggregation of general contractors
i
Components of the product may be fabricated and assembled by the
subcontractor at his workshop, but he finally assembles and installs
his product at the construction site.
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!_stries by type of output. In addition, the composition of output
by kind of structure must be knownfor the general contractors so
defined, in order to assure the consistency of detailed subcontractors'
i
inputs.
Heat, Light and Power. Heat, light and power inputs were obtained
in an aggregated fo_ and no attempt was made to allocate them to the
respective SIC categories. Accordingly, the input was measured in
purchasers' prices and was specified as an input fr_n sector 9849 as
was the case with the manufacturing sectors.
Equipment Operating Expenses. No adjustment was made for the
transport cost component of equipment expenses. Equipment was valued
at purchasers' prices. Equipment rentals, cost of maintenance and
repair, value of purchased parts, and cost of fuel and lubricants,
which were covered in this group, were then allocated to their
respective SIC categories. Fuels and lubricants used in the operation
of equipment were separately identified and allocated as follows:
90 per cent to Sector 2911, and iO per cent to Sector 2992. Equipment
rentals were assigned to Sector 1701.
As expected, equipment operating expenses were highest for sectors
1611, Highway Construction, and 1621, Heavy Construction. The lowest
input coefficients for total equi_nent expenses were obtained for the
plumbers and electricians (sectors 1711 and 1731). See Table 3-5
for the detail.
_ioreover, small subcontractors usually tend to work for a single
operative builder or a specialized general contractor. The rest of
their output consists of minor contract work and repair work. This
stable relationship can however, bc measured only at a high disaggre-
gated level of classification; the difficulty of identifying the
population of construction firms still remains.
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TABLE 3-5
INPUT COEFFICIENTS DERIVED FROM EQUIPI,_NT OPERATING EXPENSES,
CONSTRUCTION SECTORS
Input Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector
Sector 1511 1611 1621 1711 1731 1701
1701 .0047 .0242 .0054 .0028 .0013 .0090
29!i .0024 .0027 .0023 .0008 .0023 .0037
2992 .0002 .0003 .0003 .0001 .0003 .0004
3531 - .0278 .0073 .b .0003 .0039
7500 .0016 .0270 .O172 .0016 .0008 .0075
Residual - -OO08a .... OOO1
Total .0088 .0827 .0325 .0052 .0050 .0244
Note: Detail may not add to total due to rounding
aDepreciation expenses
bInput coefficient of .000048.
Other Operating Expenses. Inputs in this group included office
supplies, which, as already noted, were not allocated to the various
producing sectors. Office supplies were assigned to a dummy sector
9826, following the practice of the OBE 1958 Input-Output Study.
Interest payments were assigned to sector 6020 (Ccmmercial and stock
savings banks). Insurance payments and various bonding charges were
assigned to sector 6301 (non-life insurance carriers). The inputs
assigned to sector 6301 were among the largest identified in the
operating expenses grcup. Advertising expenses were assigned to
sector 7310. Business and professional services were assigned to sector
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7301 which include engineering and architectural services (SIC 8911)
i
and accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services (SIC 8931).
Payroll. Payroll was defined to correspond with the definition used
by the U.S. Census, and includes direct labor payments as well as
overhead salaries and other payments (commissions, bonuses, etc.)
Review of Industry Data
The data were processed and analyzed separately in two sets:
one for special trade contractors, and the other for general
contractors. Moreover, each set of data was reviewed in two steps:
first the reported input data classified by input groups were
evaluated for consistency and completeness and missing items were
estimated; and second, after inputs were allocated according to
their SIC classification, the set of input coefficients was
examined and compared to identify any remaining gaps or inconsistencies.
The total input coefficients for each group on each return was
reviewed in the same manner as described for the mining sectors.
However, in the review of the construction returns, it was possible to
verify the information on detailed inputs with the respondents.
Estimates in liew of reported data were made in order to disaggregate
material inputs and to complete the set of entries in the equipment
and other operating expenses groups. The latter estimates were based
on industry data obtained from the other returns in the sector.
lln adjusting the output of the general contractors from the
contractural value of work done to that of adjusted value put in place,
the input cocfficientz of sector 8911 wet@ ificreased to account
primarily for architectural and engineering sel_ices paid by the
owner. See Chapter 4.
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Statistical Establishments. Statistical establishments were
added to sector 1621 and sector 1701.
1. Sector 1621, Heavy Construction. Since only one complete
return was obtained for this sector, a statistical establishment
accounting for 10 to 30 percent of industry data was added. The
inputs for this establishment were primarily from partially complete
returns of the Penn Jersey Transportation Study survey, but also from
secondary sources, mostly frcm detailed construction input coefficients
1
of the OBE 1958 Input Output Study. Still other secondal_ data were
2
obtained from trade publications.
2. Sector 1701, Special Trade Contractors_ n.e.c. As noted in
Chapter l, four complete returns were obtained in the RIS Survey.
Also, four additional complete returns were available, mostly
reclassified questionnaire from the RIS Survey of manufacturing
industries. As a result, complete returns were obtained for 5 out
of the 16 4-digit SIC categories aggregated in the sector. Accordingly,
statistical establishments were added to represent each of the 4-digit
3
SIC trades for which no complete returns were available.
i
Norman Frumkin, op. cit. Table 2: Water Systems, Sewer Systems,
and Conservation and Development. Reference was also made to the unpub-
lished data for other construction types obtained from OBE, for
military facilities and public service enterprises.
2For example, see: Turner Construction Co., "Where the Building
Dollar Goes." Engineering News-Record, Oct. 8, 1953, and other issues.
31ndustries having complete returns and for which no estimates
were necessary were: SIC 1741 (1 return), SIC 1761 (2 returns),
SIC 1795 (1 return) and SIC 1796 (3 returns), and SIC 1752 (1 return).
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The statistical establishments were based on the partially
complete returns. Their detailed material inputs were estimated on
the basis of:
(i) inputs in comparable manufacturing sectors (e.g. material
inputs for sector 1771 were estimated on the basis of sector 3273
with additional inputs estimated for plywood and metal concrete
fol_s.);
(2) inputs listed for specific departments or divisions of
particular construction firms in other construction sectors, and
(3) miscellaneous sources such as trade publications, and
estimates of knowledgeable persons in the industry.
In developing these estimates emphasis was placed on the inclusion
of principal material inputs, since each statistical establishment
accounted for less than lO percent of the aggregated sector. Only a
1
few material inputs were inc]uded in each statistical establishment.
The industry data, including the statistical establishments, were
aggregated into the sector on the basis of estimated industry
employment, in order to preserve the industry mix. The following
1
For example, for SiC 1743, (Terrazo, tile, marble and mosaic
work) nine material inputs were estimated with the following accounting
for more than i0 percent of total: SIC 1441 (20 percent), SIC 3253
(30 percent). Similarly, for SIC 1781, (_Jater well drilling) two
materials inputs were estimated: SIC 3317 (80 percent) and SIC 3545
(20 percent). For SIC 1793 (Glass and glazing work) six material
inputs were included with glass inputs (SIC 3211) es£imated at 60
percent of total.
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lists the employments weights used: i
SIC 172 Painting, paperhanging and decorating .1546
SIC 174 Masonry, stonework, tile setting and plastering .3247
SIC 175 Carpentry and wood flooring .1342
SiC 176 Roofing and sheet metal work .0904
SIC 177 Concrete work .0625
SIC 178 Water well drilling .0015
SIC 179 Hisc. special trade contractors .2321
Sector 1701, Special Trade Contractors, n.e.c. 1.0OOO
Special Trade Contractors
The input group coefficients of the special trade contractors
sectors are shown in Table 3-6.
TABLE 3-6
INPUT GROUP COEFFICIENTS OF SPECIAL TRADE CONTP_CTORS
Input Components Sector Sector Sector
1711 1731 1701 a
•3935 •4034 .3046 L
.0109 .0100 .0253
.2289 .0326 .0149
.ooi_ .oo21 .oo3o
.0052 .0050 .0244
.0264 .0437 .0588
.2419 .4450 .4804
.o918 .0583 .0887
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Cost of materials
Transport Cost
Subcontracts
Heat, Light and Power
Equipment operating expenses
Other expenses
Payroll
Residual
T •
Note. Detail may not add to total due to rounding.
aScctor 1701 consists of SIC 172, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178 & 179.
1See Chapter 4 for employment estimates and Appendix B-6.
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Due to the heterogenous composition of Sector 1711 which includes
plumbers and mechanical contractors (who engage primarily in the instal-
lation of heating, air-conditioning, and cooling systems), the input
coefficients from subcontractors to Sector 1711 were the largest of the
three sectors listed in Table 3-6. This fact is of particular interest
since (as tabulated below) the estimated inputs from Sector 1731 to
1711 was .163859 and from Sector 1701 to 1711 was .065028, indicating
the strong ties between Sectors 1711 and 1731. On the other hand, no
inputs from Sector 1711 to Sector 1731 were recorded. This relationship
corresponds to the actual construction process, where electrical work
generally precedes the work of mechanical contractors, although plumbers
and electricians may work simultaneously on the construction site. The
composition of subcontractors input coefficients and the total input
group coefficient for the three special trade sectors is shown in the
following tabulation:
input From
1711
1731
17Ol
Total Subcontracts Group,
Special Trade Contractors
Sector Sector Sector
1711 1731 1701
.0650
•1639 .0326 .0149
.2289 .0326 .0149
The low input of subcontractors' work estimated for Sector 1701
may possibly reflect the limited data available for this heterogeneous
sector. The absence of any inputs from sector 1731 to sector 1701
is due, primarily, to the incomplete data obtained for the highly
aggregated sector 1701. One would expect, for instance, a few inputs
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from sector 1731 to SiC 1796 (which is included in sector 1701) par-
ticularly on large projects.
The input coefficients derived from the equipment operating
expenses group are presented in Table 3-5, where all equipment rentals
were assigned to sector 1701, although part of these inputs should
perhaps be classified with SIC 7699. Note the high value for the
total input group coefficient for equipment in sector 1701, reflecting
for the most p_rt inputs associated with SIC 176, 177, 178 and partic-
ularly 179.
For the group of other operating expenses, inputs to sector 1701
were the highest, reflecting primarily the high insurance and bonding
charges associated with some of the industries in this sector (e.g.
SIC 176 and SIC 179).
TABLE 3-7
COEFFICIENTS FCR INPUT GROUPS:
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Input Group
Cost of Materials
Transport Cost
Subcontracts
Heat, Light and Power
Equipment Maintenance
Other Expenses
Payroll
Residual
Sector Sector Sector
1511 1611 1621
•1377 .3186 .1936
.o063 .o512 .o12o
•5965 •1389 .£glO
• 0022 .0032 .0008
•0088 .e8z7 .@325
•o311 .0596 .o830
•1748 .2295 .2259
•0425: .1163 .1611
I. O0aO I. CO00 I. 0000
Note: n:+:_1 _y n_t add to total due to rounding.
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General Contractors
For the general contractors the coefficients for input groups are
presented in Table 3-7_;
From the first and third rows of Table 3-7, note the inverse
relationship between the two group inputs, materials, and subcontractors.
The input coefficients in sector 6560, namely .1800 fmr materials and
._200 for subcontracts, are also consistent with this relationship.
Moreover, due to the heterogeneous output of these sectors, particularly
sectors 1511 and 6560, the variations in these coefficients are expected
to be large; for some types of developers, in sector 6560, direct pur-
chases of materials may be almost nil. 2
The composition of the subcontractors' inputs can be seen in the
following tabulation:
Sector Sector Sector
Input From Sector 1511 161_.__!_l 1621 '
17n .186o ......
1731 -1339 .0115 .Olhl
17Ol .2765 .1274 .2769
Total subcontracts
input group .5965 .1389 .2910
As expected, road builders (sector 1611) did not use inputs from
Sector 6560 was not evaluated on an input group level since
it was left open awaiting the return from the largest firm in the
sample at the time the construction industry was analyzed. The return
was obtained at the time the construction data were submitted for card
punching, and therefore the complete sampled data were tabulated in
final form directly.
2 The sample of sector 6560 included only operative builders
(SIC 6561) although subdividers and developers (SIC 6551) are included
in the sector's _utput.
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sector 1711 and the majority of subcontracts were let to firms in
sector 17_i. Similarly, no inputs from sector 1711 were obtained
for sector 1621, Heavy Construction. In the latter case, however,
it was expected that a small input from 1711 should be included,
roughly estimated at less than one percent of the value of electrical
work (SIC 1731). The exclusion of inputs from sector 1711 into sector
1621 may, however, represent an omission due to the small sample available
and the exclusion of this input in the estimation of the statistical
establishment for this sector.
Equipment expenses, as expected, were highest for sector 1611,
whereas other operating expenses were highest for sector 1621. For
sector 1621, insurance and bonding costs (sector 6301) were .023 of
output and engineering and architectural services and accounting
services (sector 8900) were .010 of output_
Estimates of Input Coefficients--trade contractors
Input coefficients of sectors 1711 and 1731 were compared with
industry data obtained from the respective trade associations or firms
in the nation as a whole. Generally, the RIS estimates were found to
conform with those of the industry as a whole°
Sector 1711. At first the data on material inputs and subcontracts
2
were compared with the data available for mechanical contractors.
1 In addition, taxes were highest for sector 1621 (.0376).
_lechanical Contractors Association of America, Annual Statistical
Survey, 1963. The Association, New York, 1964, hereafter referred to in
the text as MCAA. The data were based on a survey of 208 reporting
member firms.
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The comparison of the coefficielts estimated from the RIS data with
those obtai .ed from MCAA indicate first, the ge_eral stability of the
relatiouship between material i @uts and subcoitracts over the period
1959-1963 and secQ_d, that the value of the RIS estimated subco1_tracts
was somewhat higher than for the industry as a whole. See Table 3-8.
TABLE 3-8
COMPARISON OF INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF SELECTED INPUT GROUPS, SECTOR 1711
Mechanical Contractors (Year)
RIS
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963
Cost of Materials .3935 a .4214 .4157 .3960 .4094
Transport Cost .O109
Subcontracts .2289 b .1696 .1705 .2021 .1892
C C C C
Payroll .2419 .2531 .2670 .2612 .2250
No. of Reporting
Firms 26 208
•3663
.1904
.2694 c
aTotal cost of materials plus equipments and other operating
expenses is .3950 cents per dollar output.
bValue of subcontracts only.
Cproductive field labor only.
Source: Data for mechanical contractors from Mechanical Contractors
Association of America, Annual Statistical Survey, 1963. New York,
The Association, 1964 and survey data.
Although the benchmark data for our study was 1959 and information was
requested for that date, most of the RIS survey data for Sector 1711
reflected 1963-1965 operations while the Penn Jersey Transportation
Study data for the smaller firms which were included in our tabulations
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reflected 1959-1960 operations. The comparison of the RIS data for
Sector 1711 with that of MCAA for 1963 indicates that our estimates
resemble most closely the mechanical contractors firms in the size
class of 1.50-2.49 million dollars of output. See Table 3-9.
The material input coefficients of the 1963 MCAA contractors
were compared with corresponding inputs of Sector 1711. See Table 3-10.
The data reveal very close correspondence between the plumbing
inputs while for heating, air-conditioning and cooling, the MCAA inputs
were 50 percent larger than the survey data.
Sector 1731. The input groups of the electrical trade
contractors were compared with secondary data from the National
1
Electrical Association. See Table 3-11.
It is interesting to observe the three input groups coefficients,
[ (1) cost of materials, (2) other direct job expenses (which "
was assumed to include the value of subcontracts), and (3) payroll],
by size of firm available from NECA, and to compare these coefficients
with survey data. See Table 3-12. Since the NECA data were tabulated
by size of annual production payroll (direct labor) which represented
80 per cent of total payroll, a comparable figure for the survey
data was also computed. The figure obtained was $818,2OO of mean
production payroll, which falls in the size class of $500,000-1, OO0, O00
of the National Electrical Contractors data. See Table 3-12.
The comparison of detailed coefficients in these three input
groups indicates a high degree of correspondence between the survey
and the NECA data.
iN_tiona! _]_tri_a] Contractors Association, Inc. A Statistical
Review of the Impact of Financial Ratios_ Operating Costs and Capital
Investments on the Electrical Contracting Business, Washington, D.C.
The Association, 1964 Convention Issue. Hereafter referred to in the
text as iTECA. The data in that study were based on a survey of 294
member firms.
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TABLE 3-10
SECTOR 1711: CO_IPARISON OF IiATERIAL INPUT COEFFICIENTS, SURVEY
A_D _.CHA_IICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION DATA, 1963
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RIS Mechanical
Input Survey Contractors
Association
3561 Pumps and compressors .0034
3564 Blowers and fans .0039
3585 Refrigerators and
machinery .1088
3822 Temp. controls .0082
Heating, air conditioning and
cooling except sheet metal
Sheet Metal (SIC 3444)
3261 Plumbing fixtures,
china .0037
3431 Metal sanitary ware .0008
3432 Brass goods .0388
3433 Heating equipment .0330
•1889
•O3OO
Plumb ing .0763 .0762
3312 Steel works .0005
3317 Steel pipes and tubes .0178
Industrial piping .0183
Other materials and apparatus .1692
Total materials and apparatus .3935
Transport Cost
(Sector 9842) .0109
.3663
Source: Same as Table 3-8.
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TABLE 3-11
SECTOR 1731: COMPARISON OF COEFFICIENTS FOR INPUT GROUPS_ SURVEY
AND NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION DATA
RIS Electrical
Input Group Su1-_ey Contractors
(1959-1963)
Cost of Materials .4034 .4223a
Transport Cost .OlO0 .OCoO
Subcontracts .0326 n.a. b
Heat, light and power .0021 .0015
Equipment maintenance .0050 . n.a.
Other expenses .0437 .0379 c
Payroll .4450 .4109 d
Residual .0583 .1206 e
Number of reporting firms
1.0000 I.O000
9 294
aAutomobile and truck expenses plus freight a_d non-direct job
express charges, exclusive of non-direct job truck and warehouse
salaries of .0043 of output.
bHeat, light and water and other than amounts charged as direct
job expenses.
COverhead cost of telephone and telegraph, interest, i_surance,
rent, advertising, business and professional services, taxes and
office supplies.
dDirect (productive) payroll plus overhead salaries.
eIncludes, among others, .0751 for other direct job expenses,
.0014 for small tools and shop expenses, a,_d net profit of .0229 of
output.
Source: National Electrical Contractors Associatic_, Inc.
A Statistical Review of the Impact of Financial Ratios, Operating Costs
and Capital Investment on the Electrical Contracting Business, Washington,
D.C. The Association, 19_4 convention issue, and survey data.
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TABLE 3-12
SECTOR 1731 1959-1963 COST OF I_TERIALS, DIRECT JOB EXPENSES,
_nND PAYROLL COEFFICIENTS BY SIZE OF FI_,4, SURVEY A_) NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION DATA COMPARED
Size Class, by Cost Other Total
Annual Productive of Direct Job Payroll
Payroll Materials Expenses
National Electrical Contractors Association
i, 000, 001 and over •3866 •0927 ,4419
500, 001 - i, OOO, O00 .4204 •O781 .4262
300, OO1 - 500, 000 .4390 .0658 .3906
200, 001 - 300, 000 .4486 .0805 .3920
i00, O01 - 200, 0OO .4495 .O590 .3878
25, OO1 - IO0, 000 .4363 .0522 .3871
Under 25,000 .4309 .0455 .3860
All Classes .4223 .0751 .4109
RIS Survey
.4034 .O326a .4450
aSubcontracts, Special trade contractors inputs.
Source: Same as Table 3-1!.
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Sector 1701. The coefficients of sector 1701 were not compared
with any published data since the sector represents several diverse
special trade contractors industries each with different input
requirements. Also, ccmparable secondary information was lacking.
Material In2ut s of Special Trade Contractors. Once the
coefficients in each input group were compared with available published
data, they were reallocated according to their SIC classification in
order to obtain the input vector for each sector. For example, the
total group coefficient of materials consumed for sector 1711 was
increased from -3935 to .3957 to include material inputs of the
group of equipment operating expenses.
The differences in composition of material input requirements
of the three special trade contractors sectors can be seen in
Table 3-13, which also records the wide range of manufactured
materials used.
The importance of these sectors to the Philadelphia economy, and
particularly to the manufacturing sectors, as is also evident by the
number of the input items, can be seen from the magnitude of the
total manufactured materials requirements, estimated at $222,956,164.
If all materials had been purchased locally, then about two
percent of the local manufacturing output, of 11,459 million dollars,
would have been used by the special trade contractors for the new
construction and for maintenance and repair work. Clearly, however,
not all materials were locally purchased. Although the inter-regional
trade coefficients for construction were not computed at this time, it
is reasonable to assume that most products were purchased from local
producers, particularly mined products (SIC 14) and building materials
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TABLE3-13
SPECIALTRADECONTRACTORS:SU_iARYBY 2-DIGIT SiC OFDIRECT
MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FROM THE MANUFACTURING IA_DUSTRIES
Input Sector 1711
2-Digit
SIC Agg. Input
Code Coefficient
Sector 1731
, , ,,
Sector 1701
No. of Agg. Input No. of Agg. Input No. of
Sectors Coefficient Sectors Coefficient Sectors
20
21
22
23 _a
24 _
25
26
27 "a
28 *
29 .a
30 .a
31
32 .0079
33 .o372
34 .2105
35 .i162
36
37
38 .oo82
39
39999 b .0120
o
- -" " ;" 1
l .a 1 .0186 6
" "a .0043 i
- * 1 •0056 2
-- _ . -- m
1 - - .0468 9
2 .0026 2 .0059
1 - . .a l
4 .a 2 •1380 13
6 .O590 3 .O423 7
lO .0028 3 .oio7 8
4 .a 2 •0089 3
- •3389 12 .OOlO 2
1 .O017 i - -
.... 0037 2
l - - .oo34 1
Total .3936 31 .4063 27 .2948 60
aLess than .001
bUnallocated material inputs
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(SIC 32). According, the use of the OBE transport margin ratios
tended on the one hand to overstate the transport costs associated
with the use of heavy materials, particularly the inputs from major
groups SIC 14 and 32, and on the other hand to understate the
inputs to understate the inputs from these sectors. 1 The bias
estimation of transport cost can be seen in the fact that the final
stages of production of construction materials are generally
market-oriented. Cox and Goodman have estimated that 9/10 of
the weight of a single family house (built in Philadelphia)
originates in raw materials within lOOmiles or so from the house. 2
Moreover, in studying the marketing flows of the various building
materials, Cox and Goodman estimated that about 40 percent of the
total ton-miles (from the extraction site to the construction site)
were used prior to first processing, about 9 percent of total
ton-miles between first and last offsite processing, and over 50
percent of total ton miles were used after products passed through
3
their last off-site processing stage.
A further summary of the input structure of the special
trade sectors is presented further in the text, in Table 3-17 together
with that of general contractors.
iTransport charges for the output included in the OBE sector 9,
stone and clay mining and quarrying, were estimated at over 50 percent of
producers' vale.
2Reavis Cox and Charles S. Goodman, Channels and Flows in the
Marketing of House-Buildin_ Materials (Philadephia, The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania, 1953) mimeographed p. 3-9.
3ibid. p. 2-48. Cox and Goodman estimate that " the
transportation done in moving these products through their flow is
equivalent to picking up a whole house and moving it approximately
from New York to Washington." ibid.
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Estimates of Input Structure--General Contractors
The input structures of the general contractors' sectors
were compared as follows with available secondary data. However, it
was not possible to compare the input st1_ucture of sector 1621 with
any secondary data because of the heterogeneous output of this
sector.
Subcontractors Inputs to Sectors 1511 and 6560. Inputs
from Sectors 1711 and 1731, which sectors were separately identified
from the other special trade contractors, were compared with F. W. Dodge
1
Corp. data. See Table 3-14. The F. W. Dodge data were tabulated
for 41 contracts awarded for different types of construction in
Delaware, the more urbanized part of Maryland, eastern Pennsylvania,
and South New Jersey. These 41 contracts added to a total of
13.8 million dollars. As can be seen in Table 3-14 t the input
coefficients from Sectors 1711 and 1731 varied by type of construction.
Accordingly, in comparing the F. W. Dodge data with that of sector
1511, the mix by type of construction of the sector's output must
be kept in mind. 2
Of particular interest are the estimated inputs from
Sector 1711 and 1731 to sector 6560. Although only limited
F. W. Dodge data on residential construction were available for
i
Dodge Reports, Costs and Tends, Edition C, (New York,
F. W. Dodge Corporation, S1&_mer 1960). Edition C reports on individual
contracts awarded in Delaware, Maryland, Eastern Pennnylvania, South
New Jersey and Virginia. In this publication only the value of
subcontracts let for plumbing and air conditioning work (SIC 1711)
and electrical work (SIC 1731) are reported in a consistent manner.
Other subcontracts are reported only sporadically, generally for
unique construction features.
O
_Note that 40 percent of the output of sector 15iI(RIS
survey data) was in manufacturing plant construction and 27 percent
in commercial construction. See Table 1-21.
INPUT
TABLE3-14
COEFFICIENTSOFGENERALCONTRACTORS
SECTORS1511 and 6560
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Input from:
Sector Sector
1711 1731 Total
Regional Input-Output Study Data
Sector 1511
Sector 6560
.186 .134 .320
•O78 .020 .O98
F. W. Dodge Cor_. Data
All tabulated contracts (41) a •197
Schools (9) •209
Commercial buildings (9) .193
Office buildings (6) .214
Manufacturing plants (4) b .246
Residences (2) c .120
•094 •291
.o87 .2%
•103 .296
•153 •367
.lO4 .35o
.o76 .196
a41 construction contracts awarded in Delaware, Maryland, Eastern
Pennsylvania and So. New Jersey• Number of contracts are shown in
brackets•
blncluding research facilities•
CA single- and multi-family building.
Source: Dodge Reports, Costs and Tends, Edition C (New York,
F. W. Dodge Corp. Summer 1960), and survey data.
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comparison, these data are consistent with the general estimate
employed in the construction industry, namely, that the total
inputs of plumbing and electrical work, (Sectors 1711 and 1731)
account for roughly 20 to 25 percent of a residential construction
contract, and that electrical work accounts for about one-third of
this percent. The large difference between the estimate obtained
for sector 6560 and the Dodge data can perhaps be attributed to the
following: a) the data for Sector 6560 included operative builders
(on own account) whose input structure can be expected to differ
from contract contractors and b) the RIS data includes a large
integrated operation of an operative builder whose input structure
may not resemble the more typical, smaller firm. 1 No adjustment in
the RIS coefficients was made at this time since the total population
of residential general contractors finns and operative builders and
their distribution by size of firm was unknown.
Sector 1611_ Coefficients of selected input groups, of the
Highway and Street Construction sector were compared with published
data and were found to conform generally with the information
available for the industry as a whole. The comparison was made
iNote that among the material inputs of Sector 6560 typical
plumbing inputs were identified (i.e. the input from Sector 3432,
plumbing, fixture fittings and trim, brass goods, of .0223). Similarly,
typical electrical input were also included, in addition to inputs
of household appliances (i.e. Sector 3641, electrical lamps and
Sector 3642, lighting fixtures were estimated to have a combined
input coefficient of .0008).
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with availableBLS and BPRdata. I See Table 3-15. As can be seen
from the table, the total material and supplies coefficient (of
direct on-site expenses) for Sector 1611 was close to the
corresponding national coefficients whereas the total coefficient
for the input group of equipment was somewhatlower than the BLS
data for the nation as a whole. The difference can perhaps be
attributed to the fact that the SMSAfirms engagedin both highway
and street construction, whereas the BLS data refer to highway
construction only. The sumof the equipment and the other
coefficients (.085 + .176 = .259) was slzi!ar to the corresponding
coefficients obtained from published sources.
However, the comparison of survey and BPR data with respect to
selected material input coefficients indicate that perhaps the
output of RIS Sector 1611 differed from that of primary highway con-
struction covered by BPR data, and that perhaps different construction
technology was used. See Table 3-16. The difference in read-building
technology can be seen most clearly in the different coefficients
of pre-mixed bituminous paving (Sector 2951), a product which is
used more in street construction than in primary highway construction.
The low figure for fabricated structural steel from survey data when
compared to the corresponding figure from the national highway data,
can be attributed, in part, to the fact that elevated highway
construction was classified in the RIS Study in Sector 1621, while the
IU.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor Requireu
ments for Federal Office Buildings, Bulletin No. 1331, 1961, p. 38
and U.S. Department of Con_nerce, Bureau of Public Roads, Highway
Statistics: 1959, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
1961, Table PT-2, p. 148.
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TABLE3-15
COMPARISONFINPUTGROUPCOEFFICIENTS,SECTOR1611 ANDPUBLISHEDATA
Inputs
RIS BPRData
Sector Highways Federally-Aided Highways
1611 BLS Data Urban Total I
(i) (2) (3) (4)
Total materials & supplies .512 a .506 .533 .514
Payroll .229 .239 b .235 .234
Equipment .083 .120 c
.232 e .252 e
Other .176 .135 d
i. O00 1.000 1.000 1.000
aTotal of materials .319, transport cost .051, subcontracts .139,
and power .003.
bOn-site wages
CRental or depreciation charges
doverhead and profit
eEquipment, miscellaneous and overhead and profit.
fRural and urban highways
Sources: Col. i, Survey data
Col. 2, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Labor Requirements for Federal Office Buildings.
No. 1331, 1961, P.38.
Bulletin
Col. 3 and 4, Bureau of Public Roads, Highway Statistics:
1959, Table PT-2, p. 148. Data for federally-aided primary system
highway construction.
iBPRdata of Table 3-16 include such construction.
TABLE3-16
SELECTED I,,h%TERIAL INPUT COEFFICIENTS: COMPARISON OF SECTOR 1611
AND BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS DATA
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Sector BPR Data
Input Sector 1611 Urban Total
1421, 1441 Aggregates and sand and gravel .064 .O52 b
2892 Explosives .a •003
2951 Pre-mixed bituminous paving .146 .034
3241 Cement - .041
3259 Clay pipe - .OO1
3272 Concrete culvert pipe .008 .015
3273 Ready mixed concrete .062 •057
3312 Reinforcing steel .008 .048
3441 Fabricated structural steel .002 .104
•290 .355Total Selected Inputs
.o69b
.005
.043
• 044
•001
•oi4
.042
.o40
.o?i
.329
Less than .001
bpurchased aggregates
Sources: See Table 3-15.
I
Moreover, the RIS sampled firms also engaged in the repaying of
existing roads. Hence their requirements for steel in bridge
construction was estimated to be generally lower than if they were
to engage in n_ construction only.
t__
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Summary of Input Structure
Once the input groups were compared with secondary data, the
detailed input coefficients were derived and, when necessary,
aggregated to obtain the input structure of the respective construction
sectors. A summarized input structure, aggregated by economic
division, is showm in Table 3-17. It illustrates the differences
in the input structure of the sectors and points to the important
roles of the inputs of the special trade contractors, particularly
among the general contractors. The difference is further pointed
up in the following tabulation:
Inputs from special trade contractors as a percent of total
intermediate inputs into:
General Contractors
Sector 1511 72@
Sector 6560 63%
Sector 1621 52%
Sector 1611 26_
Special trade Contractors
Sector 1711 35%
Sector 1731 7%
Sector 1701 5%
Of interest also are the inputs from SIC 40-39, utilities,
I
finance, insurance and real estate and various service. These
non-material inputs, range from .0213 for sector 1711 to .0608
for sector 1621 at one extreme they are 6 percent as large as
manufactured inputs (sector 1731); at the other extreme they are
iThese inputs are covered by the input groups of equipment
operating expenses and other operating expenses.
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almost 30 percent of manufactured inputs (sector 1621).
The adjustment in the output of the general contractors'
sectors discussed in Chapter 4, required the revision of the
input coefficients of these sectors. The adjustment in the input
coefficients of sector 8900, in order to account for architectural
and engineering fees paid by the investing owner, resulted in the
increase in the total intermediate coefficient, and a proportional
decrease in the other coefficients. Table 3-18 summarizes the
resulting changes in the input structure of the general contractors'
sectors.
Estimated Input Coefficients'for the Ordnance Secto_
As was noted in Chapter 1j the few ordnance industry returns
weze classified on a 3-digit SIC basis. The proredures whereby the
data were classified, evaluated and the coefficients estimated,
followed the procedures used for the manufacturing industries
(SIC 20-39) except that the data were tabulated on a 3-digit SIC
detail. Non-disclosure rules and the non-response from SIC 199,
which in turn required the use of a statistical establishment for
1
that catego_j, made it advisable to aggregate ordnance on a
2-digit SIC level and to obtain one ordnance sector for the region,
Sector 1900.
i
The statistical establishment for SIC 199 was based on the
U.S. Bureau of the Census_ Census of Manufactures: 1958, Part II
Industry Statistics (Washington, D.C.U.S. Government lh'inter, 1961)
Tables 3 and 7. PP- 39E-10 and 19.
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Aggregation of 3-digit SIC data. At first the data were
tabulated and coefficients estimated for each of the three 3-digit
SIC categories. The 3-digit SIC coefficients were then multiplied
by the estimated output of each 3-digit SIC I and then aggregated
to yield Sector 1900 estimated coefficients. However, because
of the lack of precise information on material inputs available
from the industry statistics of the U.S. Census for SIC 199,
representing inputs the largest coefficient was with respect to
unallocated material (RIS 39999), it accounted for .2958 of output,
representing 55.8 percent of total material inputs 2
• The second
largest coefficient was with reference to the inputs of Sector 3312,
Blast furnaces, steel work and rolling mills; it accounted for only
•0881 of output.
i
See Table 4-17.
2According to Census data, una!located material inputs for
subsector 199 accounted for 93 percent of total material inputs.
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Chapter 4
OUTPUTESTIMATES
GENERAL
The methods used in estimating the structural coefficients for each
of the sectors of manufacturing, mining and construction were described
_n Chapter 2 and 3. These input coefficients refer to the value of in-
put from a particular sector, i, per dollar output of the sector under
discussion, J; and as previously noted, the structural coefficients
(which include the primary input coefficients) must sum up to unity.(l)
The arrangement of the input coefficients in matrix form yields the table
of direct input requirements per dollar of gross output of the relevant
sector of the Philadelphia economy for the base year, 1959. In order to
obtain the interindustry current transaction matrix it is necessary to
multiply the column ef structural coefficients of each intermediate
sector by its corresponding estimated output.
The procedures whereby estimates of output were arrived at for each
sector of the manufacturing, mining and construction industries are
described in this chapter. The approach to all output estimates was
generally as follows:
1. Employment estimates for the base year, 1959, were obtained for
each sector.
(1)See Chapter 2
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2. Output per employee ratios were estimated for each sector in
terms of the applicable measure of output. (I) In manufacturing, the
ratio was measured in terms of value of shipments per employee.
3. Estimated output was derived by multiplying (i) the estimated
employment by (2) the output per employee ratio.
Furthermore, estimates of the number of establishments, when
possible, were made in order to check consistency of employment estimates
and provide a guide to sampling procedures. Thus, in estimating the
output of the P_iladelphia sectors, two and sometimes three values were
estimated, namely, employment, output, and sometimes the number of
establishments. These three magnitudes for a particular industry or
sector at the base year will be referred to as the industry's control
estimates.
Since the table was designed for 1959 in order to take advantage
of the Penn Jersey Transportation Study data for that year, it was not
possible to use directly the Census information for 1958. In general,
the 1958 Census data were used as benchmark data to be updated by _ne
year, to 1959, the base year of the table.
Estimated Controls for the Manufacturing Industries
Basic Estimation Procedure of Employment
The following describes the basic procedure used in the estimation
of controls for 1959 for each of the manufacturing 4-digit SIC industries
identified in the region. When this procedure failed to yield reason-
able estimates, alternative procedures were used, which are described in
a subsequent section.
(1)See Table 1-7
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The first step in the development of control estimates for 1959
consisted of establishing reasonably detailed 1958 benchmark estimates
of the number of establishments and employees. The 1958 Census data on
3- and _-digit SIC levels for the region were used to estimate the number
of establishments and the number of employees in each 4-digit SIC in the
reglon. (1) However, due to non-disclosure requirements, the information
was not available for all 4-digit SIC industries represented in the SMSA.
Data for the concealed classifications were estimated on the basis of the
information given in the U.S. Census publication, Location of Manufac-
turing Plants by County, Industry and Employment Size.(2) Reference was
also made to the Pennsylvania Industrial Directory, 1962, and to the
special tabulatinns from the Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs
for 1958, where data were given for the five Pennsylvania counties in the
region. Limited information was also obtained in the employment series
of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Employment Security and the New Jersey
_ivision of Employment Security.
Once the 1958 benchmark data were obtained it was necessary to up-
date them by one year. Here reference was made to the Special Tabula-
tions of the Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs (DIA). The DIA
provides the only annual census in the region on the number of establish
ments, employment, wages and salaries, and value of production by
"(i)U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Manufacturers; 1958, Vol.
III Area Statistics (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1961) table 5, PP. 37-17 to 37-21.
(2)U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Manufacturers; 1958.
Location of Manufacturing _iants by County, industry and Employment
Size. Part 2-Middle Atlantic States, Special Report MC58 (S)-3.2.
WTW-_hlngton, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Offices, 1961).
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industry, based on a classification consistent with that of the U.S.
Census. Unfortunately, no comparable information exists for the three
counties in New Jersey. Hence, in the absence of specific information to
the contrary, it was assumed that changes which took place during the
1958-1959 period in the Pennsylvania part of the region represented the
change in the region as a whole.
Using the DIA data, the 1959/1958 ratios were calculated for both
the number of establishments and the number of employees by 4-dlgit SIC 6
industry. These ratios were then multiplied by the respective 1958 bench-
mark establishments and employment data t_ yield corresponding estimates
for 1959. This procedure was applied to a 4-digit SIC industry when the
following three criteria were met:
1. (a) the 1959/1958 ratios of employment and establishments were
within the range, 0.8 to 1.2 thus suggesting that there was no drastic
change which required special inquiry; and (b) the 1958 base was suf-
ficiently large (over 20 establishments) to permit the assumption that
the change was reasonable.
2. the 1958 Census benchmark estimates of establishments and em-
ployment for the five Pennsylvania counties agreed reasonably well
(2 15 percent) with the 1958 information available from the DIA.
3. the five Pennsylvania counties c_ntained 60 percent or more of
the total SMSA employment within the industry in 1958.
The above criteria were applied to 76.7 percent of the industries
in the region for which DIA data on a 4-digit SIC basis were available.
Within this group of industries, criterion l(a) was found to apply to
66.5 percent of the industries. For 23.8 percent of the industries the
1959/1958 ratio was larger than 1.2, and for 9.7 percent ratios of less
4-5
than 0.8 were observed. Hence, 51 percent (76.7 x 66.5) of the in-
dustries were found to conform to this requirement.
Criterion l(b) was found to apply to 6]..5 percent of the industries,
not all of which were within the 51 percent group conforming to criterion
l(a). It is estimated that about 42-45 percent of the industries con-
formed to both parts of the first criterion.
Criterion 2 was found to apply to most of the industries that con-
formed to criteria l(a) and l(b) once a correction for under enumeration
in the 1958 DIA Census was made. This correction is described in the
next section, Alternate Employment Estimation Procedures.
The number of industries conforming to criterion 3 was estimated at
slightly over two-th_rds, with most of the industries which conformed to
criterion 1 also falling into this category. Nonetheless, the require-
ments _f both criteria 2 and 3 further reduced the number of 4-digit SIC
industries which conformed to all three criteria to about 40 percent of
the industries identified. (1)
Alternate Employment Estimation Procedures
Alternative estimation methods were devised for industries not
meeting the above criteria. These methods are divided into three main
groups according to (1) the source of benchmark data, and (2) the ratio
used. They were:
1. 1958 Census benchmark and corrected DIA ratio
2. 1959 DIA benchmark and 1958 Census ratio
3- 1958 Census and 1960 PID (2) combined count
(1)See Appendix Table B - 7 for the estimates of establishments, em-
ployment and out_t of the manufacturing industries. Employment
estimates based on the standard procedure are identified by Code A in
that Table.
(2)PID represents: Con_on_._ealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal
Affairs, Industrial Director_r of the Co_mmon_realth of Pennsylvania:
1962 (Harrisburg: Bureau1 of Statistics, 1962).
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i. 1958 Census Benchmark and Corrected DIA Ratio. When the 1958
Census data were used as benchmark, the standard estimation procedure was
employed together with two kinds of corrections in the 1959/1958 DIA
ratio. The most common correction was for the under enumeration of the
1958 DIA industrial Census. (1) With the correction of the 1958 DIA base,
the value of the denominator in the adjusted ratio was increased, and the
ratios obtained were smaller. (2) Table h-I summarizes and compares, on
a 2-digit SIC level, the ratios obtained from the unadjusted DIA data and
from the adjusted data for the 1958 under enumeration.
While the latter correction dealt with the denominator of the
1959/1958 ratio, the following correction was used to adjust the
numerator. The adjustment in the numerator took place when the DIA
establishment and employment data for 1959 did not follow the trend for
the 1958-1962 period_ and there was reason to assume that the deviation
was due to a classification error or to a temporary shift in production
of one of more establishments.(B) In this correction, an estimate for
1959, _h_ch was arrived at by interpolation of the 1958 and 196_ data,'
was substituted for the given 1959 information. Interpolative methods
_i)Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs, Supple-
ment to the 1959 Industrial Directory (Harrisburg: Bureau of Statis-
tics, Nov. 1960) Fart II, manufacturing companies added through
coverage check, pP. 13-15.
(2)However, due to a delay in obtaining a copy of the out-of-print pub-
lication containing these corrections, ibid., this method was applied
only as a correction to some of the estima----_esalready computed on the
basis of the standard procedure. Estimates obtained by this method
are identified by Code Bla in Appendix Table B - 7.
(3 ]Commonwea
-' . Ith _i' _ennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs, Supple-
ment to the 1959 Industrial Directory (Harrisburg, Bureau of Statis-
tics 1960) Part IX, manufacturing companies changing SIC code during
1959, and idem_..__,Supplement to the 1962 Industrial Directory, Part IX
manufacturing establishment changing SIC classification during 1962.
_-7
TABLE 4 - i
COMPARISONS OF UNADJUSTED AND CORRECTED 1959/1958 DIA RATIOS _F
ESTABLISHMENTS AND EMPLOY_[ENT, 2-DIGIT SIC SU_v_RY
i
2-Digit
SIC
Code
2O
21
22
23
24
Unadjusted Ratios Adjusted Ratios
Estab. Employment Estab. Employment
1.0201 1.0291 O.9579 1.0010
1.0000 1.0076 0.9130 0.9982
0.9618 1.0111 0.9350 1.0004
0.9502 1.0688 0.9358 1.0544
o.9172 0.8774 0.8808 0.8296
25 1.0123 1.1666 0.9751 1.1364
26 1.0049 1.0443 0.9903 1.0396
27 1.0211 1.0607 0.8398 1.0394
28 1.0226 1.0647 0.9665 1.0547
29 1.1379 0.9634 1.0645 0.9622
3o I.1538 1.o425 I.0526 1.0274
31 0.9634 o.95o8 O.9186 0.9388
32 I.1399 I.1856 0.9955 I.1254
33 I.0185 0.95C0 0.9763 O.9476
34 I.11o4 i.1132 I.o19o 1.o758
35 I.e839 I.iO28 o.9923 1.o735
36 1.o988 i.o415 I.o191 o.9966
37 1.o556 0.9992 o.987o 0.9786
38 1.1441 1.1148 0.7564 1.0924
39a 1.0619 o.8175 0.9596 0.7835
Total 1.0o49 1.o432 o.9488 1.o2o8
alncludes SIC 19.
Source: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal
Affairs, "Pennsylvania Census of Manufacturing Industries, 1958 and 1959",
Special tabulations for the five counties in the Pennsylvania Part of the
SMSA (Harrisburg, Bureau of Statistics, 1959 and 1960), and Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Internal Affairs, Supplement to the
1959 Industrial Directory. (Harrisburg, Bureau of Statistics, Nov. 1960)
Part II.
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were also used for those industries where the DIA 1959 data were withheld
because of non-disclosure requirements, but where 1958 data were avail-
able.(I)
A third approach to estimating employment on the basis of the 1958
Census benchmark data was not linked to the DIA 1959/1958 ratio. In-
stead, the difference in employment reported by DIA for the 1958-1959
period was added to the 1958 Census benchmark, which resulted in a crude
estimate of employment for 1959. This procedure was used when the
magnitudes of the Census and DIA did not conform to criteria Ib and 2
above. (2)
2. 1959 DIA Denchmark and 1958 Census Ratio
Estimating procedures based on 1959 DIA benchmark data were of two
kinds. The first was used in lieu of the standard procedure for these
industries for which the 1958 DIA data were not available, either because
of non-disclosure requirements, or because of the absence of the in-
dustry in the 5 Pennsylvania counties (in the unadjusted DIA 1958
tabulations). Here the 1958 Census ratios of establishments and employ-
ment in the SMSA and in the 5 Pennsylvania counties within the region
were used to expand the 1959 DIA benchmark value to cover the entire
SMSA. (3)
The second estimating procedure based on 1959 DIA benchmark data
was used when the DIA 1958 data were not available, when the 1958 Census
benchmark was based on an estimate, and when the share of New Jersey
(1)Estimates obtained by this method are identified in the Appendix
Table B - 7 b]_ Code Blb.
(2)Estimates obtained by this method are identified in Appendix Table
B - 7 b__ Code Blc.
(3)Estimates based on this method are identified in the Appendix Table
B - 7 by Code B2a.
&
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establishments in the industry was small. Here the estimated control was
obtained by adding the 1959 DIA data (for the 5 Pennsylvania counties) to
the 1958 derived Census figure for the New Jersey firms. In some cases
data from Burlington and Camden County industrial directories were used
to correct the Census data for New Jersey. (1) This procedure was used
for some small industries not conforming to criterion lb where the number
of establishments, according to DIA in 1959, was less than ten, where the
1959 employment in the 5 Pennsylvania counties was less than lO0, and
where generally the number of establishments in New Jersey in 1958 was no
more than two with up to about 20 employees per establishment.
The third estimating procedure based on 1959 DIA benchmark data was
similar to the second (described above). In this procedure, however, the
EIS 1959 estimates for New Jersey were used instead of the 1958 Census
(2)
derived New Jersey figures.
3. ]-958 Census and 1960 PID Combined Count.
The third group of estimating procedures was based on a benchmark
using both the 1958 Census and the PID data for 1960, and augmented by
information from county directories for New Jersey. The method which was
employed, when standard estimation procedure did not conform to the three
guiding criteria, entailed the complete count of establishments and
employment by size class and by county for 1958 and for 1960. For 1959
the sampled RIS data were _nserted and data for the non-sampled establish-
ments were estimated by reconciliation of the 1958 and ]960 benchmarks,
mostly by interpolation of 1958 class mid-points and the 1960 actual
reported information.
_JEstimates based on this approach a_-_ noted bvv _ =o_ _....._T_d_w=_
Table B - 7.
(2)These estimates are noted by Code B2c in Appendix Table B - 7.
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This rather lengthy procedure tended at times to overestimate the
magnitude of the 1959 controls, since in several cases only gross values
were used without taking into account establishments which began and
those which terminated operations in the region during that period.
Moreover, reporting firms, which were not listed in either source but
which were reclassified into the SIC category on the basis of the return,
tended to increase the estimate for 1959.
This lengthy procedure was used in almost one-thlrd of the esti-
mates.(I)
A modification of the above procedure was based on partial counts,
primarily of sampled establishments. It was used in a few instances
where the customary sources of data were either unavailable or con-
sidered unreliable; it was generally used for small industries. (2)
Estimates of 8utput
After the employment estimates for all sectors were made and judged
to be reasonable, the value of shipments for each sector was estimated by
multiplying (I) the derived sector employment estimate by (2) the re-
spective value of shipments per employee. The shipments per employee
data used were obtained from five sources listed belsw in order of
preference.
a. RIS Survey Ratios. In general, the shipments per employee
figures obtained from the survey were used when the following criteria
were met: (a) 75 percent or more of the industry was covered by the
survey, or (b) the coverage of the industry's employment was 35 percent
(1)Estimates obtained by this procedure are noted by Code B3 in
A;_endix Table B - 7.
(2)Estimates based on this procedure are noted by Code B3a in
Appendix Table B - 7.
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or more of total; further, either the industry establishments exhibited
relatively little variation in terms of size, or the sample was con-
sidered sufficiently stratified to represent the different size classes;
and, still further, NewJersey firms were included in the reported data.
b. DIA 1959 Ratios. Whenever the RIS data were considered inap-
propriate, the DIA ratios were used provided that the employment in the
five Pennfylvania counties accounted for at least 60 percent of the
industry employment in the region.
c. Disaggregated DIA Data. Whenever DIA data were also considered
inappropriate, because either disclosure rules prohibited the DIA from
publishing its information on a 4-digit level, or the coverage of the
DIA was considered insufficient, a set of "dlsaggregated" DIA data was
developed the disaggregation being on the basis of national Census in-
formation. At first employment estimates for 1959 were obtained by
interpolation of available h-dlglt SIC 1958 to 1960 DIA data in the 1959
DIA aggregate. Second, with the use of 1958 U.S. Census Industry statis-
tics information on national production and employment by industry, 1958
shipments per employee figures were derived for the several h-digit SIC
industries in each aggregated group. Third, the Census derived shipments
per employee ratios were multiplied by the 1959 estimated employment in
each 4-digit SIC of the a_fgregate obtained above. The resulting products
were then summed over all industries _n the aggregated category. The
ratio of the sum thus derived to the actual 1959 DIA output in the ag-
gregate was designated the k factor--the factor to be used to adjust the
census-derived value of shipments per employee figures for each 4-digit
_v_ _,,_+_y_,.__........+_ _re_ate.__ In this way adjustments of Census data
were made to reflect the Philadelphia mix of h-digit SIC categories.
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d. National ]958 U.S. Census Ratios. National value of shipments
per employee ratios from the Census of Manufacturers: ].958 were used in
the construction of statistical establishments in those cases where no
other source of data was available, i.e. for those few industries for
which no survey returns were obtained and no DIA data were available.
e. Combinations of the Above Sources. In a few cases, the follow-
ing procedure was followed: the shipment per employee figure obtained
from the RIS survey was used to represent the fraction of the industry,
covered by the survey, and the shipment per employee figure obtained from
the Census or DIA was taken to represent the remainder of the industry.
The following tabulation summarizes the frequency with which the
above five data sources were used to estimate shipments per employee. (I)
a6
b.
C.
d.
e.
Percent of Total Industries
RIS Survey 24
DIA 1959 data 52
Disaggregated 1959 DIA data
and adjusted 1958 U.S. Census
Industry Statistics ratios
National 1958 U.S. Census data
Combinations of the above
Estimated Number of Establishments
Total
15
2
7
ICO
Procedures for the estimation of number of establishments generally
followed the procedures for the estimation of employment and were under-
taken concurrently. It should be noted, however, that the estimated
number of establishments by _ndustry proved to be useful, not only for
the reasons outlined at the beginning of th_s chapter, but also for the
-(i)See Appendix Table B - 7.
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evaluation of the treatment of small industries. As was observed, small
industries may be estimated by statistical establishments or aggregated.
As noted in Chapter 2, thirty-five 4-digit SIC industries, or 9.26 per-
cent of total number of manufacturing industries, were estimated on the
basis of statistical establishments only; also of this total number the
estimated number of industries in the region with three or less establish-
ments was 20.8 percent. For these, there were no complete returns ob-
tained at all, and 27 out of 35 statistical industries were estimated.(I)
The remaining industries in this group were either estimated by the use
of statistical establishments added to the incomplete survey data or
were aggregated. The importance of this group of industries together
with the group of industries having 4 to 9 establishments per industry,
for which also poor coverage was obtained, can be seen in Table 4-2.
This table shows that 46.3 percent of the region's industries had less
than iO establishments.
The comparison of the number of establishments reported by the 1958
U.S. Census for the SMSA with the 1959 estimates, indicates that the
total number of establishments in 1959 was smaller. For most industries
the difference between the two sources was rather small. The RIS esti-
mates of number of establishments were generally less than those of the
U.S. Census. The 2-digit SIC for which major differences were noted are:
SIC 20_ Food products, where several of the establishments which
were reported by the Census could not be identified at the time of the
(2)
survey and were assumed to have ceased operations in the area.
(1)See Table 1-12 and Chapter 1 text on the coverage of small industries,
Chapter 2 on Statistical Industries and Table 2-7.
(2)For the listing of establishments beginning and terminating operations
in the 5 Pennsylvania Counties, see Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Internal Affairs. Supplement to the 1959 Industrial
Directory, (Harrisburg, Bureau of Statistics, I_-60), Parts I and III.
For Major Group SIC 20, I0 establishments began operations in 1959 and
25 terminated operations in the area, with a net loss of 228 employees.
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TABLE4 - 2
NUMBER OF ESTABLISH_{ENTS IN 4-DIGIT SIC MANUFACTL_ING
INDUSTRIES BY 2-DIGIT SIC CLASSIFICATION
2_
Digit
SIC
Code
Total Number of Establ_shments
Number of 1 _ i0 20
4-Digit SIC to to to to
Industries 3 3 19 29
3O
and
over
20 37 15 5 7 2 8
21 3 2 - 1 -
22 28 3 7 lO 3 5
23 33 4 4 6 6 13
24 I0 3 2 2 - 3
25 12 i 2 3 2 4
26 14 1 3 6 -
27 16 1 2 2 2 9
28 25 5 8 4 3 5
29 4 - I 3 - -
3o 5 3 - - - 2
31 9 - 5 2 2 -
32 24 7 7 4 2 4
33 21 7 6 4 3 I
34 26 5 3 2 2 14
35 37 4 13 i0 5 5
36 28 8 12 _ 1 3
37 12 4 4 3 I -
38 9 - 3 1 4 I
39 25 6 9 2 4 4
Total 378 79 96 76 42
Percent IO0.O 20.8 25.5 20.1 ii.i
85
22.5
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SIC 23, the Apparel industry, where the number of estimated estab-
lishments was smaller than that reported by the Census. Many of the es-
tablishments in this group could not be _dentified and were assumed to
have ceased operations. On the other hand, several establishments which
were identified were not listed in the directories; and the distribution
of establishments, by size class and by county, did not conform with that
listed by the U.S. Census publication, Location of Manufacturing Plants
by County, Industry, and Employment Size. This discrepancy indicated a
change in the pattern of production common to the Apparel industry and
also points to the possibility that the EIS estimates for 1959 reflect an
actual decline in the number of establishments in these industries. (1)
SIC 25, Furniture and fixtures, where the number of establishments
estimated by the RIS Survey for 1959 was also smaller, by 34 establish-
ments, than that reported by the Census. Here, again, many of the es-
tablishments could not be identified; and some ef the identified es-
tablishments were reclassified on the basis of their output. (2)
SIC 27, Printing and publishing, where the RIS estimate on the
number of establishments was about 3 percent greater than that reported
by the 1958 Census. This seems reasonable in light of the growth of the
industry and the fact that both the Census and the DIA have been known
to underenumerate the establishments in this industry. (3)
_l)see also Appendix B - 4 _r +_ es*_mated__ e_m_osition, of contractors
and nonc_ntractors in these industries in the SMSA.
(2)
In SIC 25, 6 establishments began operations in 1959, and 14 ter-
minated with a net l_ss of employment of 231 employees, ibid.
(3)In SIC 27, 24 establishments began operations in 1959, and 17 ter-
minah_ with a net loss of 5 employees, ibid.
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SIC 34, Fabricated metal products, where, again, the number of es-
tablishments estimated by RIS for 1959 was larger than that reported by
the 1958 Census. This difference is accounted for mainly by the small
establishments which may have escaped the enumerators of the U.S. Census.
Such establishments were picked out from county industrial directories
and from telephone directories and were verified by telephone spot checks.
In Camden County, New Jersey, alone, the number of establishments in that
industry was much larger than that reported by the Census, and accounted
for almost one-half of the difference for the entire Fhiladelphia region.
SIC 35, Machinery, where the number of establishments estimated for
1959 was much smaller than the number reported ky the 1958 Census. Refer-
ence to the various county directories and other industrial directories
could not confirm the large number of establishments reported by the
Census. Several _f the establishments in that industry may have shifted
their line of production and thus may fall in another SIC. (I)
SiC B6, Electrical machinery, where the estimate for 1959 was
larger than that reported by the 1958 Census, the difference being partly
explained by the shift in production of some establishments leading to
their reclassification from SIC 35 to SIC 36. (2)
SIC 39, Miscellaneous manufacturing, where the estimate for 1959
was larger than the number reported by the 1958 Census. In part, the
difference reflects both the underenumeration by the Census and border-
line industry classification by the DIA.
(1)Ibid.
(2)Moreover, in SIC 36, 17 establishments began operations with 6 ter-
minating, resulting in a net gain of 202 employees, ibid.
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Comparison of Estimated with Selected Published Data on
Employment and Number of Establ_shments
To gain perspective on the validity of the estimates, a number of
comparisons on a 2-dlgit SIC level involving the use of various published
data (1) at that level were made. Table 4-3 compares 1959 RIS estimates
and 1958 Census data on both number of establishments and employment.
The ratios of RIS 1959 to Census 1958 are also presented.
To provide additional perspective other 1959/1958 ratios for em-
ployment were also calculated using data from:
(I) AnnualSurvey of Manufacturers: 1999 and Census of Manufac-
turers: 1958 , and
(2) New Jersey Division of Employment Security and Pennsylvania
Bureau of Employment Security for 1958 and 1959.
These three sets @f ratios are summarized in Table 4-_. Certain
differences between the ratios of columns 1 and 2 can be attributed, in
part, to the exclusion of administrative and auxiliary employment from
the Annual Survey of Manufacturers data in the 2-digit SIC major groups.
_Jhen the administrative and auxiliary employment was included in the
total manufacturing employment figure of the Annual Survey of Manufac-
turers data, the overall ratio of 1959/1958 rose from 1.035 to 1.081;
the latter figure is to be compared with the RIS-Census 1959/1958 ratio
of 1.e88. The differences in corresponding ratios for columns (1) and
(3) reflect for the most part the difference in classification practices
of the Employment Security offices and the U.S. Bureau ©f the Census.
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufacturers: 1959 and
196_____)(Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962)
Pennsylvania, Table 3; New Jersey Department of Employment Security
and Pennsylvania Bureau of Employment Security "Special Tabulations
for bh_ Philadelphia _"_ Counties" _ncA o_ 1oqo. _4 TT..q_ 1:_11"_L1_ C,f'
the Census and U.S. Eureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Co-
operative F_eport, County Business Patterns, First Quarter 1959, Part
3, Middle Atlantic States, Table 3, New Jersey and Pennsylvania
Counties of the Philadelphia SMSA.
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TABLE 4 - 3
1959 ESTIMATES OF NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS
AND EMPLOYMENT COMPARED WITH 1958
U.S. CENSUS DATA, 2-DIGIT SIC SUMMARY
Establishments Employment
1958 1959 1959/ 1958 1959 1959/
Census RIS 1958 Census RIS 1958
20 804 771 0.959 50,675 52,664 1.039
21 18 20 i.IIi 4,353 4,408 1.013
22 502 490 0.976 33,795 37,125 1.098
23 I,C60 1,008 0.951 56,369 58,310 1.034
24 208 199 0.957 3,022 3,178 1.052
25 301 267 0.987 7,509 7,159 0.953
26 248 233 0.939 19,505 21,892 1.122
27 968 997 1.030 37,406 41,104 1.099
28 426 422 0.991 29,739 33,955 1.142
29 49 51 1.041 16,473 15,802 0.959
30 141 151 i.o71 11,396 12,773 1.121
31 116 lO8 o.931 6,468 6,352 0.982
32 323 326 1.oo9 12,954 14,5o7 1.12o
33 206 203 0.985 33,626 37,032 l.lOl
34 900 932 1.036 45,506 43,807 0.963
35 875 790 0.903 43,261 47,927 1.i08
36 292 329 1.127 46,614 56,434 1.211
37 1c6 108 1.o19 28,251 42,113 1.491
38 157 156 0.994 12,890 13,692 I.C62
39 418 436 ]..043 9,746 10,369 1.064
Total 8,124 7,997 .984 515,172 560,603 1.088
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufacturers: 1958, Part III Area Statistics, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey; and Appendix Table B - 7 for RIS estimates.
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TABLE4 - 4
COMPARISON OF 1959/1958 EMPLOYMENT RATIOS BY SOURCE OF DATA
2-DIGIT SIC, PHILADELPHIA SMSA
2-Digit
Annual
RIS 1959/ Survey Of DES, N.J. and
Census Manuf; 1959/ BES, Pa.
1958 Census 1958 1959/1958
(i) (2) (3)
20 1.039 0.975 0.945
21 1.013 0.994 0.989
22 1.098 1.056 1.083
23 1.o34 1.o83 o.817
24 1.052 1.362 a 1.172
25 0.953 0.930 1.483
26 1.122 1.027 1.215
27 1.099 1.015 1.043
28 1.142 1.044 1.116
29 0.959 0.949 0.950
30 1.121 1.116 1.130
31 0.982 0.952 1.O15
32 1.120 1.005 1.087
33 1.101 0.970 1.202
34 0.963 1.003 1.077
35 1.n8 1.oc_ 1.o43
36 1.211 1.147 1.102
37 1.491 1.114 1.060
38 1.o62 1.046 1.299
39 1.064 1.028 1.143
Total I.O88 I.O35 b 1.054
aestimated, see Table 4 - 5, footnote a.
bAdministrative and Auxiliary employment excluded from 1959 data.
Col l, Regional Input-0utput Study 1959 estimates and U.S. Bureau of
the Census, U.S. Census of Manufacturers; 1958, Vol. III Area Statistics
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 01fice, 1961)
Col 2, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufacturers;
195____Q,(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962), and
Ibid.
Col 3, New Jersey Division of Employment Security and Pennsylvania
Bureau of Employment Security Special tabulations for the Philadelphia,
SMSA, 1958 and 1959.
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Employment data by source for 1959 by 2-digit SIC major groups are
presented in Table 4 - 5. As previously noted, the RIS estimates are
closest to the Annual Survey of Manufacturers data, exceeding the latter's
total manufacturing employment by 26,201 employees when the Administra-
tive and Auxiliary employment was not included, however when this value
is included in the manufacturing total, the difference is only 3,856
employees. This difference is largely accounted for by the fact that the
RIS employment estimates were based on a more extensive coverage than the
1959 Census figures, and because certain establishments were reclassi-
fied. For example, two large firms were reclassified from the mining
industries (SIC 14) to manufacturing (SIC 32), thereby increasing employ-
ment in SIC 32 by 640. The major difference between columns 1 and 2 in
Table 4 - 5 is accounted for by the difference of 10,642 employees in the
estimates for SIC 37. As previously noted, the reclassification of one
large establishment producing missiles and space exploration equipment
from SIC 19 (both DIA and Census classification) to SIC 37 (RIS classi-
fication) involved almost 5,000 employees. This reclassification ac-
counted also for most of the difference between the RIS estimate for
SIC 39 (10,369) and the Annual Survey of Manufacturers estimate for SIC
39 and SIC 19 combined (15,785). Similarly, the reclassification of an
establishment placed in SIC 35 by DIA to SIC 37 increased the RIS
estimate for SIC 35 by over 1400 employees.
Turning to SIC 35, where the difference is h,938, our estimates
based on detailed counts of establishments revealed additional establish-
ments in four 4-diglt SIC industries, accounting in the aggregate for
about 2,<_00 employees. These additional establishments were not covered
by Census; neither their size nor location were reported.
7-
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TABLE 4 - 5
COMPARISON OF 1959 EMPLOYMENT DATA, BY 2-DIGIT SIC,
PHILADELPHIA, SMSA
2-Digit County Bus ines s
SIC RIS Annual Employment Pat terns c
Code Survey Security (lst Quarter)(1) (2) (3) (4)
20 52,664 49,406 46,537 47,233
21 4,408 4,328 4,343 4,578e
22 37,125 35,647 34,674 35,782
23 58,310 61,056 42,727 56,312
24 3,178 4,178 3,295 2,989
25 7,159 6,981 9,751 7,459
26 21,892 20,032 21,697 18,449
27 41,104 37,983 37,488 36,839
28 33,955 31,059 36,522 30,866
29 15,802 15,627 21,270 15,469
30 12,773 12,719 12,138 11,390
31 6,352 6,156 6,669 6,310
32 14,507 13,019 13,701 12,304
33 37,032 32,604 36,369 33,624
34 43,807 45,662 41,729 46,766
35 47,927 43,425 45,519 41,678
36 56,434 53,458 56,897 39,677 e
37 42,113 31,471 25,914 20,693
38 13,692 13,485 15,318 i1,993
39 10,369 15,785 b 9,566 17,878
i
Sub-total 560,693 534,108 522,344 498,289
Adm & Aux. - 22,639 - 15,444 c
Total 560,603 556,747 522,344 513,733
aResidual, total manufacturing less Administrative and Auxiliary
less all reporting.
bIncludes SIC 19.
CEstimated adjustment for non-disclosure, i&king lower limit of range
of reporting establishment. No seasonal adjustment was made for first
quarter employment data to represent Annual employment.
Sources: Col (1) Regional Input-Output Study estimate
Col (2) U.S. Bureau of the Census Annual Survey of Manufacturers
1959 and 1960, Pennsylvania, Table 3.
Col (3) Bureau of Employment Security (for 5 counties in Pa.)
and Division of Employment Security (for 3 counties in N.J.) Special
Tabulations.
Col (4) U.S. Bureau of the Census and U.S. Bureau of Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance, Cooperative Report, County Business Patterns,
First Quarter 1959, Part 3, Middle Atlantic States, Table 3, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania Counties of the Philadelphia SMSA.
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Finally, as previously noted, it should be borne in mind that the
1958 Census tended to underenumerate New Jersey firms, particularly
medium and small size establishments.
Table 4 - 6 summarizes by 2-digit SIC the final control estimates
for the manufacturing sectors. (I)
TABLE 4 - 6
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, EMPLOYMENT
AND VALUE OF SHIPMENTS
BY 2-DIGIT SIC; PHILADELPHIA SMSA, 1959
2-Digit Value of
SIC E_tabli shments Employment Shipments
Code ($000)
20 771 52,664 1,479,887
21 20 4,408 68,648
22 490 37,125 536,348
23 1,008 58,310 579,582
24 199 3,178 53,042
25 267 7,159 114,839
26 233 21,892 530,166
27 997 41,IO4 689,303
28 422 33,955 1,290,930
29 51 15,802 1,o18,326
3o 151 12,773 326,687
31 lO8 6,352 87,840
32 326 14,507 281,704
33 203 37,032 794,654
34 932 43,807 764,647
35 790 47,927 767,659
36 329 56,434 1,020,941
37 108 42,113 733,082
38 156 13,692 165,950
39 436 10,369 155,130
Total 7,997 560,603 i1,459,365
el)see Appendix Table B - 7 for detail.
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Estimated Controls for the Mining Sectors
General
Control estimates for the mining sectors were based on Census data
for 1958, augmented by DIA information. Difficulties in distinguishing
the mineral industries from mining operations within manufacturing in-
dustries required estimates based on Census figures to obtain the de-
sired universe. Accordingly, employment estimates from Census data were
linked to the number of establishments recorded by the Census for each
sector. These 1958 employment estimates were then updated to 1959 on the
basis of DIA data. Thus it was assumed that changes that took place in
the Pennsylvania part of the region were representative of change for the
region as a whole. Value of shipments were derived by multiplying (1)
the value of shipments per employee obtained from the 1958 Census by (2)
the employment estimates for 1959.
Estimates of the Number of Establishments
Data on the number of establishments were obtained from the Census
of Mineral Industries: 1958, as shown in Table 4 - 7.
TABLE 4 - 7
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE MINING SECTORS, 1958
Sector Sector Sector Sector
County lhll 1421 1441 1490 Total
Pennsylvania Part:
Bucks
Chester
Delaware
Montgomery
Philadelphia
New Jersey Part:
Burlington
Camden
Gloucester
Total, SMSA
1 I0 9 - 20
3 5 - - 8
5 2 - - 7
4 14 - - 18
3 1 - 1 5
- - 4 I 5
- - 8 - 8
- - 5 1 6
16 32 26 3 77
Source: U.S. Burem_ of the Census, Census of Mineral Industries:
+_ _" (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-1958, Vol II Area _ta_s_ics
ton, D.C._ 1961). Tables 3 and 4 for Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
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Table 4 - 7 indicates that all establishments in Sectors 1411 and 1421,
and one-third of the establishments in Sector 1441, were in the Pennsyl-
vania part of the region. This distribution of establishment justified
the use of the DIA data to project the change in employment for the 1958-
1959 period.
According to the Pennsylvania Industrial Directories, which re-
ported on mining establishments in 1957 and 1960, the number of establish-
ments was as follows: (I)
Sector 1957 196__0
1411 6 i0
1421 25 24
1441 5 7
1490 - I
Total 3"_ _-2
However, their data were judged not to be as reliable as the Census, and
accordingly were not used for estimating number of establishments. In
the absence of reliable sources to update the 1958 Census data on number
of estab]ishments, the 1958 data were taken to represent the number of
establishments in 1959.
Employment Estimates
Total employment figures in SIC 14, for mineral establishments only,
are given in the Census for 5 out of the 8 counties, accounting for 1292
employees in 59 establishments. (2) Assuming the mean employment size of
the remainin_ !_ establishments in the three counties to be equal to
that reported for the 59 establishments (1292 ÷ 59 = 21.9 employees/
(i)
The above tab_lation includes certain mining establishments which
would be classified by the Census as manufacburin% operations. Those
establishments which RIS survey data indicated were manufacturing
operations are excluded.
(2)Data on mineral establishments in Del_¢are County and Philadelphia
County in Pennsylvania_ and for Gloucester County in New Jersey, were
not given.
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estab!ishnent) the total employment in major gro_p SIC 14 was estimated
as 1,686 employees in 1958. On the basis of the 1959/195Cratio, O.9444,
of employmentchange obtained from DIA for SIC 14, the total employment
in SIC 14 in 1959 was estimated at 1,593 employees.
Sector 1421 estimate for 1958 was obtained directly from Census,
since employmentdata were given for mineral operations in each of the 5
Pennsylvania counties. The total of employees is 1,007.
Sector 1441 estimate for 1958was obtained from Census, where em-
ployment of mineral establishments was given for the 9 _cks County
establishments and the 8 CamdenCounty establishments. For 17 establish-
ments, there was a total of 369 employees. Assuming the meanemplo_nent
size of the remaining 9 establishments equal to that for those reporting,
the total 1958 employmentwas estimated at 564.
Sector 1411 estimate for 1958was not based directly on Census in-
formation because of the absence of employment data for this sector.
Instead, midpoint estimates of employment ranges were obtained from the
Census and combined with data reported in the survey to yield the esti-
mate of 92 employees. (I)
Sector 1490 estimate for 1958 of 23 employees was obtained in a
manner similar to that for Sector 1411. However, a minor adjustment in
this residual catesory was ma4e to assure that the employment estimates
summed over all mining sectors vielded the total estimated for the major
group SIC 14.
_-e _19_, employment estimates for each sector were then multiplied
by the 1959/,/1958 ratio of change for major group SIC 14 (._444) to
(1)Census of Mineral Industries: 1958, op cit. Table 4 for Pennsylvania
obtain the estimated employmentin 1959. See Table 4 - 8.
TABLE4 - 8
ESTIMATEDNUMBEROFESTABLISPE4ENTS,E_[PLOYMENTAND
VALUEOFSHIPmeNTSFORTHEMININGSECTORS,1959,
PHILADELPHIASMSA
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Sector Establishment Employment
Value of
Shipments
1411 16 87 1,646,562
1421 32 951 18,810,780
1441 26 533 I0,0_7,583
1490 3 22 416,372
Total 77 1,593 30,921,297
Output Estimates
As already noted, value of shipments per employee obtained from the
Census for 1958 were multiplied by the 1959 employment estimates to yield
the estimated value of shipments of the mining sectors. However, since
the Census reported data for mineral establishments by 4-digit SIC code
were incomplete, the value of shipments per employee ratios were derived
from only those establishments whose data were published by the Census.
Sector 1411. In the absence of Census data for this sector the
value of shipments per employee ratio obtained for major group SIC 14 was
used. This value $15,926, was _ased on establishments in Bucks and
Chester Counties in Pennsylvania, and Burlington and Camden Counties in
New Jersey. _ese Census materials covered forty-one establishments and
713 employees. The estimated output for all 87 employees in the sector
1411 is $1,646,562.
Sector 1421. A value of shipments per employee ratio of $19,780
was calculated based on Chester and Montgomery County data, representing
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19 of the 32 establishments in this sector, and accounting for 705 of the
total of 1,007 employeesreported by the Census. The estimated output
for 951 employees in 1959 was $18,810,780.
Sector 1441. A value of shipments per employee ratio of $18,851
was obtained from the data given for the 9 establishments in Bucks County
and the 8 in Camden County. The estimated output for the 533 employees
in 1959 was $10,047,583.
Sector 1490. The value of shipments per employee ratio obtained
for major group SIC 14 ($18,926) was used to derive the estimated output
of $416,372 for the 22 employees in this sector.
The value of shipments estimates are recorded for all sectors in
Table h - 8.
It may be of interest to compare (1) the total estimated payroll of
all mining sectors, obtained by multiplying the value of shipments of
each sector by its corresponding payroll coefficient, which yields the
figure of_,937,000 with (2) the DL_ payroll figure of $8,022,000 re-
ported for the five Pennsylvania counties for 195q. (1)
However, it is
to be borne in mind that the DIA payroll figure includes manufacturing
operations and that the payroll coefficients of the mining sectors are
weak in se_eraT, respects.
Estimated _atput of the Construction Sectors
General
As was noted in Chapter III, 5hree k_nds of construction sectors
,rere identified in this study: (a) General contrn_tors (Sectors 1511,
(1)Common_zealth of Penns_/Ivania, Department of Internal Affairs,
Pennsylvania's Personal Income and Poou!ation bv Couni_y, Selected Years
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1611, 1621 and 6560); (b) Special trade contractors (Sectors 1711, 1731
an_ 170!), and (c) Maintenance and repair construction (Sector 1509).
Because the sectors, General contractors and Maintenance and repair con-
struction_ produced only a final construction product, their resoective
measures of output need to be distinguished from the measures of output
of the special trade contractors. The output reported in the survey
returns was in terms of construction york done, which, in turn approxi-
mated the value of contract awards. The reported output was considered
an appropriate measure of the output of the Special trade contractors.
However, the reported output for the producers of final construction
product (General contractors and Maintenance and repair construction)
had to be adjusted upvard ( as described below) to account for expenses
incurred by the investing-o_.n_er which are not normally paid by the
building contractors.
Output 0efined in the survey in terms of construction work done by
the building contractors excluded (1) force account work and (2) non-
paid labor work (do-it-yourself work). Such items were included in the
definition of construction output in both the 1947 and 1958 U.S. inter-
industry studies.(1) In the RIS study_ force account work was not
seT_arated from the o_'.tput of any ind_stry because (1) data were not avail-
able to estimate the value of this wor!_ by sector, and (2) the RIS study
adopted the procedure to heep all secondary products in the primary in-
d_-_try, force account york being tahen to be part of the bundle of
secondary prod_cts. Additionally, the value of non-paid labor vor!:,
which moistly affects the outn_i: of residential conztrucLion, was no[_ dis-
ti!igl:ished because i!_ co_!_ not be rea_onab!y estimate_l.
(1)Sis!_in<], op cit. an_ Frum_in, op c_t.
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The measure of outpost for the general contractors sectors was de-
fined as ad.justed _uva e put in place. It differs from the co_only used
valuation of value put in place, as used by the Bureau of the Census, (I)
primarily because it e_:clu_les the value of force accovnt and non-paid
labor.
The outpu4 of the Main-4enance and repair sector (1509) which, as
noted in Chapter III, was originally intended to be in terms of adjusted
value put in place, is in terms of value of constrvction work done; the
necessary adjustments could not be consistently developed.
The estimated value of output for each of the three groups of sectors
was determined largely by the availability of local data. The procedures
used to a@_just the data for the purpose of this study are described in
the subsequent sections.
Sot_rces of Data. Of the two sources of data available at a
regional level for the estimation of construction output, namely, build-
ing permits as comDiled by local munici*_al authorities, and contract
awards as compiled by F. U. Dodge Corporation, the latter was considered
more reliable. Value of construction reported by building permit issuing
authorities is generally incomplete in its areal coverage, and in actual
practice the b_._ilc]ing types for _hich permits are required are known to
vary _.zidely among municipalities° Extent of coverage by building types
for which permits are require_ i_ also known to va.u/ _zidely among muni-
cipalities. Mc_reover, va].ue of construction repor!,ed on b_ilding permit
(1)For the defmition of "value of construction put in place" and Census
estimation T_ethods see U.S. B_,reau of the Census, Construction Re]oorts
--Value of Uew Construction _t in Place: lOI_g-!763, Series C30 Re-
,rln_Inc Office, !,cfg¢):ised. ('Jas].ington, D.C. ; U._ Goverument _ " _"
Appendix A and B.
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forms is generally considered to be underestimated. It is often assumed
that this underreporting prac4ice is motivated b_/ the desire to keep
property assessments do'_n and thus reduce the local taxes on new build-
ings. On the other hand, not all buildings for _;hich permits are issued
are actually built. Thus, these discrepancies in coverage and valuation
render the data available from this source unreliable, particularly for
non-residential construction, and present difficulties in estimating the
appropriate adjustments. (!)
Contract award data as compiled by the F. T@. Dodge Corporation re-
port on contracts awarded to construction contractors through normal
bidding procedures and are generally given for three major categories of
new construction: (I) residential, (2) non-residential, and (3) public
works and utilities. New construction as reported by this source con-
sists of new projects, additions to existing buildings, and alterations
and major repairs if included in a contract for adc_ition to a building.
In the use of these data, adjustments for undercoverage present
problems which m_st be overcome if contract awards are to serve as a
base for estimating value of construction put in place. These are:
i. The data exelv, de the value of small projects, those costing less
than $i0,000.
2. Construction worl[ pei-formed by contractors but which bypass the
usual channels of con_;ract awarding procedures are excluded.
This omission man_fests itself in the private sectors_ in
(1)Eo:perience gained fl_om local municipal plannin3 studies indicate that
underreporting occurs primsril_r on the fringe of the SMSA, in munici-
!)alities experiencing the transition from rural to suburban status.
It is in these co_.uunities that a significant share of the region's
ne_: housing and commercial developn;ent takes place. It is estimated
that for selected Chester County municipalities, for example, re-
ported va.luation in building permits covered less than one-half of
actual value of new construction.
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particular, in residential constrvction, and, amongthe non-
residential sec i_crs, __imar:.]--_,_ the construction of somechains
of retail trade "l _+__
Force account work and non-paid labor are e_cluded.J°
4. Cost of architectural and engineeri_#_ wor!: performed on behalf
of the investing client are e×cluded. These are generally
estimateJ <;o represent most of the architectural and engineering
costs associated with the con_truction process. They are esti-
mated to vary! generally between 3 to 7 percent of total new
, ,..._. (1)
cons urll__.lOn cos-4.
Adjnstr;_en.Ls for undercoverace of i_ems i, 2, and 4 were made in
this study.
Estimated (_tput of General Contractors
Estimates of output for nel.rconstruction by the general contractors,
in terms of a.ij-_sted value put in p!_ce, _..Terebased on the 1959 contract
award data for Philadelphia S_SA. However, the 1959 ,_ata listed only
residential and non-residential categories. Contract award data for
public works and utilities were not available. These macnitudes were
es .Imaced on the basis .of the 19o0 and ]96]- contract awards data for
public works and utilities. Contract ,_ward _ata were also corrected for
undercoverage of items 1 and 2 above, based on estimate.:] coverage ratios
sunup!led by the Philadelphia office of F. !'{.Do(]go Corporation.
First the !960 an<] 1961 F. W. Do_b_e data :,_ere adjusted for m,_er-
coverage. See Table 4 - q. 'ihen, the ratio of p_zb!ic _.:orks an_i utility
(1)Siskind _-_,__d ',.b.evalue of architectural and e_u_eer]ng fees
at 5 percent of to[a! cons<r"ction oui-,pu%. 0"). cir. p. 4-12.
TABL_ 4 - 9
CONTRACT AWAEDS DATA, 1960 and 1961, PHILADELPHIA SbLZA
(Thousands of Dollars), UNADJUSTED AhrD AD_'STED
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].960 1961
Adjusted Adjusted
Construction Correction Contract Contract Contract Contract
Type Factor a Awards Awards Awards Awards
Residential l.llll 272,658 302,953 367,517 408,352
Non-Residential 1.O526 283,1_5 298,(947 261,569 275,336
Subtotal 601,000 683,688
Public Works and
Utilities 1.O101 86,144 G7,014 127,106 ].28,390
Total 641,947 688,014 756,192 812,078
aReciprocals of estimated coverage ratios of .90, .95 and .99 of
Dodge data.
Source: F. W. Dodge Corporation, Philadelphia office.
= L
construction to residential and non-residential construction for the
1960-1961 period was obtained from the data in Table 4 - 9. The ratio,
namely O.1677, was applied to the 1959 adjusted contract award data for
residential and non-residential construction to yield the estimated value
of public works and utilities for 1959. See Table 4 - lO.
TABLE h - I0
ESTI_@.TED ADJUSTED CONTRACT AtTAEDS FOR 1959, PHILADELPHIA SMSA
(Thousands of Dollars)
Reported
Construction Contract Correction Adjusted
Type Awards Factor Contract Awards
, ,, , ,=
Residential 330,025 1.111 366,694
Non-Residential 2C3,727 1.0526 298,660
Subtotal 665,354
Ih_blic Works and
Utilities n.a. iii,580 a
Total 776,934
a665,354 x .!677 = II1,560
Source: F. _. Dodge Corporation, Philadelphia Office.
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As noted in Chapter 3, the outp_._t of Sector 1511 was taken to ex-
clu_e residential construction ancl the output of Sector 6560 was taken
to consist of all residential construction by general contractors and by
builders on own account. Accordingly, the adjusted contract awards for
the sectors are as follows:
Sector
Sector Title and Contract Awards
Construction Type
Adjusted Contract
Awards ($ 000)
6560 Operative builders and general resi- 366_694
dentia! contractors -- Residential
construction
1511 General building contractors -- 298,660
Non-residential construction
1611 + 1621 Higb:,,rayand heat_j conLractors -- 111,580
Public works and utility construction
Genera]. Contractors -- All new construction 776,934
To allocate the value of adjusted contract awards of public works
and utility construction between Highway construction (Sector 1611) and
Heawj construction (Sector 1621), we first derived preliminary output
estimates and percentages of total output as follows:
Output per employee (RIS survey data)
Mean annual employment (Adjusted
County Business Patterns: 1959 _ata) (I)
Estimated O_tput
Percent of major group SIC 16 (100%)
Sector 1611 Sector 1621
$ 21,369 28,987
5,020 7,338
$107,272,380 $2].2,706,606
_)See Appe:i,Jix B - 6 for employment estimates based on County Business
33.5 66.5
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These percentaEes w_re then used to r_erive the following values of
adjusted c_ntract av_i'ds:
Sector 1631, Highwsj Construction (33.5_)
Sector 1621, Heavy Construction (66.5_)
Public Works and Utility Construction (!00%)
Adjusted Contract Awards
,ooo.),,,
37,380
74,200
111,580
Adjustment in Valuation of Outpost These estimated outputs in
terms of adjusted contract awards exclude the architectural and en-
gineering fees paid by the owner which, when included, yield adjusted
value put in place. In order to determine the appropriate adjustment
for orehitectural an8 engineering fees (inputs from SIC 8911), it was
necessary to increase the actual inputs from SIC 8911 to each con-
struction sector by an amount so that the total input from SIC 8911
to the aggregate of all new construction put in place would be
(1)
4 percent.
The computation of actual inputs of SIC 8911 to the four sectors
of general contrectors was done in two parts: First, as in column i
of T_ble 4 - ii, the direct input coefficients of SIC 8911 into each
of the general contractors sectors were set down. Second, the input
(i)
The estimated valuation of architectural and engineering fees paid
by the owner was based on the U.S. Dept of Commerce practice of
correcting nntional statistics of buildin C permit vsluation. This
practice estimates architectural snd engineering fees at 3.7
percent. See National Analysts, Inc., Phila_JelDhia's Position in
the Regional and National Ecc:rlo:_!y. Technical Report #iO: City of
];li_-_aci4_phisC_i,mu_lity Renewal Progra_ (Philadelphia: National
_' p. 147.
.,._:nly_.,,-s, It__, , May _.',o4:
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coefficients of SIC _6)!) to each of the special trade contractors were
set down; these were then _yeighted by the input coefficients of the
special trade contractcrs into any given sector of general contractors
to obtain for that sector an indirect input coefficient of SIC 8911.
See column 2 of Table 4 - ii. For each sector the coefficients of
col_mns i and 2 of Table 4 - ii were added to obtain the total input
coefficient of SIC 8911.
On the bssis of the above computation, it was estimated that
$1,895,OOO in architectu_ai and engineering fees were paid by the
general ccntractors and their subcontractors (the Special trade
contractors). The aggregate@ output of the general contractors in
terms of adjusted contract a_.;ards was $776,934,000. This output, when
divided into $1,qo_,O00,_ yields the weighted input coefficient (of
architectural and engineering services into all general contractors)
of .002439. Thus, since on an ihdustry-wide basis_ architectural and
engineerin_ services are e_L,a_e_ at 4 percent of output of general
contractors, corresponding to an input coefficient of 0.04, and since
the RIS data reveal such services as constituting only 0.2439 percent
of such output (corresponding to a coefficient of 0.002439), it was
necessary to adjust upward the RIS input coefficient of architectural
and engineering services to a figure of $31,077,000 (corresponding to
4_) from the figure of _ o_ _n_ _ .,u;_ ,, ., (correspending _o O. 24_9_)
The adjusted contract awar@s b}/ sector were then adjusted by a
factor of 1.O27561 in order tc a(;count for the fu__ll amount of archi-
tectural arid engineering f_._espaid both bj the contrsctors and by the
29.282 r,cLllion dollars among the four sectors of general contractors
TABLE4 - !i
ESTI_,_TEDINPUTSOFARCHITE,_TUPALA_DENGINEERINGSERVICES
(SIC 89!i) OBTAINEDBY SURVEYOFGE]CERALCONTPACTORS
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Indirect Input
Coefficient
Direct via Special Total
Construction Input Trade Con- Input
Sector Coefficient tractors Coefficient
(i) (2) (3)
1511 .000567 .001393 .001960
1611 .0OIS33 .000457 .002290
1621 .010095 .000835 .010930
5650 n.a. .OOi127 .001127
Sector
according to the sector's value of adjusted contract awards.
Table 4- 12.
TABLE4 - i2
ESTIMATEDOUTPUTOFSECTORSOFGENERALCONTRACTORS,
1959 PHILADELPHIASMSA
(thousands of dollars)
Adjusted Adjusted Percent
Contract Value Put of
Awards In Place Total
See
1511 298,660 309,878 38.44
1611 37,360 38,7S4 4.81
1621 74,200 76,987 9.55
6560 366,694 3_0,467 47.20
uOb,ll6Total 776,')34 o - iO0.O0
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As a result of this the u_ard adjustment in the input coefficient
from SIC 89].1 (which is aggregated i_to Sector $900) and the consequent
upward adjustments of outputs of general contractor sectors, all other
input coefficients were recalculated.
Comparison of Estimated Output of New Construction
Comparison with Local Data. A comparison of the output of
residential construction (Sector 6560) with the valuation of resi-
dential building permits in the SMSA was made. The total value of
residential building permits of $274,436,000 in 1959 was adjusted by
the standard U.S. Department of Co_nerce factor of 17.2 percent to
(!)
obtain a comparable measure of outp'_t. The magnitude thus obtained
was $321,638,992, which compares _ith our estimated output for residen-
tial construction of $380,467,000.
Co m?arison with National Dat_. The estimated output of the four
sectors of general contractors were compared with national estimates
of value of construction put in place and were generally found to be
consistent in relative magnitudes. Although only the output of Sector
1611, Highway construction, was found below the more recent national
estimates, the estimate was judged reasonable, particularly since
l) the national estimates included highway expenditures outside of
metropolitan areas, and 2) force account construction by government
was excluded from our estimate. See Table 4 - 13.
Estimated.0utput of Maintenance and Repair_ Sector 1509.
Because of the difficulty in obtaining from local sources con-
sistent information on maintenance and repair construction, the esti-
mate of the output of the Maintenance and repair sector was based on
See National Analysis, CP cit. Table IO and text.
TABLE4 - 13
COD_ARISONF PERCENTDISTRIBUTIONSOFOUTPUTAMONGTHE
FOURSECTORSOFGEI_%L CONTRACTORS
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RIS
Sector Type of Construction
Phila. National National N_tiona!
SMSA 1958 i-O i-0 RFF
1959 1947 1958 1960
(i) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1511 Non-residential
1611 Highway
1621 Heavy
6561
38.4 38.5 31.O 34 .4 37.6 a
4.8 ii.i 5.0 10.5 9.6
9.6 9.3 17.O 15.3 14.2 b
41.1 47.0 39.8 38.6Residential(non-farm) 47.2
Total New Construction !00.O iOO.O iO0.0 i00.0 i00.00
a
Obtoined as a residual, total non-residential construction less
Highway and Heavy (as defined below) plus Farm construction.
b
Heavy construction includes the following public non-residential con-
struction items: Water and sewerage, Military and industrial and All
other public construction. In the private non-residential construc-
tion it includes Other utilities.
Sources :
Col. i. Regional Input-Output Study
Col. 2. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Construction Reoorts--Value of
New Construction _at in Place:. 1946-1963, Series C30, Revised. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1964.
Cols. 3 and 4. Norman Frumkin, "Construction Activity in the 1958
Input-Output Study." Survey of Current Business , Vol. 45, No. 5,
May, 1965, Table 2 and-p. 22.
Col. 5. Landsberg, Hans, H., Fishman, Leonard L., and
Fisher, Joseph L., Resou_'ces in America's _ture (Baltimore, Johns
Hop_:ins Press, 1962) Table A_-_.
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national data. _Yo separate estL_tes were ma@e. The first was
based on the 1958 "' _..... _ forinpu_-o ....p-_ gsb!e the United States, in which
the output of maintenance and repsir construction (OBE Sector 12) was
(1)
_iven as 32.19 percent of new construction (OBE Sector II).
The second estimate was bssed on the RFF study of the construction
industry utilizing time series data, where Maintenance and repair
construction in the United States for 1960 was estimated at 34.63 per-
(2)
cent of new construction.
Of these estimates the second was considered more appropriate
since the region's structures are on the average older than those of
the nation. Hence the output of Sector 1509 was estimated (in thousands
of dollars) as:
$806,13.6 x 0.3463 = $279,158
Once the output of Sector 1509 was obtained it was possible to
estimate the input coefficients fi.um the special trade contractors
sectors. These coefficients _;ere estimated together with the estimates
of the output of the special trade contractors.
Estimated Output of Special Trade Contractors
The output of the special trade contractors, Sectors 1711, 1731
end 1701, was estimated from the interind_Jstry data of the Philadelphia
(i)
(2)
National Economics Division Staff "The Transaction Table of the
1958 Input-Output Stud- and Revised Direct and Total Requirements
Data", OD tit. Table I.
Hans H. Landsherg, Leonard L. Fischman, and Joseph L. Fisher,
Resources in America's Future (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press,
1962) Table 4 - I, p. 113.
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table. Since the special trade sectors deliver their output to the
general contractors and to Maintenance and repair, the relevant re-
lationship internal to the construction industry can be described by a
3 by 3 matrix where the special trade contractors are the iotermediate
sectors and the general contractors and Maintenance and repair are the
final demandsectors.
Accordingly, total inputs of special trade contractors to all
general contractors were calculated. However, first see Table 4 - 14 for
the adjusted input coefficients of the special trade contractors to the
general contractors as a result of the change in the valuation of the
outputs of the latter sectors. These coefficients were multiplied by the
appropriate sector outputs to yield the general contractors' total dollar
requirements from the special trade contractors by sector. These computed
inputs are entered in Col. 5, Table 4-15. Since Sector 1711 delivered
only to final construction product the estimated output of this sector
consisted of (i) deliveries of Sector 1711 to new construction, estimated
at $8_,I15,793, and (2) deliveries of Sector 1711 to Maintenance and
Repair amounting to $29,129,299. (estimated with the use of the ratio of
the output of Sector 1509 to the output of new construction namely
0.3463). Thus the total output of Sector 1711 was estimated at
$113,245,092.
Theoutput of Sector 1731 was estimated together with the input
of Sector 1731 to Sector 1509. The ratio of (a) the input of Sector
1711 to Sector 1509 to (b) total output of Sector 1711, namely 0.2572,
was assumed to hold for the ratio of (I) the input of Sector 1731 to
Sector 1509 to (2) total output of Sector 1731. The output of
Sector 1731 was thus estimated an the sum of: (I) the input of
Sector 1731 to Sector 171], namely, $7,363,762; (2) the input of
Sector 1731 to all new construction, totalling $48,964,839, and
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(3) the input of Sectoz I_3i to Maintenance and Rep:_i_ nm_lely
$19, _06,594 derived by multiplying the output of 1731 by the above
The total output of Sector 1731 was thus estimatedratio of .2572.
at $75,83P,195.
TITLE 4-14
ADJUSTED SPECIAL TI_DE CONTRACTORS INPUT COEFFICIENTS,
CONSTRUCTION SECTORS
Consuming
Sector
Input from Sector
1711 1731 1701 Total
1511
1611
1621
6560
1711
1731
1701
15o9
•1793 .1291 .2711 .5795
- .O!l! .1463 .1572
- .0]36 .2723 .2659
•0751 .0197 .3236 .4183
- .O_50 .1667 .2317
- - .o339 .0339
- - .o239 .0239
.lO43_ .0699a .825b a 1.0000
Note: Detail _._aynot add to 4otal due to iounding.
aSee Table 4-i5.
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The input of Sector 1701 to Sector 1509 was obtained as a
residual from the available data:
$279,158,000 - ($29,129,299 + $19,506,594) = $230,522,107.
The output of Sector 1701 was 4erived from Table 4-15 as the
sum of the following magnitudes:
a) 0.166705 (input coefficient of Sector 1701 into Sector 1711)
multiplied by $113,245,092 (output of Sector 1711) =
$18,878,523 ;
b) 0.033908 (input coefficient of Sector 1701 into Sector 1731)
multiplied by $75,835,195 (output of Sector ].731) =
$2,571,420;
c) deliveries to Sector 1509 = $230,522,107;
d) deliveries to general contractors = $233,747,6C6;
e) 0.023936 (input coefficient of Sector 1701 into Sector 1701)
multiplied by the output of Sector 1701 _ $11,911,294;
= $497,630,950.
Input Structure of Sector 1509
As can be seen from Table 4-15 and Figure 3-1, inputs to Main-
tenance and repair consisted only of the special trade contractors
sectors. The input coefficients of this dummy sector are shovm in
Table 4-14 derived from the data in Table 4-15 col. 4. Had the
output of Sector 1509 been specified in terms of adjusted value put
in place, then at least one additional input coefficient from SIC
8911, Architectural and engineering services, _<o_Id have been
necessary.
4-_4
Emplo!ment Estiulates for the Construction Sectors
Emp!oymen{_ estimates _¢ere based on Counter Business Patterns: 1959
data adjusted to mean annual employment. (!) However, since tile output
of Sector 1511 _as redefined to exc!u_e residential construction,
an.']Sector 6560 was re_efine:] to include all residential constrrction,
the employment estimates _rere adjusted accordingly. The adj_stment was
as follo_¢s: the estimated output of each of these two sectors was
divided by the corresponding output per employee ratio obtained from the
survey, to derive the preliminary estimates of employment. The percent-
ages of these derived magnitudes to their combined total were then used
to allocate the combinec] employment of Sectors 1511 ancl 6560 as were
obtained from the ac]justed Co_nty Business Patterns data. By these
computations the average annual employment was estimated for Sector 1511
at 10,627 (compared with the figure of 16,741 obtained from County
Business Patterns data), and for Sector 6560 at 7,269 (compared with
1,155). See Table 4-].6.
The employment estimates given in Table 4-16 were not adjusted
fo_ undercoverage of Count v Bt_siness P_tterns data and should be
considered as conserative.
Estimated Outout of the Orcinance Sector
As noted in Chapter i, the ordna:_ce in_ustry, Sector 1900, consisted
of establishments ir SIC 192, 194, an<: 199 estimated to exist in the
a_:sa in 1959. Revie_ of tbe _]ata in _he Industrial dir_e:ories
tccether with the RI3 surve?! information led to the estimates of
es+;ablishments an<] employment reeorclec _ in Table 4-17.
(1)See Appendix B - 6.
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_._LE 4-16
ESTZ._TED _(PLO_2]NT ._ OUTPUT OF THE CONSTRUCTION
31]CTO_S, PHiLADELPI_IA SI.:SA, _-95_
Sector InOust:%. Title Emplo_ent Output
1511
1621
6561
1701
1711
1731
1509
General Building Contractors
(except residential construction)
Highway and Street Construction
Hea_j Construction
Operative Builders and
Residential contractors (all
residential constm_ction)
Trade Contractors, n.e.c.
Pl_nbing, Heating and Air
Conditioning
Electrical lh_'k
_.aintenance and Rcpai2 Const!_e-
tion
10,627
5,020
l, j3o
7,269
27,132
8,767
3,700
(_5,775J
309,878,000
38,784,000
76,907,000
380,467,000
497,630,950
113,245,092
75,835,195
279, 158,O00
All Const_Iction / .%o9,8_3 1,771,985,237
a_/ Es_imated emplcy_uent oi' special _.....• ,__aus contractors
engaged in i.iaintenanc,_:and _epair const_'uction.
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TIYBLE 4-17
ESTII.L_TED !_iUiiBEROF EST._S.I,IS}5._i:!TS,Ei:PLOI".]_I_Yf,AND
VALUE OF SIIIR_NTS FOR THE ORDNANCE AND ACCESSORIES, SECTOR 1900
PHILADELPHIA S11SA, 1959
3-digit
SIC E stab !i shments E:_ployment Value of
Ship_.,_.ents
192 2 355 $4, iii,965
19L,- 3 230 4,275,240
199 i 307 8,023,671
Sector 1900 6 972 $16,410,876
X_%cse emplo_nllent cstimates we_'e con::ideL'ed l'easonable as the
Pennsylvania Industi_ial Dil_ector_ • for 1960 listed 6 establishments
with 7C3 elaployees in the 5 Penns_ ivania counties in major group 19.
Output estii_ates _._e'.'eobtained bF multiplyin_ (i) the e_timated
employment in each cub-sector (3-digit SIC industry) by (2) the
value of shipment:_ pel" employee obtained £..'omthc 1958 U.S. Census
Indus t_f Statistic_ (I)• See Table 4-17. The use of the national ratios
in::tead of those obtained from the su_vey (_:hich _ere the only
locally available _:atio_) was dete_l,_ined by the nondisclosure requive-
l_ent._ appli<:ab[e to the survey' info_l:ation on the sub-sector basis.
The n_tional ratios uzed _rcle Io_e__: thon the su1_vey _atios which had
to be _rithheld. In _he ajcregate, for Sectoi" 19OO, the survey derived
i
The value of shipments pe_ el,_ployee ratios used were: SIC 192-
$11,583; SIC 194- $18,_55; and SIC 199 - $20,733.
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ratio (for the 4 eztablizbzi_entz) _las i._5 ti_es !argot than the
corresponding ratio of 16,883 obtained by the use of national data;
but the survey derived ratio ws_ con.zidered unreliable in vie_,_
of the poor quality of emplo$_lentdata obtained for someof the
retu_'ns.
Regional Input-0utput Study
Department of Regional Science
University of' Pennsylvania
Fhiladelphia, Pennsylvania
t._ - l
Pz'e!imingry Draft
[.':arch,1966
Chapter 5
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, and FISHERIES
INTRODUCTION
In the construction of the coefficients of the agriculture,
forestry, and fisheries sectors, the decision was made to utilize
only available secondary information, This decision was reached
because: (1) s_pling individual_ iarms, the basic unit of produc-
tion, could not easily provide ooerational data with respect to
the product groups requi_.'ed by the study_ (2) the economic output
of this division within the study region was estimated to be only
$t34,709,00o.
The sectoring utilized in this division is by function and
product grou_ -"+'__ than by actual establishm_:Tts _'-_:.v-"....,.d._
the region. Hence, a!tho_gh there were known to be c46_3 ce_ner-
ciai farms operating with!_n the Philadeipi_ia S?iSA during 195'9.,no
allocation of these farms to specific sectors was atte:.%,ted The
......... _ ..... the _ ' "+' .... "_
gation of' the St21]da.rd Industrial Classification system, with emphasis
bein,g placed on those sectors important within the region and for
5 - 2
which secondaz7 data were available.
The sectol' definitions are not in full conformity with those
of the 1958 OBE interindustry study. The definitions and codes are
given in Table 5 - 1.
Table 5 - i
SECTOR DEFLNITIONS AND CODES
Regional Input-Output Stu_r
Sector Title Sector Code
Fruits & Vegetables
Dairy Farms
Poultry Farms
Other Agricultural
Products
Forestmj & Fishery 0809
Products
Agrl cultural,
Forestry, & Fishery
Services
Standard Industrial
Classification
0120 0122, 0123
0132 0132
0133 0133
0190 Oll, 013, 014,
019, 02
074, 081, 082, 3
084, 0_6, 091
0708 071, 0723, 0729,
085, 098
Office of
Business
Economics
(OBE) 2)
2(pt)
l(pt)
l(pt)
l(pt)(3)2(pt)
(1)SlC henceforth refers to: Executive Office of the Presideot, Bureau
of' the Budget, Standa:L'dIndustrial Classification _ianual (_!ashington:
U. S. Government Printing Oi'fice, 1957. )
(2)OBE henceforth refers to general papers, reports, etc. relating to
the 1958 U. S. intarindustry study conducted by the Office of Busi-
ness Econcmics, U. S. Department of Co_ercc. Basic report: Morris
R. Goldman, Maytin L. Marimont, and Beatrice N. Vaccara, "The Inter-
industry Structure of the United States: A Report on the $958 Input-
Outout Study" Suz'vey of Current Business Vol. 4_, No. ll (November
196_) pp iO-_97--an-Ya--a'Y___.-'_(September 1965) pp 33-49-
(3)The overlap of CBE sector i with RIS sector O190 involves the pro-
ducLion of meat animal_, cattle feed lot operations, and other live-
stock operation_, as _zell as part-ti_ne far_s (SIC 02). Although
these activitie_ exi_ted in the study area, they were not of sig-
nificant magnitude.
AGRICULTURE (Sectors O120, O132, O133, 0190)
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_e output of the agricultural production sectors _:as developed
entirely on the basis of Census reported sales (!) • The use of the
Census definition thus restricts the study coverage to farms of ten
acres or more having annual sales of agricultural products of at
least $50 and to those farms of less than ten acres having annual
agricultural product sales of $250 or more.
Since the dollar values are not published by the Census on an
SMSA or county basis for all products, it was necessary to estimate
the value of output from the quantity data available. See Table 5 - 2.
_e quantity data in col_,m (1) of this table were multiplied by prices,
noted in col_ea_ (2), to yield the dollar value estimates in column (3).
The prices used were those for the state of New Jersey as a whole. It
seemed more appropriate to use the prices for New Jersey, a highly ur-
banized state, to represent the Philadelphia SMSA prices than other
reasonably available prices, such as those for Pennsylvania or the U.S.
as a whole. It is recognized that the resulting dollar values under-
state the sales as may be reported more realistically by the Crop Re-
porting Service; howeve1" the detail and uniformity of Census data over
time suggests the greater usefulness of the Census of Agriculture datafor
a study of a hi _hly industrialized metropolitan region.
The technical coefficients for the agricultural production sectors
were developed primarilg fro_._the Agricultural Industrial R<lations
Study, 1955 (2) with additional infon_ztion f_'om sl)ecialized regional
studies undertaken by the State-related agencies.
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of A_riculture: i_, Volume I,
Counties, P_rts $ and 9 (i_e_.T_-er-geY-and Penns_-iv_i_. i..... ....___.
U. S. Gover_'mlent Printing Office, 1961). _°_ .....
(2)Robert H. Mansucci, Dollar Volm_le of Agriculture's Transactions with
Industry, Marketing Research Report I,.To.375, USDA, A_k_ [_:_ashing_on:
U.S. Goverm._ent Printing Office, 1959), and relatcd)worhing papersprepared by the Farm Income Branch. [mimeographed .
TABLE 5 - 2
AGRICLr[,TI_BAL PRODUCT OUTPUT
by Sector and Su;-sector
Regional O>tput Price T, ]i%r V%lue of
Sector Volum- neg[ona]
Product Output(_) (2) (3)
FRUITS & VEGETABLES (RI, 0120) _26,906,478
_GETABLES (USDA i0) _15,429,946
Vegetables . - 12,671,830
Irish potatoes qo.,6_._i hwt $ 1.95 1,635,401
Sweet potatoes 701,697 bu 1.60 1,122,715
FRUIT (USDA ll) $11,476,532
Strawberries 1,055,71_ qts $ .34 358,944
Raspberries 63,645 qts .T5 47,732
Blueberries 880,588 12 pts 3.00 2,641,764
Cranberries 81,491 i00 bbl 9.20 749,717
Apples 1,614,697 bu 1.70 2,744,985
Peaches 1,452,171 bu 3.35 4,864,773
Pears 7,605 bu 2.35 17,872
Grapes 282,577 ibs 0.05 14,129
Plums &Prunes 2,403 bu 3.O0 7,209
Cherries 326,750 ibs 0.09 29,407
DAIRY FARMS (USDA 3)(RIS 0132) $32,410,839
Milk & Cream 32,410,839"
POULTRY FARNZ (USDA 2)(RIS 0133) $15,701,554
Poultry & Poultry Products - 15,701,554
II
OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (RIS 0190) $56,792,314
i
(USD i) ...... $16,233,712
Cattle & calves - 9,558,220
Hogs & pigs . 6,562,782
Sheep & lambs - 112,710
OTHER LIVESTOCK (USDA 4) $ 322,683
Horses & mules - 289,082
Shorn wool 71.!_92 ibs $ [47 33,601
FOOD GRAINS (USDA 5) $ 2,131,956
Wheat 1,174.579 bu $ 1.75 2,055,513
Rye 64.238 bu 1.19 76,443
FEED CROPS (USDA ' ) $ 5,603,124
Corn 2,735 079 bu $ 1.27 3,473,550
Oats 191_390 bu ].15_ _ 221,630
Barley 335.045 bu 1.02 341,746
Alfalfa 17.203 T 31.50 541,896
Clover & Timo_h V_ 857 T 96.00 516,282
Small grains fo_" Hoy 500 T 23. CkO 11,707
Other Hays i._4'_ T 22.00 23,056
Soybean_* 2"_ _4L_ :n 2.i_2 563,257
GREE;_.OUSE ,_ I,"JRC_RY _USEA 17) $32,410,839
Nursery & Greenuouse - 32,192,222
Other . 218,617
NOTE: *The inclusl _n of soybeans "-'_h'n U?DA sector 6 is no* consistent w_th USDA
definitions (which p]aced s, beans in I-O 9. Oil Bearing Cr _ps). It was
judged how_',er that the re _._nal pr-duction of soybean_ (._=/>3.C00) was more
closely a]lled to sector 6 (in this ration) than to that _f peanuts, flax
seeds, copra, castor beans, other _il seeds _nd tung nuts, none of which
are produ c; in this re<Ion.
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_:, i.rocec_re ut'.!ized in der,v_ng coefficients uas _o estimate
initially for each _" the USDA _ _.......... e o_, noted in Table 5 - t, the
total dollar reouirements of inputs based upon the dollar value of
output noted in the, stone table. _he:;e total dollar reduireL_ents of
inputs, listed in ,_'olm_ns 4 and 8 of Table 5 - 3, were obtained by
r_ul_mDzylng the dotla_ value of output (colurm% 3, Table 5 2) by
the USDA coefficients listed in co!_um_s 3 and 7 (Table 5 - 3); these
USDA coefficients were published in the US_A research report. (I) The
dollar requirement of each input listed in eolum._s 4 and 8 was then
disaggregated to RIS sectors with the use of the disazgregate propor-
tions (2) listed in col_nms 5 and 9 to yield columns 6 and I0 respec-
tively. Columns 6 and i0 we_-c then added to yield the total require-
ments of RIS sector 0120 for each input (by RIS sector) as listed in
column ll of Table 5 - 3. These total requirements data were adjusted
in the light of published data of the Census of Agriculture detailing
specific expenditures.
To illustrate the basic procedure more specifically, consider the
development of the inputs of finished textile products to USDA sector
lO, Vegetables (shown in coltm_qs 3-6). The coefficient of inputs of
finished textile products as indicated in column 3 (USDA Sector 31)
as reported by the Department of Agriculture is 0.0i27_6. This is
multiplied by the total output of the Vegetable industry ($15,429,946)
as noted in Table 5-2. _e prod_ct ($197,442) shoLn in column 4 repre-
sents the total dollar _equiremer_ts for finished to; tile products by
the Vecetable industry witi_in the study resion.
Information from the wcrkinz Lapers of the USDA study indicates
(2)These propo_tion,z were dev_.loped from the USDA _o_d.[ing papers.
TABLE 5 - 6
ALLOCATION SCHEDULE - SECTOR 0708
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1958 OBE
SECTOR C0mTICI_
(I) (2)
1 .13924o
2 .3512.9o
.ooIo_o
9 .000005
m •001270
14 •00_820
_[ "0o7610
.OOOO50
24 .00126O
25
26
.003930
•000020
27 .000200
29 .000030
31 •001690
32 .001170
3_ .oo0005
_2 .005770
6_ •000320
.006_9o
.00417 )
68 .OOO75 )
70 .0O3330
71 .010350
73 .oo_i_o
77 .00051 o
EIS
SECTOR
(3)
0132
o133
0190
oi_o
o17o
080?
1411
1421
1441
14_o
1_o9
20_i
ao42
2o45
2o46
2o62
2093
20??
2442
24b,_
26_
2653
2654
2751
2879
2834
2841
2842
2911
27c22
3Oll
3069
oT?
151
3429
3481
349?
3951
3952
3953
3955
3981
3993
_89o
4911
4920
4941
n99o
6C11
6020
603o
6120
619o
62oe
63Ol
659o
651o
73_0
8o61
8o9o
8211
822O
8_9o
8486
DISAGGREGATE
PEOPORTICN
(4)
•200000
•?ooooo
•700000
•2OOOO0
•800000
i.c,ooooo
. ;53263
.6O8337
• _24947
•n34_
1._ooooQ
• _06_77
• L91932
•_03944
•303822
•751541
•o17181
_.000000
•113187
•398050
1.9000_0
•810861
•124357
.o647s2
•568159
.4_18_1
.2915o5
.7o84_
•8_7187
•1135_8
.o39285
•96_09
.035591
•1_9715
• 499102
.35L_83
• _59597
• 44o4o)
.231_2
•299258
•336407
•132853
•101068
•o38836
•047048
•057236
•09863o
.291551
•365631
l,QQoooo
.805729
•174271
.623075
•286820
•079_36
•OlO_67
.oo559_
.215910
•099231
•000942
.o64857
.o42703
•492751
•¢7qr 12
I.O,DOOTC)
1.000009
.i45o24
.!98585
.221554
.277826
.010975
.146036
ADJUSTED
COEFFICIENT
.O'278_8
.013924
.097468
,070258
.2810_2
.001o>o _
•ooooo3
• 000002
.oo127o
•oooo3o
•000925
.00o019
.o00o19
.003622
.oo0083
.000122
.0o7610 _
.000006
.0000_0
.0000_4
.0012_0
.oo3187
.00o_89
.ooo2_
,000011
.oo00o_
.00005_
.000142
.000026
.o000o3
.000001
.00163O
.000060
.o0o175
.0oo584
.0oo_11
.000003
.000002
.001336
.001727
.001941
.000766
.000032
.O00012
.000015
.000018
.000032
.oooo93
.oooi.18
.oo_o
.0033_o
.00o810
.000_67
.000215
.oooo6o
.00ooo8
.000o19
.000719
.000330
.OO0003
.000216
.000142
.001_41
.OO026O
.OlO3_O
.oo31_o
.ooo_3
•oooi13
.000126
.o0o159
.oo0oo6
.000o83
I_ .000050 _IO0 I. ooooo
.000o'0 920o .}{coo0o
_30o .5ooooo
82 .0000'_0 982G 1.0_0000
.00C650
.00oo35
•000035
.000070
69
80
82
VA
.4501h0
1.0000 0
9888
989_
I
.180000
.27o140
1.000000
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consur_ed by the Ve_Tetab2e industry was tezbi!e bags (SIC _)39_) and
g_, _ Cthe remaining _ 9303_'Jwas canvas products (SIC _.!jl.91!-) as sri._wn in
column 5. These proportions were used to distribute tbe total input
value sho_:n in the preceding column, and the resultin,z dollar values
are sho_m in col_unn 6. A similar procedure was used to obtain the
data for co!_i_m iO relating to the fruit production sector. Input
requirements of kindred textile p_.'oducts by both USDA sectors are
s'_wm_ed in the final eol_..n.
After Census adjustments were made, the inout coefficients for a
given sector were obtained by dividing the input value sho_n in the
last column for each R!S sector by the total dollar value of output
of the given sector. For example, the input coefficient of textile
bags (RIS 2393) for the Fruit and Vegetable Production (Sector O120)
is $191,656 divided by $26,906,478, that is 0.007123, as recorded in
the appropriate cell of the Philadelphia Region Input-Output Table.
FORESTRY A_YD FISHERY PRODUCTS (Sector 0809)
This sector was defined identically with that of the 1958. OBE
interindustry sector 3. The value of forestry prcduct output is
that reported as the value of forest products produced by the Census
(1)
of Agriculture, 1959. The value of output of the fi_hery indust_j
is that reported in special tab_lations of the Census of Co_._lercial
Fisheries, provided by the Department of the .interior, Du-'eau of Com-
(2)
mercia! Fisheries. Table 5-4 presents these values. See the fol-
].owing section for the procedure used in deriving the coefficients for
this sector.
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census, Come,us of Ag.vic-.!+_ure" 19'59- _h_.
(2)Tabulations furnished by lir. D. L. Hoy, Progr_'._ Director, Office
of Statistical Services, Bu;'._au of Ce1_m_ercial Fisheries, Fish and
_Jildlife S_rvices, letter dated October 25, 1965.
Table 5 - h
Value cf l-orestry and Fisherj Products
within the Fhi!ade!phia S_[SA:
Forest Products
Fishery Products
Total
<£:!]/[CTTJTURAL,FORESTHY, A_[D FIS}_R:.."SERVICES
5 - g
1959
$_04,9o6
62,700
$_67_6d6
(Sector O708)
This sector was defined identically with that of the 1958 OBE
interindustry study sector 4. The value of output of the sector could
not be directly estimated o_zinl to the lack of reported data. Hence,
the value of output estimates for the agricultural, forestry, and
fishery services sector were iuternally dezived. It was ass_ned that
there were no regional exports or imports of the produced services.
The value of output is therefore equated to the sum of: (i) the
dollar value of demand for the services by the other agricultural
sectors; and (2) the dollar value oi' final demand. This procedure
likewise defines the sales of the sector. Table 5 - 5 shows the
demand requiren_ents for the agricultural, forestry, and fishery
services by the other sectors and final demand.
Table 5 - 5
Estimated Output - Sector 0708
Demand Sectors Demand $
0120 703,056
0132 2'/7,7_ _'
0133 1,.651, 5:]-
0].90 532, 1'77
o_,o9 75_
Total interrcdiate _j, i65,_!56
Final Demand I, 540,262
T;_tal Demand :_i_,705,498
Sector's 070_) and '),509 a_"e of relatively small magnitude. Fence,
._ince reliable ini'orm.%tion regardin< tne operation of these sectors
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".lit!:___4he P}_iLade!i}l.ia .Ti]S:_..'an._.c-._.d..n_lyd!t_icui% _o ,_btain, it
vas decided *_o,. use ":_a'-.........;""" _= data :_Dpvop:'iate!;,; moczfle_].""
_.e procedure was as follows, Each OBE inpu:, fuzmL.:he,i i o <.hese
secto:_s, as z'ecorded in the 195S OZE interin:lus/ry table (L), "_%S
examined and the RIS secto_"s defined as bein2: included within these
ODE sectors were noted. Certain of these RIS sectors "._ere considered
insignificant contributors to the at{gre..gate OBE input sector. The
remaining relevant RiS sectors were then estimated to contribute to
the aggregate OBE sector ini0ut in proportion to their regional output.
These disaggregate proportions were mnalysed further for consistency
with }u_own industry put-chases and appropriately modified•
The _bove procedure was followed in the development of the agri-
cultural, forestry, and __l"--;_-_o.._._._se._'vices, sector 070"3, as shown in
Table 5 - 6. For example in Table _ - 6, consider the OBE sector 26
(Printing and Publishing) which includes all of' SIC industz-g group
27 (Printing, Publishing, and Allied industries). Table 5 - 7 shows
in coh_mn i the component RIS sectors of OEE sector 26. Column 2 in-
dicates for each cor:_onent sector v,-'-_"
. ,h_o_._ or not it contributes sig-
nificantly to the OBE input of printin.,_ and publishing to the RIS
sector J_.Jo. Coltm_n o records the __o_._]_[._..,___output of only those
sectors _..rhichwere _ dged to contribuse significantly. Coltum.n 4
lists the proportionate contribution of' each of these sectors.
It should be noted that of the printinc and p.Yolishing purchases,
• _'I_ i± C.Ithe most cor:__on are sig,'_s_ ,_a_el_,, br ,caarcs, ctc would be p_'o-
duced in the commercial p_'in%inj job shoys (RIS sectors 275.1, 2752).
(i) "_fh_ Tran.:actions Table of the 195c% Input-
ourve:,,', of Current iktsin__ss . Vol. 45_ !"Io. "_ (gepter,,,ber, ._.yup_o/-_)
p. 49.
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Althou_]h products from o%Ler a'.eg_lentsof OEE sector ::6 may be
consumed by the agricnltural, forcstr_:,',and fi_'hery services
s<_etor, it is estimated that such consumption is negligible i'.:,r
purposes of this study.
Table 5 - 7
DISASGXEGATIOY OF OBE SECTOR _26)
FOR _"_ _'m.L.... SECTOR 0708
Significant
RIS Sectors Inputs
(1) (2)
2711 No
2721 i!o
2731 No
2732 No
2741 No
2751 Yes
2752 Yes
2753 No
2761 No
2771 No
2762 No
2789 No
2791 No
2793 No
2794 No
2799 _o
Regional
_itput
($000)
(3)
83,946
_ 805
Disaggregate
Proportion
(4)
.568159
.431841
Regional Input-Output Study
Department of ]_egional Science
University of Pennsylvania
P]]iladelphia, Pennsylvania
6 i
Prel.iJ._inar[<Draft
April, 1966
Chapter 6
TR_/[SPORTATION,COi_iUNICATIOkTS,ELECTRIC,GAS,
and SANITARYSERVICES
Ii.TTI_ODUCTI ON
1]_e eight transportation sectors within the Regional input-
Output Study were defined in accordance with the Standard Indus-
trial Classification system and reflect the major groupings of
transportation activity _:ithin the Philadelphia :'egion. The
definitions and codes ai_e shown in Table 6 - i. All eigh_ R!S
transportation sectors are combined as interindustry sector 65
in the 19_ ODE study.
Table 6 - i
$ECYO_-_ DEFi_bfflG_S A_iD CODES
SICRegional Input-Output S budy
Title
Railroads
Local _ Suburban Transit
Taxicabs
Trucking, Local £_ Lent Distance
I_ lic _:archousing
::ater Transportation
Air Transportation
•_ansno_f,at±on Services, n.e.c.
Sector
4011
41il
4121
4210
4'220
4aOO
4500
4190
4011, 4013
I!]_ii
4121
421
44
45
'_!02, L041, hl19,
413, 414, b15, h lT,
4231, ,6, 47.
6 - 2
The determination of the regional output of transportation sec-
tors present unique probleL_swithin a regional economy. Complications
arise due to the spatial nature of transportation services and the re-
lationships of revenue to value of services rendered. It is clearly
evident that regional transportation revenues are generated in the
following ways :
(i) trips originating outside the region and terminating within
the region;
(2) trips originating within the region and terminating outside
the region ;
(3) trips originating and terminating outside the region but
passing through the region; and,
(4) trips wholly within the region.
Transportation services also are rendered by administrative or
other non-operating activities. These services are required for
effective company operation, but canno_ be easily identified on a
regional revenue bazis since no corresponding traffic flow exists
_.zithin the local area.
The sm_iple survey coverage of the transportation sectors is
shown in Table 6-2 The hijh coverage proportion is primarily due
to the excellent response from the major public transportation com-
panies. These co_:panies individually constitute a high proportion
of their specific sectors, whic}: in turn account for a major propor-
tion of total transportation activities.
Sli_,htly differing procedrres uere utilized in the estimation
of _he ,.'alueof output for each of the sectors, depending upon the
specific nature of the transportation services, the detail and avail-
ability of data, and the relative region_l importance of a sector.
Table 6 - 2
oampl_ Coverage
i_ecional Estimates Sm,_pie
d-3
Sector Establ. Empl. Outout Establ. Empl.
( $O6'0 )
Output
($000)
IIOiL 5 _o, 195 _3,471 2 15,195
4111 6 8, 994 95,657 3 7,522
4120 157 3,993 20, 587 3 3,705
4210 116 19, 19I' 193,845 !O 3,059
4220 _<" " "!o_ 2,300 z9,050 7 556
14.400 76 '7,3'72 2]_2,260 8 2,415
I!500 iO I,204 36,618 I0 i, 204
4190 309 3,205 23,671 "" <-
- _ '--'_" _r _ ,-_
TOTAL 817 62,45 _ 77_, ro_ 43 33, o_6
171, 6P-9
79, 975
19, 102
30, 694
5,113
29, 734
36,6!S
$373,  
. °Jl-' /-J" Jl _
"Sector 4190 is a statistical sector developed from non-sample
sources; thezefore, no sai:ple data are available.
2_ai!z'oads (Sec her 4011)
_.zo major railroads, with corporate headquarters within the
Philadelphia re cion, provided excellent data for this sector. Be-
cause of their size these two ._'ailroads dominate sector 4011. _ae
to the large ac%.:inistrative ooerations _:ithin the recion, their
_o_a± expenJituzes _rel! exceed the revenue earned on a strict traf-
fic flow basis. This preseuts a major difficulty in estimstin C out-
_o_ the basis of freicht and passenjer revenues.put of the sec .... on
644
Another difficulty arises frot_ the fact that, as in most major urban
centers, rail revenues from passenger operations (co_mnutation) do not
meet expenditures. Moreover, very little revenue comes from intra-
metropolitan freight movement.
For these reasons, and others, the output of this sector was
estimated as the sum of (I) regional expenditures and (2) an estimated
profit margin, based on the individual company's system-wide operations.
Detailed examination of the operating records of the individual firms
by the study research staff and substantial efforts by the respondents,
made possible the development of the highly disaggregated set of inputs
found in the structural matrix.
Local and Suburban Transit (Sector 4111) and
Taxicabs (Sector _121)
These sectors were developed on the basis of intensive interviews
with the few major firms in the industry. The outputs were defined as
total revenues received, including taxes. Adjustments were made by the
respondents to eliminate from their total revenues those revenues re-
ceived for services rendered outside the region.
The sector output for the Philadelphia SMSA was obtained from
multiplying (1) the sample esthnates of regional revenue per employee
by (2) the seasonally adjus!_ed employment totals based on the County
Business Patterns, 1959 .(1) Although both sectors are subject to re-
gulation by the appropriate state Public Utility Commissions, the in-
formation from these Commissions was not utilized. For the Local and
Suburban Transit sector it was judged that the detail in the responses
from the individual firms in the study survey was superior to that
(1)1959 H_iladelphia SMSA Employment by Industry (Economic Division E)
County Business Patterns, RIS Memorandum, August 1965.
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available frcm the Cor._nissions. For the Taxicabs sector, dat_ of the
stu@y survey were considered superior because the Cor_nission data were
not a_-_r__÷_o --e..... for the region or sub-regions and considerable effort
_._ould have been required to effect the necessary aggregation; there-
fore, the sample data with estimated sector emplo_nents were utilized.
The technical coefficients were developed from the s_Iple survey
data with the use of the standard procedure.
Trucking, Local and Long Distance (Sector 4210)
As with other transportation sectors it was difficult to define
the output of trucking within a region. The trucking indust_r serves
many areas, both locally and nationally 3 regardless of terminal loca-
tions. Further, the individual firms generally do not segment their
operations regionally, except as required by the state regulatory
agencies.
For purposes of output estimation, it was assumed that regional
firms (i.e., those trucking establishments with home offices within
the Fhilade!phia metropolitan area) earned an amount of revenue out-
side the region equal to the amount of revenue earned within the
region by non-resident establishments.
_e dollar value of output of sector 4210 was estimated frcm the
sample by multiplying (I) the total operating revenue per employee by
(2) the seasonally adjusted .... _ute_ _pl_..... totals developed from County
(i)
Business Patterns, 1959. Although the sample reflected only the
Class I 14otor Carriers, no appreciable bias appeared to be introduced.
The Interstate Co_uerce Co_:_1_sion reporte@ a differe:_tial of only $61
or _.P_i_ of th_ opera_ing revcn_ _ ......._......o,_n]n____ i_'t_een first and
(1)ibia.
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second class car'{_ic_'sfor the _liddle Atlantic F_cgio:b ]-959. (i)
The ssr_p!e of the ton larcest Class One moZor carrier_ was uded
to develop the technical coefficients. Data _:cre obgaincd fk'om the
Annual Reports for 1959 filed by the motor ca_'riers ",ridl th,,_ Interstate
Co_m_crce Conmlission (especially schedules 2998, !_O00, 4}_O, 5_!00, an,']
9002). Allocation of the expenditure accounts _o the interindus_ry
sectol.s was n:nde with reference to the uniform accounting regulations. (2)
Because of economies of scale and other similar considerations,
the data for tho larger Class I carriers are not representative of the
entire trucking industry. ,qowever, the time and cost of making appro-
priate adjustments did not seem to be warranted considering the small
changes anticipated in the technical coefficients.
_ublic Warehousing (Sector 4220)
The output of the public warehousing sector is defined as the
total of revenues earned. Output value was estimated by mu!_iplying
the sample revenue earned per employee by the seasonally adjusted em-
plo._nuent estimate based upon County Business Patterns. (3) This esti-
mate wa_ consistent with employment figures developed from the Census
adjusted for the 195g-59 change _nd for additional industrial coverage
(SICs 4271, 422_, and 4226, not included in the Census data).
(1)!nte_'state Commerce Co;muission, TIt_.NSFOi_T STATISTICS IN T._ U]_ITED
STATES for the Year endim] Decel:.ber 31, 1959: Part 7, l.]otor Car-
riers (':!ashin_yton: U.S. Ooverm_lent l_'intin,g Office, 1960).
(?-)Interstate Co_._uerce Cc_m_.ission, l[]II.'O_.lSYSTEI,I OF ACCO_[TS }OR CLASS
I and CIASS Ii COiYIO]! AND COFTi_(!T CARRIERf_ OF P?.OPERTY. (Washington:
U.S. Government Printinz Office, 19o5).
(3)1959 }hiladclphia S[[SA Employment by Industry (Economic Division E)
County Business Patterns, RIS _[i-morand_m b August, 1965.
(4)U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. CEL____SUS OF BUSINESS: 1958 b]_olesale
Trade (BC5_-WSY) _b!ic :_arehousing (_;ashin,gton: U. S. Gover_m_en_
Printing Office, i_61).
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The technical coefficients were based entirely upon information obtained
from interviews conducted by the PennJersey Transportation Study.
1:Jater Transport_tion (Sector 4400)
A significant portion of the __hiladelphia econcmy is linked to its
waterborne transportation facilities. This basic transportation indus-
try is historically complex and considerable difficulty is encountered
in obtaining reliable primary data. Its business practices are unique
and only limited cooperation could be secured. The sector was developed
from data provided by (i) knowledgeable personnel in the area, especially
those of the port development agencies; (2) past studies of port develop-
ment and financing; and (3) detailed interviews with a few cooperative
firms.
The output of the sector is fundamentally related to the level of
shipping activity in the port. The basic data were obtained from the
Corps of Engineers reports. (I) Gross tonnage values were estimated for
bul}_ and general car T_o categories. The values r'epresenting the breakdown
of general and bull: cargo shown in Table 6-3 may nob be consistent with
Table 6 - 3
Fhiladelphia Region Port Activity
Tonnage Handled - 1959
Total
General Cargo Bulk Cargo Tonnage
(Tons) (Tons) (Tons)
FO_'_IuN
Import i,466,743 39,276, i0_ 40,742,851
Export 585, _69 i, _.4j,c62 2,429, 33!
TOTAL FOPJEIGN 2, 0,_-.,212 41, l q _ ___i_,970 43, ]7p, 182
COASk_.TISE 2,644,504. 25,600, 534 28,445, O3_
!NTE_'TAL 2, 00_, _68 18, O4_'_,315 20, 053,683
IL;T_<% PORT ii_;,545 i, 030, 903 i, 145,44_
LOC,U, _A_, 66_3 2, O14, 8!i 2,235,679
TOTAL 7,240,497 b f,ol-_,p33 95,055,030
Estimates based on: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, loc. cit.
(1)Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, Waterborne Com]nerce of
the United States, calendar year 1959, Part :±, wace:_ays ane Har-
bors, Atlantic Coast."
d_ose of other studies using differing definitions; ho_rever, it is
judged that these aro valid for the input-output study purposes.
Port activity was divided functiona!lo" into six major se.Dncn_s.
Based on a revised stud_ by the Delaware River Port Authority (1) wibh
appropriate adjustments to reflect technological and price changes, an
allocation of co:_t per ton per se_nent was developed as skown in Table
6-4.
Table 6 - 4-
Estimated Functional Expenditures Per Ton Of Cargo Handled.
Group General Cargo Bulk Cargo
pilotage $O.13 $0.08
Towing O.27 O.16
Terminals O.¢q4 O.90
Bunkerage O.17 O.17
Stevedoring 6. O0 -
DockageC Others 0.56 0.45
Total $7.97 $I. 76
From interview infolmlation, the expenditures for each of the func-
tional groups were broken downin telnus of RIg interindustry sectors.
A significant portion of the expenditures of these groups are ourchases
f_._omothers within the waterborne transportation sector. The resulting
large intra-industlDr trade fl_v is 0.3151.91.
Air Trans_oortatiou (Sector 4500)
'].]_esir transportation sector wa:< developed primarily from the
\
records of the ten certificated route air carriers operating in the
Philadelphia region dub'ins 1959. Of d_c four certificated lines omit-
ted by the study, one did not en<_ade :in any appreciable m_ount of
"(]-)Delaw_'c P.iver Port Autko.'.ity, "2]_.cValue of a Ton of C_rgo to the
Area's Econor}'," 'Sept<::_be_'1953, revised September 1955. Al_o see:
"The Economic impact of the Delawore River Ports," Alderson Asso-
ciates; Inc. January lO59; "Port Devetopment l{eouire:mnts" Arthur D.
Little, Inc. Af,ril !_(]5_ and "The <_enera! C_so Situation in Zhc Po_'g
ol I_hliade!pnla, 19o'.. City of P]liladelphia, April 1965, with eco-
nomic _eport b'! Langford, Evans, and Xaraska.
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domestic passenger ai!" see'vice within the region and t}le others _._<:i"¢
ai_" freight car_ie;-s having little revenue onerations :rithin the stud_j
region.
Yhe operating data were obtained fro_:: the "Form 41 Ee_orts" filed
by the carriers _:ith the Civil Aeronautics Board. Reconciliation of
5he accounts and sub-accounts with the interindustry sec4ors was made
with reference to the unifozm_, system of accounts. (1)
Regional allocation of revenues was based upon the data provided
in schedule T-4, "On-Line Airport Activity Data." On the basis of
fourth quarter info_._,ation, the proportion of l_iladelphia activity to
total domestic activity was talculated for each of the following cate-
goz'ies: ntm_ber of revenue passengers, tons of U.S. mail and tone of ex-
pressage and frei_zht. Each proportion was then multiplied by the ap-
propriate revenue category total. This allocation thus implicitly
assu/.qes that: (1) the distribution of ;_evenue air miles for Phila-
delphia activity is not significantly different from that of the sys-
tem as a whole; (2) the charter, other revenue services, and incidental
non-transport revenues received _ere not significant in Fhiladelphia;
and (3) %he expenditu;'es for the s3_stem as a whole are reasonably re-
presentative of the actual re[_ional expenditures for the air transpor-
tation activities.
Transportation Services, not elsewhe_'c classified (Sector' 4190)
The Transpo_-tation Services, n.e.c, sectoi _ rep_'esents the resi-
dual ca_e_o_'-_ _'l_.....n_t included in the above sectoi_:_. In general, each
of these indus tries were relativel$_ small and primai'y data were dif-
ficult to obtain.
(l)Civil Ae_onautics Board, Unffo1_._ S:/s_em of Accounts and Reports for
Certificated Ai:" Carriers, as amended through June I, 1969.
(l[ashin<_ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, !_65).
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__e sector was considered in terms of three sub-groups each having
relatively similar characteristics: (1) Sits 4119, 413, 414, and 4!5
which are primarily bu:: operations and were responsible for a!_pi'oxi-
mately 305]of the total sectoc emplos_uent;(2) SICs 404, 423, 471, and
472 which have hea_j truck operations and related expenditures; and
(3) SICs 402, 417, 473, 4711, 478, 46 and _2 which have office opera-
tions as their major type of expenditures. The third sub-group was
responsible for approximately 6_ of the estimated sector employment.
_le individual group input structures were estimated on the bases
of similar operations within other industries (as noted in the above
paragraph) and national trade association information. The output was
estimated by multiplying estimated output per employee ratios by the
appropriate levels of employment.(1)
CO_,_4UNICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
Four communications sectors were defined based upon the Standard
Industrial Classification system. The sector definitions and codes
are indicated in table 6-5.
Table 6 - 5
Sector Definitions and Codes
Regional Input-Output Study
Title Sector
Telephone Communications 4811
Radio 5.roadcas ting 4832
Television Broadcasting 4833
Co_nunication Services, n.e.c. 4890
SIC OBE
4811 66 (pt)
4832 67 (pt)
4833 67 (pt)
4821 66 (pt)
4899
Within the study region these industries are characterized by a few
major firms having very large service areas and a limited number of
(1)1959 _hilade!phia SiISA Employment by Industry (Economic Division
E) County Business Patterns, RIS Memorandtm b dated August 1965.
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small firms serving extremely small areas. In general, the procedure
was to obtained detailed survey information from the major establish-
ments serving the region. Limited information was obtained for the
_maller firms only when it was judged that they represented in aggre-
gate a significant proportion of total sector output. Table 6-6 in-
dicates the study survey coverage.
Table 6 - 6
Survey Coverage
Sector Regional Estimates Survey Coverage
Estab. Empl. Output Estab. Empl. Output
($000) ($000)
4811 7 17,224 272,060 2 16,957 267,903
4832 20 10,816 3 159 6,166
5,751
4833 3 22,464 2 410 15,164
4890 6 5,763 65,597 * * *
*Statistical sector, no s_nple data obtained.
Telephone Communications (Sector 4811)
This sector was developed from detailed interviews with the two
major telephone companies servin_ the Philadelphia region. The five
smaller con_anies within the region were not included in the survey
as they were estimated to contribute only 1.5_ of the total industry
output.
The output of the sector was defined as the total receipts for
telephone services, including federal, state, and local taxes. The
output of the non-surveyed companies was estimated by multiplying
the number of telephone subscribers served by the estimated revenue
per subscriber (residential) derived from the sample.
Detailed operating expenditures for the telephone systems were
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derived by the respondents from their reports to the Federal Co_uni-
cations Co_m_ission(on the basis of the unigorm accounts (1)) and
special tabulations of local vendors. Detailed raaterial inputs were
estimated for the smaller finns within broad categories using data
provided by the larger firm. Non-material operating expenditures
we_'edetailed by both responding firms.
Radio Broadcastin_ (Sector 4832) and
Television Broadcasting (Sector 4833)
The output of the broadcasting sectors was defined as total broad-
cast revenues; that is, total time sales less commissions, plus talent
and program sales, as derived from the annual reports of the Federal
Com_lunications Colmmission. (2)
The expenditure data were based on detailed interviews with the
larger stations within the study area. The radio broadcasting industry
survey response rate was significantly lower than anticipated with only
three completed returns from six interviews.
Those stations engaging in both radio and television broadcasting
reported their operating expenses on the basis of the individual com-
pany's accounting practices.
Communication Services, not elsewhere classified (Sector 4890)
This sector was developed as a statistical sector so that the
single telegraphic (SIC 4821) could be included. Output was defined
(i)Federal Conm_unications Coz_nission, Uniform System of Accounts for
Class A and Class B Telephone Comoanies, Rules and Regulations,
Part 31. (Washington: U.S. Govermnent Printing Office, 1965).
(2)"Final AM-FM Droedcast Financial Data-1959" Public Notice B-95209
October 17, 1960 and "Final TV Broadcast Financial Data - 1959"
Public T:btice B-92983, August 31, 1960, Federal Communications
Commission, Washington, D.C.
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as total receipts including federal excise ta::es and state and local
ta'4es. The value of output was estimated by multiplying (I) the out-
put per employee(1) by (2) seasonally adjusted regional emplo_nent
developed from County Business Patterns. (2)
The operating expenditures for the sector were estimated from
published enterprise information (3), and the personal judgmlent of
the research staff.
ELECTRIC,GAS,ADDSANITARYSERVICES
INTRODUCTION
Four basic utility sectors were defined by the Regional Input-
Output Study. The sectoring was with regard to eo_/uon product or
service rather than the more restrictive definitions used by the
Standard Industrial Classification. The sector definitions and
codes are shown in Table 6-8.
Table 6 - 8
Sector Definitions and Codes
Title RIS Sector SIC
Electric Companies & Systems 4911 4911, 4931 pt, 4961
Gas Companies _ S_stems 4920 492, [;932 pt
_Tater Supply 4941 4941
Sanita_r & Other Utility 4990 4939, 495, 497
Systems, n.e.c.
The utility sectors are characterized by a few very large firms
serving well defined portions of the region. For data the study relied
ahnost exclusively on the excellent responses of these few firms which
(1)Output per employee was estimated from the 1959 Annual Report of the
?festern Union Telegraph Ccmpany.
County Business Patterns, RIS Memorandum August 1965.
(3)Annua! Renort 1959, Hestern Union Telegraph Company and Internal Re-
venue _ervices_ SOURCE BOOK OF STATISTICS OF INCCi_, 1959-60 Vashing-
ton: U.S. Depa_tment of Treasury, (micro1i_n); es0eci_lly industrie_
42_, Telegraph Communication_ and 429, Communication Services, n.e.c.
comprised a large proportion of the total sector activity.
shows the survey coverage of these sectors.
Table 6 - 9
Survey Coverage
Regional Estimates
Sector Output ($)
4911 308,229,000
4920 141,887,000
4941 39,395,000
4990 5,179,000
Total 494,690,000
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Table 6-9
Sample Coverage
Cutput ($) %
293,673,545
135,311,147
26,627,066
95.3
95.4
67.6
o
92.14
*Statistical industry developed from non-survey data.
Electric Companies and Systems (Sector 4911)
The region is dominated by the two responding companies; four other
major private utilities and five municipally owned electric utilities (1)
provide additional service for smell segments of the regions.
Output in this sector was defined as the total revenue received for
electric and steam services within the region including federal and state
taxes. Steam systems are included in this sector because they are
secondary operations of companies covered in the sector. It was estimated
that the steam operations did not exceed 2 percent of total output.
The dollar value of output for the region was developed from the
estimates of the two respondent firms (the respondent's estimated their
regional sales), end from individual estimates of the non-surveyed firms
besed upon published data and per-capita residential sales provided by
the two respondent firms.
(1)
See Statistics for Electric Utilities in Pennsylvania, 1959: Release
U-1 (;[arrisburg: Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs,
November 1960.)
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The technical coefficie_ts _ere developed from detailed data pro-
vided by the statistical aud economic staffs of '_le respondents. These
data conformed to ti_e uniform system of accounSs used by the federal
regulatory agencies3 (I) but were provided in a highly dissggregated form
consistent with the RIS sectors.
Gas Companies and Systems (Sector 4920)
This sector is characterized by four large enterprises serving major
segme_,ts of the region, with smaller operations being co_ducted by munici-
pally owL_ed systems. The sector was developed from detailed data supplied
by three large firms.
The output of the sector was defined as the total revenues received
for gas services within the region including federal and state taxes. The
revenue estimates for the individual service areas within the region were
supplied by the responding companies based on their accounting systems.
The non-surveyed portions of the region were estimated on the basis of
per-capita residential purchases and estimated industrial purchases. (2)
The technical coefficients were developed in the same manner as those
of the electric utilities. The data furnished conformed to the uniform
system of accounts used by the federal regulatory agency (B), but were
provided by the respondents in a highly disaggregated form consistent with
the Regional Input-Cutput Study sectors.
T.T 4-
,,a_er Suoply (Sector 4941)
This sector includes both public and private water utility systems. (4)
(i)Federal Power Co_missio_, Uniform System of Accounts described for
_'i •F_blic Uol ity Licensees (Class A and Class B). (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1965).
(2)"Statistics for Gas Utilities i_ Pennsylvania, 1959" Release U-2
(!_arrisbur(_: Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs, i5_60. )
(3)Federal Power Commission, Uniform System of Accounts, prescribed for
Uatural Gas Companies (Class A and Class B) (Was_i_tor_: U.S. Govern-
merit Printi_g Office, 1965.)
(h) In the five Pennsylvania counties there were 58 water systems: 18
private, 22 municipal, & 18 municipal authorities.
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The cost and distribution s_ructures do not appear to differ sig-
nificantly by type of o_nership. The output _as defined for (i)
private _ater utilities as the total revenues received for water
services and (2) public utilities as the total of current opera-
ting expenditures.
The value of output was derived from sample survey information
augmentedwith per-capita consumption estimates for the areas not
covered by the sample.(I) The value of output was verified by mul-
tiplying output per employee ratios for the surveyed systems by the
adjusted employmentdata. (2)
The technical coefficients were based upon the detailed infor-
mation available from three _urveyed firms whose output represented
more than two-thirds of the total estimated sector output. Tae
data were obtained from the largest public water system within the
region and two large private systems; hence the coefficients are
slightly biased toward larger scale, more efficient operations.
Sanitary and Other Utility S_stems, not elsewhere classified
'(Sector 4990)
This sector is the residual utility sector ccmprised primarily
of refuse collectors (SiC 4953) but includin_ to a limited extent
private sewerage system_ (SIC 4952), irrigation system operations
(SIC h971), and sanitary services, n.e.c. (SIC 4959). Combination
companies and systems, n.e.c. (SIC 4939) was included to make the
sectoring exhaustive, although no establishments in SlC 4939 were
identified within the _:tudy area.
(1)"Stotistics for Uater Utilities Including lZater Authorities in
Pennsylvania, 1959-1960." Release U-4(Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
Department of Internal Affairs, 1961.
(2)1959 Fhiladelphia SI,iSAEmployment by Industr-g (Economic Division
E) County Business Patterns, RIS Memorandum August 1965.
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Unlike the previously discussed utility sectors which included both
private and public enterprises, sector 4990 contains only privately owned
activities. It was not possible to obtain reliable information from the
numerouspublic sewageauthorities and municip81 operations. These
activities are included within the local government sectors 9301, 9302,
and 9303.
Since it was difficult to identify appropriate establishments and
obtein relieble deta for sector 4990, this sector was developed from
secondary sources. The output was defined am the tots1 value of receipts
for services rendered within the region including the resale of collected
meterials where appropriate. The operations of wholesale and retail
scrap dealers and secondhand stores were specifically excluded.
Output was estimated on the basis of adjusted employment and payroll
data from the County Business Patterns. (I) An assumed wage coefficient of
0.55 (estimated from related sectors 4210, 5093, 5930) was divided into
the CBP adjusted payroll of $1,899,000 to yield 8 preliminary estimate of
output of $3,453,000. The OASDI coverage in this industry was estimated
to be not greater than two thirds of the 8ctual employment; therefore the
CBP derived estimate was increased 50 percent to $5,178,000.
The technical coefficients for this statistical sector were developed
from secondary data and estimates based upon survey information from the
related sectors 4210, 5093, and 5930.
(1)1959 Philadelphia SMSA Employment by Industry (Economic Division E)
County Business P8tterns, RIS Memorandum August 1965
Regional Input-Output Study
Department of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Chapter 7
WHO_J_SALEAN]_iKETAILTPADES
I_[TRODUCTION
Trade services are utilized by all sectors within the economy.
These sectors provide vital linkages among the many sectors within
the rezion, and are the avenues through which the great bulk of the
transactions with the rest of the world are completed. _ne trade
sectors exist both as important producers of services and as con-
sumers of materials and services and constitute a growing portion
of the metropolitan economy.
Although the trade sectors have been frequently aggregated, in
both national and regional studies, it was possible in the rhila-
delphia study to obtain the detailed goods flow infomnation which
enable an analysis of these sectors on a disa_are_ated basis.
The Failadelphia input-output stuQ:, like most mthers, used
dollar value as the basic co_mon denominator in measuring the rele-
vant interindustry transactions, in utilizins such values it was
....... _._ .... _^÷_ +_ _l._ _r_ in tel_s of producers'
prices, purchasers' values, or some intermediate value within the
marketing channel. Conversion of the data from one type of price
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to another was required in the construction of the table, as manyof
the prices were reported as purchasers' values without reference to
the value of trade services rendered. As noted in Chapter I, all
prices used in developing the final table are in temas of producers'
values.
In general the output of the trade services in the input-output
study is taken to be "trade margin:" that is, the portion of the pur-
chasers' price which represents the cost of the marketing function
which is to be added to the producers' price. "Trade margin" within
the industry is generally defined as the value of ne_ sales less the
net cost of goods sold.
Chronologically, the trade sectors were the first non-manufac-
turing sectors developed. The experiences gained in questionnaire
design, interviewing techniques and general methodology in these
sectors provided valuable insight into the development of the other
portions of the study, and pointed up improvements which could have
been possible within the manufacturing sectors.
WHOLESALE TRADE
Sector Definitions
Wholesale trade establisl_lents were defined _¢ith regard to the
Standard Industrial Classification system and the 1958 Census of
Business %Jholesale Trade. In general, the wholesale trade sectors
are comprised of "establishments primarily engaged in sellin_ mer-
chandise to retailer:i; to instigutional, industrial, co_ercial and
profes:_ion_l uscrs; oi" to other _rho]esalers; or in negotiating as
agents in buying merchandise for or selling merchandise to such per-
sons or companies. Importers selling merchandise at wholesale in the
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United States market and exporters are included in wholesale
trade. (I)
The treatment of secondary products or services produced by whole-
sale establishments is similar to that in other segments of this study.
All secondary products or services in the wholesale trade sector, which
included specifically small amounts of manufacturing and retail and
other service functions, are classified as wholesale activities and
are included in the development of the operating data for the whole-
sale sectors. IIence, the 2.6_ of Census-reported merchant wholesaler
sales in Philadelphia region in 1958 which went directly to consumers
and farmers, (2) nomp._lly defined as retail sales, was treated as
wholesale activity contributing to the generation of the wholesale
margin.
The division of wholesale trade into thirty-four (34) sectors was
based on the Standard Industrial Classification system. Table 7-i in-
dicates the specific wholesale sectors developed in the study. (All
wholesale and retail trade sectors were aggregated in sector 69 of the
1958 OBE study.)
The output of a wholesale trade sector is a measure of the amount
of value or utility added to the merchandise between the time and place
of purchase by the wholesaler and the time and place he sells it. In
general this output is defined as the difference between the net sales
value (gross sales less returns and allowances) and the net cost of
goods purchased, i.e. gross margin. This gross margin includes the
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Business: 1958, Wholesale
Trade, BC58-_I, United States S'_._ary (Washington: U._. Gover_ent
Printing Office, 1961) p. i-I03.
(2)U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Business: 1958 Wholesale
Trade, BC58-US3, Sales by Class of Customer (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1961) Table 4B, p. 4-41.
RIS Sector
5012
5013
501_
5022
5028
5029
5032
5035
5039
5042
5c43
50_$
5045
5o_6
5047
5_48
5029
5o51
5062
5063
5064
5065
5072
5074
5o77
5082
5083
5086
5087
5o89
5091
5092
5093
5099
Table 7-1
_olesale Trade
Sector Definitions
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Title SIC Ccde
Automobiles _ Other Motor Vehicles 5012
Automotive Equipment 5013
Tires & Tubes 5014
Drugs, Drug Proprietaries, & Druggists'Sundries 5022
Paints & Varnishes 5028
Chemicals & Allied Products, not elsewhere 5029
classified
Dry Goods, Piece Goods, & Notions 5032
Apparel & Accessories, Hosiery, & Lingerie 5035
Footwear 5039
Groceries, General Line 5042
Dairy Products 5043
Poultry & Poultry Products 5044
Confectionery 5045
Fish & Sea Foods 5046
Meats & Meat Products 5047
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables 5048
Groceries & Related Products, not elsewhere 5049
classified
Farm Products, Raw Materials 5051
Electrical Merchandise, General Line 5_62
Electrical Apparatus & Equipment, Wiring 5_63
Supplies, & Construction Materials
Electrical Appliances, Television & Radio Sets 5064
Electronic Parts & Equipment 5Q65
Hardware 5072
Plumbing & Heating Equipment & Supplies 5074
Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Equipment & 5077
Supplies
Commercial & Industrial Machinery, Equipment, 5082
& Supplies
Farm Machinery & Equipment
Professional Equipment & Supplies
Equipment & Supplies for Service Establishments
Machinery, E_uipment, & Supplies, not else-
where classified
Metals & Minerals, exc. Petroleum & Scrap
Petroleum Bulk Stations & Terminals
Scrap & Waste Materials
Miscellaneous _,_olesalers. nmt elsewhere
classified
5083
5086
5087
5088, 5089
5091
5092
5C93
5094 , 5095,
5096, 5097
5098, 5099
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value of materials and services consumed in the wholesale trade ppera-
tions. To the extent that wholesale firms engage in functions other
than purchase and resale (such as inventory maintenance; credit ex-
tension; assembly, sorting, and grading; break bulk pac_agln_" -', pro-
motion; and limited manufacturing activities), the associated costs
of these operations are also included within the gross margin.
The concept of gross margin (the value of output of the wholesale
trade sectors) differs from the notion of "value-added" custcmarily
used in national income accounting practices. "Value-added" is usually
defined to exclude the cost of containers, other supplies and materials,
fuel, electrical enei'gy, and water purchased from other firms (1) , while
such costs are included in the output of the trade sectors in this
study.
The estimate of the value of output of each of the many wholesale
sectors within the Fhiladelphia 1°egion was based on Census data and
survey information. This value was obtained by multiplying (i) es-
timated sector sales by (2) the estimated gross margin per dollar of
sales appropriate for the sector.
Wholesale sales within the Philadelphia SMSA for each trade sector
for 1958 were estimated from the 1958 Census of Business. (2) These
1958 sales values were then adjusted to reflect 1959 levels by means
of national wholesale trade reports. Specifically the 1959 level of
sales for any wholesale sector was estimated by multiplying (i) the
(1)A special report hNa been prepared as part of the 1963 Census of
Business detailing merchant wholesaling activities, see: U.S.
Bureau of the Census Measures of Value Produced In and By Merchant
_^_,__,__ __ _._,.....19g._ 0r_hin,_ton:_ U.S. Goverrm_ent Printing
Office, 1965).
(°)U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Business: 1958, %,._olesale
Trade, BC58-1:A38, Pennsylvania (l'.'ashington: U.S. Governraent Printing
I _ J_-17 •Office, 1960) Table _0o, p.
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1958 Level of sales in the region by (2) the ratio of the U.S. _ales of
that sector in 1959 to the U.S. sales in 1958; and the resulting product
was then multiplied by (3) the ratio of the percentage change in personal
income in the Philadelphia region 1955-60 to the same change fo_ the
United States. The first multiplication reflects the relative sector'
growths within the national economy. The second multiplication repre-
sents a regional adjustment reflecting the differential regional growth
rates.
The procedure may be noted as below:
Reg. Sales '59 = Reg. Sales '58 x
U.S. Sales '59
U.S. Sales '58
Re_. Pers. Income '60
Reg. Pets. Income '58
x
U.S. Pers. Income '60
U.S. Pers. Income '58
'ihe annual percentage change 1958-1959 of wholesale sales in the ha-
tion by kind of business was calculated from the "i_onthly Wholesale Trade
,,(i)
Reports. Approximations of the RIS sectors to the reported kind of
business classifications were made with the assistance of the Bureau of
(2)
the Census. It was assumed that the annual changes in non-merchant
wholesale sales were not significantly different from those of merchant
wholesale sales by kind of business.
Although relative change in regional personal income i:_ not ideal
as the single estimator of the relative regional change in wbo!esale
_alcs levels, i_
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census, ";ionthl,_,,:.'holesale Trade Reports" Sales and
_u_ua_y 1_o0.Inventories, January 1959 and .... "'_
(2)See correspondence with _r. Karve¥ Kailin, Chief, Business Division,
and I.Ir.Henry _.k_iff, Assistant Chief for Census Programs. For a
general descri_tion of the major differences in classification see
the progrma description in "Monthly Wholesale Trade Reports," Sep-
temper' 1961.1 (BV-64-9), November iO, 1964.
7is relevant because a high proportion of wholesale s_les are to re-
tailers (approximately 45_) whose sales in turn are scnsitive to re-
gional personal income. The regional estimates of personal income
for the period 1958 to 1960 indicated an increase of approximately
7.19_. (I) The national increase over the same period was 5.62_. (2)
Hence, the regional adjustment factor was approximately 1.28.
The estimated 1959 regional wholesale sales by sector were then
multiplied by the gross margin per dollar of sales derived from the
sample survey data to obtain the estimated outputs. These estimated
outputs of the wholesaling sectors are shown in Table 7-2.
7
Sample Design
The sm;iple survey of the wholesale sectors was developed subject
to the constraint that resources were available for no more than 150
interviews. These interviews were allocated among the 34 sectors
with regard to magnitude of sales and the data previously provided
by the Penn Jersey Transportation Study.
The classification of wholesaling establisl_nents by RIS sector
was initially made by means of trade association membership direc-
tories, employment security information, and business directories.
With these sources it was possible to identify only about two-thirds
of the Census reported number of establishments. Complete identifi-
cation was not possible due to the large mnnber of very small firms
and the specialized nature of some wholesaling activities.
The fi!_ns to be interviewed were selected using the criteria of
maxi::]tml coverage of sales within the allotted ntm,ber of interviews
(1)National Analvsts, Inc. "Philadelphia's Position in the Regional and
National Economy Philadelphia Con_nunity Renewal Program, Reoort No.
13. Philadelphia, April 1964. Table 4, p.49.
(2)Office of Business Economics, "Survey of Current Business" National
Income, July 1963. Table 4, p.14.
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RIS Sector
5012
5o13
5014
5022
5O28
5029
5O32
5O35
5O39
5042
5043
5044
5045
5046
5o47
5O48
5049
5051
5062
5063
5064
5065
5O72
5074
5077
5082
5083
5086
5o87
5089
5o91
5O92
5093
5O99
TOTAL
Table 7-2,
Estimate@,.Ssles and Output of Wholesale
Philadelphia S_;SA: 1959
Estimated Sales
($000)
604,896
136,124
72_450
209,743
77,872
545,787
126,628
115,882
31,844
142,551
154,060
703729
55,o76
19,475
194,393
181,930
1,126,609
199,931
282,170
140,790
277,896
125,542
76,569
151,534
39,761
696,932
25,242
101,752
58,456
25_660
1,351,963
4?3,?26
iI_9,949
$9,972_955
Sectors
Estimated Cutput
or Margin ($000)
29,388
14,644
41,8_3
28,274
26,095
18,944
16,077
22,].76
63595
10,548
9,444
8,960
10,284
3,4-19
19,530
22,452
102,493
5,615
37,712
8,865
43,919
9,424
20,000
21,660
12,189
183,865
2,768
12,879
13,694
3,695
303,597
65,578
8,923
$1,655_219
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and a reasonable balance between merchant and non-merchant _,Tholesalers.
Table 7-3 indicates the coverage achieved.
Non-merchant %Jholesalers
Non-merchant wholesale establishments are primarily manufac-
turers' salws branches and sales offices. Merchandise agents and
brokers, petroleum bulk ten_dnals and plants, liquified petroleum
gas facilities, and assemblers, buyers, and associations' engaged
in cooperative marketing of farm products are classified also as non-
merchant wholesalers. (I) As the non-merchant wholesaler in general
does not take either title or possession of the merchandise, the
operating cost structure and related margin may differ significantly
from those of the merchant wholesaler within the same kind of business.
The sample consti_cted for the wholesale sectors attempted to
duplicate the merchant - non-merchant wholesaler mix reported for
each sector in the 1958 Census. Table 7-4 shows the regional and
sample proportions. The significantly smaller proportion of non-
merchant wholesaler sales in the s_nple than in the region for three
major groups (Dry Goods and Apparel, Groceries and Related Products,
and Farm Products) was primarily due to non-response of selected non-
merchant wholesalers.
In general it was easier to obtain the required cost information
for the study from merchant wholesalers. They tended to be more re-
gionally oriented and more willing to cooperate, especially since typi-
cally they were not sales offices of large national firms which impose
restrictions upon the release of data.
(1)Bureau of the Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual
([[ashington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1_57) p.147.
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Table 7 - 4
Regional and Sample Non-Merchant Wholesale Sales
as a Proportion of Total _olesale Sales
RIS Sector Title Regional (1)
Group 5
50 Total Wholesalers 70.1
501 Motor Vehicles & Auto Equip. 80.4
502 Drugs, Chemicals & Allied 81.7
503 Dry Goods & Apparel 45.5
504 Groceries & Related 67.2
505 Farm Products 17.5
5C6 Electrical Goods 72.3
507 Hardware, Plumbing, Heating 38.6
508 Machinery, Equipment & Supplies 55.5
509 _iscellaneous 55.4
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Sample
¢
62.2
85.2
90.3
8.0
29.2
4.5
75.1
16.4
55.4
59.1
Questionnaire
The primary data necessary for the completion of the wholesale
trade sectors were: (1) sales; (2) purchases for resale; and (3) de-
tailed purchases for operations. The identification of the output,
or gross margin requires knowledge of the dollar value of sales and
the value of goods purchased for resale (and associated transportation
charges, if included).
Functionally, all inten_ediate and final demand goods pass through
a wholesaler. _]e customary method of identifying the regional flows
in other studies appears to have been inquiries made at the extremes
of the transactions, i.e. ashing only the producer his regional sales
distribution, or the final purchaser his regional purchase distribution.
As was noted previously, (2) both approaches were utilized in
this study. An additional approach was attempted, namely, each whole-
saler was asked to specify the geographic sources of each of his pro-
ducts purchased for resale as well as the geographic distribution ol
_l)census of Busines_9X_ ,_ _'_ iholesa!e Trade. Op. C_b."_
(2)See Chapters i and 2 of this report.
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the resale of each of these products. The wholesaler, as an assembler
of both local and non-local goods for sale to firms within the market
area, is generally aware of the product sources since tranzporgation
charges may constitute a significant portion of the transaction.
Recognizing the vast array of products usually handled by a single
wholesaler, product groupings were developed for wach wholesale sec-
(1)
tot. These groupings were developed from the commodity-line sales
of information provided by the Census. (2) The prelisting provided the
respondents with a manageable number of products indicating the level
of desired detail and also served as a chech list for products handled.
Whereas the pre-iistings of material inputs on the manufacturing ques-
tionnaires were only partially successful, the product lists for the
wholesaling sectors were used by almost all respondents.
Data on operating costs of the wholesale establishments were ob-
tained through a more detailed listing than had been previously at-
tempted. (3) Those materials which are con'_only consumed within the
specific trade sectors were pre-listed on the product sheets. These
included office supplies, and detailed packaging supplies. Infonua-
tion was specifically requested on expenditures for the following goods
(1)Facsimilies of the questionnaire, inst_ictions, and product sheets
may be found in the appendix to this chapter, pp. 7-26 ff.
# _
[2)U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Business: 1958 _lholesale
Trade, BC58-US5, Commodity-Line Sales (_lashington: U.S. Goverrmlent
Printing Office, 1961). Although on a vei_ detailed level there
exists slight @ifferences between cemmoditions considered by the
Census study and the sectors utilized in the interindustry study,
these differences were not significant in the development of the
product lists.
1%
_3)See Chapter 2 relating to the experience in the manufacturing
sectors in this report.
and services:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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Power and energy
(a) Coal
(b) aas
(e) Oil
(d) Electricity (and steam)
Advertising and sales promotion
Rent
Insurance (non-life)
Taxes (except wage or income)
Telephone and telegraph
Business & professional services (legal, accounting)
Additional information was solicited where applicable on interest pay-
ments, banking charges, brokerage fees, and other expenses.
A question was included on the transportation expenses of the
wholesaler. This was detailed as to owned and/or operated transport
activities and other purchased _ervices. Although actual transporta-
tion costs relating to the materials purchased for resale did not enter
into the operating calculations, these costs were of considerable in-
terest. These specific costs can provide a check on the validity of
the use of the transportation margins developed by the Office of Busi-
ness Economics for the 195C U.S. interindust_ r study since the whole-
sale function characteristically includes a significant portion of the
transportation services on semi-finished or finished goods.
In general the answers to the detailed questions presented on the
wholesale trade questionnaire were obtained with relative ease. This
experience suggests that a considerable an_ount of detailed operating
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infonuation maybe elicited from the regional establishments without
a corresponding decrease in the response rate if presented in the
proper manner.
Technical Coefficients
The wholesale sectors were the first non-manufacturing segments
of the economy investigated. However, the procedures developed for
these sectors typify the general approach used for most of the other
non-manufacturing sectors. The problem was to adjust the individual
returns so as to achieve a uniform treatment of transportation costs.
The gross margin was calculated as follows:
Reported Sales Value
Less: Freight Cut
Net Sales Value
Less: Purchases from Resales
Gross MarTin
(if included)
Purchases for resale were assumed to include transportation costs
from the producer to the wholesaler unless otherwise specified. Like-
wise, it was assumed that the reported sales included the transporta-
tion costs from the wholesaler to the purchaser unless specified as
"net of transport." The freight-out costs were calculated using the
transportation margins provided by the Office of Business Economics
based upon the 1958 Interindustry Study. As noted previously (1) the
use of these transportation margins to calculate the transportation
costs at any intermediate stage between the producer and the final
consumer tends to overstate the total transportation expenditures.
(1)
See Chapter 2, pp 38-41 Supra.
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The calculation of the gross margin, as shownabove, wasmade
from the specific items listed in the s_ple questionnaire. _'_ere
data elements v_eremissing from the returns of individual establish-
ments, they _;ere estimated on the basis of compar£o!e returns from
other establishments or information available from trade associations
or special studies.
The allocation of packaging supplies _._en not disaggregated on
the questionnaire, was generally made to those RIS sectors providing
the packing supplies typically associated with the commodities handled.
A significant problem _._iththis allocation was found only within the
food _oiesaling sectors (504) _There break bulk packaging constituted
a significant portion of the _olesalers' activities.
Data on the annual average number of employees and the total annual
wages and salaries were checked against wages per employee ratios cal-
culated from the 1958 Census of Business, and the 1959 County Business
Pattern.
Within any given period, inventories may be important "suppliers"
or "constnners" of goods. However, in general it was the judgment of
the study staff that the information available concerning regional in-
ventory change was inadequate, both in terms of measurement and effec-
tiveness of reporting. Therefore, no real effort _as made to adjust
the table for inventory changes. Changes in inventory levels at the
_holesale or retail trade levels _ere not specifically included in the
calculations of output. Exceptions to this procedure vlere made for
those establisl,Jnents _&ich indicated that they incurred significant
changes in inventory levels for the period reported.
It should also be noted that there was no attempt to reconcile
the various accounting valuation procedures (e.g. LIFO, FIFO, etc.).
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The specific accounting proceedures used by the establishments were
accepted, since it was judged that the validity of the primary data
did not warrant such detailed adjustments.
RETAIL TRADE
Sector Definitions
Retail trade sectors were defined on the basis of the Standard
Industrial Classification system and the 1958 Census of Business: Re-
tail Trade. In general the retail trade sectors are comprised of
"...establishments engaged in selling merchandise for personal, house-
hold or farm cons_nption and rendering services incidental to the sale
of the goods. ''(I) The definitions by kind of business were consistent
with those utilized in the 1958 Census of Business: Retail Trade, ex-
cept that retail liquor stores operated by the state government (Penn-
sylvania Liquor Control Board) were excluded from sector 5921. Both
the Census and the study exclude from retail coverage "...places of
business operated by institutions and open only to their own members
or personnel, such as restaurants and bars operated by clubs, school
cafeterias, eating places operated by industrial and commercial enter-
prises for their own employees, establishments operated by agencies of
the Federal Government on military posts, hospitals, etc." (2)
The treatment of secondary products or services produced by retail
trade establishments is similar to that in other segments of the study.
All secondary activity is included with the primary classification;
(1)Bureau of the Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual
(Washington: U.S. Goverm_ent Printing Office, 1957) p. 153.
(2)u.s. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Business: 1958, Retail
Trade BC58-KA3_, Pennsylvani'a (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1960) p. 38-114.
_f
hence, although restaurants prepare food, feed stores grind grains,
etc., these activities are considered retail in nature.
The division of retail trade into forty sectors was based upon
the Standard Industrial Classification system. Table 7-5 indicates
the specific retail sectors developed in the study. As noted pre-
viously, all wholesale and retail sectors were combined in sector 69
in the 1958 OBE study.
OUTPUT
The output of a retail trade sector is a measure of the amount of
value or utility added to the merchandise between the time and place
of purchase by the retailer and the time and place he sells it. As in
wholesale trade, this output is generally defined as the difference be-
tween the net sales value and the net cost of goods purchased, i.e.
gross margin. This gross margin includes the value of materials and
services consumed by the retailer.
The estimate of value of output for each of the many retail sec-
tors within the Philadelphia region was based on Census data and sur-
vey information. Similar to the procedure used in the wholesale trade
sectors, the value of output was obtained by multiplying (i) estimated
sector sales by (2) estimated gross margin per dollar of sales appro-
priate for the sector.
The retail sales for 1958 within the Philadelphia SMSA by each of
the forty sectors were estimated from the 1958 Census of Business. (I)
These 1958 sales values were then adjusted to reflect 1959 levels by
means of national retail trade reports. Specifically, the 1959 level
of sales for any retail sector was estimated by multiplying (i) the
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Business: 1958. Retail
Trade BC5G-P@.38 Pennsylvm_ia (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1960) Table 103, pp. 38-34-35.
RIS Sector
5210
5221
5231
5241
525o
5311
5342
5331
5351
5390
5411
542O
5431
5441
5460
5490
5511
5521
5531
5541
5599
5610
5621
f503o
5641
5651
566o
5690
5710
5722
5730
5812
5813
5912
5921
594O
595o
5971
598o
5990
Table 7-5
Retail Trade
Sector Definitions
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Title SIC Code
Lumber & Other Building Materials Dealers 521
Heating & Plumbing Equipment Dealers 5221
Paint, Glass, & _allpaper Stor@s 5231
Electrical Supply Stores 5241
Hardware Stores & Farm Equipment Dealers 525
Department Stores 5311
Mail Order Houses & Merchandise Vending 5343 532
Machine Operators
Limited Price Variety Stores 5331
Direct Selling Organizations 5351
Miscellaneous General Merchandise Stores 539
Grocery Stores 5411
Meat & Fish Markets 542
Fruit Stores & Vegetable Markets 5431
Candy 3 Nut, & Confectionery Stores 5441
Retail Bakeries 546
Miscellaneous Food Stores, not elsewhere 5451, 549
classified
Motor Vehicle Dealers 5511
Motor Vehicle Dealers, (used cars only) 5521
Tire, Battery, & Accessory Dealers 5531
Gasoline Service Stations 5541
Miscellaneous Aircraft, Marin%& Automotive 5599
Dealers
Men's & Boys' Clothi1_g & Furnishings Stores 561
Women's Ready-toe, ear Stores 5621
Women's Accessory & Specialty Stores 563
Children's & Infants' Wear Stores 5641
Family Clothing Stores 5651
Shoe Stores 566
Miscellaneous Apparel & Accessory Stores, 5671, 56813
not elsewhere clsssified 5699
Furniture, Home Furnishings 3 & Equipment 571
Stores
Household Appliance Stores 5722
Radio_ Television, & Music Stores 573
Eating Places 5812
Drinking Places 5813
Drug Stores & Proprietary Stores 5912
Liquor Stores 5921
Book & Statione_7 Stores 5940
Sporting Goods Stores & Bicycle Shops 595
Jewelry Stores 5971
Fuel & Ice Dealers 598
Retail Stores_ not elsewhere classified 593_ 596,
599
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1958 level of sales in the region by (2) the ratio of the U.S. sales
of that sector in 1959 to the U.S. sales in 1958, and the resulting
product was then multiplied by (3) the ratio of percentage change in
personal income in the Philadelphia region 1958-1960 to the same change
for the nation. The first multiplication reflects the relative sector
growths within the national economy. The second multiplication re-
presents a regional adjustment reflecting the differential regional
growth rate.
The general procedure may be represented as:
U.S. Sales '59
Reg. Sales '59 = Reg. Sales '58 x x
U.S. Sales '58
Reg. Pets. Income '60
Reg. Pers. Income '58
U.S. Pers. Incom_ '60
U.S. Pers. Income '5_
The annual percentage change 1958-1959 of retail sales in the
nation by kind of business was calculated from the "Monthly Retail
Trade Reports. ''(1) Approximations of the RIS sectors to the reported
kind of business classifications were made with reference to the tech-
nical study of the Bureau of the Census (2) and Census staff assistance.
The relatively high proportion of personal income spent for goods
and materials purchased from the retail sectors suggests that relative
regional change in personal income may be used as a reasonable regional
(3)
adjustment.
The estimated 1959 regional retail trade sales by sector were mul-
tiplied by the gross margin per dollar of sales derived from the sample
(1)U.S. Bureau of the Census. "Monthly Retail Trade Report" Retail
Sales. December 1959.
(2)Max H. North and Ralph S. Ifoodruff, Reconciliation of the 1958
Census of Retail Trade with the Monthly Retail Trade Report,
Bureau of the Census Technical Paper No. 9, (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1963).
(3)For adjustment data, see Supra. pp. 8-9.
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surveF data to obtain the estimated outputs. These estimated outputs
for the forty retail sectors are shownin Table 7-6.
SAg[PLEDESIGN
Tin_-cost constraints severely restricted the gathering of pri-
mary data on retail trade. These constraints and the large numberof
retail establis_nents within the region (43,952) led to the decision
to use a mail questionnaire. The cost consideration limited the total
n_,_er of questionnaires sent to ii00. Thesewere allocated amongthe
retail trade sectors in proportion to the numberof establishments im
each sector as reported by the Census. This allocation was then ad-
justed to reflect the availability of data provided by the Regional
EconomicSurvey of the PennJersey Transportation Study. See Table
7-7.
The identification of the establishments by RIS sector to be
included within the san_le survey was substantially more difficult
than in the manufacturing and wholesaling sectors since there did not
exist an exhaustive listing of regional retail establishments. Thus
the samplewas drawn largely from the classified telephone directories
and to the extent possible from the published trade directories and
market lists.
The s_nple was segmentedto maintain a general locational balance
between the establishments within the central urban area (i.e. the
City of Philadelphia) and those in the suburban counties. In general,
lO_owaschosen within Buchs County, Pennsylvania; lO%within the three
NewJersey counties; 10_within the remaining suburban Pennsylvania
counties; and the remaining from within the City of Philadelphia.
Table 7-6
Estimated Sales and Output of Retail Trade
Philadelphia SMSA: 1959
Sectors
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RIS Sector
521o
5221
5231
5241
525o
Est_nated Sales
($000)
143,342
10,517
18,541
3,509
62,132
Estimated Output
or Margin ($000)
51,676
3,305
6,889
ijllO
19,684
5311
5331
5342
5351
5390
450,872
86,780
186,985
176,852
82,O87
185,382
35,899
106,953
73,889
30,699
5411
542o
5431
5441
5460
5490
1,o33,1o9
95,4-07
22,670
25,887
38,356
193676
196,364
25,271
5,771
12,025
18,3o5
7,210
5511
5521
5531
5541
5599
727,498
53,715
45,989
269,Oll
1o,963
216,o52
9,416
123531
63,806
4,124
561o
5621
5630
5641
5651
5660
5690
83,197
1203960
33,648
17,178
33,671
66,967
203218
32,436
46,684
14,143
6,418
15,670
23,852
i1,294
5710
5722
573O
138,O55
69,942
32,707
57,007
17,757
10,802
5812
5813
5912
5921
5940
595o
5971
p_ou
599o
TOTAL
316,O32
156,409
166,656
24,253
14;22_i
113722
30/_64
"pu, ( Up
163 _5,04
 2_2o_A@/7
183,929
84,151
58,430
4,781
7,532
4,112
12,281
2D ,,"u,-
71,60_t
1,802_446
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Table 7-7
Survey Response and Coverage
by Retail Trade Sectors
RIS Sectors Number of Establishments
Total in Region Qa) Sample
Number of Returns
RIS PJTS
RIS Response
¢
5210 557 15
5221 115 2
5231 228 6
5241 55 i
525O 85O 22
5311 39 2 17
5331 458 15 3
5342 307 6 4
5351 1,978 19 2
5390 995 14 5
5411 6,106 llO 288
5420 1,245 22 3
5431 617 ii 2
5441 1,224 22 4
5460 744 13 i
5490 493 Ii 2
4
1
1 (b)
i
5
(o)
(b)
(b)
(d)
(b)
l! 26.7
. 50.0
ib 16.7
1 0.0
13 22.7
0 0.0
4 20.0
3 5o.o
O 5.3
7 35.7
lo 4.5
8 13.6
0 9.1
4 18.2
4 7.7
i 18.2
7 25.O
0 28.6
2 2O.O
i0 8.9
I 25 .O
22 20.8
12 7.4
19 5.5
14 5o.o
2 14.3
12 4o.o
2 14.3
5511 616 24 6
5521 353 7 2
5531 345 I0 2
5541 3,237 ll2 13
5599 130 8 2
5610 748 24 5
5621 961 27 2
5630 624 18 1
5641 337 lO 5
5651 248 7 1
5660 811 25 lO
5690 273 7 1
5710 1,381 37 6 20 16.2
5722 485 13 4 5 30.8
5730 425 12 2 7 16.7
5812 5,381 156 14
5813 3,530 129 8
Total Coverag
¢
2.7
2.6 4
7.5
3.6
2.1
43.6
1.5
2.3
O.i
1.2
4.7
0.9
0.3
0.7
0.7
0.6
2.1
0.6
1.2
0.7
2.3
3.6
1.5
3.2
5.6
1.2
2.7
I.i
1.9
1.9
2.1
8 9.0 o.4
o 6.2 o.2
5912 1,817 47 7 15
5921 213 15 3 o
5940 261 7 o 4
5950 227 6 o 3
5971 482 12 o 7
5980 835 21 3 1
5990 3,662 93 7 39
43,393 1,i18 447 296
a'1958 data from Census of Business: Retail Trade. This excludes es-
tablishments without payroll which were not classified by the Census
at this detail.
b'Includes one statistical establishment to avoid disclosure.
14.9
20.0
O.O
O.O
O.O
14.3
7._
13.9
C'No mail questionnaires were returned, five enterprises were obtained by
personal interview using the detailed questionnaire. The five enter-
prises represent 17 establishments.
d'Five mail questionnaires were returned, additi_ma] ly f_.ur enterprises were obt:_ined
by persona] interview using detailed quc_<ti<.,_riaires. The four enterprises pers<ma]]y
interviewed represente{] approximately 27? e_:tab!ishm.>nts
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.3
1.5
0.5
1.__/3
1.7
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QUESTIO_AIRE
The mail questionnaire for the retail trade sectors was developed
with emphasis on brevity_ anon_nity and ease of completion. It was
originally anticipated that the information in the RIS survey would
au_,lent the 296 returns available from the Penn Jersey Transportation
Study and would be used to detail further the information available
from the IRS statistics. (I)
The questions were of a general nature which could readily be
answered with minimum recourse to the records of the establishment.
Requesting dollar values was avoided in order to increase the response
rates. The only information in dollar te_1_s which was requested was
an indication of the general magnitude of total sales.
On the reverse side of the questionnaire the respondent was re-
quested to circle the listed categol_ which best described his opera-
tions. This provided a check against the initial classification of
the establishment in the selection process.
To au_nent the first mail questionnaire which was not as success-
ful as anticipated_ a second form was used which requested the dollar
values on all items rather than percentages of sales. This question-
naire was used only after the stock of initial questionnaires was ex-
hausted, and generally a second letter was sent _ith the questionnaire
to non-responding establishments. It was possible to ascertain the
differences in response to the two forms of questionnaire since the
second was used as a follow-up to the reminder letter or telephone
call where there was no response to the first questionnaire.
(±)
Internal Revenue Service_ Source Book of Statistics of Income,
1959-60. Washington: U.S. DeparNuent of Treasury (microfihn).
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A more detailed questionnaire was developed for the major retail
establishments similar in design to the wholesale questionnaire. This
questionnaire was used exclusively for the department stores (sector
5311), and chain grocery stores (sector 5411). Data obtained from the
major retailers tended to confoz_more to the specific accounting prac-
tices of the industry and the enterprise than to the needs of the in-
put_utput study.
Technical Coefficients
The methodology used in derivingthe technical coefficients in the
retail trade sectors was similar to that developed for the wholesale
(1)
trade sectors. The percentage distributions of expenditures based
on total sales value obtained from the first type of mail question-
naires were initially transformed into dollar values for each firm by
multiplying each of the expense percentages by the median of the total
sales class within _ich the finn was reported. These resulting dollar
values were then aggregated with the dollar value data available from
the second type of questionnaire and the returns of the Penn Jersey
Transportation Study.
The cost of goods purchased was estimated by multiplying the per-
centage provided by the respondent (defined as cost of goods purchased
for resale divided by total sales) by the median of the total sales
value class noted. The gross margin was then deterr_ned as the median
value of the sales class noted less the cost of goods purchased for re-
sale.
Wage and salary proportions were calculated from the information
provided in the 1958 Census of Business: Retail Trade. Labor coeffi-
cients were derived as follows;
(i) See pp. 7-14-16, Supra.
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1958 Census reported Payroll x Sample Sales
1958 Census reported Sales Sample Gross Margin
= Labor Coefficient
(9888)
The major retail trade sectors interviewed by means of the detailed
questionnaires (sectors 5311 and 5411) were developed in the same
manner as the wholesale trades.
As previously noted (1) no attempts were made in the retail
trade sectors to adjust for inventory valuation methods or inventory
change, except _en the respondent considered the change to be suf-
ficiently significant so as to volunteer the information.
(i) See p.7-15, Supra.
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Wharton School o[
Finance and Commerce
Dr. Walter Isard, who is a member of the Governor's Council of Science and Technology
and Professor of Economics and Regional Science, the Wharton School, is conducting a
major study on the economy of the Philadelphia metropolitan region. This study is
important because it will assist the Council 3 business groups, state and city govern-
ments, and other important bodies, in identifying the types of industries which would
be most desirable to promote in the Philadelphia region.
As you are aware, the city of Philadelphia itself is experiencing an undesirab]gf high
rate of unemployment. It is therefore essential s both from the standpoint of e.]_nu_ma-
ring unmnployment in the Philadelphia area and for stimulating the growth of the Phila-
delphia area, that we give Dr. Isard _iL1 the encourage_ment stud assistance we cm] in com-
pleting his important study.
Dr. Isard is constructing a detailed sales and purchases table in order to reveal the
different markets that exist for different products in the Philadelphia region. To
do this it is necessary to obtain information from your firm as well as others. Your
name has been selected as part of a sample of the over 7100 wholesale establishments
in this region.
You can rest assured that whatever data you provide him will be kept in strictest con-
fidence, and no data will be published which would reveal info-_mation on individusl
firms.
I would therefore greatly appreciate it if you would cooperate _ith Dr. Isard in supply-
ing the information he requests. Dr. Isard or one of his associates }Till shortly be in
touch with you on this matter.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Pennsylvania's Secretary of Conm_erce, John K. Tabor,
indicating the State's interest in the study.
Sincerely yours,
WOW/lib
Encl.
Willis J. Winn,
Dean
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REGIONAL IMPACT STUDY
Wharton School of Finance and Commerce
University of Pennsylvania
WHOLESALE ACTIVITIES
l_--_hi
other_
the
/
Please repoI_/info_
vities of this f"
"s requested for the calendar year
not _ossible to provide data
_e _se the nearest av_iiab!e year.
._¢ is ccnrpieted for any period
Tear 1959, please indicate
i wholesaling acti-
)hia region.
<
The Philadelphia Stand_
,%tArea (S_iSA) is comprised
Chester, Delaware,
Pennsylvania; and Burlington
in New Jersey as indicated on th_ att
If any questions arise with regard to s'
in this questionnaire, please call:
:an_$tatistical
: Bucks,
in
:eros
Mr. Thomas W. Langford
Dept. of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
D., .-I1.11
Name of Establishment:
Address of Establishment:
Respondent's Name:
Respondent's Title:
\
Average Annual Employment "'_..,
Total Annual Wages and Salaries* $
*See instruction sheet for specific definitions of these terms.
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C. ANIMAL EXPENDI__ES FOR PO:JER AND ENERGY
Do
Eo
a. Coal
b. Gas
c. Oil
d. Electricity
TRANSPORTATION _--_o_,_
a. _at is your t J_a_ a-_m:_a_i......._ .............._ .......
b. Do you o-_, or otj_erate y._t_ o_,,r.._tr_-ns_.,o:_'ts.i;io2 v_thic.k,'es;'
C_7 F-I
If yesj please eso_.-_t,ethe f'ol!o_?,,'ixtgtr_r_sl;ortr_it_ted e_xpenses
Wages and Salaries $
Maintenance and Repairs $.
Fuel and Oil $_
Other Operatir_ E:_oe_ses $
Total $_
OTHER CURRENT OPEPAT_NC; K(PENSES, not iz_cl'_:dedabove°
Advertisi_ _nd sales promotion
Rent
Insurance
Taxes _exceot .... _-"
........ wao_ or i_come)
Telephone an_ telegr_g,h
Bd.,_, ..... and professional s,e._c{"ice¢ . _±eg_.-!.; aec'v,. )
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INSTRUCTIONS
REGIONAL Ii_PACT STUDY
U_iversity of Pem_sylvania
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._e_. the aceo'.,_.pa.nyingquestionuaire short and si<ple.We have attempted to _- _F
Host of the definitio-us below are those co_muon!y used by the U. S. Bureau of the
Census and are likely to have been ealc'_la-oecL for orevious census returns
If data are not available in the form requested, please estina%e the values
rather thau leaving the question blank.
1. Average Annual __<olo?Du.ent
As defined by the U. S. Bureau of the Census, this represents the
average of all full time and part time employees on the payrolls of the estab-
lishp, ent who worked or received pay for any part of the pay period ending nearest
the 15th of the months of i_arch, Hay, August, and November. Included are all per-
sons on paid sick leave, paid holidays, and paid vacations during these periods.
Excluded are members of the armed forces and pensioners carried on the active rolls
but not working du-¢ing the period. Officers of corporations are included as em-
ployee_; however, proprietors and partners of unincorporated firi_s are excluded.
2. Total A:mual Waqes and Salaries
This ..... -_uo_.._ includes the gross earnings paid during d.e calendar year to
all employees on the payroll of the establishrent as described above. This in-
eludes co:_'.issions_ dismissal pay; all bonuses_ vacation and sick-leave pay; and
compensation iu ],:ind. You may v se the information from census returns or federal
withholdiug tax reoorts.
3. I:_ire]]ases
Please include in this schedule %he prod:_cts purchased in the operations
of your firNs as _._ell as those purchased for resale. The classification of pro-
duets m_.y be found on the supplementary sheets. If any category of products ac-
co_ n'bs for _<' __ _]_,j or more of your total sales and do not aoi_ear on the classifica-
tion sheot_ please inc]icate_ using the reverse side of the schedule for a descrip-
tion of the group. If any proble:::s arise iu the classification of _)roducts please
call the study offices.
Tran_'port Costs - Costs of purchases should be.the amounts paid (after dis-
counts and allowances) for goods and products. Th.ese prices should include
freight charges if" possible. (If freight charges are excluded or if you pick up
in your own trucks: please note).
OriA_in of Rarchasers:
Prodt,cers
9hose establishments pri:._arily engaged in the production or ma_r_facture
of goods and products.
Who].ess ]_ors
Those non-manufacturing establ_ish_.ents engaged in sell:hiS goods to re-
tail and wholesale trading es_ab].i:;hi:ients, or to industrial, col,,',._.c_"'c_--:'"]institu-
tional and professional users.
7-33
p2
Others
Establishments from which you purchase, and you do not believe that
e__.:e_ of the two above categories. Please describe these firmsthey fall into '-'
in detail.
Note that the percentages in each of the rows should add to i00.
4. Sales
Please include in this schedule on!_ those products which you have sold.
All product c!esses reported on schedule "A" (r_rchases) as purchased for resale,
should be sho_m on schedule "B". Sales value or billings should be after all dis-
counts and allowanees_ f.o.b, your establishment. (If freight charges can not be
excluded_ or if you deliver in your own truchs_ please indicate so in the aplJro-
priate eoltuun. )
Distribution of Sales to _trchasers:
Retailers
This category of purchaser includes all establishments engaged in
selling merchandise for personal 3 household or fari.1 consumption, and rendering
services incidental to %he sale of such goods.
_oles alers
See page I
11_ufacturers
See 2rod_?.c.ers.,page i
Hous eho!ds
This catego!_y includes only those sales directly to individuals as
consumers of the goods and services.
Govermuents
_]is c&tego_j of purchasers includes a!___lagencies of the various
Federal, State_ County and Local govermuents.
Institutions
_his catego!%" includes public emd parochial educational facilities,
colleges and universities_ hospitals, libraries, hotels, fraternity houses,
lodges, etc. Note that restaurants are classified as retail establishments.
eva
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501 ifOTOR V]_HICLES 7U,,tDAUTO!_OT!VE EC:UIP:Eh'T
5012
5013
5o14
Auto-_obiles and other motor vehicles
Automotive equip_._ent
Tires and tubes
Pro_tcts purchased for resale:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
I_i
N
Lotor vehicles, ne._r,complete
}.[otorvehicle parts £_accessories, new
_o_or vehicle parts _ accessories, used
Trttck trailers
_.iotorcycles; bicycles C._parts
i.lobilehomes
Tires £- tubes
Gasoline, kerosene, distillates
Lubricating oils & greases
Paints, varnishes, lacquers & en_ue!s
Auto waxes f_polishes
Radios _ TV sets
Household appliances
Sporting & a%h!etie goods
Please specify any other products which compose
5_ or more of your purchases;
0
P
q
R
3711
3714
5521
3715
3751
3791
3011
2911
2992
2351
28/:.2
3651
363-
3949
Products l_urchased for operation:
I
2
3
4
5
6
Stationery
Envelopes of all kinds including industrial
Pens, pencils _ other office materials
Bags
Cordage & twine
Co_rse _.;rapping paper
2621
26t'2
395-
2643
2298
2621
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5O22 DRUGS, DRUG PROPRIETARIES A_'YDDRUGGISTS' SDT_DRIES
Prochtcts purchased for resale:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
Pharl_aceuticals
h-oprietaries
Biologicals
Botm_icals & other di%%gists' cheuieals
Cosuetics, toiletries, perftu_.es
Sanita_r paper products
l_otographic equipmeut & supplies, including fi]o_l
Cigarettes
Cigars & other tobacco products
Confectionery
Pens, pencils, & office & artists materials
Gm:_.es,% toys
}!ousehold applisa_ces
Radio & TV sets
Clocl:_sjwatches, & parts
Glass containers
Plastic containers
Please specify any other materials which compose
5c,_or ,uore of your total purchases.
2834
2834
283!
2833
2844
2647
3_61
2111
212-3
207-
395-
3941
363-
3651
3671
3221
3079
Products purchased for operations:
i
2
K
4
5
6
7
P
q
iO
Stationel_j
E_qvelopes of all hinds
Pens, pencils, & other office materials
Bags
Cordage & twine
Coarse wrapping paper
Paper board containers & boxes
Glass containers
Plastic containers
l'[ooden containers
2621
2642
395-
2643
2298
2621
265-
3221
3079
254-
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507 HARDUARE,ANDPLUiIBINGA!,UD_AT!NG EQUIE_ENTANDSUPPLIES(part)
5074
5077
Plumbing and heating equipment and supplies
Air conditioning and refrigeration equipment and supplies
Products purchased for resale:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
H
Pltm_bingfixtures, fittings, & trim (brass goods)
Enamelediron & metal sanita_r ware
Vitreous g_semivitreous porcelain sanitary ware
Cast iron pipes, soil pipes, etc.
Steel pipe $_tubing
Copper pipe & tubing
}[eating equipment
Air conditioning & refrigeration equipment
Regrigerant gases
Hardware
Household appliances
Radio & TV sets
Ducts, sheet uetal
3432
3431
3261
3321
3317
3351
3433
3585
2813
342-
363-
3651
344.4
Please specify any other products which cor_pose
5% or more of your purchases.
Products purchased for operations:
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
Stabione_j
Envelopes, all hinds
Pens, pencils, & other office materials
Bags
Coarse wrapping paper
Paper board containers & boxes
Wooden containers
2621
2642
395-
2643
262l
265-
254-
3-37
5o91
5o93
HETALSANDi',ilNEI%^J_S,KXCEPTPETROLEUI[PRODUCTS
SCRAPA2_DWASTE I_TERIALS
Products purchased for resale:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
Q
R
S
Se_i-finished iron & steel products
Sheet, strip, & bar steel (cold rolled)
Sheet, strip & bar steel (hot rolled) incl. tinplate
Iron & steel wire & wire products
Steel pipes & trbes
Cast iron pipe _: other gray iron castings
Stainless steel
Copper & brass, shapes, forms, & other mill products
Al_ini_nu, shapes, forms, & other mill products
Crude or re_.......!nea lead
Crude or refined zinc
Clu!de or refined non-ferrous metals, n.e.c.
Precious metals
Used automotive parts g_ equi?:_ent
Railroad transportation equipment
iron & steel scrap (if industrial, identify source industry)
Non-ferrous i_etal scrap (if industrial, identify source industrj)
Waste paper
Waste rags, textile waste, wiping cloti_s
Please specify any other products which compose
5% or more of your purchases.
3312
3316
3312
3315
3317
3321
3312
3351
3352
3332
3333
3339
3341
5521
374-
Products purchased for resale:
1
2
3
4
Stationery
Envelopes, all hinds
Pens, pencils, & other office materials
Wooden containers
2621
2642
395-
254-
UNIVERSITY of PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA 19104
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Wharton School o[
Finance and Commerce
Regional Impact Study
Dear Sir:
The Nharton School of the University of Pennsylvania has recently undertaken a large
scale study of the Philadelphia metropolitan region and its economy. The study is
concerned with the inter-relationships of the various sectors of the economy and the
relationship of the region to the rest of the nation.
The study will permit the analysis of changes in the econon_ and will be of significant
value to those agencies concerned_ith the vital problems of unemployment, relocation
and renewal3 and general economic growth.
The Philadelphia metropolitan area, comprised of the counties of Bucksj Chester, Dela-
ware, Montgomery and Philadelphia in Pennsylvania; and Burlington_ Camden and Glou-
cester in New Jersey, contains in excess of 44,000 retail establishments.
In an attempt to gain insight into the operations of this major sector of the economy,
your establishment has been statistically selected and we hope you_rill respond to the
enclosed questionnaire.
Recognizing the value of your time, we have attempted to make the few questions as
short and concise as possible. These questions may be completed in less than five
minutes and will substantially improve our knowledge of the retail operations in
this region.
As you will note, the questions are so constructed so as not to disclose absolute
values of your expenditures. You may rest assured that no information will be pub-
lished which might identify individual establishments.
If you have any questions regarding the study or the enclosed questionnaire, we will
be most pleased to assist you in any way possible. Please call Mr. Thomas W. Langford
at 594-7737. Thank you for your kind cooperation.
Respectfully yours
Economics and Regional
Science
WI/cva
Enclosures
II.
III.
IV.
Vo
Wharton School of Finance & Commerce
University of Pennsylvania
REGIONAL IMPACT STUDY
Please indicate the percentages of total sales represented
by your business expenditures in the following categories.
These values may be obtained by dividing the purchases in
the appropriate categories by the total sales value for the
year.
a. Cost of goods purchased
b. Rent (indicate if owned)
c. Energy (oil, gas, electricity)
d. Telephone & telegraph
e. Packaging (bags, containers, wrappings, etc.)
f. Insurance (except unemployment or hospitalization)
g. Professional services (legal, accounting, etc.)
What percent of your goods are purchased within the
Philadelphia Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area?
The total sales volume in the reported period was:
(please check the appropriate box)
[] less than $ 50,000
[] $ 50,000 to $149,999
[] $150,000 to $499,999
[] $500,000 to $999,999
$i_ 000,000 and over
Average annual employment
±_ii_ imformation is for the year i9
¢
¢
TWL/cva
PLEASE CIRCLE Th_ _o_v_ER OF THE CATEGORY BEST DESCRIBING YOUR
OPERATIONS (i.e. responsible for 50_0 or more of your business
receipts).
BUILDING MATERIALS, HARDWARE, & FARM EQUIPMENT:
521 Lumber and Other Building Materials Dealers
522 Heating and Plumbing Equipment Dealers
523 Paint, Glass, and Wallpaper Stores
524 Electrical Supply Stores
525 Hardware and Farm Equipment
GENERAL MERCHANDISE:
531 Department Stores
532 Mail Order Houses
533 Limited Price Variety Stores
534 Merchandise Vending Machine Operators
535 Direct Selling Organizations (door to door)
539 General Merchandise Stores
FOOD:
541 Grocery Stores
542 Meat and Fish Stores
543 Fruit Stores and Vegetable Markets
544 Candy, Nut, and Confectionary stores
545 Dairy Products Stores
546 Retail Bakeries
549 Misc. Food Stores (not covered above)
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS & GASOLINE STORES:
551 Motor Vehicle Dealers
553 Tire, Battery, and Accessory Dealers
554 Gasoline Service Stations
559 Misc. Marine, Aircraft, and Motorcycle Dealers
APPAREL & ACCESSORIES:
561 Men's and Boy's Clothing and Furnishings Stores
562 Women's Ready-to-wear Stores
563 Women's Accessory and Specialty Stores
564 Children's and Infant's Wear Stores
565 Family Clothing Stores
566 Shoe Stores
567 Custom Tailors
568 Furriers _ud Fur Shops
569 Misc. Apparel and Accessory Stores (not covered above)
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS, & EQUIPMENT:
571 Furniture, Home Furnishings, and Equipment Stores
572 Household Applianee Stores
573 Radio, Television, and Music Stores
EATING & DRINKING PLACES
5812 Eating Places
5813 Drinking Places (alcoholic beverages)
OTHERS:
591 Drug Stores and Proprietory Stores
592 Liquor Stores
593 Antique Stores and Second-hand Stores
594 Book and Stationery Stores
595 Sporting Goods Stores _id Bicycle Shops
596 Farm and Garden Supply Stores
597 Jewelry Stores
598 Fuel and Ice Dealers
5992 Florists
5993 Tobacconists
5994 News dealers told Newstam]s
59_i C_r_era and _otographie S_pply Stores
599'/ Gift, Novelty, _l(t Souvemir Shops
59!)8 Optical Goods Stores
O_{ER: (please specify)
q_'IL/cva
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/
WHARTON SCHOOL OF FIN._._CE 7hhrDCC_,]qERCE
Unive rs its, _]sylvania
REGIONAL II,iPACT STUDY
I. Please indicate the dollar amounts of your business exp_no.zture:_
in the following categories for the hear:
_. Cost of goods purchased for resale
. Rent (indicate if o_..:ned)
$
$
$
$.
/_f,..7
v _e_.
f. Insuran ,mefft ._p_.p.) $
...Z !/l r....
g. Professional servic! S,,_'c oui_t-t. _ 7
ii. Totai,,ages and :sa!aries paid to empl_oye_s ,_ tn_ _ _
III. Average am_ual n_:_ber of employees
IV.
V°
i'_at percent of your purchases are made within the Philadelphia
metropolitan area?
I'_at was your total dollar value of sales (receipts) ,"or the .fear?
$
Thank you
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REGIOUId]_,iPACTSTUDY
_._arton School of Finance and Conmnerce
University of Pennsylvania
RETAILTRADES
IC
I(
If
other
the year u
Please renort
vities of'this firm <
_quested for the calendar year
not possible to provide data
us%"-the nearest available year.
completed for any period
'_ 1959, please indicate
The Philadelphia
Area (SI_A) is comprised of
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery
Pennsylvania; and Burlington, Cs_de_
in New Jersey as indicated on the at"
acti-
region.
/\
ical
ks,
a
If any questions arise with regard to s_
in this questiom_aire, please call:
Mr. Thomas W. Langford
Dept. of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
(215) 594-7737
Name of Establishment:
Address of Establishment:
Respondent's N_:le:
Respondent's Title:
Average A_mual Employment:*
Total Annual Wages _nd Salaries*
*See instruction sheet for specific definitions of these terms.
0
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ANh_AL EXPENDi'I_(DRESFOR PO_ AND ENERGY
a. Coal
b. Gas
c. Oil
d. Electricity
_XPENsn_TRANSPORTATION-" _ ....'_
a. What is your total ar_nuai tr_msportation eroense°_ . $
b. Do you own or operate your o',mtransportation v_hic!es?
Yes _--_ No D
If yes, please estimate the followi_ transport related expenses.
Wages and Salaries
Maintenance and Repairs
Fuel and Oil
Other Operating Expenses
Total $.
_L
$.
_THER CURRENT OPEF_TLNG _XFENSES, not included above.
: Advertisi_ and sales promotion
Rent
Insurance
Taxes (e_xceDt wage or income)
Telephone and telegraph
Business and professional services (legal, acc't.)
Regional Input-Output Study
Department of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Chapter 8
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
8 - i
Preliminary Draft
_iay, 1966
FINANCE
I_RODUCTION
Six finance sectors were defined within the Regional Input-Output
Study. The sectors were based upon the Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion system, but also ref_.ect the major institutional breakdowns within
the region and the availability of secondary data. The sector defini-
tions and codes are shm_n in Table 8-I. All six finance sectors are
aggregated within sector 70 of the OBE study. There exist significant
differences in definitions of output between this regional study and
the 1958 OBE interindustry study for tLe U.S. (I)
Table 8 - i
Sector Definitions and Codes
Regional Input-Output Study
Sector Title
6Oll Federal Reserve Bank
6020 Commercial & Stock Savings Banhs
6030 l_tual Savings Banks
6120 Savings & Loan Associations
6190 Miscellaneous Financial Institutions
not else_here classified
6200 Security & Conunodity Dro!:ers,
Dealers Exchanges, and Services 62
(1)Office of Business Economics, "Industl_- Description Appendix I to
SIC
6011
602
603
612
604, 605, 611, 613,
614, 615, 616, 67
Input-Output Study - 1955" U.S. Department of Colmuerce, November,
1964.
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Table 8-2 shows the estimated regional output and sample coverage
for the financial sectors.
Table 8-2
S;_IPLE COVEPAGE
Sector Regional Output Sample Output Percent
($) ($) Coverage
6011 8,134,000 8,134,000 I00.0
6o2o 313,821,0o0 246,454,2°°_"i) 78.5(1)
6030 11+4,230, 000 75,736,200 52.5
612o l,369,ooo I,369,ooo(2) lOO.O(2)
6190 94,266,000 (3) (3)
6200 62_ C68,000 17 r432_ 646 28.1
TOTAL $623,890, 000 $349, 126,046 56. G_0
(1)Based on special tabulations of reoorts by the 3rd Federal Reserve
Bank. Special survey to augr_lent the Federal Reserve Bank tabula-
tion covered 55.C_0 of the regional output.
(2)Based on FHLBB published data. Special survey to augment the
FHLBB data covered 24._ of the regional output.
(3)Statistical sector, no sample data obtained.
Federal Reserve Bank (Sector 6Oll)
The Third Federal Reserve District Bank is located in Philadelphia.
The value of output of the bank was defined in teims of the total cur-
rent operating expenditures, less Federal Reserve currency expenses.
Although the service area of the bank encompassed more than two-thirds
of the Conm_onwealth of Pennsylvania, the entire State of Delaware, and
nine counties in i_ew J_-sey, ........_ _ output of banhing services _r_
considered to be produced within the _iladelphia SMSA. The total
operating expenditures for the bank during 1959 were $8,131,200.
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It should be noted that the level of output of this sector is
relatively independent of other activity levels within the economy, or
the actual income accruing to the Federal Reserve District Bank. The
expenditures represent only approximately 17.3_ of the total income,
the residual being transferred to the U.S. Treasury each year. In
1959 this residual represented approximately $42,227_O00.
_e development of the technical coefficients was based upon pri-
mary data available from the Federal Reserve Banh.
Commercial and Stock Savings Banks (sector 6020)
Ninety-nine enterprises within the Philadelphia SMSA were identi-
fied within sector 6020. The multiple branch banking operations and
the lack of branch bank operating data made it necessary, for the pur-
poses of the study, to consider the central office of the enterprise
to be the focus of all banking activity.
The output of this banking sector (6020) was defined as the total
annual operating earnings. The regional value of output was estimated
from the annual "report of Earninzs and Dividends ''(I) filed with the
Federal Reserve Dank by all member banks. A tabulation of the report
was prepared by the research staff of the Federal Reserve Bank provid-
ing the required infol_uation by asset size of bank. _e nineteen non-
mender banks within the Philadelphia SMSA were assigned, in accordance
with the asset data av_i!able (2) to the four size classes; and the
outputs based on FRB reports of each of these classes was increased
aecordinsly.
(i) "Report of Earnin(_s and Dividends - Calendar Year 1959" Federal
Re,serve Banh Fona F.R. 107, Revised October 1957 and "Instruc-
tions for the Preparation of Reports of Incense and Dividends by
Hember Banks of the Federal Reserve S_stem."
(2) Polk's Bank Director_v, (Nashvil!e: R. L. Polk Company, 1962).
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The preliminaz_g tabulations indicated that 25.8_, of the reported
current operatins expenditures were classified in a residual entry en-
titled "Other Current Operating Expenses." A special co_ercial bank-
ing questionnaire was developed to per_:_t the disa_re_ation of this
(1)
account. This questionnaire requested the breakdown of the re-
sidual account into twenty or more sel_uents reflecting the R!S sectors.
The questionnaires were mailed with introductory material to the presi-
dents of twenty-four major federal re;_erve member commercial banks
within the study region. Eleven banks responded with excellent detail,
in many cases listing ten or more additional items; one bank returned
a partially completed questionnaire. The overall resoonse rate was
50_. The sector coverage with respect to dollar value of output was
78.5_ for the general data, and 55.C_# for the detailed info_uation on
the single residual account.
The technical coefficients were calculated in the standard manner
previously described; that is, the appropriate expenditure value for
each designated sector _'as divided by the total value of output.
Mutual Savings Banks (Sector 6030)
Mutual savings banks (savings banks operating on a _uutual basis
without capital stock) are primarily located within the Northeastern
United States. Within the _:iladelphia SIVA, it _._asestimated from the
County Business Pattern data that they employed approximately 1,394
• (2)
persons In _-2PJ.
(1)Facs_ui!e of the special Ccr_ercial Banking questionnaire may be
found in the Appendix to this Chapter on p. 8-13.
(2)See 1959 Philadelphia SMSA Emplo_u_lent by Industry (Economic Division
G) County Business Patterns, RIS _morand_ b August 196_.
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Info:_m.ation available from the Regional Economic Survey of the Penn
Jersey Transportation Study provided adequate detail for these banks co-
vering 52.5 percent of total sector employment. The Penn Jersey stu@y was
the sole source of data for the development of the sector. The value of
output, defined as total current operating earnings, was estimated by
multiplying the sample output per employee by the total estimated regional
employment in the sector. The technical coefficients were developed in
the standard manner previously described on the basis of a sample of four
enterprises.
Savings and Loan Associations (Sector 6120)
_wo hundred fifty seven savings and loan associations were reported
within the l_:iladelphia SI_:SA. The value of output of this sector, de-
s -- _ ..........
This estimate was based on regional tabulations by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board. (I) The basis data for this sector were obtained in a two-fold
process similar to that used in the commercial banking sector. With the
use of the dats reported on twelve sccounts frcm the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, tabulated for the Philadelphia S::SA, it was possible to de-
velop aggregate categories of expenditures. These were disaggregated
based upon a special questionnaire distributed to twelve major associa-
tions within the region. _:e coverage of this detailed questionnaire re-
presented approximately 24.9 percent of the estimated sector output within
the region. Technical coefficients were developed in the standard manner_
being based on the published data and the special questionnaires.
Miscellaneous Financial Institutions not else:_here classified (Sector 619C
This aggregate sector was defined, to include the many relatively
(1)Feceral i:ome Loan Bank Board, Combined F:nanciai StaLements: :>ou
(Washington: , 1961) Table 23, pp. 162-3. The 1960 data
were used since 1960 was the first year for which statistical infor-
mation was available at the metropolitan area level, and since there
was no firm basis upo:: which to make an adjustment to 1959 levels
for the study region.
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small financial sectors within the region, including _rust companies;
foreign exchanges and banks ; currency exchanges _ safe deposit com-
panies; clearing houses ; rediscount institutions; agricultural, per-
sonal_ and business credit institutions; loan correspondents and bro-
hers_ and all holding and investment companies. Inadequate regional
data and the diversity of activities required the development of the
aggregate sector as a statistical sector.
The value of output of the sector was defined, consistent with
the other financial sectors, as the total current operating income.
_o'. 268,000. This _+_ ....+_The regional output was estimated to oe Cy_, ..... ..
was derived by multiplying the total n_m._ber of employees in the sector (i
by the wages per employee value derived from County Business Patterns,
1959. (2) This total payroll value was then multiplied by an estimated
output per wage dollar to obtain the sector output estimate. The ra-
tio of total output to wage and salary pa_.ents was derived with the
use of the sm_ple data from sectors 60_0, _ _o0o0_ and 6120.
Security and Con_uodity Brohers, Dealers, Exchanges and Services
(Sector 6200)
This sector is defined as SIC major group 62; that is, those es-
tablishments engaged in the underwriting, purchase, sale, or brokerage
of securities and other financial co_itracts on their own account or
•_ ........._,_,_ exchange c_earin_ houses, andfor the account of uo_; _ ........o_, --
other services allied _zith the exchange of securities and ce_:_odities.
(1)1959 :hilade!_ohia_ ,o_J__A.....r,__-=_ _..............P bj l.udustzT__ (Economic Division G)
County _usiness Patterns, _I ....:[c!:ioi.and<mb August i_;o5.
(2]U,, .u. _,_{:_ o= _'--__...........: :.:.'_3.Bureau of Old-Aile and Survivors
Insurance, Count:< Business o _+_;,.... Firs t-Ouazter 19!}9, Parts RA,
3'_, !:iddle Atlantic States (:.:ashington: U.S. Goverzuucnt Printing
Office, lO61).
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The value of output of the sector was defined as the total opera-
ting revenues, excluding the net capital gains of securities and com-
modities on the "house account." The output was estimated by multi-
l_in ,_ the total estimated regional sector emplo_lent (I)- by the ratioPY
of output per employee derived from the sample.
A special mail questionnaire was developed for this sector.
_enty-eisht questionnaires were sent out to a sample of regional
firms; nine completed returns were received (32.1_ response rate).
The technical coefficients were developed in the standard manner
on the basis of the nine special questionnaires obtained in the sample
survey and two returns from the Penn Jersey Transportation Study.
Additional info_lation was obtained from the annual reports of selec-
ted fimns in the industry and the data of the Internal Revenue Set-
(2)
vice.
INS[TRANCE
Two insurance sectors were developed within the Philadelphia re-
gional economy. _ese reflected the major division of the industry
into life insurance carriers and non-life insurance carriers. Th_se
carriers engaged in non-life insurance activities include accident,
hospital, and health insurance; fire marine, and casualty insurance;
surety, title, and other undei_.rriters of insurance. _e sector de-
finitions and codes are sho_._n in Table 8-3. Table 8-4 give_: sector
outputs and sa_ple coverage.
(1)1959 Fni!adelphia SMSA Employment by Industry (Economic Division G)
County Business Patterns, RIS Memorand_u, August IQ65.
(2)Interna! Revenue Service, Source Book of Statistics of Income,
1959-60, Uashington: U.S. Department of Treasur._f (microfi/Ju)
Industry 651, p. p_-<_.
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Table 8 - 3
Sector Definitions and Codes
Regional Input-Output Study
Sector Title SIC
6301 _bn-Life Insurance Carrier_ 632 pt. 633, 635, 639
6310 Life Insurance Carriers 631, 632 p4.
Table 8 - 4
Sector Output and SampleCoverage
Regional Ss1_ple Percent Coverage
Output Output Firms Output
Sector Firms ($000) Firms ($000) 5_
6301 43 117, 786 6 93,739 13.9 79.6
_q f6310 87 802,525 5 jlo, 688 5-7 64.4
Life Insurance Carriers (Sector 6310)
The value of output of the life insurance sector is defined as the
total of operating and undel_ritimg costs inclusive of profits. This was
estimated in the Philadelphia region to be approximately $i17,756,0OO.
This estimated output was obtained by multiplying (I) the ratio of total
(1)
undem,_riting and operating costs (inclusive of profits) in the sample
to total premitm_s earned by (2) the value of total premiums earned by sec-
tor fir:_s _ithin the SI,_A as reported by the State Insurance Ccrm_ission-
ers. (2) _]]is procedure involved the ass_:_tion that there exisbs an in-
dustry-_ide relationship bet_een prelkhm_s earned and the total under_riting
and operating costs in the same year. _c location of insurance carriers
(1)The profit rates for the _" _oamp__ were ¢%tained from indu_try data of the
Internal ilevenue Service.
(2)"Reoort of the Insurance Ce_mis'_ioner of the Ccr_lon_,_ealth of _nnsyl-
vanla for the Deriod June I, 1©5 <) to ihy _!, ,-9o0. (_[arrlsourg: Penn-
sylvania Insurance Departmei]t," 1960).
9with respect to the region was made on the basis of the site of the main
administrative offices.
The total output of the sample was obtained by su!.m_ing the reported
current operating and underwriting expenses and imputing to that s'_unan
(1)
appropriate profit.
A special questionnaire was developed to obtain primary data from the
major insurance carriers within the region. (2) Although each of the com-
panies operating within the region is required to file an annual financial
report with the appropriate state insurance department, these reports pro-
vided insufficient detail on the materials and services purchased.
Sic major life insurance firms were selected from the 43 firms with-
in the region. All selected fi_Is responded, providing a coverage of
$93,739,146 or 72.1 percent of the total output. The technical coeffi-
cients were developed in the standard manner; an imputed profit value of
5.69_0 was based on the IRS data.
Non-Life Insurance Carriers (Sector 6301)
The value of output of the non-life insurance sector is defined as the
total premiums earned by the carriers within the study region. This out-
put estimate was based upon the reports filed by the carriers with the
State Insurance Department. (3)
Five of the 87 largest non-life insurance carriers were intervie_red
using the special insurance questionnaire. The data obtained provided
significantly greater detail than the data available from the annual fi-
nancial reports filed with the State insurance departments. Four of the
five carriers responded with detail e-_ceeding that initially requested.
(1)internal Revenue Service, Op. Cit. Industries 662 and 669.
(2)Facsi_uile of the special questionnaire is in the Appendix, PP. 8-17-i_.
(3)Pennsylvania Insurance Department, Op. Cit.
- iO
The sample coverage was $516,657,755 or 64.4S_of total sector
output. Technical coefficients were developed in the standard
mgnner.
Real Estate, Insurance, and Combination Agents (Sector 6590)
This sector was defined to include those agent operations
not elsewhere classified. Specifically it includes: Insurance
agents, brokers, and service (SIC 6411); Real estate operators
and lessors (SIC 651); Real estate agents, brokers, and managers
(SIC 653); and combinations of real estate, insurance, loans, and
law offices (not classifiable on the basis of predominant nature
of business) SIC 6611).
The value of output of the sector was defined as the total
annual revenue (excluding personal financial earnings). The sec-
tor output was estimated by multip_ring the estimated total re-
gional employment within the sector (l]by" the sample output per
employee.
Since there is a wide diversity of enterprises within the
sector, various procedures were utilized to verify the estimated
sector output. In general, reasonable consistency was found in
the use of output per employee ratios as calculated from the sam-
ple data gathered by the study, the data of the Penn Jersey Trans-
portation Study, and payroll per employee data derived from County
Business Pattern publications. (_)
(i) 1959 Philadelphia SI2SA Employment by Indust17 (Economic Division
G) ............._.... Patterns, nT_ i_omn_n_m Au_st 1965
t_2;U.S " Bureau of the Census and U.S. Bureau of Old Age and S{_r-
vivors Insurance. Op Cit.
_3- ii
The p.:_imarydata were obteined from I_ _'ct,_i_s cf ;;i_,_P,:nJ!
Jersey Transportation Study covering 3]__Iempl.oy,=c:_ _!nd the iimi
ted surv%r by RIS providins iO returns coverinf7 '7!'_cmp]o',"<es.
Intotal the survey data represented a coverage of approximately
2.1°/_of the estimated total sector employment. The %ethnical
coefficients were developed from the survey data in the standa:
manner.
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APPENDIX
Chapter 8
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Questionnaire: Co_ercial _anking
Questionnaire: Savings and Loan Association
Questionnaire: Security & Co_odity Brokers
Questionnaire: Insurance
Questionnaire: AGents
8-13
8-14
8-15
8-17
8-__9
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REGIOHAL Ii'4PACT STUDY
Wharton School of Finance and Co_u_lerce
University of Pennsylvania
CO_,E.IERCIAL BANKIi'_G INDUSTRY
To enable this study to identify the purchases of goods and
services by the cor_r,]erciel bsnhing industry from the other inc]ustries
in the economy we have developed this special questionnaire. Reference
is made to the REPORT OF EARi']II,7GSAND DIViDEHDS - 1959, which all member
banks filed with the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. Specifically
these questions are an attempt to identify expenditures which were
classified as "Other Current Operating Expenses", question 2-h. Estimates
are acceptable where information is not easily available. (If any
problems arise 3 please cell _[r. Thomas W. iangford, 594-7737).
_otal uZ'u_'rr'entOperating Earnings
6. Vater _/ / / _;q,,',
g///7<
$
,
--
........
$
_,hioh) $
$
7_
8.
9.
i0.
Ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Pn_t._ -e /'\ $
Fire_
Su o , ,
Auditing Services . - _/
Advertisin_ Services _4%. /._/kY Z_/
Business forms (deposit slips, etc.) $
$ </_$,
Office Supplies
Janitorial and Cleaning Services
Office Equipment (minor)
Protection Services
....... & ...... ,_ I
$
$
$
Th_.nk You
SAV_OS m_D _ _SSOC_T_O__S
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Regional _pact Study
Wharton School of Finance and Comaerce
University of Pem_sylvania
Thomas W. Langford; Jr.
594-7737
_ase indicate dollar values for 1960 expenditures.
hal Operating Income
_t (real_'_ z_-_
at (other)_b_%_ _/_
!
s/Oil
ter
fice Supplies
inting Services
intenance Supplies
al estate taxes
her state and local taxes
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
_ /-_
.• </
v ,/
< /SZ
deral Tsxes $
>
<
$
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REGIONAL I?iPACT STUDY
Wharton School of Finance and CO_eree
University of Pennsylvania
Security and Commodity, Brokers and Dealers
and Other Financial Services
for
If
other
the
requested for the calendar year
t possible to provide data
$_ige the nearest available year.
,ed /
/im completed for any period
/
_r 1959j please indicate
Please report
of your fii'm _lithi_
The Philadelphia Standard
Area (Sf_A) is comprised
Chester, Del_mrej Momtgome:
Pennsylvania; and Burlington,
in New Jersey 8s indicated on
;atistical
Bucks ;
in
_r
If eny questions arise with regard to
in this questionnairej please call:
1_. Thomas _[. Lsngford
Dept. of Regional Science
University of Pennsy]_ania
(215) 594-7737
Name of Firm:
Address :
Respondent :
A. Average Annual Employment
B. Total Operating Revenue
(exc!u<]ing financial
earnings )
Goods/Services Purchased
i. Real estate rent
2. Co_uunication equipment
3. Data processing equipment
4. Utilities: electricity
gas/oil
water
5. Telephone
6. Telegraph &/or other systems
7. Printing services
8. Office supplies
9. Postage
i0. Advertising
ll. Insurance (bonding, etc.)
]2. Interest & banking charges
13. Payments to other brokers_
dealers_ etc.
14. Legal services
15. Auditing services
16. Other business services
17. Others (specify)
.
Total Value of
Purchases
8-16
Estimated Percentage
Purchased within the
Philadelphia Region
¢
18. Wages & salaries
19. PensiOns & other employee
benefits
20. Federal taxes
2]. State taxes
22. Local taxes
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REGIONAl,IMPACTSTUDY
_._herton_chooi of Finance 8r.d Com_erce
University of Pennsylveni_
I A _ or[ha%-!
is not pos,_
nearest
for any period /dic_te the perio<_dsed.
Please report
of the firm noted below:
'or the calendar year lq_°..,I. If it
deta for ic'qo olease use the
J/_' 2 .
questionnoire is completed
!ndsr year 1959; please in-
insurance activities
<
If any questions arise vith regard
questionnaire, please call:
;n this
A. Average annual n_£oer of employees
B. Total Annual Wages and S81aries $
C_ $
D, Estimated proportion of the above premiums within the study area.
(See attached map). J
I. Office Supflies
2• _[on:]fo].d business forms
3. Printinz services
4. 1,iailinz services
5. Postage
6. Office equipment (purchase)
7. Data processing equipment (purchase)
_ Date processing equipment (rental)
9. Real estate rental
iO. Electricity
ii. Oil/Gas/Steam
:%L_• Wster
i_. Telephone_ Telegraph
14. Advertising
15. Janitorial/Cleaning services
16. }.binteuanee 0: repair e::pense
]-7• Investment expenses
].8. _,uditing services
15_. Legal services
20• _ _" _" + iR_ist, a__on & licensing fees
2!. Re-insurance pr emi__s
22. Agents fees or cor:_ission (non-wage)
23. Local taxes
24. State taxes
25. Federal taxes
26 Claims .......• pay,,.e.q_s to ".policy holders
27 Other p_y .... nts to policy holders
25. Medical services
2<. Rating bureau services
30. Brokerage fees, etc.
31. Employee benefit programs
32. OLhu_
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Thank you
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U;!:.4.ve,'_ity of ........ "........"
Insur_nc_ :r,a_Real E_tv-te A_,_;_._
]:._..............r, ;._.:,zo.,,. ..."Y is req_te.:.ste_ for the c--,_.._r.d_,,-..,.. yec, r 1959, i:C it i.s no-;', ,..r,._..... _,,_..,..,-_',-n:_"Do .,.,'<,_:::_.
¢_a_.::. fo,- 1959, p.!e_so use "[he neo._:e.<:t __%:i.%o',,:,le yea::-. _'" t_,e "_,......... "."'""," ....
for ::,u';I o:_<_r p_r_(,e thm_ the calendar ye,_r 19_9, ple-.-_.o__-.":.... _'_,+he p_.ric_ 'c_.:_.a
P].e.,:se re;>_r_ infot_:_.%ticn co..':.cernin_ al% ,Vour ac%i,,_ties ......... <LO ......... _........... ,.,_r.,-_.:o<._
(%,h_.' co.:.:,:.tze3 of }A,c..-_; _...._ _._.., ::'Jela_.-tare_ ho:,:'+_go:-'"'.o]_.rand _'--,41,..__,,_;j_<...._,._ ,.._.._.:..,..;.,..,... .-in ..}'-:'",_.,,_rT-,*_4...,._.,_D.,,,"
• 4": "_4 .,.._...- _ O1 I. -'-'-
_r,¢'.,.)'n;'.r!i._g_,e:'_-, Co.'.._.denand C,.ioucesi',e.v i_: i,lm.,' jersey c_ __,¢....... _._¢. _-e atto.c"..ed _:,_'-'j),
.... ¢9.-._su.-,.ol, arise, ple.[-ue, do no'o hcs..tau_ to Iir, ",;:-*<'-_-:,_'J, L:.n_iford, . _-:--i ,:. ; -
h_ a,.. _,. _ _..B. _o,,al A.,u-:u,:,..'_.LWages ..::../urSalaries
11o CcCd_/Sert:iCes bu.-.:.chase.._.
Legal
Apprai.zal
Other (specify)
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.!_.. Title Seo.reh
]2, Assoele.l;',::n l:11csoud Fees
13. Contribt_ i:,ions
14. );_:_,_.L_ _ Forms
15. Auto _l)_nse_ Gas/Oil
Rep_.y
Federal
State
Local
18. Insurauce (including bonding)
,19. Obher (please specii_)
(2)
-,,,..-,.,....u
T_L_( YOU
Regional Input-Output Study
Department of Regional Science
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Chapter 9
9 - 1
lh_eliminary Draft
June, 1966
General Services
INTRODUCTION
The General Service sectors have contributed significantly to
the economic growth of metropolitan regions. These sectors have been
providing an increasing quantity and variety of services to the people
and businesses in the region. For the period _#_ to _#_1ogo+_o_.._sales
of these sectors increased 34.2% while the number of establishments
decreased by 3.1_. These sectors represented approximately 18.7_
of the total value of gross output of the Philadelphia regional
economy, in 1959.
Since there exists a very large number of establishments of
small size and great diversity within the general service sectors,
it was not possible, because of limited time and funds, to obtain
the data necessary for the development of these sectors in a manner
wholly comparable with other sectors of the study. The experience
of the study, however, clearly indicates that the necessary data
can be obtained, and that the methodology does exist for incor-
porating such data within the conceptual framework of a regional
input-output study.
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Tl_evalue of output of the general service sectors, which _ere
devclo_.ed consistent with th_ OBEUnited States input-output study
for 1958 (see Table 9-I), was defined as total earned business
receipts. According to the Bureau of the Censusdefinitiol these
receipts include "...the total of all receipts from customers for
services rendered during the year, whether or not payment was re-
ceived during the year." Excluded from these receipts are investment
dividends, real estate rental, and other similar non-business income.
The receipts, however, do include "local and state sales taxes and
Federal excise taxes collected by the establishments directly from
the cusomers and paid directly by the establisbnnent to a local, state
or Federal tax agency." Unlike the definitions used by OBE, the RIS
Table 9-1
SECTOR CODES A_D DEFINITIONS
Regional Input-output Study
Sector Code Sector Title
SIC OBE Sector
Code Code
7200 Hotels, Personal & 70, 72, 76 72
Repair Services (except 7694 &
7699) (1)
7300 Business Services 6541, 72 73
(except 7391)
7694, 7699,
81, 89 (except
8921)
7500 Automobile Repair, 75 75
Services, and
Garages
7900 Amusement & Recrea- 78, 79 76
tional Services
O_ sector 73 excludes establishments engaged in the redemption
of merchandise coupons; these establishments were included within
RIS sector 7300.
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Table 9 - 2
ESTI_L_TED REGIONAL EIv[PLOIq_NT AND OUTPUT
Sector Emplo_nnent Output
($000)
7200 39, 390 350,567
7300 40, 556 681, 529
7500 7,297 122,749
7900 ii, 364 !03,707
TOTAL 98,607 I,258,552
sectors do not include as output the transferred secondary products
of other sectors, but do include merchandise sales of the RIS service
sectors, which ODE transferred to the trade sector.
The estimates of re3ional output for these sectors are sho,:n
in T&blu _'-2. A detailed account of the estim2.tion procedures used
for each sector follo_m.
PERSONAL SERVICE SECTOR (Sector 7200)
The value of output of Personal Services, was estimated by ad-
justlng the 1958 Census data shown below.
Personal Services, Estimated Output
Philadelphia, _$A
SIC
7ol
7G3
72
762
763
764
769 (exc. 7694, 7699)
Census Reported Receipts
(_000)
53,737
3,901
214,822
28,4_4
3,72!
9,235
 3,95 
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Since these data do not report Rooming and Boarding Houses (SIC 702)
and Organization Hotels and Lodging Houses on a membership basis
(SIC 705)_ a conservative estimate of the output of the omitted
sectors of approximately $5,500,000 was added to yield _J3_,283,000
as the total output estimate of RIS sector 7200 for 1958. This sum
was then multiplied by the average annual increase in regional
personal income over the two year period 1958 to 1960, to yield
an estimate of the 1959 output for this sector, as recorded in
Table 9 - 2.
BUSII'_SS SERVICE SECTOR (Sector 7300)
The output of the Business Service sector was developed in a
manner similar to that of Personal Services. The hetrogeneity of the
Business Service sector however required many estimates to be cle-
veloped from non-Census sources. As noted in Table 9 - l, the sector
includes not only those establishments classified within SIC 73
(Business Services), but also: Title Abstract Companies (6541);
repair services related to business, (Armature Rewinding Shops
(7694) and Miscellaneous Repair and Related Sea-vices (7699); Legal
Services (Slll); and other miscellaneous services (89), including
accountants, engineers, architects and other professional services.
The output of each of the above segments of the sector were estimated
separately.
Title Abstract Companies, (SIC 6541). The regional employment
in this industry was estimated to be 240. From the County
Business Patterns d_tta the average wage per employee _as calculated
(1)
See Philad-!7_his _i[$A _h_plo3u_:_It (E'_onom_ _._Divi_ [,_n H) County
Business __ _ter_s_ RIS memorandmn, A_L%ust 1_,65.
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to be $3,170.83. On the basis of discussions with informed ad-
ministr_tive personnel] in the industry and other information, it was
judged that wages and salaries constitute approximately 50 percent
of total output; therefore the level of output was estimated at
$1,522,000.
Business Services (SIC 73, excluding 7391). (1) The estimate of
regional output of this segment of the sector was based primarily
upon Census data. _le census repoi_ted employment in the Philadelphia
(2)
SMSA in 1958 for SIC 73 (excluding 7391) was 17,598. This figure
was considered to be much too low; and in its place an employment
estimate of 26,172 was used, based on the adjusted County Business
(3)
Pattern data. The value of $14,071.03 receipts per employee was
calculated from the regional Census data. This value was multiplied
by the estimated employment to obtain $368,267,000 as the estimated
value of the regional output for this segment.
Repair Services (SIC 7694 and 7699). Selected repair services,
namely armature rewinding shops (SIC 7694) and miscellaneous repair
shops and related services, n.e.c. (SIC 7699), are included within
the business service sector. The Census reported employment figure
of 825 again appeared much too Io_ on the basis of other sources of
(i)
(2)
This segment does not conform with the definition of OBE sector
73 for the 1958 U.S. interindustry study. The portions of SIC
7399 relating to the establishments engaged in the redemption
of merchandise coupons was transferred by OBE to the trade
sector, OBE 65. These establishments are included within
RIS 7300.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Business: 1958,
Selected Services, BC58-Sa30, New Jersey (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1960), p. 30-22.
1959 Philadelphia SMSA Etmployment by Industry (Economic Division
H). County Business Patterns, RIS _lemorand_u_ August 1965.
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information. Tq_erefore the adjusted County Business Pattern
(i)
estimate of employ_ent of 1,339 was used; it was multiplied by
the Census receipts (output) per employee ($14,546.67) to yield the
regional estimate of the value of output of this segment of RIS sector
7300.
Legal Services (SIC 8111). The employment in this segment re-
(e)
ported by County Business Patterns was appi_oximately 4205. Since
this figure primarily represented the eraployees of the large law
firms the estimate of employment was increased to 8410 to account for
the smaller private practices. Further, since reported wages and
salaries ($3,686.09 per employee) primarily represented secretaries
and law clerks, estimated output per person _'as increased to
$11,058.27. These adjustments were made on the basis of several
sources of secondary data and professional Judgment.
Miscellaneous Services (SIC 89, excluding 8921). This segment
is composed primarily of professional sel_vices relating to engineer-
ing and _-chitecture; accounting, auditing and bookkeeping; and other
miscellaneous services, such as writers, artists, con_nentators,
_'eather forecasters, etc. County Business Pattern data indicated
regional employment of approximately 9,107(3. ) _n average wage per
employee of $5,364.01 was also reported. An aggregate adjustment
factor of 4.0 was used to account for the non-coverage of reported
employment, the output of sole Droprietorships and partnerships,
and the relationship of wages to output in the industry. (i.e.
Ibld.
(2)
Ibid.
(3)
Ibid.
9,107 x _j5,364.01 x 4.0).
at _195,400,000.
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Thus this segment's output was estimated
The miscellaneous auxiliary and administrative employmentre-
ported by County Business Patterns, which was allocated to service
sectors, was included within sector 7300. The employmentfigure
was multiplied by an estimated output per employee of $12,959.72 to
yield the regional output of $3,862,000.
The above segmentswere combined, as indicated in Table 9 - 3
to yield the total dollar estimate of the regional output of the
business service sector.
Table 9 - 3
Business Service Sector 7300
Output Estimates, by Segment
SIC Output ($000)
6541 1,522
7300 (excluding 7391) 368,267
7694 & 7699 ._9,478
8111 93,C00
89 (excluding 8921) 195,400
Others 3_862
TOTAL 681,529
AUTOMOBILEREPAIR_ AUTOMOBIIZ SERVICES_ AND GAP_ES, (Sector 7500)
The output of the Automobile repair, automobile service, and
garages, sector 7500 was developed from Census reported receipts. (1)
(k)
U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Business: 1958,
Selected Services, EC58-SA30, i_ew Jersey (Washington: U.S.
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To reflect 1959 levels of activity the 1958 total regional receipts
(output) was multiplied by the average annual change in regional
personal income in the Philadelphia region, 1958-1960.
_s_m_s, (sector 79o0)
As with sector 75003 the output of the Amusement sector was de-
veloped from Census reported receipts. The difference between em-
ployment reported by Census (7,9?2) for the work week ending nearest
November 15, 1959 and the adjusted County Business Pattern data
(11,364) was considered to be primarily due to the highly seasonal
nature of the industry. The output estimate was adjusted to reflect
1959 levels of activity by multiplying the 1958 Census reported
receipts by the average annual change in reported personal income
1958-1960 in the Philadelphia region.
TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS
Lack of time and funds precluded the collection of detailed
primary data for these sectors. The coefficients of the general
service sectors were taken directly from the 1958 OBE interindustry
study for the United States. Although there are differences b_tween
the national and regional mix of industries within the sectors (as
Table 9 - 4 indicates for sectors 7500 and 7900), it was not possible
to make substantive adjustments of the OBE data.
The development of the RID sector input structures was based on
a disaggregation of the 1958 ODE interindustry coefficients with the
(1)
use of limited secondary data and staff Judgment. In general the
(1)
Procedures used were similar to those used in the development of
sectors 0708 and 0809, see Chapter i, pp. 8-11.
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procedure was to examine each of thc RIS sectors included within each
0BE input sector for logical significant inputs to a given producing
sector. The relevant RIS sectors included within an agglegate OBE
input were considered to contribute in proportion to their regional
output provided there did not exist reasonable evidence to the
contrary.
Table 9 - 5 presents the relevant coefficients for the Business
Service sector (RIS 7300). Columns 1 and 2 show the OBE sector
(i)
code and input coefficients, as published. Column 3 indicates
those RIS sectors which are contained within any given 0BE sector
and which were Judged to contribute significantly to the sector.
Table 9 - 4
RELATIVE INDUSTRIAL MrX
U.S. and Philadelphia Region
Amusements, (Sector 79C0)
United States Philadelphia SI_BA
SIC ($000 ) % ($000) %
781 1,085,369 24.2 15,323 15.7
782 163,648 3.7 2, 787 2.8
783 i, 171, 783 26. i 26, _64 27.5
791 125,108 2.8 2,511 2.6
792 472,019 i0.5 12,261 12.5
793 505,442 11.3 7, 269 7.4
794 958,507 21.4 30,752 31.5
TOTAL 4,481,876 I00.0 97, 76 7 i00.0
(1)
"The
, Transactions Table of the 1958 Input-0utput
Study and the Revised Direct and Total Requirements Data"
Survey of Current Business, Vol. 45, No. 9, (September 1965)
p. to.
Automobile Repair & Service (Sector 7500)
United States Philadelphia _A
SIC Receipts _ Receipts %
($0oo) ($ooo)
751 578,035 15.0 25,625 22..3
752 366.096 9.5 12,563 10.9
753 2,758,660 71.6 72,611 63.3
754 150,182 3.9 3,972 3.5
9 - i0
TOTAL 3,852,973 i00.0 i14,771 lO0.0
All data based upon U.S. Census of Business: 1958.
Column 4 indicates for any given OBE input sector the relative
proportion accounted for by the constituent RIS sectors. In general
these proportions were based upon regional or national output ratios.
The final column (5) represents the relevant RIS sector input
coefficients.
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Table 9 -5
National and Derived Regional Input Coefficients
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIS Sector 7300
1958 OBE National
Sector
(i)
7
12
17
Coefficient
(2)
•O01230
•000900
.000570
18 .000180
19 .ooo89o
24 .002690
25 .000330
_6 .... q
RIS Disaggregste Adjusted
Sector Proportion Coefficient
(3) (4) (5)
II00
15o9
.oo123o
.ooo9oo
2391 .413131 .000368
2393 .136053 .000121
2394 .121171 .000108
2399 .329645 .00O293
2621 .385075 .001035
2631 .211874 .000570
2641 .135741 .000365
2642 .027862 .000075
2643 .065156 .000175
2644 .003573 .000010
2645 .017118 .000046
2649 .147429 .000397
2661 .006174 •000017
2651 .235879 .000078
2652 .078332 .000026
2653 .556079 .000183
2654 .085283 .000028
2655 .044427 .000015
_,.......... 007286
2721 .029859 .006668
2731 .099697 .022263
2732 .041688 .009309
2741 .010157 .002268
2751 .193732 .043262
2311 .750834 .000135
2328 •O33574 .000006
2335 .195164 .000035
2381 .001331 -
2385 .O02989 .000001
2j8_ .015765 .000o03
3992 .o00343 -
2271 .508997 .000290
2272 .317625 .000181
2279 .050336 .000023
2295 .002596 .oooo01
2298 •048385 .oo0o28
2299 •082061 •000047
Table 9- 5
Continued
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i_58 OBE National
Sector Coefficient
(i) (2)
RIS
Sector
(3)
Disaggregate
Proportion
(4)
Adjusted
Coefficient
(5)
27 .000560
29 .oo114o
31 .004440
32 .002680
34 .000020
36 .000010
38 .000640
42 .0o0o3o
2752
2753
2761
2782
2789
2793
2818
2819
2861
2891
2899
2841
2842
2843
2844
2911
2992
3011
3069
3079
3199
3299
3331
3333
3334
3339
334-1
3351
3352
3356
3357
3361
3362
3369
3392
3423
3429
3479
3481
3494
3496
3497
3499
.147250
.014488
.354964
.026272
.023320
.025947
.144894
.676557
.0o0278
.055221
.123o50
.620511
.214721
.124849
.039919
.964409
.o35591
.637775
.212619
.1496o6
.oo8o59
.000646
.o23359
.006718
.352883
.091079
.027767
.148272
.038763
.181869
.047867
.067121
.005597
.126362
.163359
.055321
.183639
.337904
.027286
.o336O7
.072522
.032882
.003235
.079268
.005867
.OO5208
.005794
.000081
.000379
m
.oooo31
.000069
.ooo7o7
.000245
.000142
.000046
.004282
.ooo158
.001709
.000570
.000401
.000020
.O00010
.000005
m
.oooo15
.ooooo4
.000226
.oooo58
.oo0018
.oooo95
.OOOO25
.000116
.000031
.000043
.OOOOO4
.ooooo4
.ooooo5
.00oo02
.ooooo5
.oooolo
.0oo001
.oooooi
.000002
43 .004190 3511 - .004190
1958 OBE National
Sector
(1)
44
45
47
Coefficient
(2)
.005550
.000730
.ooo75o
5o
51
.000020
.o1965o
52 .O0352O
53
55
58
.000005
.000005
.ooo19o
59
61
63
.O00210
.o00750
.oo?850
64
.010130
Table 9 -5
Continued
RIS
Sector
(3)
3522
3531
3541
3542
3544
3545
3548
3591
3599
3571
3576
3579
3581
3582
3584
3585
3586
3589
3611
3641
3691
3693
3699
3711
3714
3732
3799
3831
3851
3861
3911
3931
3951
3952
3953
3955
3_81
3993
3999
Disaggregste
Proportion
(4)
.20o588
.048317
.684152
.046728
.020215
.704952
.295048
.889594
.027977
.082429
.086309
.074154
.052967
.546127
.096254
.144189
.817691
.080689
.101620
.301586
.698414
.459158
.540842
.4o4o1o
.107573
.488417
.o593o5
r
.0130_3
.085668
.032918
.039879
.o48515
.083601
.247125
.309916
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Adjusted
Coefficient
(5)
.oo555O
.ooo730
.ooo150
.000036
.000514
.oooo35
.ooool5
.oooo14
.000006
.01748o
.ooo55o
.001620
.000304
.000261
.000186
.OO1922
.000339
.ooo5o8
.00oo05
.ooooo5
.ooo155
.000016
.000019
.000063
.000147
.000344
.000406
.003171
.OO0844
.003835
.000601
.000943
.000868
.000333
.ooo4o4
.oo0491
.ooo847
.002503
.003140
1958 OBE National
Sector Coefficient
(i) (2)
65 .oo461o
66 .025640
67 .062230
68 .OLOO7O
70 .0]2020
71 .036630
72 .o@;97o
73 .022430
75 .004800
76 .001350
77 .ooo15o
78 .026880
79 .00o300
82 .O1OO9O
69
81 .484660
VA
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RIS
Sector
(3)
9842
4811
4890
4832
4833
4911
492o
4941
4990
6020
6030
6]20
6190
6200
6301
6590
651o
72oo
73o0
75oo
7900
8o61
8o9o
8211
8220
829o
8486
9100
9200
9300
9826
9888
9899
Disaggregate
Proportion
(4)
w
.805729
.194271
.325000
.675000
.623075
.286820
.o79636
.010469
m
i
m
i
i
I
w
I
m
I
.5ooooo
.5OOOOO
I
9-]-4
Adjusted
Coefficient
(5)
.004610
.020659
.004981
.020225
.042005
.oo6275
.oo2888
.000802
.OOO1O5
.002610
.001200
.000011
.000784
.ooo516
.005956
.000943
.036630
.004970
.022430
.oo48oo
.o01350
.0ooo22
.oooo3o
.0o0o33
.000042
.00OOO2
.000021
.026880
.oool50
.000]50
.010090
.288944
.195716
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Chapter. i0
Service Sectors, not elsewhere covered
Research and Development, (Sector 7400)
_e research and development activities within the Philadel-
phia Si_iSAwhich we_'e carried out by private enterprise as the pri-
ma_y activity of specific establishments and as a secondary acti-
vity of educational institutions have been classified _rithin RIS
(1)
sector 7400. This sector includes the private establishments
classified as commercial research, development, and testing la-
boratories (SIC 7391) and non-profit educational and scientific
research agencies (SIC8921).
The output of this sector is defined as the total value of re-
search activities engaged in during the calendar year. For the
private establishments, this is defined as the total annual busi-
ness receipts; and for the non-pl'ofit establisl_aents and educa-
tional institutions and output is defined as _hc _ota! expenditures
(1)This sector is one of the few cases in the study _.yhere both
the inputs and outputs of a secondary product have been trans-
ferred from the primary industry.
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related to reseailch and development. The output in the latter
group is approximately equal to the amounts expendedduring the
year on account of contracts and grants.
Althou_h manyhave considered the research and development
industry to be a "driving force ''[I) in the economy, limited secon-
J _
dary data are av&ilable relating to the sector's value of output.
A very large proportion of fu_nctional research and development
activities are conducted as seconda_ operations of al_nost every
major indust1_j within the economy. However, this study almost
without exception included output of seconda_j products as part
of the total output of each industry (classified by primal_ pro-
duct). Thus, although the;_e exists, for example, a major General
Electric facility within the re_ion engaged in research and de-
velopment on missiles and _pace vehicles, the facility was not
included in RIS 7400. This establishment was assigned to sector
RIS 3729, Aircraft Parts and Equipment, not elsewhere classified.
Estimate of Dollar Value of Output
Employment estimates were based upon adjusted data from
County Business Patterns The_e estimates for SICs 7391 and 8921
should be regarded as r.dnimmu estimates. They record 1,284 era-
ployees within 95 e_tablishments with an annual payroll of approxi-
mately $5.9 million (or $4,595 pe;" employee). A sample of six
(1)See Elizabeth DQuterman, "Economic Development: Technical Repprt
_._o.13, Co_mlunity Rene_._ai Project, i_liladelphia, Dcce/ber l_oL!,
, "The inovation ]ndustry, Business Review,
Fede'x_al [{e'sel'vCBank of Philadelphia, Au,_ust 13_6D', _hd Greater
2hiladelpbia Movement, "How Institutions of Higher Education
Contribute to the General Economic, Social and Cultu--al Betty.t-
o ".uent of Greater Yhi!ade!phia, January i>6o
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research fim]s from a study by the Southeastern Pennsylvania Eco-
_:omicDeve!opme,-A.Corporatio_ (1) (fJPEDCO)indicates that within
the regio_ the value of research contracts per employee_/as ap-
proximately $8,440. This value multiolied by estimated nu_,_ber
of employeeyields an estimated output for two segments of the
sector of $10,837,OO0.
The SPEDCOstudy also provided an estimate of the research
activities undertaken by the educatioual institutions within the
region. Adjustment of the 1964 data for J]on-reporting institu-
tions and to a 1959 base yie].ded axl estimate of $31,188,0OOfor
the value of research and development undertaken by the educa-
tio_a! institutions. The total sector output was therefore esti-
mated as $42,O25,O00.
Technical Coefficients
In the absence of adequate seconda;_ydata relating to the
operations of private resea_'chand development activities and the
dominancewithin this region of research and development by edu-
cational institutions the input data were derived from the detailed
accounSing records of three institutions of higher education.
_]]ese data were obtained from accounts specifically having reference
to "organized research." Appropriate adjustment was madeto account
for profits of the private firms within the sector. On the basis
of selected published reports of major finr_s within the sector
(not all of which were located within the Fhiladelphia region)
profits were estimated at 3'i_of private (non-educational) output.
(1)
, Southeastern Pennsylvania: A Spectrum of
Opportunit:¢ (Philadelphia: Southeastern Pennsylvania Economic
Development Corporation, 196_), including separate section en-
titled "Research in Southeaster_ P_unsylvania."
],_DICAL
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_OoPI_ALS (Sector 8_o!)
The hospital sector includes all private, general and spe-
ciality hospitals, clinics, or dispensaries which are classified
within SIC 8C61. Hospitals operated by goverrm:ental agencies are
classified ]./ithin the gover_nent sectors, in particular RIS 9201
(State Public Health and Welfare Institutions), 9105 (Veterans
Administration Institutions) and, 9122 (U.S. Milita:-g Hospitals).
The output of the hospital sector is defined as the total
current operating expenditures of the 108 establishments within
the sector. _he value of output was estimated with use of the
data on total expenditures published by the American Hospital
Association for 1962. (1) These data were adjusted to 1959 levels
on the basis of estimated employment changes 1959-1962. _2)"
The technical v.... _coe_::c:en_o were developed from primary data
available from other related research studies. (3) The sample
coverage was approximately 12.9% of the total regional output.
(1)American Hospital Association, "Iiozpitals" Journal of the
A_nerican Hospital Association, Volume 37, No. 15. (August i,
1963).
(-)1959 Philadelphia S_.A Employment by Indust:7 (Econom:c Division
H) County Business Patterns RIS _iemorandum, August 1965 and AI-
derson As._ociates, Inc., Philade_.Dhia-South Jersey _letropolitan
Area Hospital Study, Vol. I and Ii. (_hiladelphia: Hospital
Surve_: Co_._mi£tee, i_i).
(3) See: Robert E. Coughlin and Walter Isard, Plannina Efficient
Hospitals Systems ES:_i Discussion Paper No. i. (Philadelphia:
Regional Science Research Institute, 1963); Vobert E. Coughlin,
Walter Isard, and Jerry B. Schneider, The Act'vity Structure
and Tranznort_tion R,;_lui_-ements o:C a !:a.ior Universi _y llospita !,
RSRI Discussiou Paper No._4 (Philade_upl_ia, R_zional Science
Research Institute, 1964); and, Robert E. Coughlin, Hospital
Co.niplex Analyzis: An Approach to AnalLvsis for Planning a _.e-
troDoiitan System of' Cervice Facilities. University of Penn-
sylvania, unpublished r]:.D, disse_'tation, 1964.
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_iedico.l and Health Services, not elsewhere classified, (Sector 8090)
This sector includes all ,?.edical and health services except
hospitals, (classified in sector [:',061). It includes physicians
and surgeons; dentists and dental surgeong; osteopsthic physicians;
chiropractors ; medical and dental laboratories ; sanatoria, con-
valescent and rest homes; veterinarians and animal hospitals; and
(%)
other health and allied services, not elsewhere classified.
_le value of output of this sector was defined as the total
of professional fees received for services rendered. The esti-
mation of the output within the re6ion was limited by the almost
complete absence of secondary data. County Business Patterns (2)
indicated the regional employment within this sector to be approxi-
mate!y 11,933 (including the estimated 323 employees in SIC 0721).
This figure was judged low in view of the listing of approximately
8294 medical doctors within the 5 Pennsylvania Counties of the
_T ,- by the American _'[edical Association (3) The CBP emplo_nent
figure was used nevertheless.
Sample data obtained by Penn Jersey Transportation Study con-
cerning mea_cal laboratories, and sample data regarding physicians,
surgeons, dentists, et. al. obtained by the R!S staff suggested an
output per e1._ployee of ...._ i $22,_i!. "approxz_,_a_e_y 70. This output ap-
.:ig_t .._ sdditiona! data rel::_tinZ to thepears reasonable in the _".... ,_
average annual wages and the proportion of total expenditures of
medical doctors accounted for bit wages and sala='ies.
(1)1_le sector includes _LS_ major group 80 (excepL 8C61) and 0721.
_-Jl¢""_ _hiiadelohia _._,.'-'__'E^,mp!oy:_tm;:. hy Industry_ (Economic Division
(3)H) County Business Patterns, RIS l.'iemo:randum,August 1965.
_m.erican Iv[edics.iAssocia'_ion, Americen _edical Director:__L, 23rd
(4 _gdition,; (""_hlc_O...... _____ , "_) •
"T'}IV_iC"_a IG" T_ -_
, .... ,,_ ........ ,.o_.c.m,_c H_a!th: Excel-
lenL _;lledica£ Ec0n-$T:_iT_, Decembe _,"13, 1':)65,l,:edical Economics,
Inc. O_adell, N.J. pp. 75-1ff7.
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The technical coefficients for this sector were based upon
limited survey info_]ation obtained by the Penn Jersey Trans-
portation Study (four returns) and by the RIS staff (twenty-two
returns). Using the standard survey techniques of personal in-
(l)
tervie:ring previously described, the response rate for this
survey was 4]..5_. The reported output of the 26 sarm)le es-
tablishments was $1,732,518 or 0.7 percent of the estimated
regional output of the sector.
(_lJsee Fac:,hile cop_r o:['the "iI,"-:'_"_"_'.i . forms in t:_e.._ Appendix to
this Chapter, pp. 1.0-16 ff.
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EDUCATIOn7
The educational services within the Philadelphia re6ion were
developed in three sectors for this study. The following sectors
developed _;ithin the Standard Industrial Classification system
were used.
Table i0 - i
Sector Codes and Definitions
Sector 8211, Elementa_y and Seconda_, Schools
Sector 8220, Institutions of IIigher Education
Sector 8290, Other Educational Institutions
and Set.rices, n.e.c.
SIC 8211
SIC 822
SIC 823,
824
&
829
Because of difficulties, both conceptual and empirical, of
estimating Zbe value of output in teimls of income or receipts the
output value was estimated in terms of cost, that is, as the sum
of current operating expenditures, not including those expenditures
specifically designated as organized research and development (de-
(l)
fined within R!S sector 7400).
Elementa_ and Secondal_r Schools (Sector 8211)
This sector includes all elemental%_ and secondary schools
below the college grade (usually gi-ades kindergarten to 12), in-
clusive of both public and private schools. The regional estimate
of current operating cos ts was based primarily upon a special tabu-
lation of these costs prepared by the P_nn Jersey Transportation
Study for the 37o public school dlst_'icts _zithin the region.
(1)See: ]_eseai_ch an_ Develo_m_ent, Sector 7_OO, pp. i0-i -!O._
Supra.
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Direct expenditure data were not availsble for the private (de-
nominabional and sectarian) schools; h_rever, they were estimated
in aggregate to be approximately 35 percent of the public school
values, based on limited enrolLlent data. Assuming that a slight-
ly lower expenditure per pupil characterizes non-public schools,
the total tabulated public school expenditures was increased 33_0.
The regional output of RIS sector 8211 was estimated to be
$353,108,O00.
The technical coefficients for this sector were developed in
two stages. Tabulations of reported data madeavailable by the
PennJersey Transportation Study provided initial breakdowns of
the total public school expenditures by the following categories:
General
Instruction
Auxilia_j Agencies
Operation of Plant
Maintenance of Plant
Fixed Charges
Debt Service & Interest
Cafeteria Fund
_]_eallocation of expenditures for each of the categories to
the appropriate RIS sectors was made on the basis of sub-accounts
available from the same tabulations (especially in the _e_.rJersey
school districts) and extremely detailed accounts from the annual
reports of two lar:Te school s_stems. (1) %]_e t:ro detailed reports
represented approximately 20o.3'_-_of the total sector expenditures.
, "Annual Report of the ;3ecretary and
Lcsiness Manai_er: 1959:SchooI Diatrict of Fhilcdelphia,"
The Board of ]>ablic Education, Fhi!ade!ohia, P_.nnsblvania,
and "Ann.ta! Report" 1959" The School District of' the Town-
ship of _]pper D._:rlL, Del:_ware Cou.ntL, P:_,,.nsyiv_'ui_.
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Institutions of i[i_her Education (Sector 8220)
There are 46 institutions of higher education within the
Philadelphia region (excluding three state-operated institutions
classified in RIS sector 9202). The enrolhnent within bhese in-
stitutions was estimated to be approximately 71,990. (i)
The value of output of the sector was defined to be the total
of current operating expenditures of the institutions excluding
(2)
expenditures for organized research or development. The value
of output of the sector was estimated on the basis of expenditure
per student using sample data and information obtained from a
study of 21 institutions within Fniladelphia. (3) The output (ex-
penditures) per student ($!,756) was multiplied by the number of
students to yield sector output ($126,416,0OO).
_he technical coefficients for this educational sector were
developed from highly detailed data obtained from the accounting
records of three institutions within the region; the data were
weighted to reflect the size composition of the institutions in
(4)
the region.
(1)U.S. Office of Education, H.E.W., Education Directo_g: 1960-61,
Part 3 HiO1er Education (_.lashington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1961). Also see: Greater l_iladelphia _iovement, "How
Institutions of Higher Education Contribute to the General
Economic Social and Cu].tural Bettwement of Greater Philade].-
phia, Janua_ 1966.
(2)This was estimated to be approximately $31,18.5,000 in 1959
and was included as output in RIS sector 7400, Rescarch &
Development.
(3)Ccmorehcnsive Pla_nin_ Division, "Econo1.:Jc i_2nct of Yhila-
,Idcl i_h,a's i]_']_st].5_,']i{_]'_OZZ'Higbez" _<4v.ca4icn; [-:.i]:.dJiphia
D_±fe,_n_e_, bread e-<penditures _'atterl0:::ior smze ,_roups
may be noted in die p.veviously notsd s_.'c.dyb],,"the T_hiladelphia
.. ..r-.,__.n., .... Corm:'_/ssion •
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Expenditures of the three institutions accounted for approximately
71.4_ of the total est_nated expenditures. _e resulting expendi-
ture pattern appears to be representative of the sector in that
it agrees reasonably well with the data available in the Phila-
delphia City Planning Commissionstudy covering 21 institutions
at the gross levels. (See Table 10-2)
Table i0 - 2
Comparisonof Major Expenditure Classes
Type of Expenditure 21 Ins_itutions (FCPC) RIS
1960 1959
Payroll .624612 .612091
Haterials .127317 .124142
Utilities .027515 .026423
Others .220556 .237344
Total 1.000000 i.OOOOOO
Source: Philadelphia City Planning Conmdssion, Op. Cit., Table
5, P. 8 and the Regional Input-_tput Study
Other Educational Institutions and Services, Not Elsewhere
Classii'ied'(Sector _290)
This sector includes libraries, correspondence schools, vo-
cational schools, and other non-degree granting schools, not else-
where classified. (Beauty and barber schools are included in sec-
tor 7200). The value oi output of' the sector is defined by the
total of current operating expenditures of the establishments
within the sector.
EmploT:m_ent within the _ector was estimated to be approximately
(1)
2,353 on the basis of adjusted County Business Pat@ern data.
The total annual payroll was estimated from the smme source to be
(1)1959 _iladelphia SIiSA Emp!o_ent by Industry (Economic Division
H) County Business Patterns, RIS i_emorandm_1, August 1965.
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_8 41c_ 000, or $3,..Io per employee. _u!tiplying the _reightedJ" 2 /,
average of out_ut to pa5r>.oll for the other two educational sec-
tors by the estimated total sector payroll yields an estimate
of sector value of output of $13,150, 000.
The pattern of e'_penditures for this sector was hypothesized
to be similar to that for the other t_ro educational sectors.
Therefore the technical coefficients for the sector were derived
as a weighted ave'_-age of the technical coefficients previously
dete_nined for sectors 8211 and 3220.
Non-Profit ]ie,.,}_)ershiDO<_<anizations, i.lusc?qas_Ar_
Galleries, Arboreta, Botanical and Zoological Gardens (Sector _486)
Sector 8486 is composed of a hetrogeneous mix of organiza-
tions :._ith significantly different expenditure patterns. The
sector includes: business associations; professional membership
o;'ganizations; labor unions and similar labor organizations;
civic, social, and frate_nai associations; political organiza-
tions; religious organizations; charitable organizations; and
other non-profit merabership organizations; as well as museums,
art galleries, arborets, botanical and zoological gardens. The
value of the output of the sector was defined as total expendi-
tures for the year.
_hlse_,mm, Art Galleries, Arboreta, Eotanical and Zoological Gardens
Emplo_nent cstimates developed from County Business Patterns
(1)
data sucgested the emp!oyme___t in SIC 84 (Ik_seums, Art Galleries,
Arboreta, Botanical, and Zoological £;ardens)to be approximately
(1)1959 E_ilade!phia SIiSA Erk_o_._en___ '- by industry (Economic Divi-
sion ]:[)County Business Patterns, R!S ilemorandu_,b August 1965.
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713. Estimates fror_ the same source indicated emplosq_:ent in
cDaritable organizations (SIC _$o71, to be approximately !:,O70, and i
in the remaining pol'tions of the sector to be approximately
18,555. The County Business Pattern data are inadequate and
must be regarded as understatements; however, no other data
were available with which to mahe appropriate adjustments.
The total annual payroll for SIC _$ developed from the CBP
data was appl-oxin".ately $2,573,000. (i) Sample data collected
from two major establishments in SIC 84 in this area indicated
the ratio of output (total expenditures) to payroll to be
1.332735. I,:ultiplying this ratio by the estimated sectol _ pay-
roll yields a total output of $3,429,000 for SIC 84 within RIS
sector 8486.
Charitable Institutions
The value of output of Charitable Institutions (SIC 8671)
_zas developed from a basic study by the Health and Welfare
(s)
Cotu_cil of l_iladelphiz, Inc. Expenditures by non-
governmental units for the five Pennsylvania counties were
estimated at _37,292,444 as indicated in Table lO - 3. These
data for the 5 Pennsylvania counties wei'e adjusted to reflect
the three _ew Jersey counties _._ithin the SI:SA on the basis of
population. Tl-e resulting expenditu_'e (output) for SIC 8671
was $45,089, O00.
(1)Ibid.
(2)Daniel R. Faseione, 1959 Total Exoenriiture Study: A .Ztudy of
Expenditures _nd Sources of Ineo:_e fol- 1{ealth, _leifare and
Recreation Set'vices in the Five-County Area of Southeastern
Pennsylvania Special Report Series No. ii, (Philadelphia:
Henlth and Welfare Council; Inc., 1961).
Table i0 - 3
Charitable Organizational Expenditures: 1959
by General Area, 5 Southeastern Penna. Counties _I)
F %
Item Expenditures
Recreational:
Y}:ICA, YWCA, Y_,'_A, _qIHA
Boys' Clubs & Girls' Clubs
Settlement & Cormnunity Centers
Scouting
Resident Camps
Other Recreational Services
Sub-total: Recreational
$2,917,814
534,000
2,257,532
1,191,256
1,904,568
492_241
Welfare:
Shelter for Transients £: Homeless
[{omes for Aged
Family Service % Child Care
Haternity Home Care
Specialized Services for Handi-
capped
Other Welfare
Sub-total: Welfare
Central Services
TOTAL
707,168
6,696,977
12,345,972
147,009
4,630, 567
i,180,796
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$ 9.297,411
25,708,489
2,286,544
$37,292,444
Religious Organizations
The largest segment within the remainder of the sector was
that of religious organizations. From this segment of the eco-
non%v it was vei_j difficult to extract reliable data. The major
institutions without exception refused to cooperate with the
study. On the basis of estimates by various members of the
study staff and k_owledgeable professionals within the industry
this segment of the sector was estimated to range between $125
(2)
mi!!i_n _ $300 million. In the absence of any data, the
,-) - r(1)ibid. Tables iO, 15, and _0, pp. 12, 17 and <0 respectively.
(2)A brief stud_y comoleted by the Greater Ehiladelphia Council of
Churches, [_esearc1_ Department (April 1965) concerning salaries
of church employees, was exomi_led, but not used due to the ex-
tremely poor coverage and biases.
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output of this se_ent wag set conservatively at $175 million,
subject to revisio:_ in the iighg of' data which might be subse-
quently collected.
The value of output of $5.5 million for non-profit member-
ship organizations, excluding religious and charitable, was es-
timated on the basis of staff judgement and limited data avail-
able from newspapersand other diversc sources. Hence, the total
value of output of sector 8486 was estimated st $229,O18,000 as
shownin Table 10-4.
Table 10 - 4
Estimated Gutput of Sector 8486
Industry
slc 84
8671
8661
86 (exc. 867, _66)
TOTAL (PiS Sector 8486)
Output ($000)
3,429
45,089
175, 00o
5,500
$229, O18
The technical coefficients for this sector were developed
from limited primary data and published secondary sources. The
data for t_,._omajor institution_ which constituted 29.6_(_ of the
value of output of SIC 84 were used as represe_tative of that
segment of the sector. Data for cha_ritable organizations were
estimated in four parts, (Clubs(l); ScoutinT; C;m_p,_; and Welfare
and Central Seivices) based upon se_:ondary data and published
annual reports. Data for re_.igior,s organizations were estimated
on the ba2i3 of one primn:_'y source (one moderat, l.y larc_e urban
churcD), and limited _econdary data avaii:_blc from thc Greater
'(l')Included: •_.._,'_'_^YI_A, Y_'._CA,_,'HA, Boys' Clubs, Girls Clubs,
and Set_,lement and CoL_._u_iJ.t_rCenters.
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fhilade):phi_.: Com,cil of Churches. These data were weighted so as
to reflect the value output of the religious organization segment
of the sector. Data for _he remaining portions of the segment
was estimated by staff judgement, and p,imarily reflect the
"office Characteristics" of that segment of the sector.
Private Household Services, (Sector 8500)
This sector is comprised of labor which serves on or about
the premises of private households in occupations usually con-
sidered domestic services. Individuals included in this sector
are primarily cooks, maids, butlers, personal secretaries,
gardeners, caretakers, chauffers, laundresses, etc. The house-
hold services of these workers are all classified within SIC
8811.
The value of output of this sector was defined as the total
gross earnings of these employees for services rendered. An es-
timate of regional employment within the sector was provided by
the staff of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Emplo_aent Security.
Based upon the ass_znptions that the, average hourly rate of the
domestic service _mployees in 1959 was approximately $1.50 per
hour, and that these employees worked approximately twenty-five
hours per week, 48 weeks a year, the estimated earnings for ser-
vices rendered vere set at $106,200,000.
The development of the technical coefficients for this sec-
tor was based entirely upon staff judjemer_t and discussions with
locz! labor r,_arket analysts.
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Regional I,:lpact study
:_lorton School of Fincnce end Cor:_erce
Uniw;rsl_y oF P_nnsylvonia
Doctors_ Ocn_ists_ and Hcdlcal Services other th_n f_ospitals
ln,_orm_,lon is requested for the c_lend_r year 1959, If it is not possible to pro-
vldo dote for t_r._ pleas_ use the ncorust ovoilob|o year. If _hc quastlonnclre Is
completed for _ny period.other tr_an _hc calendar y_ar I_;_t plcas_ indic._te the
porled used o
Please reportinform_tlon concerning all your cct|vitles within _he Phil_do_
r_oion(t;,?_o°ntiosf_uc:,s,Chos:or,Dolo:,_ro,_. t,j_,oryendP:,_h!_
.e
• P_n,,Iv_n|_, _rl(_ _url ,,,,on, Co,,den _|:d. G1olJcester in ,,_tj., J?rs_.)'__
tlme o;cto=hcd map). if any questions arise s pleose, do not hes_
as :..', L_'ngford, _;St:-7737. /C/. f_
|lame : _ _,,
Address : .'
A, Average ;'nnual Employmen=
B, Totc l Annu_I t'a_es an_ _
C. Ann._I Rov_nuc._(_,_ 4' ,|
2. Of'_iceX_p_. lies
3= To Iophone, To I _oraph
t)o UtIIi_ies: Electrlclty
G_s/o i I
t!atot
Io
_ Insuronco
Es_ imated Percentage
Purchased t._ith|n =,,e
Phi ledelphia Region
%
i ......
i0-18
(2)
6. Dooks and Periodicals
7. Profession- : Legal
al Services
Account ing
Other (please specify)
8. Hedical and/or Dental
Supplies (please specify
individual items)
,
%
9. Association Dues and Fees
I0. Consulting Fees
!!. Laboratory Fees
12. Hospital Fees
13, Automobile E'_pense: Gas
Oil
Repa [ r
Other
14. Contributions
15. Taxes : Federal
State
Local
16. Other E_pense (please specify)
THANK YOU
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Local Governments
There exists a wide range of activities undertaken by the 347
local govermmental units within the Philadelphia SMSA. The
differences in the legal and functional responsibilities of the
governments within the two statss and in their taxation practices
_de extremely difficult an effective functional sectoring of their
activities, although such a sectoring may be proven to be superior
for some analytic uses of this study. _erefore local government has
been developed in the three sectors listed in Table ll - l, based
upon broad statutory definitions of the civil units.
Sector
Code
Table Ii - 1
Sector Codes and Definitions
Title
9301 Cities
9302 Boroughs & Townships
9303 Counties
Numb er
33_(1)
Cities , (Sector 9301)
This sector is composed of the nine cities loca<ed within the
(I)
The Cit U and County of _hilade]ph!a are coterminous; all the
functions of the County have been asstu_ed by the City and are
included in sector o301.
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f hila£cli,hia S:_SA;three are located in Pennsylvania and _';ix in New
Jersey. Total value of output for this sector _:as defined as the
total current expenditures of the nine cities, less the expenditures
(1)
for :.ater utility operations by two cities in Pennsylvania, and
less the school and special district taxes collected and transferred
(2)
by the cities in New Jersey to the State and other ju,'isdictions.
_e value of output was estimated to be ;_261,934,175 as shown in
Table Ii - 2 below.
Table ll - 2
OUTPUT EGT D%?TES
Local Go ver_nent: Cities (Sector 9301)
Pennsylvania
city
Total Current Less Adjustment
Expenditure for
($) :k_ter Utilities
(_)
Adjusted
Total
($)
Percent
of
Total
Philadelphi_ 259,261,759
Coates vil!e 69_, 970
Chcs t er 2, 70._ 707
Sub -Total: Pa. 2_2,664,446
!l, 225,180
92,855
ll, g,o35
24.8, 03.5,589
602, i15
2,_ A7o7o7
251,3_
94.694
0.230
1.033
95.957
New J_rsey
Be verly 202, O 37
Bordentown 427, 5o°I
Burlington i, 43[i,386
C-_mden 14,941; 603
Gloucester i, 299, 974
Woodbury I_ #p ;,705
Sub-Total:i_J. i_,,o4 (__48
Less Adjustm,snt
for
Tax T-*ans :%_rs
'-' "-'" ._' n_o 0.036lOeb 0_o _q, ....
203, 3.05 2::'4,275 0.086
I_._,3, ,.)jo '2:. '?.752 O. 362
6,481, _'90 8, k'.79,913 3.230
960,069 33 .:., 905 O. 12V
_uo,,q-., _.>_"I..) sr"_i', 8<_.'_q 0.202
9,059, .5S!I- lO, 587,761r"
Total Expenditures: City 261, 934, i75 100.000
(i)
The operation of municiioal water utilities is included in RIS
sector 4941.
In !few Jersey, municipalities perform the function of a
collection agency for school, county and special &istrict
taxes. These taxes are then turned over to the appropriate
agencies.
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conc_:n_nu thc curr:::t expen,lit_res of the cities in
(i.)
Pcnnsylvsr_ir ;,,ere ObtLtil_<:LI.fl'om ar_ :'nrtd__.lreport of the De,art-
merit of Internal Affairs. For the cities in Nc_,._ Jersey, the ex-
penditure data were obtained from the f.nnual ReTort (2) of the
Division of Local Government. Both States require all incorporated
municipalities to submit detziled financial reports annually; for
each city the State publications aggregate the exTenditure data
within these individual reports by major municipal functions.
A highly disaggregated breakC.own of the expenditures of the
City of Philadelphia was obtained directly from the records of the
Department of Finance. These e:q>_rditures _ere allocated to RIS
sectors with the use of the _:tccountirg I_fanua! of the City.
Since the expenditures of the City of Philadelphia constituted
approximately 95'i_of the total output of the sector and comparably
detailed data were not readily available for the remaining cities,
the coefficients for sector }_0, were based solely upon the ex-
penditures data of the City of l_hi!adelphia ,,ithout adjustment.
TownshiPs and Boroughs, (Sector 9302)
This sector is composed of t::e 199 townships ar_6 ]31 boroughs
located within the _:t:Ll.s.delpb:'.a,F::_.- i_, ;__.o_,o.;..... . ......._C, =.._,-_:.. in
Pennsyl,,_nia are classified as first and second class_ a s_atuto_y
(m)
(2)
_f_., Local Go':eri_Jnent Fins.racialBureau of J.unicipal .....".... "
lCi_O (Harrisbu!'g: .... , ...... ,_'_ -'Statistics : .... ,, _c.._ .j± .n_._ Department of
Ir_ternal " ........ 13el)
Division -_ _ .... "_ _-_._er:-m:,i-r.,4z_ '_'--_*"--" "' r_ "_;_ ........... :,,,._. ,_,;c .: ,,. ,*.ritual Report :
le<O (ire,._on. I{e;_ Jc.z'sey Dcp-trtment of the __ ....,_ v
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distinction historic_,!ly based on i opulation; there were 25 first
class and 122 second class. Table ii - 3 presents the ntm:ber of
townships and boroughs and their expenditures by county.
Total value of output of the sector was defined as the total
current expenditures of the 330 tovnships and boroughs 3 less the
school and special district taxes collected and transferred by those
to_nships and boroughs in New Jersey as previously noted• In both
states, the municipalities are required by statute to file a uniform
annual financial report and with minor exceptions the breakdown of
expenditures by goverm._ental function were identical in the two
states. The total expenditures and their breakdown by major function
(1)
were obtained frem the State publications and are shown in
Table ll - 4.
T"ne composition of the total township expenditures for each of
the major function was estimated on the basis of detailed reports by
@)
two sample tovmships. These t_.¢otownships accounted for 17.05_
of the total output of to-._nships. For each major function the
allocation of the expenditures to RIS sectors was made on the basis
of account titles, descriptions, and staff judgment. Once the
coefficients for each major function were obtained, these :_ere multi-
plied by total expenditure of all townships for that major function
to yield a vector of estimated e'4penditu'_-cs by RIS sector for
townshipz.
(2)
.Bureau of .?a:,_icipa! Affair._, (t ........ .,. Lva:.,ia) O_). C:i!. ar.d
"Finsncial l{epcrt of the Township of £bington, }iontgomery County,
Pcnnsy!_'unia: i_n59"..- and "Financial i{eport of the Towus!iip of
Upper Darby, Dela_._are County, _enns_yl_:.........._ ':-_" Ij;59."
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Expenditurcs by Go e_m._n_al Function
Townships and Boroughs (Sector 9302)
Function
ii - 6
General Goverr_ent
Dablic Safety
Health, Welfare &
Sanitation
Townships Boroughs Total
High-;ay, Streets &
Lighting
7, i01,055$ 4,278,337 $ 2,822,718 ;_
13.9o% 14.18% _.o1%
9,312,845 $ 5,411,526 _L 14,724,371
3o.25% 27.18_'_ 29.O5_o
$ 5,137,828 $ 3,185,815 $ 8,323,643
F16 .o9_o 16.00_{ 16.42 ;_
Parks and Recreation
Libraries & Misc.
Education
$ 7,928,3_0 $ 3,860,525 $11,788,905
25.7o_0 19.38% 23.26%
'_" # 1,750,133$ 1,209,245 e 540,888 .p
_.93_ o _P 3.45_
$ 268,719 253,924 $ 522,643
87_ 1.28_ 1.o3_
622,299 $ 392,89_ $ 1,015,195Interest v
.v2_ 1.97% 2.00%
Utilities $ - $ 2,606,116 $ 2, 6o6,116
o.0o_ 13.o9_ 5.14_
Miscellaneous $ 2,024,323 $ 836,993 $ 2,861, 316
.... 6.58_ 4.P_o_ 5.64_
'"" 781,976 $19,911,401 $50,693,377TOTAL e30,
lOO.oo_ zoo.co_ lOO.oo%
The expenditures by major function for each of the 131 boroughs were
(1)
allocated to the RIS sectors on the basis of two sample boroughs.
The selected boroughs represented 7.7_ of the total output accounted
for by boroughs. Once the coefficients for each major function
were obtained, they were multiplied by total expenditures of all
boroughs for that m'_jor function to yield a vector of cstimated
expcnditurcs by RIS sector for boroughs.
(1)
"Financial Report of the Borough of Downingtown, Chester
County, Pennsylvania: 1759" and "Financial Eeport of the
iOqO ""Borouzh of Norristown, _ontgc_e__j County, _ennsylvania: _
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Since within this met_Ol:o!itan area the distincbions between
townships and borou_zhsis primarily legal ratDer than functional,
the two expenditure vectors (one for townshiios, the other for
boroughs) were summedby RIS sector, to yield a single vector of
expenditures and the technical coefficients for sector 9302 were
accordingly calculated in the standard maraner.
Counties, (Sector 9303)
Sector 9303 is composed of the seven counties within the
Philadelphia, Pa.-N. J. SMSA; the city and county of _hiladelphia
are coterminous and are considered as a single unit classified
within sector 9301. Total '$alue of output for the sector was defined
as the total current expenditures of the sevmn counties less payments
by the three New Jersey counties to hospitals, and other health and
(1)
welfare institutions operated by the State of New Jersey. The
dollar value of output for this sector is presented in Table II - 5-
Data on county expenditures were obtained from the State pub-
(2)
lications which sL_marized the annual financial reports of
counties and presented thou by major governmental function. The New
Jersey expenditures were reorganized to correspond to those of
Pennsylvania in order to standardize the differing functional break-
downs. Expenditures by uniform go_zernmental functien are presented
in Table ii - 6.
Detailed annual financial reports providing the composition of
-(1)
(2)
The expenditures excluded represent payments by these three
counties for set,rices rendered by state institutions, such
services are included in sector 9201 (State Health & Welfare
Institutions ).
Bureau of Municil_l Affairs, (Pennsylvania) 0D. Cit., and
Division of Local Coverr_zent, (?$ew Jersey) 0_. Cit.
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Table !i - 5
Cut;ut Estimates
Local Government: Counties (Sector 9303)
County Total Adjusted Total
($) ($)
Bucks 6,013,916 6,013,916
Chester 2,343,645 2,343,645
Delaware 6,567,577 6,567,577
Montgomery 4_640.000 4_640_000
Sub Total: Pa. 19,565_138 19_565,138
Less Adjustment
for Transfers
Burlington 4,257,216 i, 219,572 3,037,644
C_mden i0,353,623 4, 3d5,220 5,988,403
Gloucester 2_430 _021 428 t350 2_ 001_ 671
Sub Total: N.J. 17,040,860 6,0].3,14_ iiI027,718
Total County Expenditures $30,592,856
expenditures by each major governmental function were obtained for
(1)
the four Pennsylvania counties. On the basis of these reports
the composition by RIS sector of total county expenditures for
each major gover_uental function was estimated. The resulting
disaggregations were appropriately weighted and su_med to obtain a
vector of the total expenditures of the seven counties by RIS
sector. Technical coefficients were calculated from the dollar
values of this vector in the standard manner.
(1)
TT,-
._nn_al Financial Reports: i_59" for the Counties of Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery as filed with the Department
of Internal Affairs, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
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Table ii- 6
Expenditures by Governmental
Counties (Sector 9303)
Pennsylvania
Function
General Goverr_aent $i0,098,249
51.6l¢
Judicial 2, 5Jo, 500
13.26_
Correctional 3,021,450
._4_15'
Health & Welfare
IIighway
Civil Defense
Interest
Other
TOTAL
Function
New Jersey
l, 541, 007
13.97%
618,656
f1"tt5 .o_;o
i, 822,891
lg.53¢
2,7op,156
25.26%
25,265
0.23%
, r41o,457
3.78_
Total
$12,337,621
4o.33%
4,134,507
13.51%
3,449,974
11.28%
95,400
0.31%
839,077
2.74¢
$30,592,856
i00.00¢
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Chapter 12
State Governments
Introduction
State governmental operations initially have been included
within the structural matrix. The activities of the two State
govermments within the Philadelphia region (Commonwealth of Pen_-
sylvania and State mf New Jersey) were functional defined to produce
six relatively homogeneous sectors.
The value of output of State governmental sectors has been
defined as the total annual current expenditures less transfer pay-
ments to other governmental units or individuals. The output of the
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board (Sector 9204) which operates as a
wholesale-retall distributor of "packaged goods_ has been defined
as gross margin, that is total sales, less purchases for resale.
Table 12 - 1 indicates the sector employment and output
magnitudes for the region by State.
State Institutions (Sectors 9201, 9202, 920_)
The twenty institutions maint_d by the State_ of Pennsylvania
and New Jersey within the Philadelphia, Pa.-l_. J. _3MSA were
_b_ ....____+_ _y_ +vp_ to _provide three relatively homogenous sectors
These are: Health and _elf_re (9201), P_blic Instruction (9202),
%nd Pemal (920_).
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Sector 9201 is composed of fourteen health and welfare in-
stitutions (ten institutions for the care and rehabilitation of the
mentally retarded, one hospital for tubercular patients, a youth
development center, a diagnostic and evaluation center, and the
regional administrative office for mental health programs.) These
institutions had a resident population of approximately 19,COO
during 1959.
Sector 9202 represents three small-to-mediuum sized state
colleges. The total enrollment in 1959 was approximately 6,500.
Sector 9203 is composed of a maximtum, a medium and a minimum
security penal institution. These three institutions had an average
total inmate population of 3,500 during l_wg.
Data on institutional expenditures w_re obtained from State
sources. _e following discussion describes first, the method of
obtaining estimated expenditu;'e vectors for the Pennsylvania portion
of the three sectors; second, the method of obtaining the New Jersey
portion of the tlnree sectors; and finally, the method of combining
the two into total expenditure vectors for Sectors 9201, 9202, and
92O3.
The value of output of each sector-was defined as the total
current operating expenditures of the institutions iucluded. These
estimated sector outputs are _res_nted in Table 12 - 2.
Table 12 - 2
Output Estimates
State Institutional Sectors
Pennsylvania NewJerse7
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Total SMSA
Numb er Numb er Numb er
of of of
Insti- Insti- Inst i-
tu- Output tu- Output tu- Cutput
Sector tions ($) tions ($) tions ($)
9201 ll 37, 730,143 3 6,710,371 14 44,440,514
9202 2 5,047,652 1 1,360,343 3 6,407,995
9203 2 4,768,949 1 i, 396,321 3 6,165,270
Conmonwealth of Pennsylvania
Expenditure data for the fifteen institutions in Pennsylvania
were obtained with the cooperation of the Governor's_office through
staff interviews with the business managers and accounting personnel
of the institutions. In most cases, expenditures by type were ob-
tained from the working papers of the institutions' annual financial
reports. _&ere this was impractical, institutional personnel were
asked to estimate in detail the nature and amount of various ex-
penditures. Hence it was possible to obtain expenditure vectors
for each institution by the detailed RIS sector basis. _e ex-
penditure vectors of the institutions in each sector were then s_r_ed
to obtain three total current expenditure vectors, on the RIS
sector basis, for the Pennsylvania portions of 9201, 9202, and 9203.
State of Ne_ Jersey
For the five institutions in New Jersey, the total current
expenditures and their breakdown by type were obtained from published
L
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(1)
State data . A standard set of account titles was used in the
presentation of the expenditures of each institution. Given these
standard accounts, the three expenliture vectors of the institutions
in New Jersey in Sector _201 were added to obtain a single expenditure
vector for the sector. Sectors 9202 and 9203 in N_ Jersey each
contained a single institution.
A nmmber of the standard account titles were similaz to RIS
Sectors and could be allocated directly. Others clearly indicated
the RIS sectors included, but required estimation of the pro-
portionate dollar values of the RIS sectors within the composite
accounts. General accounts such as feed or clothing were dis-
aggregated on the basis of the distribution of similar accounts
obtained in detail from the Pennsylvania institutions within the
same sector. Hence, detailed expenditure vectors were obtained on
an RIS sector basis, for the New Jersey portion of S_ctors 9201,
9202, and 9203.
The three expenditure vectors for the New Jersey portion of
Sectors 9201, 9202 and 9203 were then added to the previously de-
rived vectors of the Pennsylvania po1_ion of these sectors to obtain
the total regional expenditure vectors.
State Liquor Control Board, Sector 9204
All wholesale and retail sales of liquors and wines for con-
smuption off the premises in the Con_olz_ealth of Pennsylvania are
made through establishments owned and operated by the Co1_onwealth.
Bud_et Messaae for the Fiscal Year Endin_z June 30, 1962.
(Trenton, _tate of ',._ _....._, ___, 'n;.__ubiic'mtion presents
in detail the 1959-60 fiscal year expenditures as well as thost
proposed for the 1961-62 fiscal year.
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Sector 9204 represents approximately 175 of these state stores in the
(1)
Pennsylvania counties of the SMSA.
Operating as a State enterprise, the value of output of the
State Liquor Control Board is defined as gross margin; that is, total
(2)
sales less the cost of goods sold. The value of this gross margin
includes total operating expenditures by the state stores, and monies
returned to the State General Fund (i.e., net profits). For 1959, the
State Store sales within the five county areas were reported to be
(3)
$121, 2003 000 . Comparable data reflectimg the cost of goods sold
was not available from published sources. An estimate of the gross
margin for 1959 was developed from information relating to net profits,
operating expenditures, and sales at various points in time for the
(4)
State as a whole. _e output of the sector was therefore esti-
mated by multiplying the total regional sales by the estimated gross
margin ratio.
The Office of Computer Operations of the State Liquor Control
Board provided a distribution of operating expenses for the five
county area for 1965. Most of the expense account titles corresponded
to RIS sectors, and those which contained more than one RIS sector
were disaggregated on the basis of staff judgment. The vector of ex-
penditures thus obtained was used as the estimate of the composition
of operating expenditures for 1959
(1)
Liquor stores in the Ee_ Jersey portion of the S_SA are included
in Sector 5921 as they are privately owned and operated retail
establishments.
(2)
This is consistent with the treatment of other wholesale and
retail establish_nents, as described in Chapter 7, S_pra.
(3)
19_3 Pennsylvania Statistical Abstract, Bureau of Statistics,
D_artment of Internal Affairs. (Harrisburg, December 1963)
Table 232, page 305.
(4)
As t!_e 5 county area constitutes over 40$_ of the total sales
vithin the Commonwealth, this procedure appears warranted.
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State Highway Departments, (9205)
This sector represents the maintenance and administrative
operations of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey Highway Departments
in the eight county area.
The value of output of this sector is defined as the total
regional current maintenance and administrative expenditures of the
two departments. New road and building construction, and equipment
purchases are treated separately as State capital expenditures. As
with other governmental sectors, no single source of data existed;
hence it was necessary to estimate total expenditures and their
con_osition from individual State publications and later combine the
data for the two states to obtain a single vector of Highway De-
partment expenditures.
New Jersey
Expenditures by the State of New Jersey were obtained from the
(1)
Governor's Budget Message which presented a breakdown of Highway
Department Administrative expenditures by materials and services
purchased. The data presented were for the entire state, and the
regional expenditures for administration were estimated on the basis
of the ratio of regional employment to total State employment in the
(2)
H!glu_ay Department, obtained from a State publication.
Road maintenance expenditures were obtained from the New Jersey
Budget _lessage. These expenditures were found in accounts entitled
"Road _intenancc Materials and Supplies" and "Maintenance by Agree-
ment and Contract",
(1)
(2)
OP. Cit.
Locations of State Workers, _iarch _o_, Division of Research
and Planning, Department of Civil Scrvice, State of Hew Jersey
(Trenton, N. J. )
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under the heading of General Operations. The 1:atio of regional to
state emplo_Tnentin the highway department was again used to estimate
the regional mainteuance expenditures. In addition, maintenance ex-
penditures in the region which were listed under capital construction
were also included.
As a breakdown of the distribution of the costs of materials and
supplies for maintenance expenditures was not available from the
(1)
state, Bureau of Public Roads data were used. The percentages
given by the Bureau of Public Roads were a weighted aversge for urban
and rural non-interstate roads; this distribution was judged more
adequate for estimation of the composition of State Highway mainten-
ance expenditures than others available. The materials and supplies
distribution was adjusted to equal i00 percent, and the total dollar
value of state maintenance expenditures was multiplied by the dis-
tribution to obtain the corresponding dollar value of expenditures
by item.
Administrative and maintenance expenditures were assigned to
RIS sectors. %Jith minor exceptions both the Budget Message accounts
and Bureau of Fublic Roads distr'Lbution, for administrative and
maintenance expenditures respectively, were similar to RIS sectors.
The composition of the accounts which were obvious aggregations were
est_nated on the basis of staff judgment. The dollar values thus
obtained were taken as the vector of regional current expenditures
by the !iew Jersey State IIighway Department.
(1)
U.S. Dept. of Con_nerce, Bureau of Public Roads, Highway
i961) (PageiI 8,
_tatis _ic_ icco (\_'ashington, D.C.,
-_..j .-t •
T_ble P7-2a)_----
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Pennsylvania
Expenditures by the Pennsylvania Highway DeTartment were obtained
from a special tabulation by the Office of A_ninistration of the
Cormuonwealthof Fennsylvania. _is data and additional information
from the Highway Department provided an estimate of total expenditures,
including capital, in the five county area. Estimates of wages and
salaries, contractual services, total materials and supplies, road
improvements and transfer paymentsto counties were provided. The
value of output, that is total regional current expenditures, was
defined as the total of wages and salaries, materials and supplies,
and improvements. In the absenceof detailed data reflecting the
composition of the general materials and supplies expenditure in
Pennsylvania3 the distribution of general administrative expendi--
(1)
tures for the New Jersey portion of the sector was used to dis-
aggregate this category.
With the use of the Bureau of Public Roads data, the total
expenditure for improvements was multiplied by the adjusted percentage
distribution to obtain the corresponding dollar value of maintenance
expenditures by item.
The Pennsylvania Highway Depa1_ment a_ninistratlve and main-
tenance expenditures thus obtained were then assigned to RIS sectors
in the same manner as described for the New Jersey expenditures.
The two vectors of administrative and maintenance expenditures
for Pennsylvania and New Jersey uere added to obtain a vector of
Although the account titles differ, the same basic operating
_xp_nditu_es wcrc included _!tb_n the a_re_ate accounts in
the two States.
12- i0
total regional current expenditures for Sector _05.
ot_e General Administration, (Sector 9209)
This sector represents the general administrative operations of
the two State governments in the Philadelphia, Pa.-N. J. SHSA.
It is composed of a number of departments and agencies in both states
which could not be classified within the prcviously defined sectors,
or meaningful functional breakdowns. These departments are listed
in Table 12 - 3.
The value of output of Sector 9209 was defined _s the total
estimated regional expenditures of these departments, less transfers
to local governments and special authorities such as school districts
etc.
Data were not available in a standard form for both states; it
was necessary therefore to obtain regional expenditure vectors from
various state sources, and then combine them into a final vector
for Sector 9209.
L
Table 12 - 3
Departments and _gencies Included in Sector 9209
Pennsylvania
Agriculture
B_nking
Civil Defense
Employment Security
Ekployment Social Security
Fish Commission
Forests and Waters
G_ne Commission
Health
Insurance
I_bor & Industry
Milk Control
_litary Affairs
Museum& Historical
Parole
Property and Supplies
Public Instruction
Public Utilities
Revenue
Securities
State
State Police
Tax Equalization
Vacational Rehabilitation
Wor_mens' insurance
!Tew Jersey
Acriculture
Civil Service
Conservation & Economic
Development
Defense
Education
Health
Judiciary
Labor & Industry
Law & Public Safety
Port Commission
Public Utilities
Toll Bridge Authority
Treasury
12 - Ii
New Jersey
Total General Administrative expenditures by the State of
(1)
New Jersey were obtained from the Governor's Budget _lessage. This
publication listed the expenditures of each department using a
standard account system. Regional employment was obtained from a
(2)
State publication which provided the n_&mber of employees in each
(1)
(2)
Budget Ue_sage for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1962 (Trenton:
State of _e_ Jersey, 1961). All dollar values used were 1959
expenditures.
'Locations__ of State Workers, _arch lO64; Division of Research &
Pla_ning, Department of _±vJ.__ ............ _
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department and the minor civil divisions in which they were located.
The expenditure accounts of each department were multiplied by the
ratio of regional to state, Tide employment for that department to
derive a vector of regional expenditures by department. These
vectors of regional expenditures by department were summed to obtain
a vector of total General Administrative expenditures in the New
Jersey portion of the SMSA. Most of the standard account titles were
similar to RiS sectors, in cases where the title indicated that a
nmnber of RIS sectors were included, it was necessaiTf to estimate the
composition and dollar values of those sectors in the aggregate
accounts, to obtain the final expenditure vector.
Pennsylvania
General Administrative expenditures by the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania in the Philadelphia, Pa.-N. J. SF_A were obtained from
a special tabulation by the Office of Administration of the Co_m_on-
wealth of Pennsylvania. _is tabulation provided ezpenditures in
the five counties of the region by each department for the 1959-60
fiscal year. Although the largest expenditures were clearly ident-
ified as wages and salaries and transfer payments to individuals
and local government, it was necessary to estimate the dollar values
of expenditures within the smaller categories of "_laterials and
Supplies", "Administrative Costs" and "Maintenance". This was
accomplished on the basis of information, provided by the various
department personnel, on the composition of these expenditures, and
on the basis of st_ff estimates of the dollar values of expenditures
within each catego_D_. A vector of General Administrative expendi-
tures by RIS sector foreach department was derived from the items
directly allocated and the staff estimates. These vectors were
su_ned to obtain a single vector, by RIS sector, of General Ad-
12 - 13
ministr;_tivc expenditures by the Commo_ealth of Pennsylvania within
the Philadelphia, Pa.-N. J. SMSA.
The vectors of General Administrative expenditures of the
two States were combined to produce the final vector of expenditures
by RIS sectors for Sector 9209.
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Appendix A
SECTORDEFINITIONS
OFTHE
PHILADELPHIAREGIONINPUT-OUTPUTSTUDY
(RIS)
A-i
This preliminary report presents the input-output sectoring
pattern which has been developed for the Philadelphia Recion Input-
Output Study_ 1959. Section 1 defines those sectors which have been
identified within the Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. SMSAand for which pro-
duction vectors have been developed. Section 2 defines, in a consist-
ent manner, those sectors which did not produce within the study area
during the base year.
The RIS sector codes appear in the first column and are used
throughout the study. These codes are similar in nature to the appro-
priate four digit SIC codes, with zeros appearing in the fourth digit
when a_gregations were made.
The SIC ccdes, appearing in the third column, are those of the
Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1957 edition, as prepared
by the U. S. Bureau of the Budget.
A-i
This preliminary report presents the input-output sectoring
pattern which has been developed for the Philadelphia Recion Input-
Output Study, 1959. Section i defines those sectors which have been
identified within the Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. SMSAand for which pro-
duction vectors have been developed. Section 2 defines, in a consist-
ent manner, those sectors which did not produce within the study area
during the base year.
The RIS sector codes appear in the first column and are used
throughout the study. These codes are similar in nature to the appro-
priate four digit SIC codes, with zeros appearing in the fourth digit
whenaggregations were made.
The SIC codes, appearing in the third column, are those of the
Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1957 edition, as prepared
by the U. S. Bureau of the Budget.
A.i
Rio
Sector Codes
0120
0132
0133
0].9o
O708
O809
Titles
AC,RiCULTURE, FORESTRY A_D FISHERIES
Fruit & Vec[etable Products
Dairy Products
Poultry Pro.mcts
Other Agricultural Products
A:.Tricultural, Forestry, % Fishery Services
Forestry .%Fis1_ery Products
SIC Codes
0]22, 0]23
o132
O133
O11, 0]39,
0]4, O19,
0729 pt,
O21
O71, 0723,
0729 pt,
085, o98
074, 081,
082, 084,
o86, o91
1411
1421
1441
].49o
MIUI_TG
Dimension Stone
Crushed "= Froken Stone
Sand ,_ Gravel
Mining, not elsewhere classified
1411
1421
1441
145, 148,
149
1511
1611
1621
171].
130.-_
f_f
_.)t "0
CO STRUCTIO
General Contractors
Hichway 3_Street Construction
Heavy Construction
_qumb!;_, Heating, _._Air t'onditioning
Contractors
Electrical ,70',-,tractors
Soeci_l Trsr]e Contractors, not elsewhere
ciassifieJ
.']3]nLemene._'_ }:?r:air Construction
_'esi6entia] Contractors, Developers
Lu:i]ders, etc.
1511
ifloll
fO
17_ ]
1731
172, 174,
]75, 176,
]77, ]7S,
179
6_i I, 6,')6]
A.2
1900
2011
2013
2015
2020
2024
2026
2031_
2032
2033
2035
2036
2037
2041
2042
2043
2045
2046
2051
2052
2062
207]
2072
2073
2Oo2
2084
2Oq5
20_!,6
20S7
%M,TJFACTURING
Ordnance i:Accessories
2O
Meat Packing Plgnts
Sauseze % Other Prepared :[eat Products
Poultry t: Small G_me Dressinc h Packing
Creamery 9utter !_-[,[atural Cheese
Ice Cream ,_:Frozen Desserts
Fluid Hilk
Canned & Cured Sea Foods
Canned Specis!ties
Canned Fruits, Vegetables, Preserves, Jams 3
& Jell ies
Pickled Fruits & Ve(_etables
Fresh or Frozen Packaged Fish
Frozen Fruits, Fruit Juices, Vezetables,%
Specialties
Flour & Other qrain Mill Products
Prepared Feeds for Animals ,_ Fowls
Cereal Preparations
Blended _,:Prepared Flour
Wet Corn V.i].lin:
Dread _ Other i_akerj Pror_ucts
_iscuit, Crackers, '.. Pretze: s
CrJne Sugar Refining
Candy "- Other Confectionery Products
C!_oco].e te '_,: Cocoa Products
ChewJ n `_, Gum
Malt !iquors
_'.Tines,?randy, : Lrend,, _ Spir_ 1;s
Dist]]]ed, £ectified, h Blended Liquors
T'.ott!e<]% Canned Soft Drinks °: Corboneted
F]evorin C P.:%ra,,<:: :'. ] lav-ri-tj J.irups,
not el.:..'.wh_)re c]_as.:iJi_,_.d
]9
2Oll
2013
2015
2021, 2022
2024
2026
2031
2032
2033
2035
2036
2037
2041
2042
2043
2045
2046
2051
2052
2062
2071
2072
2073
2o82
2064
2085
2086
2OST
A-3
2090
2094
2095
2096
2OO7
2].11
2_2_L
2131
2211
2221
2231
224!
2251
2252
2253
2254
2256
2250
2261
2262
2269
2271
2272
2279
228].
22_2
2283
2284
Food Preparations, not elsewhere classified
Grease & Tallow
Animal ,_< Marine Fats ,% Oils, exc. Grease
Tallow
Shortening, Table Oils, Margarine
Manufactured Ice
21
Cigarettes
Cigars
Tobacco °_ Snuff
22
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Cotton
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Man-Made Fiber
& Silk
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Wool
Narrow Fabrics & Other Smallwares Mills
Full-Fashioned Hosiery Mills
Seamless Hosiery Mills
?mit 0uterwear Mills
Knit Undemcear Mills
!(nit Fabric Mills
•( • . n, _
_,nzttl _. Mill.s, not e].setrhere classified
Finishers of Broad Woven F_brics of Cotton
Finishers of Broad Woven Fabrics of Man-
Made Fiber % Silk
Dying & Finishing Textiles, not elsewhere
classified
Woven Carpets A Russ
Tufted Carpets % Rugs
Carpets, Ru_s,h Mats, not elsewhere
c]assified
Yarn Spinnin{_ Mi]].s
........_-_ _,._.._j_. .. _'_ _,d_tin_._.. _" Windin_ Mills
Yarn Mills, Woo], incl.. Carpet h Ru_ Yarn
Thre8@ Mil]s
2025, 20<!3,
2098, 2099
20q4
2095
2O96
2097
2111
2121
213].
2211
2221
2231
2241
2251
2252
2253
225h
2256
2259
2261
2262
2269
227].
2272
2279
228]
2282
22_3
2284
A.4
2291
2292
2293
2294
2205
2297
2298
2299
2311
2321
2322
2323
2327
2328
2329
2331
2335
2337
2339
2341
2342
2351
2352
2361
2363
2360
2371
Felt Goods, exc. Woven Felts _ Hats
Lace Goods
Paddings & Upholstery Filling
Processed Waste & Recovered Fibers & Flock
Artificial Leather, Oilcloth, etc.
Wool Scouring, Worsted Combing, & Tow to
Top Mills
Cordage & _ine
Textile Goods, not elsewhere classified
23
Men's, Youths',&Boys' Suits, Costs, &
Overcoats
Men's, Youths', & Boys' Shirts, Collars,
& Nightwear
Men's, Youths',&Boys' Underwear
Men's, Youths',&Boys' Neckwear
Men's, Youths',&Boys' Separate Trousers
Work Clothing
Men's, Youths',&2oys' Clothing, not else-
where classifzed
Plouses, Waists, & Shirts
Dresses
Suits, Skirts, 2_ Costs, exc. _ir Costs %
Raincoats
Women's, Misses', & Juniors' Oute_.zear,
not elsewhere classified
Women's,'Misses', Children's & Infants'
Underwear
Corsets & Allied Garments
Millinery
Men's _ Boys',_ Hats & C_ps
Dresses, B].ouses, Waists, & Shirts
Costs & Suits
Girls', Children's 2& Infants' 0uterwear,
not elsewhere classified
Fur Coods
2291
2292
2293
2294
2295
2297
229S
2299
2311
2321
2322
2323
2327
2328
2329
2331
2335
2337
2339
2341
2342
2351
2352
2361
2363
2369
2371
2381
2384
2385
2jo6
2387
2389
2391
2392
2393
2394
2395
2396
2397
2399
2421
2431
2433
2441
2443
2445
2490
2491
2511
2512
2514
_J_2
25]-9
Dresses & Work Gloves, exc. Knit & All 2381
Leather
Robes & Dressing Gcerms 2384
Raincoats % Other Waterproof Outer Garments 2385
Leather _ Sheep Lined Clothing 2386
Apparel Belts 2387
Apparel, not elsewhere classified 2389
Curtains & Draperies 2391
Housefurnishings, exc. Curtains & Draperies 2392
Textile Bags 2393
Canvas Products 2394
Plesting, Decorative _° Novelty Stitching, _,_° 2395
Tucking for the trade
Apparel Findings $_Related Products 2396
Schiffli Machine Embroideries 2397
Fabricated Textile Products, not elsewhere 2399
classified
24
Sawmills ,% Planing Mi!!s, General 2421
Mi 1l_..TorkPlants 2431
Prefabricated Wooden Buildings &. Structural 2433
i4embers
Nailed _ Lock Corner Wooden Boxes _° Shook 2441
Veneer _:P]..w_ood Containers, exc. Boxes & 2443
Crates
Cooperage
_'[ood Products_ not elsewhere classified
_'Tood Preservinc
25
T#ood Household Furniture, exc. Upholstered 2511
Wood Household Furniture_ Upholstered 2512
Metal Household Furniture 25]4
Household Furniture, not elsewhere classified 2519
A.5
2445
2411, 2442,
2490
2h.Ol
A.6
2521
2522
253l
2541
2542
2591
2599
2621
263].
2640
2641
2642
2643
2645
2651
2652
2653
2654
2655
2661
2711
2721
2731
2732
2741
275]
2752
2753
Wood Office Furniture 252].
_letal Office Furniture 2522
Public Building & Related Furniture 2531
Wood Partitions, Shelving, Lockers,_ Office 2541
_ Store Furniture
Metal Partitions,Shelving, Lockers, & Office 2542
o Store Fixtures
Venetian Blinds & Shedes 2591
Furniture & Fixtures, not elsewhere classified 2599
26
Paper _4ills, exc. Building Peper Mills 2621
Paperboerd Mills 2631
Converted Paper _'
. Paperboerd Products, not 204-432649
elsewhere c] assified
Paper Coating & Glazing 2641
Envelopes 2642
Bs_s, exc. Textile Bags 2643
Die Cut Paper _-Psperboard; =.-° Cardboard 2645
Folding Paperboard 2,oxes 2651
Set-Up Paperbosrd Boxes 2652
Corrugated _ Solid Fiber Boxes 2653
Sanitary Food. Containers 2654
Fiber Cans, Tubes, Drums, & Similar Products 2655
Bui].ding Paper Z-_Building Board Mills 2661
27
Newspapers: Publishing, l_ablishing £: 27].1
Printing
Periodicals: Publishing, Publishing & 2721
Printing
Books: Publishing, Publishing _ Printing 2731
Book Printing% 2732
Miscellaneous Publishing 2743
Commercial Printing, exc. Lithoqrsphic 2753_
Commercial Printing, Lithographic 2752
Engraving % Plate Printing 2753
A.7
2761
277].
2782
2789
2791
2793
2704
2799
2813
2814
2815
2816
2818
2819
2821
2830
2841
2842
2843
2844
2851
2852
2861
2870
2871
Manifold Business Forms Manufacturing
Greeting Card Manufacturing
Blankbooks, Loose Leaf Binders, $: Devices
Bookbinding & Miscellaneous Related kTork
Typesetting
Photoengraving
Electrotyping °_,,_Stereotyping
Service Industries for the Printing Trades,
not elsewhere classified
28
Industrial Gases
Cyclic Crudes
Dyes, Dye (cyclic)Intelnnediates s:Organic
Pigments
Inorganic Pigments
Industrial Organic Chemicals, not elsewhere
classified
Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, not else-
where clsssi_ied
Plastics Material% _ynthetic Resins_;_
i_onvulcanizsb]..e Elastomers
Pharmaceutical Preparations
Soap °_ Other Detersents
Specialty C__eaning, Polishing _.%Sanitation
Preparations
Surface Active Ajents, Finishing Agents,
Sulfonated Oils & Assistants
Perfumes, Cosmetics, ?._Other Toilet Prepara-
tions
Psints_ VarnisLes, Lacquers, _._Enamels
Putty_ Calking Cc_ipollnds _ Allied
Products
Gum & Wood Chemicals
Agricultural Chemicals
Fertilizers
2761
277]_
2782
2789
2791
2793
2794
27_ 9
28]_3
2814
28_5
2816
2818
2810
2821
2_oi, 2634
2841
2842
2843
2844
2851
2852
2861
2873, 2879
2871
28%_
28_
2893
28_4
23o5
2899
291].
295!
2952
2992
2999
3Ol]
3021
3031
3069
3o79
3111
3121
3131
3141
3142
3161
3171
3]72
3199
Glue & Oe!etin
E:_losives
Printing Ink
Fatty Acids
Carbon Black
Chemicals & Chemical Preparations, not
elsewhere classified
29
Petroleum Refining
Paving Mixtures & Blocks
Aspha!t Felts & Coatings
Lubricating Oils & Greases
Products of Petroleum % Cos]., not elsewhere
classified
3o
Tires & Inner Tubes
Rubber Footwear
Reclaimed Rubber
Fabricated Rubber Products, not elsewhere
classified
Miscellaneous Plastic Products
31
Leather Tanning _ Fi_ishing
Industrial I_ather Belting & Packing
Boot & Shoe Cut Stock % Findings
Footwear, exc. Mouse Slippers & Rubber
Footwear
House Slippers
Luggage
Women's Hsudbags % Purses
Perso_8] Leather Goods, exc. }{andbogs &
Purses
Leather Goods, not elsewhere classified
2£91
2892
2893
2894
2895
2899
2911
2951
2952
2092
2999
3Oll
3021
3o31
3o69
3079
3111
3121
3131
3141
3142
3161
3171
3172
3199
3211
3221
3229
3231
3241
3251
3253
3255
3259
3261
3269
3271
3272
3273
3274
3275
328].
3291
3292
3203
3295
3296
3297
3299
3312
33]-5
3316
33!7
32
Fiat Glass
Glass Co:itainers
Pressed & Blown Glass & Glassware, _ot else-
where classified
Glass Products Made of Purchased Glass
Cement, Hydraulic
Brick & Structural Clay Tile
Ceramic Wall & Floor Tile
Clay Refractories
Structur81 Clay Products, not elsewhere
classified
Vitreous China Plumbing Fixtures
Pottery Products, not elsewhere classified
Concrete Brick & Block
Concrete Products, exc. Block % Brick
Resdy Mixed Cement
Lime
Gypsum Products
Cut Stone & Stone Products
Abrasive Products
Asbestos Products
Steam & Other Packin_ & Pipe & Boiler
Covering
Minerals & Earths
Mineral Wool
Nonclsy Refractories
Nonmetallic Mineral Products, not e_sewhere
classified
33
Blast Furnaces, Steel Works, & Rolling Mills
Steel Wire D_swin_,% Steel T_ails & Spikes
Cold Rolled Sheet, Strip,& Bars
Steel Pipe & Tubes
3211
3221
3229
3231
324-1
3251
3253
3255
3259
3261
3269
3271
3272
3273
3274
3275
3281
3291
3292
3293
3295
3206
3297
3299
3312
3315
3316
3317
A.9
A. I0
3321
3323
333O
3333
3334
3341
3351
3352
3356
3357
3361
3362
3369
3390
3391
3411
3421
3423
3425
3429
3431
3432
3433
3441
3442
3443
3444
3440
Gray Iron Foundries
Steel Iron Foundries
Primary Smelting & Refining of _onferrous
Metals
Primary Smelting & Refining of Zinc 3333
Primary Production of Aluminum 3334
Secondary Smeltin& Refinin& & Alloying of 3341
Nonferrous Metals
Rolling, Drawings& Extruding of Copper 3351
Rolling, Dr8win_,& Extruding of Aluminum 3352
Rolling, Drawing&Extruding of Other 3356
Nonferrous Metals
Drawing & Insulating of Nonferrous Wire 3357
Aluminum Castings 3361
Brass, Bronze, Copper, Copper Base Alloy 3362
Castings
_onferrous Castings, not elsewhere classified
Primary Metal Industries, not elsewhere
classified
Iron & Steel Forgings 3391
34
Metal Cans 3411
Cutlery 3421
Hand & Edge Tools, exc. Machine Tools % Saws 3423
Hand Saws & Saw Blades 3425
Hardware, not elsewhere classified 3429
Enameled Iron J_ Metal Sanitary Ware 3431
Plumbing Fixture Fittings & Trim 3432
Heating Equipmen_ exc. Electric 3433
Fabricated Structural Steel 3441
Metal Doors, Sash, Frames, Moldin_ % Trim 3442
Fabricated Plate Work (moiler Shops) 3443
Sheet Metal Work 3444
Architectural ,}Miscelleneous Metal Work 3440
3321
3323
3331, 3339
3369
3392, 3399
i
3451
3452
3461
3471
3479
3481
3491
3493
3494
3496
3497
3498
3499
351o
3522
3531
3534
3535
3536
3537
354-I
3542
3544
3545
3548
Screw Machine Products 3451
Bolts, T.[uts, Scre_._s, Rivets & I.Tsshers 3452
Metal Stampings 3461
Electroplatin_, Plating, Polishing, 3471
Anodizing & Coloring
Coating, Engraving, & Allied Services, not 3479
elsewhere classified
Miscellaneous Fabricated Wire Products 3481
Metal Shipping Barrels, Drums, Kegs g_ Pails 3491
Steel Springs 3493
Valve & Pipefittings, exc. Plumbers' Brass 3494
Goods
Collapsible Tubes 3496
Meta! Foil & Leaf 3497
Fabricated Pipe _ Fabricated Pipe Fittings 3498
Fabricated Mats1 Products, not elsewhere 3499
classified
35
Steam Engines, Steam, Gas, _ ]r[ydraulic
Turbines; and Steam, Gas, & _drsulic Tur-
bine Generator Set Units & Other Interns1
Combustion Engines, not elsewhere classified
Farm Machinery % Equipment 3522
Construction Machinery & Equipment 3531
Elevators 2_Moving Stairways 3534
Conveyors & Conveying Equipment 3535
Hoist, Industrial Cranes, & Monorail Systems 3536
Industrial Trucks, Tractors, Trailers,_ 3537
Stackers
Machine Tools, Metal. Cutting T}_es 3541
Machine Tools, Metal Forming T_gpes 3542
Speci_l Dies & Tools, Die Sets, Jigs & 3544
Fixtures
Machine Tool Accessories A Measuring Devices 3545
Metal }7orking Machinery, exc. Machine Tools 3548
A.II
3511, 3519
A.12
3551
3552
3553
3554
3555
3559
356]
3562
3564
3565
3566
3567
3569
357]
3576
3579
3581
3582
3585
3586
3589
3590
35'_!I
3611
36_2
36!3
Food Products Machinery 3551
Textile Machinery 3552
Woodworking Machinery 3553
Paper Industries Machinery 3554
Printing Trades Machinery & Equipment 3555
Special Industry Machinery, not elsewhere 3559
classified
Pumps, Air ,% Gas Compressors & Pumping 3561
Equipment
B811 _ Roller Besrings 3562
Blowers Exhaust ,% Ventilating Fans 3564
Industrial Patterns 3565
Mechsnic81 Power Transmission Equipmen_ exc. 3566
Bail _ Roller Bearings
Industrial Process Furnaces & Ovens 3567
General Industrial Machinery h Equipment, 3569
not elsewhere classified
Computing & Accounting Machine_ incl. Cash 3571
Registers
Sc81es _ Balances, exc. Laboratory 3576
Office Machines, not elsewhere classified 3579
Automatic Merchandising Machines 3581
Commercial Laundry, Dry Cleaning, & Pro- 3582
cessing Machines
Refrigerators, Refrizer0tion Machinery, exc. 3585
Household, h Complete Air Conditioning Units
Measuring & Dispensing Pumps 3586
Service Industry Machines, not elsewhere 3589
c] assified
M_chinery & Parts, exc. Electrical, not 3532, 3599
elsewhere classified
Machine Shops, Jobbing $_ Repair 3591
36
Electric MeasurinE Instruments % Test 3611
Equipment
Power Distribution _: Specialty Transformers 3612
Switch-ear h Switchboard _ppsratus 3613
A.13
3621
3622
3623
3624
3629
3631
3633
3634
3635
3639
3642
3643
3644
3651
3652
3661
3662
3671
3672
3679
369O
36oI
36.03
3694
3711
3713
3714
3715
Motors & Generators 3621
Industrial Controls 3622
Welding Apparatus 3623
Carbon & Graphite Products 3624
Electric81 Industrial Apparatus, not else- 3629
where classified
Household Cooking Equipment 3631
Household Laundry Equipment 3633
Electric Housewares & Fans 3634
Household Vacuum Cleaners 3635
Household Appliances, not elsewhere classified 3639
Lighting Fixtures 3642
Current Carrying Wiring Devices 3643
Noncurrent Carrying Wiring Devices 3644
Radio _ T.V. Receiving Sets, exc. Communica- 3651
tion _"hypes
Phonograph Records 3652
Telephone & Telegraph Apparatus 3661
Radio & T.V. Transmitting, Si_na]in_ & 3662
Detection Equipment _ Apparatus
Radio & T.V. Receiving T_e Electrode Tubes 3671
Cathode Ray Picture Tubes 3672
Electronic Components £: Accessories, not 3679
elsewhere classified
Electrical Machinery Equipment _ Supplies, 3641,
not elsewhere classified
Storage Batteries 3691
X-ray Apparatus _ Tubes 3693
Electrical Equi¢_lent for Internal Combustion 3694
Engines
37
Motor Vehicles 3711
Truck _: Bus Bodies 3713
_btor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 3714
Truck Trailers 373-5
3699
A. 14
372].
3722
3729
3731
3732
3741
3791
3799
3811
3821
3822
383]-
3841
3842
3843
3861
3911
3913
39].4
3931
3941
3942
394q
3o51
3052
3953
3955
Aircraft 3721
Aircraft Engines ,%Engine Parts 3722
Aircraft Parts & Equipment, not elsewhere 3729
classified
Ship Building & Repairing 3731
Boat Building & Repairing 3732
Locomotives & Parts 3741
Trailer Coaches 3791
Transportation Equipment, not elsewhere 3799
classified
38
Engineering, Laboratory, & Scientific & 3811
Research Instruments & Associated E_ipment
Mechanical Measuring & Controlling Instruments 3821
Automatic Temperature Controls 3822
Opticel Instruments & Lenses 3831
Surgical & Medical Instruments & Apparatus 3841
Orthopedic, Prosthetic,& Surgical Appliances 3842
Dental Equipment & Supplies 3843
Photographic Equipment & Supplies 3861
39
Jewelry, Precious Metal 3911
Lapidary Work _ Cutting & Polishing Diamonds 39]-3
Silverwear & Plated Ware 3014
Musical Instruments & Parts 3931
Games & Toys 3941
Dolls 3942
Children's Vehicles, exc. Bicycles 3949
Pens, Pen Points, Fountain Pens, Bali Point 3951
Pens, Mechanics] Penci]s & Parts
Lead Pencils, Crayons,&Artists' Materials 3952
Marking Devices 3053
Carbon Paper _ Inked Ribbons 3055
3961
3962
3964
3981
3982
3984
3987
3988
3992
3993
3995
3999
Cost_Ime Jewelry & Costmme Novelties, exc. 3961
Precious Met81
FeBthers, Plumes, & Artificis! Flo_ers 3962
Needles, Pins, Hooks % Eyes, % Similar Notions 3964
Brooms & Brushes 3981
Linoleum, Asphalt Fe!t-_sse,c% Other Hard 3982
Surfsce Floor Coverinzs, net elsewhere classified
Csndles 3084
Lsmp Shsdes 3987
Horticisn's Goods 3988
Furs, Dressed & Dyed
Signs & Advertising Displsys
Dmbrelles, Psrasol_ & Csnes
Hsnufscturing Industries, not elsewhere
c!sssified
15.
3992
3993
3995
3851, 3912
3963, 3999
4Oll
4111
4121
4210
4220
4400
45oo
4190
4811
4832
4833
h80o
TRA?!SPORTATION, CO._$Ji_ICATIO[TS, EI.F.CTRIC, GAS AND SAL_ITARY
SERVICES
Rsi]roads
Locol g: Suburbsn Trsnsit
Tsxicsbs
Trucking, Locsl _ Lons Distence
Public Wsrehousing
Water Transportation
Air Trsnsportstion
Trensportstion Services, not elsewhere
clsssified
4Oll, 4013
4111
4121
421
422
44
45
4020, 4041,
4119, 413,
414, 415,
417, 4231,
46, 47
Telephone Conmunication
Rsdio Brosdcgstins
Television Drosdcsstins
Communication Services_ nod elsewhere
classified
4811
4832
4833
4821, 4899
A.16
4911
4920
494]
4990
Electric Companies& Systems
GesCompanies& Systems
Water Supply
Sanitary _ Other Utility Systems, not else-
where classified
4961, 4911,
4931 pt
492 & 4932
pt
4941
4939, 495,
497
5012
5ol3
5o14
5o22
5o28
5o29
5o32
5035
5039
5o42
5043
5044
5045
5046
5o47
5o48
5049
5051
5o62
5063
5064
5065
WHOLESALE TRADE
Automobi].es & Other Motor Vehicles 5012
Automotive Equipment 5013
Tires & Tubes 5014
Drugs, Drug Proprietaries, & Druggists' 5022
Sundries
Psints & Varnishes 5028
Chemicels & Allied Products, not elsewhere 5029
classified
Dry Goods, Piece Goods, & Notions 5032
Appsrel & Accessories, Hosiery, & Lingerie 5035
Footwear 5039
Groceries, General Line 5042
Dairy Products 5043
Poultry & Poultry Products 5044
Confectionery 5045
Fish & Sea Foods 5046
Meats & Meat Products 5047
Fresh Fruits _ Vegetables 5Oh8
Groceries _ Related Products, not elsewhere 5049
clsssified
Farm Products, Raw Materiels 5051
Electrical Merchandise, Genera] Line 5062
Electrical Apparatus & Equipment, Wiring 5063
Supplies, & Construction Materials
Eleetrica_ Applisnces, Television & R_dio Sets 5064
Electronic Parts _: Equipment 5065
A. 17
5072
5o74
5077
5082
5O83
5086
5087
5o89
5o91
5o92
5o93
5o99
Hardware
Plumbing _ Heating Equipment & Supplies
Air Conditioninz _ Refrigeration Equipment &
Supplies
Commercial _ Industrial Machinery, Equipment,
_ Supplies
Farm Machinery & Equipment
Professional Equipment & Supplies
Equipment _ Supplies for Service Establish-
ments
Machinery, Equipment, & Supplies, not else-
where classified
Metals & Minerals, exc. Petroleum & Scrap
Petroleum Bulk Stations & Terminals
Scrap & Waste Materials
Miscellaneous Wholesalers, not elsewhere
classified
5072
5O74
5O77
5082
5083
5086
5087
5o88, 5o89
5o91
5o92
5o93
5094, 5095,
5096, 5097,
5098 , 5099
5210
5221
5231
5241
5250
5311
5342
533]
5351
5390
5411
5420
5431
5441
5460
5490
RETAIL TRADE
Lumber % Other Building Materials Dealers
Heating & Plumbing Equipment Dealers
Paint, Glass, &Wa]]paper Stores
Electrical Supply Stores
Hardware Stores & Farm Equipment Dealers
Department Stores
Mail Order Houses _ Merchandise Vending
Machine Operators
Limited Price Variety Stores
Direct Sellin_ Organizations
Miscellaneous General Merchandise Stores
Grocery Stores
Meat [_Fish Markets
Fruit Stores & Vesetable Harhets
Candy, _Tut, & Confectionery Stores
Retail Bakeries
Miscellaneous Food Stores, not elsewhere
classified
521
5221
5231
5241
525
53]-1
534, 532
5331
5351
539
5411
542
5431
)441
546
5451, 549
A. ].6
5511
5521
5531
5541
5599
561o
5621
5630
5641
5651
5660
5690
571o
5722
5730
5812
5813
5912
5921
5940
5o50
5971
5980
5990
Motor Vehicle Dealers
Motor Vehicle Dealers, (used cars only)
Tire, Battery, & Accessory Dealers
Gasoline Service Stations
Miscellaneous Aircraft, Marin% A Automotive
Dealers
Men's & Boys' Clothing & Furnishings Stores
Women's Rea_y-to-Wear Stores
Women's Accessory & Specialty Stores
Children's & Infants' Wear Stores
Family Clothing Stores
Shoe Stores
Miscellaneous Apparel & Accessory Stores,
not elsewhere classified
Furniture, Home Furnishings, % Equipment
Stores
Household Appliance Stores
R_dio, Television, &Music Stores
Eating Places
Drinking Places
Drug Stores & Proprietary Stores
Liquor Stores
Book £_ Stationery Stores
Sporting Goods Stores ,h Bicycle Shops
Jewelry Stores
Fuel & Ice Dealers
Retail Stores, not elsewhere c]_essified
5511
5521
5531
5541
5599
561
5621
563
5641
5651
566
5671, 5681,
5699
571
5722
573
5812
5813
5912
5921
594
595
5971
598
503, 596,
599
6Oll
6020
6030
612o
,3190
FINANCE, INSURAI.Y,'E, AUD REAl, ESTATE
Feders_ Reserve _{ank
Co_mnercial Stock Saying,s Banks
Mutual Savings _?sn][s
Savinc_s _:Loan Associations
Misce!laneous Finsncie! Institutions
6Oll
602
603
612
604, 605,
611, 613,
614, 6].5,
616, 67
A. 19
6300
63oi
6310
6590
7200
73OO
7400
7500
790O
8o61
8o90
8211
8220
8290
Security & Commodity Brokers, Dealers,
Exchanges, & Services
Non-Life Insurance Carriers
Life Insurance Carriers
Real Estate, Insurance, & Combination
Agents
SERVICES
Hotel, Personal, & Repair Services
Business Services
Research & Development, Educational &
Scientific Research Agencies
Automobile Repair, Services, & Garages
Amusement & Recreational Services
Hospitals
Medical & Health Services, not elsewhere
classified
Elementary & Secondary Schools
Institutions of Higher Education
Other Educational Services, not elsewhere
classified
62
632 pt, 633,
635, 636, 639
631_ 632 pt
64, 651, 653,
66
70, 72, 76,
(exc. 7694,
7699)
6541, 73, (exc.
7391) 7694,
7699, 81, 89,
(ext.8921)
7391, 8921
75
78, 79
8061
80 (exc. 8061)
& o722
8211
822
823, 824, 829
8486
88oo
9201
92O2
9203
9204
9209
93Ol
9302
9303
9826
9842
Non-Profit Membership Organizations,
Museums, Art Galleries, Botanical &
Zoological Gardens
Private Household Services
State Government, Health & Public
Welfare Institutions _
State Government, Public Instruction
Institutions
State Government, Justice & Penal
Institutions
State Government, Enterprise
State Government, General
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Local City Government
Local Borough Township Covernment
Local County Government
Office Supplies
Transportation (Aggregate)
84, 86
88
92Ol
92o2
9203
92o4
9209
93Ol
9302
9304
(dummy )
(d  zy)
A.20
I010
1090
ii00
1300
147o
SECTION 2
MINII,[G
Iron & Ferroalloy Ore Mining
Non-Ferrous Mete1 Ore Mining
Coal Mining
Crude Petroleum& Natural Gas
Chemical & Fertilizer Mining
loll, 106
102, 103, i0_,
105, 108, 109
ii, 12
1311, 1321
147
2023
2034
2044
2061
2063
2083
2091
2o92
2141
2296
2426
2429
2432
2611
2646
2812
2822
2823
2824
2833
2872
3151
3262
3263
MANUFACTURING
Condensed & Evaporated Milk 2023
Dried & Dehydrated Fruits & Vegetables 2034
Rice Milling 2044
Cane Sugar, exc. Refining Only 2061
Beet Sugar 2063
Malt 2083
Cottonseed Oil Mills 2091
Soybean Oil Mills 2092
Tobacco Stemming & Redrying 2141
Tire Cord & Fabric 2296
Hardwood Dimension & Flooring Mills 2426
Special Product Sawmills, not elsewhere 2429
classified
Veneer & Plywood Plants 2432
Pulp Mills 2611
Pressed & Molded Pulp Goods 2646
Alkalies & Chlorine 2812
Synthetic Rubber (Vu!canizable Elestomers) 2822
Cellulosic Man-Made Fibers 2823
Synthetic Organic Fibers, exc. Cellulosic 2824
Medicinal Chemicals & Botanical Products 2833
Fertilizers, Mixing Only 2872
Leather Dress, Semidress, & Work Gloves 3151
Vitreous China Table & Kitchen Articles 3262
Fine Earthenware (_'_iteware) Table & 3263
Kitchen Articles
A.21
3264
3313
3322
3332
3492
3533
3572
3584
3619
3632
3636
3673
3692
3712
3723
3742
3751
3871
3872
3943
3983
Porcelain Electrical Supplies 3264
Electrometallurgical Products 3313
Malleable Iron Foundries 3322
Primary Smelting & Refining of Lead 3332
Safes & Vaults 3492
Printing Trades Machinery & Equipment 3533
Typewriters 3572
Vacuum Cleaners, Industrial 3584
Electric Transmission & Distribution Equip- 3619
merit, not elsewhere classified
Household Refrigerators & Home & Farm 3632
Freezers
Sewing Machines 3636
Transmitting, Industrial, _ Special 3673
Purpose Electron Tubes
Primary Batteries, Dry & Wet 3692
Passenger Car Bodies 3712
Aircraft Propellers & Propeller Parts 3723
Railroad & Street Cars 3742
Motorcycles, Bicycles, & Parts 3751
Watches, Clocks, & Parts exc. Watchcases 3871
Watchcases 3872
Children's Vehicles_ exc. Bicycles 3943
Matches 3983
APPENDIX B-I
Interview Materials
Introductory Letter: Willis J. Winn
Introductory Letter: John K. Tabor
Questionnaire:
Instructions:
Questionnaire:
Mantlfacturing (long form)
Manu fac turing
_,_nufacturing (short form)
B-I-3
B-l-8
B-I-12
Questionnaire: Mining B-I-14
Questionnaire:
Questionnaire:
Instructions:
Contract Construction
Home Builders
Construction
B-l-15
B-l-19
B-I-23
Thank you Letter: Walter Isard B-!-26
UNIVERSITY of PENNSYL VANIA
PHILADELPHIA 4
B-l-1
Wharton School o[
Finance and Commerce
Dr. Walter Isard, who is a member of the Governor's Council of Science
and Technology and Professor of Economics s_d Regional Science, the
Wharton School I is conducting a major study on the economy of the
Philadelphia Metropolitan region. This study is important because it
will assist the Cotuueil, business groups, the state and city goverrm_.entss
and other important bodies, in identifying the types of industries
which wotuld be most desirable to promote in the Philadelphia region.
As you are aware 2 the city of Philadelphia itself is experiencing an
_desirably high rate of unemplo_uent. It is therefore essential, both
from the standpoint of eliminating unemployment in the Philadelphia
area and for stimulating the growth of the Philadelphia area, that we
give Dr. Isard all the encouragement and assistance we can in completing
his important study.
Dr. Isard is constructing a detailed sales and purchases table in order
to reveal the different ]_uarkets that exist for different products in
the Philadelphia region. To do this it is necessary that he obtain
information on purchases and sales from your firm as well as others.
You can rest assured that whatever data you provide him will be kept in
strictest confidence s and no data will be published which would reveal
infor_tlon on individual firms.
.
I would therefore greatly appreciate it if you could cooperate with Dr.
Isard in supplying the information he requests. Dr. Isard or one of
his associates will shortly be in touch with you on this matter.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Pennsylvania's Secretary of Commerce,
John K. Tabor, indicating the State's interest in the study.
Sincerely yours,
•,_ J. Winn
Dean
'THE SECRETARY
COMHONVVEALTH OF" PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF" COMMERCE
HARRIsBuRG
May lZ, 1964
B-I-2
Professor Walter Isard
Department of Regional Science
The Wharton School of Finance
and Commerce
Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania
Dear Professor Isard:
I am delighted to learn of your interest in, and forthcoming
study on the economy of the Philadelphia Metropolitan Region. As a
member of the Governor's Council of Science and Technology you well
know the importance of this study. Your goal of identifying the types of
industries which would be most desirable to promote in the Philadelphia
Region appears to be a primary requisite in eliminating unemployment
and stimulating long-run growth in this region. Further, the healthy de-
velopment of the Philadelphia Region will be of great significance for
strengthening the economy of the State of Pennsylvania.
I am, therefore, hopeful that the business firms in your re-
gion will cooperate fully in providing the essential data which you require.
I wish you success in your study and eagerly await your results.
Sincerely yours,
JKT:lc
B-l-3
CONF I DENTI AL
ECO_':OMIC DATA: WHARTON SCHOOL PHIALDELPIIIA REGION STUDY
Please complete this questionnaire
and mail to:
Professor Walter Isard
Department of Regional Science
The Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia 4_ Pennsylvania
If any questions arise with regard
to specific items in this question-
naire_ please call:
Professor Gerald J. Karaska
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
594 - 77_t4 or 594 - 8411
Information is requested for Calendar.y_ear lq__q_9..If it is not possible
to provide data for 1959j please do so for the nearest year after ]959.
QrSpecify h_re the year used_ if not Ij_9. If your records are arranged
by fiscal year_ you may use the fiscal year; simply indicate if used.
Please report information (data) only for the plant listed below.
The Philadelphia region includes the following counties: in Pennsylvania 3
Ducks_ Chester_ Delawarej Montgomery_ Philadelphia; in New Jersey 3
Burlingtonj Camdenj Gloucester.
I. Name of Establishment:
2. Address of Establishment:
3, Respondent's Name:
4. Raspondentts Position:
5. Average Employment
6. Total i!ages and Salaries (payroll)*
See attached supplementary information sheet for particulars regarding
these items.
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CONF I DENT IAL
B-].-6
e Products Shipped to Other Manufacturing Firms Outside Philadelphia
Region (Continued from Table 8).
Type of
Product
(Same as in
Table 8)
Example:
a. Tractors
ao
bl
co
dl
I Sales To Other Manufacturing Firms---OutsidePhiladelphia Region
Purchasing Industry - group Value
#5 - Coal Mining
#37 - Construction and mining
14achinery
$ 50,000
__$2oo,.oQo _
See attached list of industry qroup, s
IO. Expenditures on Power and Enerq_:
a. coal
b. gas
c. oll
d. electricity
II. All other current operating expenses--exclude all investment
expenditures. (Note - Payroll, Material inputs, Power and Energy
expenditures also excluded.)
B-I-7
SALES TO DEFENSE RELATED AGENCIES*
I. What percentage of your sales in fiscal 1960 (July 1560 to June 30s
1961) went directly to defense related agenciess ie. direct sales as part
of a _ government contract?
2. If you are a prime contractorj what percentage of the prime contracts
was subcontracted to another firm?
3. What percentage of your sales in fiscal 1960 went indirectly to
defense related agenciesj ie. sales going to another firm and which could
be designated as a subcontract on a prlme defense contract?
4.
distribution by geographic area;
For subcontract salesj please indicate the percentage of their
Subcontracts from
Your Prime Contracts
Subcontracts from
Another Firm's
Pr l_ne Contracts
(a) Philadelphia Metropolitan
Area':_
(b) rest of Pennsylvania
(c) rest of New Jersey
(d) California
(e) Massachusetts
(f) Connecticut
(g) Texas
(h) List other states
*Dept. of Armyj Dept. of Navy, Dept. of Air Forcej Dept. of Defense 3
National Aeronautic_ --_ c .... A_Ini_ration.
¢]IIU vFov_ ............
_Counties of Philadelphiaj Bucks, Montgomery_ Delawarej Chester, Camden_
Gloucesterj Burlington.
B-I-8
Instruct ions
_!e have attempted to keep the accompanying questionnalre simple
and short_ and to ask for figures which would be readily available
in business records. Most definitions of sales and purchase items
conform to those used by the U.S, Bureau of the Census and are
likely to have been ca!culated for previous census returns.
Notes on specific questions --
Question 5 AveracL9 E_mglo__ent. This is the Census definition.
If you have to calculate a figure it should be the
average of employments during March_ Nay_ August_
and November. of the year used. Please include
wage and salary employees in this figure,
Question 6 Waqes and Salaries (eay_collJ.. This should be the
definition used for Federal withholding tax calcu-
lation. It includes all compensation such as com-
missions 3 bonusesj vacation pay_ etc._ before
deductions of taxes and other similar items.
Question 7 Materials Used in Production. Costs should be
the amounts paid (after discounts and including
freight charges) for materials and components
actually put into production during the year,
If you pick up items in your own trucks or other-
wise cannot include freight chargesj please
indicate in the right hand column. Note that
components purch@sed through contracts or sub-
contracts should ie included.
Question 8 Sales _value of Shlpn;ents_. Sales should be after
discounts and aliowances_ f,o.b, plant3 and
excl_ing excise taxes and freight charges. (If
freight charges cannot be excludedj or if you
deliver in your own trucks_ please indicate so
in the extreme right hand column.)
Question II All other o,peratino expenses. This should include
rents_ texes_ insurance 3 warehousin9_ telephone
and telegraphj office supplies 3 advertising3 and
any other business services. It should exclude
all capital (investment) expenditures andj
desirablyj depreciation allowances.
B-l-9
Quest ion 9 The purchasing industries may be classified by s.i.c.
number or by the following industry groups if you
choose not to iist companies:
•
2
3
It
5
6
7
8
9
Io
II
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18,
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
29.
30.
3!.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
Sector
Livestock and products
All other agricultural products
Forestry and fishery products
Agricultura_j forestry & fishery services
Coal mining
Food and kindred products
Tobacco M_nufacturin 9
Broad & narrow fabrics s yarn & thread mills
Miscellaneous textile goodsj including floor coverings
Apparel
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products
Lumber & products, except wooden containers
Wooden containers
Househo}d Furniture
Other furniture and fixtures
Paper and al!ied prcducts, except paperboard containers and boxes
Paperboard containers and boxes
Printing and publishing
Chemicals
a) Mining
b) Manufacturing
Plastics and synthetics
Drugs and toilet preparations
Paint and allied products
Petroleum and related products
a) Mining
b) Manufacturing
Rubber & miscellaneous plastic products
Industrial leather
Other leather products
Glass and glass products
Stone and clay and their products
a) Mining
b) Manufacturing
Iron and Steel
a) Mining
b) Manufacturing
Nonferrous metals
a) Mining
b) Manufacturing
M_tal cans_ shipping barrels, drums_ kegs and pails
Heating 3 plumbing and fabricated structural metal products
Screw machine products, stampings and boltsj nuts, etc.
Other fabricated metal products
Engines and turbines
Farm machinery and equipment
Construction and mining machinery and eqOipment
B-I-IO
-3-
Sector (cont.)
38. Materials handling equip_:'.ent
39. Special and general industry machinery and equipment
a) Metal_:orking machinery & equipment
b) Special indust_'y machinel'y & equipment
c) General industrial machinery & equipment
d) Miscellaneous machinery
40. Office, computing & accounting machines
41. Service industry machines
42. Electric transmission and distribution equipment and
other industrial apparatus
43. Household appliances
44. Electric lighting & _Tirin_ equipment
45. Communications equip!ncnt
46. Electronic components and accessories
47. Miscellaneous electrical machinery, equipment and supplies
48. llotor vehicles and equipment
49. Al_c_d_t and parts
50. Other transportation equipment
51. Professional, scientific & controlling instruments &
supplies, including _Tatches and clocks
52. Optical and photographic equip,_ent
53. Miscellaneous manufacturing
54. Ordnance
55. Gas & electric po_Jer & water service
56. Transportc_tion (and warehousing)
57. Trade (including eating & drinking places)
B-I_-] 1
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WHARTON SCHOOL OF F!WT_ICE AND C0i,'_,ERCE
University of' Pennsylvania
REGIOi'bIL iiiPACT STUDY
Philadclphia Standard iletropolitan Area
B-I-12
We are requesting infor-.-ation Tor the yea:." 1959
so as to be conpatible with other sources of data
but we will accept information for any year.
The F.._iladelphia Standard [!etropo!itan Area (SMSA)
includes the Pennsylva,lia Co_tnties of Philadelphia.,
Bucks, l[ontgomery; Chester, Delaware and, i,_ New Jer-
sey the co.'_ties of Cm:_denj Gloucester and Burli_gton.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call
(collect) Dr. Ge_'ald J. Karaska (area code 215) 59_ -
7i'37.
A - Information is for year
• _. ]B - The cost of rm.r :aterzals :p_'rchased as a percent of' value of' oQta_, sales
C - For those ._:-rchased ra:_ -:_aterials, _._hat percentage were .vl the
following catecories :
b) LI19
o) 6l'J
_) c!i'0
e) C !IU
f)
_) ¢
h) ¢
i) _t
J)
_)
i) Co:'.tai_mrs A Packoging :_ateria].s
Other (specify)
Cf
• 6fTOTAL OF T}_ #$OVE = iOOi_ i00 ,
- For those listed materials, what percentages were purchased from vendors
located in the Philadelphia S.M.S.A. :
a)
_)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
J)
k)
l)
m) Containers and Packaging Materials .................
%
%
J_
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
• , %
%
- Total percent of your products sold in the Philadelphia S.M.S.A. %
- Percent of sales as prime or sub-contracts to defense related agencies* %
ease check one:
These data are (I) estimates, or'(2) from actual records.
(signature)
- Defense related agencies are bh_ w_=_,_ _ ._.....--JJ ....N_w_•.A_r_ Force, and Defense,
and the National Aeronautics and Space Adr_nistration.
REGIONAL IMPACT STJDY
Wharton School of Finance and Cc._merce
University of Permsylvania
Please report information concerning all quarrying, mining, dredging and
related activities of your firm within the Philadelphia region.
Information is requested for the calendar year 1959. If it is not possibla
to provide data for 1959, please use the nearest available year. If any other
year than 1959 is used, please indicate
If you have any questions with regard tothis questiennaire, please call:
Mr. Thomas W. £angford, Department of Regional Science, (215) 594-7737.
Ae PRODUCTION
1. Major products of your firm in 1959:
h
Ls _Tfourfirm in active operation nine (9) months or more of the
Llen_la_-yeaz'? Yes No
of-)stone, sand, gravel and other materials sold in 1959:
,' !/b
B. // &.!..:
2. Total annua<_%_-ao_ and, . $_ .
C . _%TERiALS CCNSU_D "
i. Fuel: (a) Gasoline// ,'
(b)Oil
(c) Electricit_ 7 ;'_ -
2. Water ..";.,
3. Explosives
_. Drill heads and bits
5. Pneumatic hose, etc. /
6. Misc. tools and hardware '.
7. Wood and metal strapping (packaging) /
8. Others (Please specify)
9.
,,, .... • . J ,JiO. - -
D. OTHER OPERATLNG _,PENSES
i. Real estate rental or lease $ .
2. Equipment rental or lease $
3. Insurance $
4. Telephone $....
E. Major Capital Equipment Purchases? $_
F. • What propo'_-tion of your total prodaction (Question A3) was used or sold to
G. If you operate your own trucks, what was your total expense of their opera-
tions in 19597 $
Thank You
B-l-15
REGIONAL_IPACTSTUDY
%rnartonSchool of Finance and Co_anerce
University of Pennsylvania
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Information is requested for the calendar year 1959. If it is not possible
to nrovide data for 1959, please use the nearest available year. if this
questi_maire is con_pleted for any period other _h_q the calendar year, 1959,
please indicate the year used. 19
Please report information for al__!lconstruction activities for the firm n_::e
appearing below•
The Philadelphia Stsndard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) is cc.;prised
of the counties of: Bucks, Chester, Delta:are, MontGoz_ery and _hiladelphia in
Pennsylvania; and Burlington, Cal.-denand Gloucester in Ne_ Jersey as indicated
If any questions arise with re_ard to specific items in this questionnaire,
please call: Dr. Gerald J. Karaska (215) 59_-7737 or 594-7744.
Ao
30
C.
N_nber of Employees for year: 19__.__
Average Hi&best
, ,,,, , a
Wages and Salaries paid for year:
Dollar voltm_e of construction work for year:
Contracts received [ ] Contracts Completed [
Estimate of construction work done for year:
Percent of work in Bucks County
Percent of work Ckltside Fniladelphia SMSA
Percent of Work _ich was repair or replacement ¢
Lo_.;est•
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E. Value of Sub-Cow,tracts
Trades Covered
by sub contracts
$
Value
B-l-17
Percent of total
trade by local
sub-contractors
Fo EQUI_ _[T EXPE[DITURES
Dollar value of equipment purchases
Depreciation all_ance for existing equipment
Reht paid for equipment
Value of purchased parts, etc.
Costs of maintenance and repairs (except parts)
Costs of fuels, lubes, etc.
Other .............
$
$
$
$
$
$
B-_I-] 8
Go Other oi_erating expcnscs
Office supplies
Electricity, gas, oil_
heat
Rent (land & buildings $
on ly )
Business & Professional $
Services
Advertising $
Interest paid
Insurance
Bonding Charges
T_XCS
Other
$
He Contracting Agency or
Client
Goverrm_ent
Federal
State
Local
Indus trial
Residential
Conu._ereial
Percent of total
construction business
¢
¢
¢
Percent of construction
within Region
¢
0"'"
¢
¢
Io Receipts from non-construction activities
Equipment ].ease or rental
Real _'_e a e rental or sale
Material & services you provided
and/or
sold to other firms *
Other ........ *
$
$
$
$
* Please outline the nature of the starred other activities below.
PN'T I I ........
REGiOD'AL ILItACT ST_JDY
T.* r:,h_rto,_ School of Fi_ance and Co':":.c-."ce
University of Pcnnsylva:-'.a.
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HG.;E BUILD}]RS, DEVELOPERS, AI'D _U_u--°T_T_"r_°_u :-
In±oz ...._._,n is requested for the calendar year 1959. If :'t is nDt cossib!e
,__..o_.e • If ghisto _;'o:,_'_,-data for !959, olease use _u. neares_ avai _-_ _'
:'aestionnalre is csmpleted for _.:,#_nerlod other than the calendar year, 1959,
please indicate the year used. 19
Please "_eoo_-t information for all construction activities for the fi ;n_ n__
- £ - -- .....
appearing below.:.
The Pi_iladelphia Standard Iietropo!itan Statistical Area (Si[SA) is ce;:'pr'.sed
of the count'es of: Bucks, Chester, D._..a.,a._,I,[ont_o:.ieryand Phi!adsiohia in
Pennsylvania; and Burlington, Camden and Gloucester in Ne'.:Jersej as indicated
on the attached map.
If any ,_ _ • ,-• qu_ t_ons a.-ise :_'ith regard to snecific items in thl s q'-estionnaire,
- ---i ____| |
please ca.]_!: Dr. Ge;-ald J. Karas!_a (2!9) _94-7'{3"7or )>':_-r,_.
Ao
_o
C.
Ntm_ber of Employees for year: !9
Average Highest
Hages and Salaries paid for year:
Dollar vo].tm_e of const_Iction =:ork for year:
I.
o
e
4.
5.
Lowest
Estimated value of construction worh put in place during the year
$
Estimated value of real property (land and "-,?....i...zozemenus) sold
$
Percent of work in Bucks Co_mty
Percent of" -""
,ro_._Outside Philadelphia Si[SA
Percent of _.._orkwhich was repair or replacement
¢
f,
¢
hJ
co
rJ)
co
c _.
,'9
}_l°
c+
l-J,
0
l..a
r_
o
l-J
H_
CO
l.J.
i
1
:]_-] -20
E. Value of Sub-Contracts
Trades Covered
by sub contracts
3
,
Value
Percent of total
trade by local
sub-contractors
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Fo EQUIPMENT EXPEEDITURES
Dollar value of equipr:ent purchases
Depreciation allcwance for existing equipment
Rent paid for equipment
Value of purchased parts, etc.
Costs of maintenance and repairs (except parts)
Costs of fuels, lubes, etc.
Other .............
$
$
G.
H.
Ie
_Q
Office SuDp!ies $
Electricity, gas, $....
oil, heat
Rent (land & BuildinGs
Only) $.
Business & Professional
Service $.
B-i-22
Intc'_-estpaid
Insu"ance $........
Bonding Charges $ ........
Municipal Fees a.nd
Service Charges
¢Advertising _ O_lers
Receipts from Non-Construction Activities
i. Value of Lm!d Sold or Leased (Exclusive of Buildings)
2. Equipment Lease or Rental $___.____
3. Materials or services you p_:ovided and/or sold to $.____.__
other fin::s (*)
4. Others (*) $___.___
N_:_er of lots cz'eated duz'ing the year
N_er of _mlling t_its built during _ae year
Road and Uti].ity Construction
Of your total construction _zorh done (Question C)
l'_at percentage or dollar value is represented by the foll_ring:
(1) Roads, hig}u;ays, and public ri_ts of _:_ deeded to govermaents
(2) Sever, _:ater; gas and other utility mains, trunks, etc. (exclude
on-site and small private syster:s)
(3) _b].ic buildinzs, structure_, open spaces and other facilities
deeded to governments or special district authorities
(I_)Others, (p_,easespecify)
(*) Please outline the nature of the starred other activities on the reverse
side.
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IJo_...U_T_O_._
},L<,..'.O_,A_,,Ti"4V_CT STCDI
Unive,'sity of Pennsylvania
We have attempted to keep the acconoanying questionnaire short and simo!e
. e J.,.h,=i byas oos_.._b_e _._ost of Jne def.[nitions be2o-.._are those co_muonllf used -'_ _-
the U.S. Buree_/ of the Census or in cob_.ion usace within the trade.
If data are not available in the form requested, please estimate the values
rather than leave the question blenk.
A. Average Annual EmD].oy:_cnt
This represents the average of all full time and part time employees on the
payrolls of the establishment who worhed or received pay for any part of the pe.y
period ending nea_-'est the 15th of the months of l:'.arch,I].ay,Aug_Ist and November.
Included are all persons on paid sici: leave, paid holidays, and paid vacations
during these periods. Excluded a:'e members of the aim:ed fo-_-ces and pensioners
carried on ti_e active rolls but not working dui-ing the period. Officers of
corpor?.tions are included e_s employees ; he',ever, proprietors and partners of
unincorporated firms are excluded.
,,_, ..... 4-_ the total of fullThe lo_.:cst number of cmplo-:-ees for the :/ear ._.:.........
I • A._ .
time employees p--_--_dduring the s_ack pe_,icds whether _ney are active]s, engaged
in construction or not.
B. Total Anuual '.[a;4esand Salaries
This total includes the grcss ealu_ings paid during the caleudar year to all
_ e_ao_,_]._n...e_ as described above. This includ3semployees on the ._ayroll of the ....... '_ _
co_;mlissions, dismissal _e.y, all bonuses, vacation and Sick lee;,'e pay, and
compensation in kind. You aay use the information f_.-omcensus returns or federal
witho!ding tax reports.
C. Dollar Vol,o_e of Construc.tion Work
Estimate of constzmction work done for the year represents the value of
constzaction work put in place du_:ing the calendar year. Th'.s value is intended
to rep_.-esent the value of wo..'k installed or erected on the site for all buildings
and other structu-._es under construction during the given year, regardless of when
the work on each individual active project was started or completed.
This value represents a stmm=ation of the cost of materials actually used or
cons_..ed during the period, regardless of when the uate:'ials were purchased or
delivered to the site; the cost of labor perfor'.:_ed du-,-ing the period; and the
proportionate allowances for overhead costs, profit on construczion operations,
and the cost of architectural and engineering services, if applicable.
_,.e requested three percenta_e figures are to be calculated using the con-
struction worh done as the base value. Repair or replaccment covers all struc-
tural changes or modifications which do not resu.Lt in the crea_J.on of siznificant
additions, l floor space, but including the installation of new or improved serv-ce
facilities a_d u_ilities in -":_ '" _ or s ' -.. e....tiao b''_._..- ,-]"_'__..o 4rv.c_.,uresot_,_-,,....than bui].din:-.;s
-_"-_e .,"--_ _n ..... _es s_u_._l chances, enl_.o ........_ and allHigh_._ay repair or r..o......e ._,.t _" _' ....."....... " -_'":'_'_'":_
niailitenauce repa'rs; but e:'.c]ude the creation of new struc0ures eitlier on ne:z o,"
exist'.ng right-of-_..ays.
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D. ]'urchases
Please include in this schedule the products pu;'cht;sedin construction
operations of your fi_m. The classification of p-._-Jductsr._y be found on the
supple,:tentary shee Ss (green). If any eategorj of products accounts for _c;j ;._ or
C:_8_SSI± ..Ca_] o._i S:10,, _,_more of you;" total pturchases and does not appear on the ' "_ ... " _"
please indic_te: using the reverse side of the schedule for a description of the
group. Costs of pu'..'chaseshould be the amo:.u_tspaid (after discozmSs and
allowances) for goods and p_-oducts. These prices should include freight charges
if possible. (If freight cbarses a;-e excluded or if you pick up in your o_.m
trucks, please note).
if _ny prob!eu arises in the classification of products please call the
study offices.
of PuOri-_in ....... ez.o.
Mmu_facturers Those establishments primarily engaged in the production or
manufac_ure of goods and products.
h_]o!esa].ers _qose non-manufacturing establishments engaged in selling
goods to retail mid wholesale trading establ_sh:<_ents, or to industrial,
co.muercial, institutional and professional users.
O_ne_.s Es_abl.s:u_lents _rou which you purchasE, and you not believe
that they fall into either of the t_.:oabove catego--ies. Please describe
these firms in detail.
(NOTE: The percentages in each of the rows should add to 10O_).
E. . Va].ue of Sub-Contracts
_'his represents the total value of sub-contracts _ ;.e_by your firm to other
firms for construction work done by the.n aurln_ the pe,-oc, repo','ted. That is,
your estir,_.ateof the value of _:orh pu_ in o!ace by the sub-contractor.
Please indicate the total, for each Trade or Section of contract specifica-
tions, the total a_uotmt of :.._orkput in place by the various sub-contractors.
(NOTE: This excludes the value of ::ork done b_ your filml within any of
these trades or sections).
Local sub-contractors are those who's headquarters are within the _hila-
delphia Standard Metropolitan Statistical A,.-ea,as shorn on the attached mP.p.
F. E_u'.pment Exnenditures
Equipment purchases are defined as those capita], ezpenditures which are
depreciable under the current tax codes. This refers only to equipment, and
specifically excludes p_rchases of land, buildings and other real property.
Depreciation allowance is the reasonable allowance permitted by law for the
exhaustion or wear a_d tear of equipment used in your construction activities.
Rent paid for equ_!._uentis the value of the icase or rental agreement for
e u_:ent used in co_str_ction " _-;"-:_ "act!%__e_ during the re_ort,'.ng pe:__oa _,.:hichis
owned b_- other companies.
Costs of maintenance and repairs (cxceDt parts) includes labor cost. Please
indic_._teif these ].abo_"•..... _co_,_,,are a.....o included in question B, page -_,
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O. O:..!f.:A_01,2._:!yj_,j_2!_L.];'I-ATi .._...,.._,e_'_"2
}kmt (..a'._ai-:dbu::.!dinp;s only)rsfers to rents paid or accsucd for business
pro_eri.ies_ __n.which you ".,,.aveno e_..l--,"_ _-._,.
_u,.,.1..,......and l'-rofessions_l Services inch;des _" _'ee,._and retainers paid to f!rm's
and in_.ividua!s p.:oviding "r _'......[:l_.L_,_ or profess-ona], se;-vices, such as accountin_:b
auditing_ engineering, _ _ "._e_,a±, etc.
Insurance expense includes premiux_s _• .a..dfor business related insurance, but
specific_;!!y excludes _ o ...._ _ _ r, i _,.
.n_a _ nc pay_.en_s :_or une ho..%.,:ent compense_tion, hospital-
izs,tion, life inm]rance, and other insurance progran:s for e,;,"''2_.oyees.
Tso_es include all tax payments made to federal, state and local taxing
agencies, e._el._d_n_ o_.ec±__c se-_viee charges.
This question refers to the bre84:do_.m of you.v Clients and their sh_re of
your total value of. construction put in place during the reporting period. (See
question C, page i). (EO_: T'_,e.....su'..._of _"_nefirst co]._m:m s_ou:.a"_" add to ].OC_..
me Reeeints from Non-Construction Activities
%D_ese receints are in addition to those reported in " -_"queo_.on C, and represen t
" ' .....inco::_.eincidental to your construction operations.;_S!n _
Please pro_zide for the starred 0:) "_ '" = - - __ l_e,._sa _e_eral de scriotion of the _yoes
of materials o_._ se_ices produced by your fib_n::8nd sold to others. (i.e.,
cement block, gravel, engineering services).
If there are any questions concerning i{his report, please feel free to call:
Dr. Gerald Karaska, University of Pennsylv_.ia (Area Code 2].5) 594-7737 or
591,.-..771_.4.
_ "_'_ m T _;._,,_.,_ YOU _ OR YOUR CO0_P_-_O,t.
f_( _ ,. o -.q---.._r C ._ Z, I J_.J, L/;
..... "...bJ .,. J: 0 i .P._',I'(3"r,_ '''f'" T/-, -,rr-
lolo.t.
Whmtolz School of
Regional Impact Study
We roeent]7 received a completed questio_maire on your c_-np_w _nd
_r.tshto expz-ess our sincere appreciation fez' t_he time aud effort
ex]_ende4 by you in completing th:i.slonG.
The success of our s'bud_ in large p_,r5 reflects the co:_?erstion of
m,-%t_rfi_,_.0_in the I_-_i:l.ade.!phiaregion (and _.u.chof its success is
alrea&y inslr_ed by the response from yo_ fS.n_l).
_le detail repo:ctcd by you pe_aits us to gaiu v__uek,!e insi_its to
the Ikmet.ioning of the l_li3.ade].!,h_i.aeconomy.
Please rest assured that this infon_ation _._]_Ibe kept in strictest
confidence, no data _.rillbE publi.shed so as to identi:_j individual
finns.
Th_ you again for your Eooperation.
Sineere]jyours_
Walter Isard_ Pz,ofessor
Econ_aics _ud Regional
Science
SIC
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EMPLOYME2_IN EDITEDESTABLISHMENTS,COVERAGEANDRANGEOF
OFSTATISTICALESTAEI.ISHMENTSADDEDTO I_[DUSTRYDATA,
MANUFACTURINGDUSTRIES,4-DIGIT SIC
SIZE
Edited Survey Establishments
Partially Survey
Complete Complete Total Coverage
Est. Empl. Est. Empl. Est. Empl. Est. _npl.
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and A!_g.
Notes
2O
2011
2013
2015
2021
2022
2O24
2025
2026
2031
OA_O
2033
2035
2036
2037
59 20,993 18 2,259 77 23,252 9.99 44.15
5 1,542 3 579 8 2,121 12.31 55.21
2 556 2 84 4 640 6.67 25.53
2 134 - - 2 134 18.18 42.54
1 42 1 3 2 45 I00.00 57.69
1 46 - - 1 46 50.00 83.64
3 264 1 25 4 289 23.53 14.74
9 2,878 _ 136 13 3,_14 14.77 42._9
...... 0.0 0.0
! 4,150 - - 1 4,150 33.33 89.94
4 755 - - 4 755 12.90 41.78
2 172 - - 2 172 Io. 53 47.38
1 244 - - 1 244 14.28 106.08
1 65 - - 1 65 8.33 9- 06
2o41 ...... 0.0 0.0
2042 4 182 - - _ 182 15.38 32.04
2C43 ...... 0.0 O.O
2045 ...... 0.0 0.0
2046 ...... 0.0 0.0
2051 2 761 2 1,140 4 1,901 2.45 17.72
2052 3 2,758 - - 3 2,758 15.00 96.64
2062
2071
2072
2073
2082
2e84
2085
2086
2087
1 1,192 - - 1 1,192 50.00 59.87
2 1,678 3 253 5 1,931 7.04 49.12
2 72 - - 2 72 50.00 11.84
1 336 - - 1 336 33.33 58.03
1 1,253 - - 1 1,253 16.67 69.15
1 85 - - 1 85 50. OO 89.47
1 1,280 - - 1 ],280 12.50 92.22
...... 0.0 0.0
2 68 2 39 4 107 21.05 16.61
Agg.
_4;g.
Agg.
g
C
C
d
d
g
g
g
g
C
C
b
e
g
RIS 2020
RIS 2020
RIS 2O90
B-2-2
Edited Survey Establishments
.... Partlally ' "
SIC Complete Complete Total
.... _st. Empl. Est. Empl.. Est.. -Em_pl.
20c 3 .....
20:4 2 14o - - 2
2095 Z 45 - - 1
zo96 z 58 - - 1
2097 ....
2098 .....
2099 3 237 - - 3
21 I 7 - - I
Survey
Cq_erage _
Est. Emp).
2111 -
- 0.O 0.0
140 16.67 24.91
_5 5o.oo lOO.OO
58 ]oo.oo 1oo.oo
- 0.0 0.0
- 0.0 0.0
937 8. II 27.91
z121 1 7 - - 1
2131 -
7 5.oo o.16
- 0.0 O.0
7 5.55 0.17
- 0.0 0.0
22 73 8,121 25 1,672 98 9,793
2211 2 73 - - 2 73
2221 3 248 I 35 4 283
2231 7 l,199 2 57 9 i,256
2241 5 468 3 207 8 675
2251 5 20_ 1 64 6 268
2252 5 208 3 16o 8 368
2253 3 1,221 6 474 9 ].,695
2254 2 lO5 1 155 3 Z6o
1256 4 249 - - 4 249
2259 2 109 - - 2 lO9
2261 _ 258 i 12 5 270
2262 i 15 - - i 15
2269 5 438 3 92 8 530
20.00 26.38
!1.76 6.15
30.77 25.38
28.12 42.67
22.86 39.75
9.o9 2o.13
24.24 25.19
11.25 17.01
27.27 15.07
18.18 18.40
33.33 35.16
35.71 2_.75
33.33 16.85
33.33 31.30
2271 2 432 i 253 3 685 36.00 35.47
2272 1 26 - - 1 26 20.oo 2.91
2279 1 50 - - 1 50 9.09 15.29
2281 1 164 - - i 16_,
2282 3 359 - - 3 359
8283 3 715 2 138 5 853
284 3 113 - " 3 113
20.00 65._4
x5.79 25.32
23.81 37.59
60.00 43.46
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
,= ,m_
Agg. RIS 2090
b
g
Agg. RIS 2O90
Agg. RIS 2090
g
b
g
d
f
d
B-2-?
SIC
2291
2292
2293
2294
2295
2297
2298
2299
23
2311
2321
2322
2327
2328
2329
2331
2335
2337
2339
2341
2342
2351
2352
2361
2363
2369
2371
2381
2384
2385
2386
2387
2389
Edited Survey Establishments
Partially
Complete Complete Total
Est. Empl. Est. Empl. Est. Empl.
Survey
Coverage
Est. _npl.
2 205 - - 2 2_5 33.33 46.17
1 89 - - 1 89 14.28 11.98
2 100 1 25 3 125 25. O0 97.06
3 53 - - 3 53 27.27 29.44
...... o.o o.o
2 574 - - 2 574 2o.oo 53.59
...... 0.0 0.0
i 446 - - i 446 14.28 83.05
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
b
b
g
g
b
91 13,668 32 3,093 123 16,761 12.20 28.74
5 3,790 5 1,424 le 5,214 6.94 28.89
4 657 I 17 5 674 27.78 55.56
2 48 - - 2 48 66.67 106.67
2 82 - - 2 82 10.oo 19.95
4 447 3 155 7 602 12.73 20.22
3 176 2 112 5 288 25.00 31.34
5 601 i 66 6 667 14.63 25.68
4 715 5 306 9 I,021 19.56 35.79
8 1,671 - - 8 1,671 }.97 24.42
5 244 i 60 6 304 II. 5h i_. 16
1 40 1 ioo 2 14o 4.54 5.47 b
3 224 2 131 5 355 26.31 28.79
...... 0.0 0.0 g
2 75 1 55 3 13o 18.75 27.48
3 1,760 i 12 4 1,772 20.00 87.72
2 945 2 185 4 1,130 9.52 27.66
2 93 1 85 3 178 14.28 16.73
3 187 - - 3 187 8.11 18.85
2 43 - - 2 43 13.33 54.43
...... O.O 0.0
2 53 - - 2 53 37.33 19.92
1 60 - - 1 60 33.33 26._1
i 85 - - I 85 1oo.oo 52.15
1 38 1 50 2 88 14.28 11.69
3 276 - - 3 276 2_,.00 67.32
g
d
d
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SIC
Edited Survey Establishments
Partially
Complete Complete Total
Est. E_npl. Est. Empl. Est. _apl.
2391 3 183 2 240 5 423
2392 5 177 - - 5 177
2393 2 218 - - 2 218
2394 2 75 2 85 4 16o
2395 3 186 - - 3 186
2396 3 152 i i0 4 162
2397 3 135 - - 3 135
2399 2 232 - - 2 232
24 16 813 6 260 22 1,073
2411
_ , ,..,
Survey
Coverage
Est. Empl.
13.89 48.o7
11.63 17.54
33.33 87.90
].3.79 46.11
8.57 40.o9
16.o0 13.88
6o.oo 7o.31
5.71 17.51
11.o5 33.76
0.0 0.0
Z421 I 13 - - 1 13 2.86 8.23
2431 4 254 1 60 5 314 8.20 26.45
Z433 2 i95 1 15 3 ZlO 50.00 51.85
2441 3 lO9 1 75 4 184
z44z ......
2443 1 55 1 30 z 85
24_5 1 5 - - 1 5
, ,, .L ,
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
Agg. RIS 2490
d
23.53 40.26
0.0 O.O Agg. RXS 1490
50.O0 80.95 b
33.33 10.87 c
2491 ...... o.o o.o
2499 4 18e 2 80 6 262 11.11 43.59
25 34 2,552 5 254 39 2,806 14.61 39.19
2511 7 134 1 26 8 16o 22.22 26.94
2512 3 12o - - 3 12o 5.36 15.52
2514 4 777 1 45 5 822 20.00 46.36
25Z5 2 165 1 _ 3 169 9.37 24.71
2519 ...... o.o o.o
2521 2 1o6 - - 2 lO6
2522 2 262 - - 2 262
33.33 50.96
15.38 29.74
50.60 81.85
12.50 _7.91
75.oo 67.45
12.5o 52.09
16.67 98.36
2531 4 212 - - 4 212
2541 4 316 I 28 5 344
2542 3 313 1 151 4 464
2591 2 87 - - 2 87
2599 i 60 - - 1 60
Agg. RIS 2490
g
b
d
SIC
26
262i
2631
2641
2642
2643
264h
2645
2649
2651
2652
2654
2655
2661
27
2711
2721
2731
2732
2741
2751
2752
2753
2761
2771
2782
2789
Edited Surve# Establishments
Fa@%ially
Complete Complete Total
Est. Empl. Est. _apl. Est. Empl.
_ , | , ,
32 8,711 ii 1,727 43 10,,38
2 2,750 2 773 h 3,523
1,995 1 i00 _ 2,095
3 293 - - 3 293
539 - - 3 539J
2 293 2 80 4 373
I - -- -- W
3 139 I 61 4 200
2 239 1 65 3 30i_
3 462 2 134 5 596
2 255 - - 2 255
5 " ""_ _0 6 1,942
2 2O9, I 14 ) 223
2 95 - - 2 95
57 17,494 18 952 75 18,446
4 2,857 3 71 7 2,928
3 10,465 . - 3 lo,_65
Size of
Survey Statis.
Coverage Estab.
and Agg.
Est. gmpl. Notes
18.45 47.68
36.36 )i.I0
36.36 71.i4
16.67 24._4
37.50 81.54
40. oo 44.04
o.o o.o
26.67 36.1o
7.50 lo. 42
16.67 25.35
5.88 17.23
18-18 &8.59
60.00 53.60
15.38 20.70
A_g. RIS 264O
Agg. RIS 2690
b
0.0 0.0 g
7.52 44.88
6.54 35.25 d
8.11 8_.74
3 345 I 4 4 349 14.28 18.80
3 186 - - 3 186 8.n 20.94
2 36 l 3o 3 66 8.57 16.79
6 546 3 465 9 1,o11 2.17 15.77
9 1,o23 i 6_ I0 1,083 7.35 25.48
2 81 2 20 4 i01 23.53 14.14
2 140 I 200 3 340
2 15! I 41 3 192
5 60 I 5 6 65
5 579 i 15 6 594
12.00 35.34
37._0 62.13
31.58 14.94
13.0_ 40.00
iEdited
SIC Complete
Est. Empl.
279! 5 711
2793 3 106
2794 1 160
2799 2 48
28 44 7,399
2813 i I00
2814 1 986
2815 I 25
2816 2 144
2818 2 6O
2819 3 392
2821 4 I._916
2831 1 7
2834 3 1,255
2841 3 592
2842 2 620
2843 1 38
2844 4 18
2851 2 195
2852 1 24
2861
2871 1 4
2873 2 14
2879
Survey Establish:nents
Par_iaily
Complete Total
Est. Empl. Est. Empl.
1 13 6 724
i 25 4 131
1 3 2 163
- - 2 48
Survey
Coverage
Est. Empl.
13.o_ 50.63
13.33 14.49
18.18 44.O5
lO0.O0 120.00
20 12,908 64 20,307 14.93 59.62
2 264 3 364 16.67 49.59
- - i 986 25.oo 95.82
- - 1 25 25.00 12.19
- - 2 144 33.33 24.o4
II " 2 60 28.56 5.42
3 2,368 6 2,760 20.00 71.35
5 5_202 9 7,118 36.80 76.25
- - 1 7 25.00 17.95
2 4,599 5 5,854 8.77 80.7 _,
- - 3 592 11.54 49.17
2 19 4 639 lO.81 81.19
1 62 2 100 13.33 27.62
- - 4 18 21.o5 7.59
1 6 3 201 4.41 5.49
- - 1 24 33.33 28.57
_ I
i 4
2 14
0.0 0.0
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
2891 4 337 - -
2892 i 25 - -
2893 I 200 2 140
289_ 2 157 - -
2895 ....
2899 2 290 2 248
b
b
b
12 11,47729
a
b
25.00 1.23 e
33.33 2.59 Agg.
4 337 22.22 65.18
i 25 5.55 1.48
3 3_0 14.28 47.62
2 157 lOO.Ot ioo.oo
- - 0.0 0._
538 8.89 45.9_4
12 11,477 23.53 72.63
b
b
RIs 283o
RIS 2830
RIS 2870
2911 3 lo,766 - - 3 10,766 25.00 77.83
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SIC
i , , , , , ,,
Edited Survey Establishments
_artzaily
Complete Complete Total
Est. Empi. Est. Empl. Est. Empl_
2951 3 i_8 - - 3 ]48
_52 1 3O - - l 3O
2992 5 533 - - 5 533
3O 17 4,415 5 3,348 22 7,763
3011 1 i,160 1 2,891 2 4,051
3o21 1 174 - - 1 174
3031 1 31 - - 1 31
3o69 7 I,820 - - 7 I,820
3079 7 i,230 4 457 II i.687
31 22 2,238 2 52 24 2, 29O
3111 3 i,2oi - - 3 I,2Ol
3121 2 155 - - 2 155
3131 2 86 - - 2 86
314l 3 417 - - 3 417
3142 1 7o I 12 2 82
3161 4 122 - - 4 122
3171 3 134 1 40 4 174
3172 2 22 - - 2 22
3199 2 31 - - 2 31
32 51 5,717 13 2,775 64 8,492
3211 1 155 - - z ]-55
3221 2 285 - - 2 285
3229 2 130 - - 2 130
3231 2 254 3 269 5 523
Size of
Statis.
Survey Estab.
Coverage and Agg.
Est. Empi. Notes
17.65 74.00
25.o0 37.97 c
27.78 31.54
14.57 6o.78
66.67 76.10 a
bO0.O0 lO0.O0 c
I00. O0 86. Ii b
17.50 52.86
lO.38 44.43
22.22 36.05
14.28 54.59
73.33 49.52
25.00 34.26
18.75 23.14
40.0o 32.67 b
15.38 27.23
50.00 32.34
25. oo 5.36
2o. oo 22.30
19.63 58.54
i00.00 ICO.O0 c
66.67 101.06 b
28.56 n4.o3 b
!0.87 45.40
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SIC
3241
3251
3253
3255
3259
3261
3269
3271
3272
3273
3274
3275
3281
3291
3292
3293
3295
3296
3297
3299
33
3312
3315
3316
3317
3321
3323
3331
3333
3334
3339
Edited
Complete
Est. Empl.
Survey Establishments
, j, i ii,
Partially
Complete Total
Est. Empl. Est. Lhnpl.
2
I
2
3
97
hlO
310
206
1
m
997
m
Survey
Coverage
 st.
m
3
3
2
6
1
2
4O
228
250
435
31o
4o5
2
1
3
m
59
46
114
0.0 0.0
2
3
4
1
3
1
2
3
hO
77
782
424
96
112
525
119
67
13,597
w
2
I
i0
m
I,040
25O
w
m
m
8,884
2 97 4o.00 46.;I
2 1,4_7 50.00 99.43
2 310 40.00 94.22
3 206 75.00 86.92
- - 0.0 0.0 g
5 99 33.33 41.25
4 274 12.59 57.08
5 364 10.87 43.64
6 435 11.76 32.01
1 310 IOO.0O I00.00 b
2 405 66.67 98.78 a
2 77 io.oo 29.39
2
2
2
2
5,n34
133
279
268
8,521
4O
782 15.79 55.62
J
6 1,464 85.71 99.05
2 346 9.52 21.77
3 112 23.08 29.71
1 525 50.00 91.30
2 119 25.00 17.65
3 67 27.27 37.43
4
2
1,567
1,417
3
o
143
50 22,481 24.63 6o.71
D
o
21
5 13,555 45.45 69.14
3 173 50.00 36.34
2 279 66.67 71.17
2 268 20.00 19.21
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
7 1,71o 21.2i 43.67
2 1,217 20.00 65.48
C
C
- - 0.0 0.0 Agg. RIS 3330
. - 0.0 0.0 g
. - 0.0 0.0 g
2 21 66.67 60.00 Agg. RIS 3330
3341 5 330 - - 5 330 22.73 28.45
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Edited Survey Establishments
Complete
Est. Empl.
Partially Survey
Complete Total Coverage
Est. Empl. Est. Empl, Est. Empl.
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
3351
3352
3356
3357
3361
3362
3369
3391
3392
3399
34
34ii
3421
3423
3425
3429
3431
3432
3433
3441
3442
3443
3444
3449
3451
3452
3461
3471
3479
92
1 480
1 32
3 i,520
1 6
3 I,000
3 87
1 350
3 51_
3 563
14 325
2 I,,_I,8_=
1 24
4 133
6 450
3 17
3 9_7
2 516
4 916
2 825
6 31o
9 209
5 106
3 3,360
5 758
4 185
2 179
3481 5 211
- - I 480 25.00 132.13 e
- - 1 32 23.00 14.35 b
- - 3 I,520 6O.00 98.38
- - 1 6 33.33 3.00 c
- - 3 1,00o 14.28 58.14
i 15 4 102 16.O0 21.16
- - 1 350 II.ii 43.80 c
2 165 5 675 62.50 42.27
.... 0.0 0.0 Agg. RIS 3390
- - 3 563 15.79 82.79 Agg. RIS 3390
25 1,648 ll7 15,973 12.55 36.46
1 38 3 !,88o 33.33 63.00
- - I 2_ 33.33 33.33 e
1 46 5 179 16.67 14.92
- - - 0.0 0.4 g
- - 6 _50 16.22 39.47
- - - 0.0 0.0 g
- - 3 17 33.33 IO. 62
- - 3 947 9.68 38.32
1 170 3 686 4.90 15.40 b
1 5 5 921 8.20 39.39
2 92 4 917 8.69 25.89
3 217 9 527 5.70 14.69
1 6 IO 215 12.19 21.78
1 32 6 138 12. O0 20.47
1 ii0 4 3,470 17.39 78.86
1 h60 6 I,218 7.69 24.91
- - 4 185 7.14 23.63
3 148 5 327 17.86 55.33
4 139 9 350 13.33 19.61
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SIC
Edited Survey Establishments
Partially
Complete Complete Total
Est. Empl. Est. Empl.
Survey
Coverage
Est. Empl. Est. Emp].
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
349!
3493
3494
3496
3497
3498
3_99
35
3511
3519
4 347 1 26
4 392 - -
4 1,676 - -
1 374 - -
2 76 1 125
ll _72 3 34
117 28,302 21 l, 125
I 7.630 - -
3522 3 86
3531 2 161 - -
3532 ....
3534 2 359 - -
3535 3 803 - -
3536 2 64 - -
3537 1 2,646 - -
3541 6 130 1 90
3542 4 49 - -
3544 lO 214 5 151
3545 2 57 - -
3528 ....
3551 3 817 - -
3552 5 946 1 130
3553 ....
3554 2 904 2 294
3555 5 379 - "
3559 3 886 2 90
3561 3 614 - -
3562 3 3,455 - -
3564 ....
3565 3 44 2 80
3566 8 2,253 - -
3567 4 751 1 65
3569 3 846 3 95
5 373 55155 55. 0 _ I
4 392 I_0.O0 21.98
4 1,676 10.26 56.35
i 374 !O0.CO i00.00 b
- - o.0 o.o
3 2Ol 27.27 48.55
14 506 42.42 84.33
138 29,427 17.47 61.40
1 7,630 50.00
. - 0.0
3 86 25. O0
81.47 Agg. RIS 3510
o.o Acg. RIS 351o
22.81
2 161 5o.o0 !21.97
. - 0.0 0.0 Agg.
2 359 33.33 94.22
3 803 25.00 92.30
2 64 33.33 41.83
1 2,646 ll.ll 91.15 a
7 220 35.00 36.24
4 49 40. oo 36.30
15 365 8.74 18.79
2 57 14.28 45.97
. - o.o o.o g
3 817 15.79 71.17
6 I,O76 15.oo 36.97
. - o.o o.o g
4 I,198 18.18 62.89
5 379 22.73 37.67
5 976 14.28 42.81
3 614 15.oo
3 3,455 30.00
. - 0.0
5 124 13.89
2253 42.10
816 45.45
@ 941 33.33
RIS 3590
60.31
73.o7
0.0 g
50.41
85.96
_ 0 4 I . o8
5o.29
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_IC
Survey Es tsb]ishments
Complete
Partial ly
Complete T_,tal .
Est. Empl. Est. Empl. Est. ELg_I.
..... , u[ __L _
Size of
Statis.
-Survey Estab.
Coverage and Agg.
Est. Empl. Notes
3571 2 I,312
3576 3 84
_7o 2 200
3_1
3582
3585
3586
3589
3 234
-- 1
4 1,167
e 167
8 349
m
o
1
3591 13 598 3 45
3599 2 97 1 85.
_6
3611
3612
3613
- 2 1,312
- 3 84
- 2 2O0
3621
3622
3623
3624
3629
28.56 _3.16 c
60.00 81.55
40.00 83.68
3 23h 7 5.O0
- - 0.0
I_ I,167 16. OO
2 167 33.33
8 349 80. O0
16 643 9.30
3 182. 60.0o
h9 31,322 15 7,134 64
3 496 1 45 14
3 268 1 90
.......8,28_...........1 ......_3 5
2 333 - - 2
2 164 t 25 3
I 200 - - I
i 130 - - I
92.12
0.0 g
53.51
43.26
68.16
23.67
22.25 Agg. RIS 3590
38,_56 19.15 68.11
5h1 lO.53 h7.88
358 44 '_ _ _
8,707 23.81 95.37
333 18.18 22.02
189 60. oo 18o.o0
2oo 25.00 43.76 a
- O.O 0.0
13o 25.o0 4o.26 ¢
3631 ......
3633 .....
3634 2 255 - - 2
3635 - - - -3639 2 392 i 3
- 0.0 0.0 g
- 0.0 0.O g
255 28.56 88.85
- %0 0.0 g
402 42.8:; 82.55
3641 ....... o.0
3_2 3 871 1 35 4 906 5-33
3643 4 203 - - 4 203 28.56
3644 3 6ko I 878 _ 1,518 21.o5
0.O
23.9_
36.91
89.19
3651 I h3 - - i 43 ]4.28 I._
3652 1 43 I 50 2 93 _0.00 52.25
3661 2 22 _. - 2 22 lOO.OO 95.65
3662 1_ 16,3h3 4 5,229 8 21,572 47.06 97._
367! ...... o.o o.0 g
397_ 2 58 - - 2 58 50. o0 z_9.15
3679 5 2,118 2 321 7 2,439 ]6.28 50.99
Agg. RIS 3690
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SIC
Edited Survey Establishments
£artially
Complete Complete
Est. Empl. Est. E_npl.
Total
Est. £kopl.
Survey
Coverage
Est. _npl.
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
36Ol
3693
3694
3699
37
3711
3713
.3714
3715
3721
3722
3729
3731
3732
3741
3791
3794
38
3811
3821
3822
3831
3841
3842
3843
3851
3861
39
1 3oo
1 50
1 90
20 35,464
I 573
2 4O
4 4,302
I 200
2 9,015
3 1,325
2 5,181
2 13,348
i i,426
m m
2 54
29 5,652
5 173
5 4,173
3 161
2 84
2 178
5 320
4 493
3 70
59 2,535
m m
m
I 28
6 1,987
I I,530
m
2 310
I lO5
I 3o
I 12
m
i0 2,073
2 80
2 I,496
m
2 7O
2 194
.1. 2_
1 6
4 590
I 3oo
i 50
2 118
26 37,451
2 2,103
2 4O
4 4,3O2
I 200
4 9,325
3 i,325
3 5,286
3 13,378
1 12
I I,426
2 54
39 7,725
7 253
7 5,669
3 161
4 154
2 178
7 514
5 72o
1 6
3 70
63 3,125
20 •O0
33.33
40.00
0.0
24.07
66.67
lO. 53
lO. 53
33.33
i00. O0
50.00
12. O0
33.33
9.O9
I00. O0
0.0
33.33
25. oo
29.17
17.95
60.oo
50.00
21.00
31.82
23.81
14.28
15.oo
14.45
21.83
83.33
25.65
0.0
d
C
ACg •
Agg •
RIS 3690
RIS 3690
88.93
99.95 a
14.13
2!.o5
23.50 f
372. II a
86.04
7o.91
i00.00 b
0.0 g
46.96
56.42
26.94
54.35
121.98
82.79
28
96.80
8o. o0
12.00 Agg. RIS 3999
23.03
3o.14
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SIC
Edited Survey E_tablishments
Partially
Complete Complete Total
Est. Emp].. Est. Empl. Est. Emp!
Survey
Coverage
Est. _pl.
Size of
Statis.
Estab.
and Agg.
Notes
3911 3 87 - -
391Z ....
3913 2 3 - -
3914 2 62 - -
3931 1 iO -
39I_I 3 90
3942 3 45
3949 4 259
3951 2 556
3952 - -
3953 5 41
3955 3 220
I 250
I
I
w
3961 3 29 -
3962 3 iio -
3963 - - -
3964 1 8 -
3981
3982
3984
3987
3988
3992
3993
3995
3999
6 152 - -
2 180 - -
4 n7 1 115
2 99 - -
2 16 - -
3 160 - -
2 102 - -
3 189 2 2z5
3 87
i I
2 3
2 62
I i0
4 34o
3 45
4 259
2 556
m m
3 9.2o
3 Z9
3 11o
1 8
6 152
2 180
5 232
2 99
2 16
3 16o
2 102
5 4]_
30.85 6.67
0.O 0.0 Agg.
33- 33 37.50
33.33 91.18
25.00 2.33 d
16.oo 32.69
37.50 I_. 61
14.81 _.Z6
I00.00 I00.00 c
0.0 0.0 g
18.5Z 11.08
37.50 94._2
42.84 37.18
27.27 33.85
O.0 O.0 Agg.
25.00 3.5z d
°-_.00 32.83
66.67 18.22
0.0 0.0 g
15.15 _,b_.61
11.76 54.26
I00. O0 I00. O0
3.33 10.97
z_o.oo 30. o9
7.1_, 39.69 Agg.
RIS 3999
RIS 3999
RIS 3999
o_
I
_1_
•MI 0
_1_
+1+
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4-_
_M_ v
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V
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AI_NDE B - 3
THE CO_UTATIONS OF INPUT-OUTP[Zf COEFFICIENTS
The following example of a typical _rork sheet of a manufacturing
industry illustrates the computational procedure used to derive the
input output coefficients. The industry data in the example consist
of three A-type, complete returns, and one B-type, partially complete
return. See text of Chapter 2 on the use of A- and B-type question-
naires in the c_putational procedure°
This example is based on actual data from three returns. The
material input codes, however, have been changed in order to avoid
disclosing confidential information. The data for the other es-
tabllshment are fictitious and were added in order to illustrate
the procedure more effectively.
APPENDIX B - 4 B-4-1
ESTIIv_TES OF THE MIX OF CONTRACTING, MANUFACTURING AND JOBBING
WITHIN THE APPAREL INDUSTRIES
Many of the Apparel h-digit SIC Industries, in major group SIC
23, are characterized by a mixture of contractors, jobbers and manu-
facturers. Frequently, the mix of contracting, jobbing and manufac-
turing firms in our sample differed from the mix for the region and
from the mix for the nation reported in the 1958 U.S. Census of Manu-
facturers. Because the production structure, and hence the input-
output coefficients tend to differ significantly among these three
subindustries within the same 4-digit SIC Industry, the validity uf
regional coefficients obtained from a particular sample of firms de-
pends heavily on the extent to which the sampled mix of contractors-
jobbers-manufacturers represents that of the region.
In order to avoid the improper aggregation of sub-industries, it
was necessary to obtain regional estimates on the mix of these sub-
grb_E°gTthTn •math b-digit SIC Industry wherever applicable. In %he
derivation of the estimates the primary concern was with the iden%i-
fication of employment in contracting establishments. Jobbers were
included with the manufacturers since (1) they were considered by
knowledgeable persons in the industry to represent generally a small
fraction of total industry employment and (2) they could not be sac-
cessfull7 identified in a consistent manner for most 4-digit apparel
industries.
The estimates were obtained from trade associations, knowledge-
able persons in the industry , and from a special phone survey of
non-responding and non-sampled establishments.
(1)The assistance rendered by the following persons is Gratefully ac-
knowledged: Mr. A. Smith of Mens' Outerwear _lanufacturers Associa-
tion; llr. Savitt of the _,1omen'sand Children s Outerwear Contrac-
tors Association; Mr. H. Berg of True Form Corset_, .and Dr. Chills
of the _arton School for his estimates for es5ablisnmenzs a_so-
ciated with the Knitted 0uterwear Manufacturers Association.
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Similar esti_ates were obtained for a few 4-digit SIC Textile
Industries where the sub-industry mix problem was evident. The
following tabulation presents the percent distribution of the
estimated employmentin these sectors.
SiC RIS RIS SurveF .
Industry Regional Estimates 1[fg. Contractors
Mfg. Contractors &
Finishers
2251 83% 17% 93% 7_
2252 too - ioo -
2253 75 (1) 25 97 3
a254 IOO - lOO -
(i}.....
Corresponding estimates for 1965 indicate that employment in
manufacturing establishments consisted of 80_0 of total. The
industry data were adjusted to the estimated mix for 1965.
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The following table presents the industry mix of contractors and manu-
facturers (including jobbers) in terms of industry employment.
CCMPARISONFEMPLOYMENTIN CONTRACTING AND MANUFACTURING
ESTABLISHMENTS, THE APPAREL INDUSTRY IN: THE NATION, THE
REGION AND RIS SURVEY REPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS
SIC
Industry
, | |,
Nation RIS Regional Source
(1958 Census) Est. (1959) of
Mfg. a Cont. Mfg. a Cont. Est.
l i| ,, i
RIS Survey
1959
Mfg. a Cont.
z3n 6o _o 80b ZO 1 87 13
2321 50 50 95 5 l I00 -
2322 82 18 n.a. 67 33
2323 82 18 n.a. I00 -
2327 5o 50 4o 60 1 6 94
2328 74 26 95 5 i lOG -
2329 62 38 33 67 1 40 60
2331 27 73 50 50 1 40 60
2335 40 60 33 67 1 72 28
2337 47 53 90 I0 1 73 27
2339 61 39 67 33 2 - I00
2341 66 34 n.a. I00 -
e342 7e 28 I00 - 2 n.a.
2361 45 55 76c 24 1 92 8
2363 51 49 90 i0 1 I00 -
2369 67 33 I00 - 2 I00 -
2381 95 5 n.a. n.a.
2384 61 39 85 15 2 29 71
2385 70 30 - I00 2 - 100
2386 82 18 I00 - 2 I00 -
2387 86 14 75 25 2 40 60
2389 88 12 n.a. lO0 -
2391 n.a. 85 15 2 75 25
, , , ,L , ,=
n.a. Not Available
aJobbers were included with the manufacturers.
blncluding 3.5_ jobbers
CIncluding 2% Jobbers
Source of RIS Estimate
i. Manufact_-ers' _ssociations
2. Knowledgeable persons in the industry and sampled phone
calls to firms in industry.
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APPENDIX B - 5
AGGREGATED _%NUFACTURING SECTORS
This Appendix lists the manufacturing sectors consisting of
more than one 4-di_t SIC Industry. For the 4-diGit SIC Industries
comprising the aggregates, data on available questionnaires and in-
dustry control estimates are given in order to indicate the extent
to which a sector's technical coefficients represent (1) the respec-
tive industries and (2) the industry mix in the aggregate.
In most of the cases where no survey returns were obtained, the
respective industries represent small industries whose special sur-
vey problems were noted in the text. These small industries, without
survey data, were aggregated with the residual category at a 3- and
2-digit SIC level. In most cases, except Sectors 3510 and 3590, no
_ti¢_l es_shments were added to represent the small indus-
tries since:
(1) no satisfactory seconda_r data were available, otherwise they
would not have been aggregated, and (2) they represent a small frac-
(1)
tion of the aggregate.
Different aggregation policy was applicable to Sectors 2020 and
2870. Sector 2020 is a result of non-disclosure requirements; it was
hoped that subsequent arrival of late returns would have permitted
the disaggregation of SIC 2021 and 2022. Because of the difficulty
in classifying the returns in Sector 2870 and the resulting difficul-
ty in estimating cont;-ols for the two industries comprising this sec-
tor, the industries were combined.
(1)The small industries in Sectors 3510 and 3590 were not originally
intended to be aggregated. However, because of non-response in
SIC 3519 and a downward revision of SIC 3532 control estimates,
SIC 3519 and SIC 3532 were later aggregated into their respective
sectors.
APPENDIX TABLE B-5
AGGREGATED MANUFACTURING SECTORS
Aggregated
Sector and
4-digit
SIC Code
2020
2021
2022
2O9O
2025
2093
2O98
2099
249o
2442
2491
2499
2640
2649
2830
2834
287o
2879
333____0
3331
3339
339O
3392
3399
Edited Questionnaires 1959
Regional
yar_lal£y - Control
Complete Complete Estimatesa
Estab. Empl. Estab. Empl. Estab. Empl. Estab. Empl.
I 42
I 46
l 1
1 1
1 1
3 237
4 133
1 3 2 45 2 7--_
- - 1 46 2 55
m
D
. . 44 98__8
- - 2 13
- - 1 21
- - 4 1o5
3 237 37 849
h 182 2 80 6 262
2 239 1 65 3 304
1 7 - - 1 7
3 1255 2 2499 5 5854
2 14
. m
2 21
D
w
2 14
m o
2
m
3 563
73 82o
2 59
3 12o
54 6Ol
h4 3007
4O 2918
61 728._...29
39
57 7250
_6 5_1
6 5_i
4 85
Y 5-6
3 35
21. 727
19 680
B-5-3
APPENDIX TABLE B-5 (Continued)
AGGREGATED MANUFACTURING SECTORS
Aggregated
Sector and
4-dlglt
SIC Code
351o
3511
3519
359o
m
3532
3599
3@0
3699
3990
3912
3963
3999
Edited Questionnaires
1959
Regional
Partially Control
Complete Complete Total Estimatesa
Estab. Empl. Estab. Empl. Estab. Empl. Estab. Empl.
,,, .,, = . ,m H, . . ,
5 944o
1 7630 - - 1 7630 _ 93-_ b
...... 3 75 g
...... 6 819
...... T --g
2 97 I 85 3 182 5 818
2 83__!1
- 1 1
- 8 830g
82 115____2
- - 1 6 1 6 -_ 5o
- - .... 3 20
...... 2 22
3 189 2 225 5 414 7o 1070
asee Appendix B-2 for survey coverage data.
bstatistical establishment added , i0 - 25 percent of industry data.
gstatistical industry constructed, lO0 percent of industry data.
APPENDIXB - 6
ESTIMATED1959 EMPLOYMENTOFTHECONSTRUCTIONINDUSTRIES,
PHILADELPHIA,PA. - N.J. SMSA
Sector
Code
(i) (2) (3)
Employment Seasonal Average
First Quarter Adjustment Annual
1959 Coef ficient Employment(1)x(2)
1511 14,649 1.142777 16,741
1611 3,376 i. 486938 5,020
1621 6, 4o6 I. 145327 7,337
1711 8,115 i.o8e3Ol 8,767
1731 3,559 I. 039725 3,70o
172 3,017 1.388979 4,191
174 7,596 1.159746 8,8o9
175 2,936 1.240736 3,643
176 2,O74 1.181439 2,45O
177 1,420 1.194058 1,696
178 37 1.0826_5 40
179 5,_26 1.161902 6,3O4
1701a 22,506 27,133
Total 58,611 1.172088 68, 698
aSector 1701 consists of SIC 172, 174 to 179.
Sources:
Col. _/ U.S. Bureau of the Census and U.S. Bureau of Old-Age Survivors
Insurance, County Business Patterns, First Quarter 1959, Parts
A and 3B, U.S. Oov'tPrinting Office, Washington, D.C., 1961.
Col. 2/ Average Annual March employment obtained from Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Dept. of Labor and Industry, Employment and Wages
of Workers covered by the Pennsylvania Unemployment Compensa-
tion Law, 1959, statistical information Bulletin No. 137,
(Harrisburg, Bureau of Employment Security, November, (1960),
Table 2.
B-7-1
APPF/_DIX B-7
ESTIMATE9 _4BER OF MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, EMPLOYmeNT
AND VALUE OF SHI_4ENTS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.- N.J. SMSA, 1959
The estimates of employment and value of shipments were coded in ac-
col-dance with the estimation procedures described in Chapter IV in this text.
_Employment estimates were coded as follows:
A - standard estimation procedures
Bla to Blc- Estimation procedures based on both 19'58 U.S. census
benchmark data and corrected DIA ratios. The nature of the correction and
use of DIA data is indicated by the last letter in the code, a,b, or c. See
text for explanation.
B2a to B2c - Estimates based on both 1959 DIA benchmark and 1958 census
ratio are coded by B2_a. Estimates based on 1958 census data for the New
Jersey part of the SMSA are coded by _2b. RIS 1959 estimates for the New
Jersey part of the SMSA are coded by B2c. See text
B3 - Estimates derived from both 1958 census and 1960 DIA combined
count of establishments by employment size and by county, together with RIS
survey data for 1959. See text
B3a - Partial counts of establishments based on RIS data applicable
mostly to small industries with reclassified survey returns. See text
Value of shipments estimates were coded according to the following
source of the value of shipment per employee ratios used:
a. RIS survey
b. DIA 1959 data
c. Disaggregated DIA data where disaggregation was on the basis of
1958 national census shipments per employee ratios
d. National 1958 U.S. Census data
e. Combination of the above sources
B-7-2
ESTINATED_N,_EROF_NUFACTI_INGESTABLIS}_ENTS,
E_,_LOYM_NTANDVALUEOFSHIPMENTS,
IN 1959, PHILADELPHIASMSA
SIC Establishments
Ccde
Total Mfg. 7,997
Employment Source Value of
Shipments
560,603 $11,h59,36h,923
2O
m
2011
2013
2015
77__!
65
60
ll
1,479,886_564
3,842 33 207,106,852
2,507 A 89,790,712
315 B3 9,012,150
2021
2022
2o24
2025
2026
2
2
17
2
88
78 33 3,976,050
55 33 1,7C6,375
1,961 A 51,833,152
13 B3 593,840
7,093 B3 185,276,253
2031
2032
2033
2035
2036
2037
2
3
31
19
7
12
80 33 1,443,600
4,614 Bla 155,653,290
1,807 33 32,849,453
363 Bib 7,495,587
230 A 9,638,380
717 A 14,340,000
2o41
2o42
2043
20_5
2O46
2
26
i
2
2
14 33 I,oo8,854
568 Bla 30,853,760
78 Blb 3,047,772
i_ B2b 633,696
20 A 624,000
2051
2O52
163
20
10,726 Bla 155,555,712
2,85_ A 61,195,468
2c62 2 1,991 120,813,880
2071
2072
2073
71
4
3
3,931 Bla 54,845,312
608 Bib 17,363,872
579 Blb !8j050,325
2082
2O84
2O85
2086
2087
6
2
8
47
19
1,812 A I_9,911,540
95 33 2,546,380
1,3_8 A 47,570,924
1,838 A 35,943,928
6_4 Bla 28,798,392
a
a
a
c
a
a
c
c
c
a
c
b
a
a
c
c
c
c
b
b
a
b
b
c
b
a
b
b
a
B-7-3
sic
Code
2O93
2094
2O95
2096
2O97
2O98
2099
21
m
2211
2221
2231
22_1
2251
2252
2253
225_
2256
2259
2261
2262
2269
2271
2272
2279
2281
2282
2283
2284
2291
2292
2293
2,q94
2°95
2297
2298
2299
23
2311
Establishments
i
12
2
I
15
4
37
2O
I
17
13
32
35
66
33
80
ii
22
6
3
24
lO
5
ll
5
19
21
5
6
7
12
II
2
I0
3
"7
!
1,008
144
Employment
21
562
45
58
189
105
849
37,125
1,187
1,115
2,9&4
1,698
1,331
I,461
9,964
1,725
I, 353
310
1,091
89
].,693
1,931
892
327
251
l,h18
2,269
260
44_
743
4.'52
18o
12
1,071
537
58,310
18,1o6
Source Value of
Shipments
]33
B2b
_3
B3a
Bla
B2b
B3a
Source
68,648,081
536,347 _625
A
B2b
A
B2b
15,940,223 b
20,325,335 b
46,16_,86& b
20,623,908 b
Blb
Beb
Bla
B3
A
B3
B3
B2b
B2b
11,958,285 b
111,327,772 b
28,778,175 b
23,635,557 b
3,933,280 b
12,893,438 b
1,012,553 b
19,926,610 b
B2b
B2b
B2b
39,207,o2_ b
24,465,776 b
3,106,827 b
B3
B3
B2b
B2b
4,624,173 b
18, _83,692 a
2,1 "-" 828 b
3,935,880 b
B2b
A
Bib
A
B2b
A
B3a
Bla
11, 5oo, _88 b
5863,756 b
8, ._2, 9i6 b
_, 3gO, 50O b
-'-99,800 c
35, :_55,455 b
3_727,252 e
6,321, o27 c
579,581,748
Bla 221,128,578 b
|
2,761,563 c
23,887,810 b
1,250,000 a
7,220,53g e
1,952,5_ b
2,65_,085 b
40,580,502 c
B-7-4
SiC
Cod
2321
2322
27.23
2327
2328
2329
2331
2335
2337
2339
2341
2342
2351
2352
2361
2363
2369
2371
2381
2384
2385
2386
2387
2389
2391
2392
2393
2394
2395
2396
2397
2399
24
i
2411
2421
2431
2433
Establi shments
18
3
2O
55
2O
41
134
52
44
19
7
16
2o
42
21
37
15
1
6
3
1
14
15
36
43
6
29
35
25
35
I¸9--9
14
35
61
6
Employment
1,213
45
411
2,977
919
2,597
2,853
6,842
2,147
2,558
1,233
196
473
2,020
4,086
1,064
992
79
47
266
228
163
753
41o
88O
I_009
2_8
347
464
i,167
192
i,325
3,178
40
1'.58
i,187
_I;05
Source
A
B3
Bla
A
Blb
Bib
Bla
A
A
A
B3a
B3
A
A
A
A
A
A
B3
B3
A
B2b
B3a
A
33
B3
33
Bla
A
Blb
33
Blc
A
Blb
Bla
V:%lue of
Sh_pment s
12,400,499
478,575
3,825,999
18,548,469
9,88.5_, 44 ,
15, I"3.,107
27,283,239
57,477,800
16,132,558
2h,848,412
Ii,621,025
2,887,200
3,233,&28
15,832,760
31,466,000
9,468,536
7,462,816
i,41_3,883
391,828
3,336,970
880,080
1,9 59,U23
7,805,598
4,643,250
14,711,840
14,631,509
4,8_5,334
14.,315,292
3,267, o24
15, 54_, 4_o
I,038,336
11,739,500
53.O42,064
4.52,]..o0
I,672, i!4
19, 3._5,043
14,137 _"_", a-% )
Source
b
b
b
a
b
d
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
d
b
b
a
b
b
b
b
e
b
b
b
e
b
C
b
b
e
B-7-5
Iml_- -,
SIC
Code
24_I
2442
2443
2445
2511
2512
Z514
2515
2519
e52i
Z5ZS
2531
2591
2599
26
1
2621
2631
2641
2642
2643
2644
2645
2649
2651
Z652
2653
2654
2655
2661
27
1
_ii
l I J
Establishments Emplo)_ent Source
17 _57 B2b
2 59 BIc
4 105 B2b
3 46 B2b
3 120 33
54 601 33
36 594 Blb
56 773 F2a
25 1,773 Bla
32 68_ Bea
3 2_9 B3
13 881 BIa
8 259 B2b
40 718 33
20 731 33
16 167 A
12 122 33
233 21,802
ii 3,867 B3
11 2,945 33
18 I,199 Bla
8 661 Bla
lO 8_7 A2
4 89 B3
15 554 BZb
40 2,918 Bla
30 2,351 A2
34 i,480 A2
33 3,997 A3
5 416 B3
13 459 A
1 109 B3a
41.
lO7 8,306 B3
Value of
Shipment s
5,858,740
588,289
721,770
1,035,5o0
114,838,71o
6,297,588
9,290,687
34,731,297
12,682,728
5,734,768
2,163,000
15,051,00_
3,79o,724
8,630,360
11,787,375
2,719,929
1,959,250
530,256,174
136, c99,065
74,835.395
47,944,315
9;841,265
23, o12,990
i,261,575
6, O45,8O2
52,071,710
41,742,005
13,861,680
98,406,140
15, 09% 480
7,851,752
2,180 CO0
689= 30-.,310
141,368,120
Source
b
d
a
b
C
C
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
e
b
_e
e
b
b
b
C
b
b
8.
b
e
a
B-7-6
SiC
Code
272!
2731
2732
2741
2751
275Z
2753
2761
2771
278Z
27,89
2791
2793
Z794
2799
28
2813
2814
2815
2816
28_8
2819
2821
2831
2834
2841
2842
28_3
28_4
2851
2852
2861
Establishments
37
28
37
35
_15
136
17
25
8
19
46
56
3o
9
2
422
18
5
6
7
30
25
h
57
26
37
15
19
68
3
I
Employment
12,350
1,856
888
393
6,412
4,250
714
962
3o9
535
I,585
1,530
9o5
37O
4o
73_
I,029
2O5
599
I,107
3,868
9,335
39
7,250
l,204
787
362
237
3,658
85
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
A
B3
A
B3
A
BI&
Bla
B3
B3a
Bla
B3
B3
Bla
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
Bla
B2b
Blb
A
Bla
A
Value of
Shipments
Source
258,757,200 a
43,200,456
18,063,529
b
e
5,500,814
83,945,904
63,805,250
6,_8,202
b
b
8,
b
15,381,418
3,011,205
b
b
11,383,950
10,105,525
13,885,300
II,243,048
3,877,970
595,520
1,29o, 3o,53J
29,h75,972
37,795,170
7,996,025
26,_83,587
35,966,530
167,936,956
260,325,145
858,585
536,6o9,500
58,507,576
20,255,575
11,771,878
3,764,271
98,520,914
1,630,5_!4
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
c
8,
b
a
c
a
b
8.
8,
b
b
69, ]20 c
B-7-7
SIC Establi shments Emplo}unent Source
Code
, , ,, ,
2°7] 4 324 B3
_87"_
2879 6 541 A
2.3!,i 18 517 BIg
_892 1 25 B3
2893 21 714 Bla
2894 2 157 B3
2895 1 5 B3
2899 45 I,171 Bla
2--9 5_.i 15,802
2911 12 ]3,833 A
2951 17 200 B3
2952 4 79 B3
2992 18 I,690 B3
30 15]. 12,773
3011 3 5,323 B2b
3021 1 174 B3
3o31 1 36 B3
3069 40 3,443 A
3079 106 3,797 _la
lO8 6,35___ 2
3111 21 2,200 93
3121 6 313 Bla
3131 8 251 B3
3141 16 I,802 A
3142 5 251 '33
3161 26 448 B3
3171 8 538 A
3199 IO 139 Bib
3_2 32_! 14,5 
i_alue of
Shipment s
Source
7,290,000
].7,713,422
13,7S6,704
471,350
18,365,508
4,709,806
172,155
3O,544,364
1,o18,325,831
973,110,051
6,734,2O0
2,569,080
35,912,5o0
326, 686,852
206,654,829
1,949,322
711,972
68,894,430
48,476,299
87,840,080
45,8].0,600
5,557,132
3,121,350
16,696,736
2,484,900
4.]64,160
3,@64,454
4,566,990
1,574,758
291,704,211
b
b
8.
b
a
C
C
b
b
b
8.
8.
b
C
C
b
C
b
b
C
Establ._shments Emplo_aent
3ZII
3_21
3229
3231
3241
3251
3253
3255
3259
.
3
7
46
1
5
4
5
4
155
282
I14
i,152
192
209
1,415
329
237
249
240
480
834
1,359
31o
41o
262
i,406
i,478
1,589
377
575
674
179
3261
3269
1
15
3271
3272
3273
3274
3275
3281
32
46
51
1
3
2O
3291
3292
3293
3295
3296
3297
3299
19
7
21
IB
2
8
ii
33
w
3312
3315
3316
3317
3321
3323
3331
3333
3334
3339
3341
2o__ 3
ll
6
3
lO
33
lO
I
I
2
3
22
,37,032
19,604
476
392
1,395
3,9]6
2,164
5o
4
73
35
i,160
Source
33
A
33
Bla
B2c
A
33
33
B2b
B2c
33
Bla
33
Bla
B3a
33
33
B1a
33
33
Bla
33
33
A2
B3
B3
B3
A2
A
A
B2c
B3
B2b
B3
A
B-7-8
Value of
Shipments
Source
2, 5o5,8_35
4,257,072
i,090, 52k
23,930,490
4,200,000
2,738,945
18,188,410
5,381,828
3,799,347
3,671, 5o5
2,799,840
8,814,72o
13,574,o15
38,67_,422
8,500,000
16,939,560
3,748,434
24,010,262
21,357, I00
25,106,200
9,880,039
20,107,750
16,240,841
2,187,022
794.653,584
270,025,504
17,506,328
13,500,872
45,976,412
4o, 569,760
27,565,032
i,172, I00
93, ""
3.397,055
976,990
51,317, (?g'D
a
b
a
b
a
e
d
b
b
e
b
e
a
b
b
a
b
e
C
a
b
b
b
d
d
d
a
e
B-?-9
SIC
Co(e
3351
3352
3356
3357
3361
3362
3369
3391
3392
3399
3411
3421
3423
3425
3_29
3_31
3432
3_33
3441
344e
3443
3444
3449
3451
3452
3461
3471
3479
3481
3491
3493
3494
3496
3497
J ,j_
3499
Establishments
4
5
5
3
21
25
9
8
2
19
93_.22
9
3
3o
2
37
3
9
31
61
61
46
158
82
50
23
78
56
28
6o
9
I0
39
1
2
!!
33
Employment Source Value of
Shipments
470
223
i,545
200
1,720
482
799
1,597
47
680
_3,807
2,984
72
I, 200
408
i, 140
331
16o
2,471
4,454
2,338
3,542
3,588
987
674
4,400
_,,890
783
591
1,785
678
1,783
2,974
372
186
6oo
B3 13,244,600
A 4,037,638
B3 21,562,0C0
B3 5_637,00C
Bla 26,448,240
Bla 6,961,044
_b 9,761,383
A2 21,176,220
B2b 814,416
B3a 12,910,044
764,647, 52o
A 87,956,384
A 959,040
B3 16,213,200
B3 4,896,000
B3 20,960, OhO
B2b 5,200,850
B3 I,626,240
Bla 47,967,052
B3a 82,033,772
Bla 39,325,160
B3 71,130,444
Bla 53,O44,992
A 18,905,959
B2c 7,980,160
Bla 75,002,200
B3 89,286,463
BIa 7,130,781
Bla 7, C,97,910
Bla 23,562,000
B3 16,696,899
B2e 20,443,878
B2c 43, 35 k, 972
Bla 3, 5_0,640
32c 4,3!1,852
T_3 6,755,652
Bla 9,304,800
Source
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
C
e
b
a
b
a
a
e
C
a
b
b
b
b
a
b
a
e
b
b
b
e
b
b
e
c
a
a
B-7-10
Establishments Employment Source V_lue of
Shipments
Source
35
3511
3519
3522
3531
3532
3534
3535
3536
3537
3541
3542
35_4
3545
3548
3551
3552
3553
3554
3555
3559
3561
3562
3564
3565
3566
3567
3569
3571
3576
3579
3581
3582
3585
3586
3589
3591
3599
36
79O
2
3
12
4
1
6
12
6
9
20
lO
183
6
19
40
5
22
22
35
20
Io
5
36
19
ll
18
7
5
5
4
l
25
6
i0
172
5
47,927
9,365
75
377
132
1
381
870
153
2,903
607
135
1,942
124
41
1,148
2,910
73
1,905
i,006
2.280
i,018
4,728
39
246
2,621
784
1,811
3,040
lO3
239
25_
3
2,181
386
512
2,716
818
A
B2b
B3
B3
A
B3
• B3
A
]33
B3
Bla
B2c
B2e
B3
_la
_3
D
B3
A
A
B3
]_2c
]33
BIa
Bla
A
B3
A
B3
B3
B2b
_-3
B2b
B2b
B2b
B3
767,659______,222
177,026,595
977,3P5
4,851,613
2,476, 8_8
17,425
6,223,254
16,001,764
1,959,624
52,991,362
6,687,926
I,611,495
22,810,732
I, 557,936
673,671
14,824,124
41,534,430
I, 161,941
31,851,600
12,231,954
39,795,120
15,358,566
76,730,712
I, 599,819
2, 5h8,930
43,314,646
14,881,888
33,691,844
33,196, 80o
i,0_4,317
3,075,930
6,517,894
55,69£
41,242,710
7,269,538
io, 888, 7o_
27,545,672
ii,528,892
l,O2o,9Lo,61h
&
b
b
&
c
b
e
b
b
b
b
b
C
&
b
C
&
b
b
b
b
a
b
b
a
c
b
b
c
b
b
a
b
b
B-7-II
SIC
Code
Establishments Employment Source
6_3 _I
3612
3613
3621
3622
3623
3624
3629
3631
3633
3634
3635
3639
3641
3642
3643
3644
3651
3652
3661
3662
3671
3672
3679
3691
3693
3694
3699
B1
3711
3713
3714
3715
3721
3722
3729
38
9
21
ii
5
4
3
8
1
3
7
1
7
1
75
z4
19
7
5
2
]-7
3
4
43
5
3
5
8
I08
3
19
]9
3
4
6
25
i,130 B3
444 33
9,130 B3
I,512 Blc
lO5 A
1'57 _3
19 B2b
534 B2b
4 B2b
50 B2b
287 • Bla
IO Bla
487 B3
I B2b
3,829 Bla
550 BIc
1,702 B2b
3,462 B3
178 B1a
Z3 B3
22,038 B3
2,837 E2b
118 B3
4,783 B3
I,374 A
60 B3
460 B3
830 B2b
42,113
2, 104 B3
283 B3
11,797 B3
851 A
2,506 B3
I,550 33
7,452 33_
Value of Source
14,25!,4E0 e
4,435,116 a
2.65,947,25C b
22,509, 1_ ',- b
I,927,065 a
18,774,931 b
253,954 b
9,273,978 b
57,148 c
i,229, OOO b
7,275,450 b
189,390 e
8,966,644 c
15,342 a
59,051,358 b
6,788.650 b
41,052,240 b
72,265,788 b
2,712,008 b
399,779 a
466,720,764 a
23,799,593 b
2,025,706 a
59,706,284 e
22,111,782 b
2,182, O00 a
4,270,640 a
2,748,130 ,c
733,081,663
92,866,352 a
3, 3o7,987 b
215,059,310 b
34,482,520 b
40,574,763 m
25,400,235 e
124,442,254 e
Shipments
B-7-12
SIC
Cod e
3731
3732
3741
3791
3799
3_8
3811
3821
3822
3831
3841
3842
3843
3851
3861
39
3911
3912
3913
391.4
3931
3941
3942
3949
3951.
3952
3953
3955
Estab li shment s Employment
9
]I
1
2
6
15 e
'24
39
5
8
IO
22
21
7
2o
k5
3
6
6
4
25
8
27
2
27
8
13,85o
127
I,426
6o
115
939
lO,431
132
186
219
531
9oo
50
3o4
10,369
282
20
8
68
429
1,040
308
885
556
1.95
370
233
Source
B3
A
B3a
B3
Blb
Blb
A
B3
B2a
A
Blb
Bla
B3
A
A
A
B3a
Bla
A
A
BIt
Bla
B3
A
A
B3
Value of
Shipments
Source
27,259, ,..,4C'
1,330,680
1,939,590
165,,949,868
10,297,07&
128,019,663
1,588,356
2,981,766
2,642,235
7,175,934
8,8_5,200
794,200
3,605,440
15.5,13o,578
h,676,688
301_62o
202,704
1,003,544
7,339,761
13,148,720
2,224,376
12,699,750
6,755,956
2,596,035
3,145,370
3,825,860
e
b
a
c
c
c
a
a
a
c
c
c
c
b
a
b
b
b
b
c
c
b
B-7-13
SIC
Co te
Establishments Employment Source Value of
Shipments
Source
3961
3962
3963
3564
3981
3982
3984
398?
3988
3992
3993
3995
3999
7
II
2
4
25
3
2
33
17
2
90
5
70
78
325
22
227
33 853,866 b
33 4,639,375 b
A 286,220 c
Blc 3,054,512 b
463 A 6,592,65i b
977 A 25,006,053 e
191 32 3,144,624 c
520 Bla 3,10_,400 b
289 A 3,645,446 b
16
I,458
339
i,070
33 101,008 a
Bla 19,489,086 b
A 2,852.,007 b
A 24,440,940 c
APPEI_DIXC
ESTIMATESOF AN_IAL EMPLOYMENT A_TD PAYROLL:
NON-MANUFACTURING
This appendix pre_-ents material developed in
the corz_espcndin_ P,!_ Memoranda as noted in the text.
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APPENDIXC
ESTIi'ATESOFDETAILEDANNUAL
EMPLOY_Yf& PAIq_OLL:NON-MANUFACTURING
Object: This Appendix outlines the procedures used in deriving estimates
of annual average employmentand annual payroll for 1959by three and
four-digit SIC's _rithin Divisions E (Transportation, Communications,
Electricity, Gas, and Sanitary Services) G (Finance, Insurance, and Real
Estate), and H (Services). These estimates were based upon the data in
County Business Patterns, First Quarter 1959, Parts 3A and 3B, U.S.
_areau of the Census and U.S. Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,
"v._.Q n_.,o_m_nt_v._..__Printing Office.. Washington, D.C., 1961.
Methodology:
A. DETAILED ESTIMATION OF FIRST QUARTER EMPLOYMENT.
On the basis of the published data, estimates were made of the re-
ported employment by county for the SIC level (2, 3, or 4-digit) as
required by the relevant sector. When figures were missing, employment
was generally taken as the median of the size class noted. "Unallocated"
categories, designated as unspecified employment within the classifica-
tion, were subsequently distributed on the basis of the available data
and staff judgment.
B. AN_JAL AVERAGE E_LO_4ENT
The detailed first quarter employment estimates reflecting employ-
ment for the pay period ending nearest March 15, 1959, were adjusted to
yield annual average employment. This adjustment was based upon the
"-_,,-+..... p_rl _ th_ State ofseasonal factors in the empio_ment by ....... j ..............
C-2
Pennsylvania as a _.thole. Each adjustment factor, (March Employment)/
(Annual Average Employment), was calculated from: Employment and Wages
of Workers Covered by the Pennsylvania Unemployment Compensation Law,
1959. Statistical Bulletin 137. Pennsylvania Department of Labor and
Industry (November 1960)° Table 2.
C. ESTImaTED AI_TNUALPAYROLL
With the same procedures used in allocating employment, 1st quarter
Taxable Payroll was estimated by county for each required SIC level.
This First Quarter Payroll was adjusted to yield the total annual payroll
as follows :
(Ist qtr payroll) x (4) _ (Seasonal adjustment factor) = total annual
payroll.
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TABLE C - i - i
ECONOMIC DMSION E
TRANSPORTATION, CO_4UNICATION, ELECTRIC,
GAS, AI_ SANITRARY SERVICES
Employment
SIC
Seasonal
Published Allocated Adjustment(1) (2) (3)
Estimated
Annual Average
(4) = (2)/(3)
44 7,814 7,969 1.080991 7,372
45 1,129 1.I74 .975026 1,2_
46 210 219 .939450 233
47 1,226 1,276 1.037274 1,230
48 24,186 24,186 - 24,016
481 16,968 16,968 1.000353 16,962
482 5,844 5,906 1.026972 5,751
483 1,246 1,266 1.007435 1,257
489 2 12 .978903 12
Unalloc 126 3_ 1.001585 34
49 15,581 15,581 - 15,8OO
491 7,528 7,528 .996_36 7,555
492 4,866 4,866 .979639 4,967
493 1,465 I,_65 .971851 1,507
494 621 621 .957653 648
495 432 552 .974843 566
496 15 15 1.023333 15
497 30 30 .984141 30
Unalloc 669 50_ .984141 512
Admin & Aux 496 496 .994958 499
Unalloc 259 0
42 20;882 20,882 - 2!t704
421 18,490 18,490 .963305 19,194
422 1,725 1,816 .989420 1,835
423 448 481 .833333 577
unalloc 219 95 .964671
41 11,449 11,449 11,179
411 9,140 9,147 8,984
4111 8,997 8,997 1.0_8062 8,837
4119 143 150 1.018062 147
412 1,413 1,433 1.0_0701 1,377
413 112 149 .970859 153
414-417 157 .943368 166
415 219 439 1.z59555 379
Unalloc 565 124 1.032510 120
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TABLE C - i - 2
ECONOMIC IiI_'ISION E
TR_d_SPORTATION, CO_!CATION, ELECtrIC,
GAS, AND SANITARY SERVICES
Payroll
SIC
ist Quarter ist Quarter Eztimated
_blizhed Allocated Total Annual
($000) ($000) ($000)
(1) (2) (3) a
41 13,270 13,270 51,977
4il 11,8o> 11,8o9 ' _,395
4111 11,714 11,714 _0,023
4119 91 95 372
412 737 737 2,832
413 153 153 628
414-417 141 141 596
415 329 329 1,136
Unalloc 105 i01 390
42 24,637 24,637 102,311
421 22,0_2 22,022 91,440
422 2,146 2,146 8,674
423 389 389 1,867
Unalloc 80 80 330
44 8,158 8,351 30,903
45 1,492 1,547 6,346
46 360 370 1,574
47 1,322 1,7<3 5,332
48 29,1h3 29,143 115,734
481 19,664 !9,6g4 7_,635
482 7,177 7,177 27/!55
483 2,261 2,26] %,9_0
489 16 16 6_
Unalloc 25 25 lO0
49 23,759 23,759 96,316
491 11,026 II, 92(_ 47,876
492 7,590 7,5Y" 30,989
493 2, ]40 2,140 _, q05
1494 77(, 77(: 71,230
495 32(i 417 _ _ t
h96 - 23 ':2
497 - 4(, _ ::::<
Unal!oc I, COl _,4]_ 3,41_'
Admin & A_x 740 740 2,976
Unalloc 319 0
acol 3 Col (2):< h ÷ Sea:;ona]Aijuatmen?. For seasonal adju&_!_:<nt
see Col 3, Table C - ! - ].
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TA.BLE C - 2 - 1
ECON0_.Z[C DIVISTOU G
FX_'IANCE_ INSUR,(_iCE _ AKD RE&L ESTATE
_Imployment
Seasonal Estimated
SIC Published A1]oca_cd Ad3ust ....,_ Annual Average
(1) (2) (3) @) (2)/(3)
60 15, ].98 15,]98 - 35,356
601 ....
602 13,565 13,565 •989655 13,707
603 I,380 1,380 •989655 i,394
60_ ....
605 218 219 .989655 221
Unallo e 35 34 .989655 34
61 6,63.1 6,6].]. 6,689 I
6!9. 2,437 2,437 .988407 2-, 466
61X 4,174 4,!74 .9884o7 4,223
62 3_253 3,253 3,355
6[:_L
622
623
6P_8
3,05'{ 3,05( •96W5s;
59 59 ._o_j_j
137 137 .969533
24,520 24,520 •99h635
3,i53
f.
O_
]41
24,65263
64 4,257 4,257 .99o328 4,299
65 ]2,695 32,695 13,391
651 8,800 8,800 .962521 9,143
653 2,353 2,353 .962521 2,][I]t- 5
654 2_ 231 .96252:[ 240
655 87 94 .962521 98
656 943 1,017 .962521 1,057
Una!loc 298 200 .96252] 208
66 2,380 2 _380 .989.!0:, 2,1106
67 33.4 h55 i.O]3_06:L 449
A(_LP.I_R $,: _AIX 955 955 om6r_°o 968
Unalloc "^_"
_,. ,_ 15 .986oC0 ]5
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SIC
TAHIGE C - 2 - 2
ECONOMIC DI_]_SIO]iC.
" 'I_IC+'" "0 _T,"+'_ _+ I r', i
Payroll
!st Quarter Ist Quarter Estimated
q.o_,al Au_u o,.lPublished Allocated '+
($000) ($000) ($000)
(z) (2) (3) _
6o 1_,6!+.3 14,643 59,184
601 ....
602 13,028 13,028 52_g57
603 Z, 4!6 1,416 5,723
6@r - - -
605 Z65 Z65 667
Unalloc 34 34 ]37
61 6,447 6,447 26,090
6]__I 4,306 Lt,306 17,426
62 5 _o_,.,...-. 5,586 23,047
621 5,33.2 5,33-2 2!,915
62_ 61 61 252
OcL+ 213 213
63 29,550 29,550 ]z8,838
65 ii,198 ._].,_98 46,537
651 7,376 7, ,-,o31_, 30,66].
653 2,].23 2,_°__II{.... 8,823
65_I" 170 183 761
655 82 88 366
656 ].,OS2 1,167 II,85o
Una!!oc r_3o_ 259 z,o76
66 P_,o75 2,075 8,391
67 303 407 l,6(g
AdI'Q]'i .Yl _: _/xa) .',( $3:0 ?, 091 4,. 11.26
_,,_, I " ,-, - '",-,
........... 3 ( " _. ] , 'F 69
_'-C{,i "# ," " ,'r!_ "' l, .: 3. .r;cz _,.' 1 Ar_o_I;.;_lsn,.D.i.'[:,,"' },_l'-..l" Scs.,.{O.'."t,-'.']. A(I" ," "-.-r .....
-', r, -:
.... .,_ -+ _+. -+ ...
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TABLEC - 3- i
Economic Division H
Employment
Seasonal Es timat ed
SIC Published Allocated Adjustment Annual Average
70 6,913 6,913 .865027 7,992
72 23,204 23,20_ •990945 23,416
73 17,643 17,643 18,139
736 669 783 .972652 805
739 8,141 8,141 .972652 8,370
7392 951 1,151 .972652 1,183
739X 6,892 6,892 .972652 7,086
Unalloc 98 98 .972652 i01
73X 8,283 8,719 .972652 8,964
Unalloc 550 0
75 7,172 7,172 .982833 7,297
76 5,630 5,630 - 5,773
7694
7699 576 1,306 .975242 1,339
769X 2,871 2,154 .975242 2,209
76X 2,132 2,170 .975242 2,225
Unalloc 51 0
78 3,175 3,377 .982525 3,437
79 6,774 6,774 .854494 7,927
80 41,219 42,727 - 43,916
806 29,609 31,117 .972914 31,983
80X 11,610 11,610 .972914 11,933
8i 4,131 4,131 .982405 4,2o5
82 21,731 21,731 - 20,769
821 6,284 6,284 1.0_6315 6,006
822 12,985 12,985 1.046315 12,410
82X 2,364 2,462 1.046315 2,353
Unalloc 98 0
84 343 593 .831169 713
86 22,364 22,364 - 22,625
"B67 3,999 4,023 .9884_2 4,070
86X 18,232 18,341 .988482 18,555
Unalloc 133 0
88 - --
89 10,006 10,006 - i0,0@7
892 947 972 .991973 980
89X 8,798 9,034 .991973 9,107
Una!!oc 261 0 -
Admin & Aux 2_7 287 .964210 2"._
Unalloc 452 0
TABLEC- 3 - 2
ECONOMICDMSIONHSER_-ICES
Pa_Toll
C-8
SIC
ist Quarter ISt Quarter Estimated
Published Allocated To!al Ann_ :al
($000) ($000) ($000)
(i) (2) (3)a
70 4,107 h,197 1O,h07
72 17,781 17,781 53,830
73 16,192 16,192 66,578
736 502 5_2 2,o6_
739 7,286 7,286 29,963
7392 1,291 1,291 5,309
739X 5,865 5,865 24,120
Unalloc 130 130 535
73X 8,089 8,404 34,551
Unalloc 315 0 -
75 6,522 6,522 26,554
76 6,615 6,615 27,132
769 5,187 4,187 17,173
7694-99 1,861 1,861 7,633
769X 2,326 9,550
76X 2,_28 2,428 9,959
Unalloc 2,326 0 -
78 1,999 1,999 8,138
79 4,720 _,720 22,095
80 26,707 27,6_6 113,663
806 18,438 19,377 79,666
80X 8,269 8,269 33,997
81 3,807 3,807 15,501
82 21,096 21,096 80,648
821 4,946 h,9_6 18,908
822 13,948 13,948 53,322
82X 2,152 2,202 8,418
Unalloc 50 0 -
84 284 535 2,575
86 15,271 15,271 61,7_
867 2,844 2,856 11,557
86X i2,393 12,415 50,239
Unalloc 6h 0 -
88 . .
89 13,19h 13,19h 53,203
892 1,061 1,079 4,351
89X 11,916 12,115 48,_52
Unalloc 217 0 -
Admin & Aux 465 465 1,!)20
Unalloc 251 0 -
aCol 3 = Col (2) X 4 • Seasonal Adjus_:ment. For Seasonal Adjustmen _ see
Col 3, Table C - 3 - 1.
I
